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S~ABSTRACT

Project PYRO consisted of a comprehensive program to determine the blast

and thermal characteristics of the three liquid propellant combinations in most

comnon use in military missiles and space vehicles; liquid oxygen-RP-1 (ID 2 /RP-l),

liquid oxygen-liquid hydrogen (LO2 /LHJ), and nitrogen tetroxide/50% unsymmetrical

4dimethylhydrazine--50% hydraziie (N 2 0 4 /50% UDUMH-50% N 'During the course

of the program some 270 tests were conduted with these propellant combinations

on w•ight scales ranging £-rm 2:00 Ui l 00,Q)00 lb Thks basic explosive test

pr,%graw was supplemented by ai),y . ,'>, stat'sticul szu-es, laboratory-

Ss;ale exp:rlmental stuaie:, . ttsts with inert propellant contbinations

ant ý,, series of high,-exp2os.i4-- •t'o. ,ý albration and evaluation purposes.

The basic test program was dealvgaed to tnvestigate the explosive charac-

I terist'ics of the three propellant combinations for the most credible ways that

the propellants migh accidentally come into contact with each other and re-

suit in a significant explosion.

The results of the basic test program in conjunction with the analytical

studies and prior infornmation regarding liquid propellant explosive behavior

were used as the basis for developing methods for predicting the blast and

thermal environment that would be expected for any given missile or space ve-

hicle system and any specified failure mode.

in the prediction method the thermal environment is given only as a func-

tion of propellant type, while the blast environment is given as a function of

a number of controlling parameters. A failure mode analysis is required to se-

lect the appropriate values of the parameters needed to predict the blast en-

vironment for a specific system.
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FOREWORD

This report was prepared by URS Systems Corporation, Burlingame, Cali-

fornia, under Air Force Contract AF 04(611)-10739, which supported the

NASA/USAF Liquid Propellant Blast Hazards Program (Project PYRO) conducted

at the Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory, Edwards Air Force Base,

California. The URS support included establishing the overall design of the

program; analyzing the test data; developing mathematical models relating

the pertinent blast characteristics to the missile failure conditions;

conducting exploratory studies; designing and constructing te3t articles;

providing statistical, ordnance, and instrumentation consulting; and the

writing of the technical reports.

The report is in three volumes: Volume 1, which is the Technical

Documentary Report on the basic program; Volume 2, which contains the

tabular blast, thermal and fragmentation data obtained during the program;

and Volume 3, which presents prediction methods and recommendations for

use of the PYRO data in predicting the explosive potential of full-scale

missile failures.
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Section 1

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

In the early 1950's there was relatively little need for accuracy in pre-

dicting the yield potential from liquid propellants used in missiles and aero-

space vehicles. A conservative approach could be used to define the yield be-

cause the relatively small amounts of propellants involved did not require that

total safety distances be very great. Launch vehicles contained no more than

100,000 to 300,000 lb of propellants, so that yield percentages up to 50% o:r

greater resulted in clearance distances no greater than 2,000 to 3,000 ft. It

wasi a common practice at that time to treat the explosive behavior of liquid

propellants in the same fashion as that of standard solid high explosives. A

given propellant combination was considered to have a fixed yield value and'

the same distribution of blast wave characteristics with distance as TNT. Thus V

the explosive potential could be represented by a single yield number relative

to TNT.

It was recognized that this was only a crude approximation, since unlike

normal high explosives, liquid propellants are not premixed and the explosive

characteristics can vary widely depending on the degree of mixing, which in

turn, depends on factors such as tank configuration, specific failure mode, and

time of ignition. However, there was insufficient information available con-

cerning the effect of these factoi on explosive yleld to provide the basis

for deriving a better prediction method.

Until 1960 ,;he quantities of prop.llants of interest remained relatively

small, so that use of conservative and fixed yield values was not too much of

a problem. Within the last few years, however, tremendous Increases have oc-

curred in vehicle propellant weights. Saturn-V contains almost 6 million lb

of liquid propellants. These order-of-magnitude increases in propellant weights

with their associated increases in required clearance distances no longer per-

Tnit the luxury of ultraconservatism in determining propellant yields. Clear-

ance distances for pre-launch, launch, and post-launch safety have become

I-I
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critical because of their effects on other programs located nearby. Personnel

K must be evacuated or given adequate protection. Launch vehicles and complexes

must be located at distances great enough to provide low hit probabilities in
came destruct action is required. All of these requirements add to costs in

time delays, required real estate, precount and countdown interference, and

facilities. These increased costs dictated the need for development of more

precise means of detern ning realistic and most probable yields in case of pre-

launch and launch abortk.

In addition to siting and general operating criteria, the ability to pre-

dict propellant explosive characteristics is required to define hazard ernvel-

opes. These requirements generated the need for more detailed data concerning

the blast and thermal environments resulting from propellant explosions, e.g.,

peak overpressure, positive-phase impulse and duration, fireball temperature

and duration, and heat flux-time histories.

The strong requirement for an improved and more realistic method for pre-

dicting the environment from liquid propellant explosions and the lack of in-

formation on which to base such an improved method led the Air Force Eastern

Test Range and the NASA, who jointly had the prime concern for launching mis-

sile systems and space vehicles, to look to a new test program to better define

the problem. This resulted in Project PYW), a combined experimental and ana-

lytical program to define the propellant blast environment for the three commor,

propellant combinations, liquid oxygen-RP-1, liquid oxygen--liquid hydrogen,

and nitrogen tetroxide/50% unsymmetrical dimethylhydrazine--50% hydrazine.

The end result of the program is a method for predicting the blast and thermal

environment that would be expected for any given missile or space vehicle

for a wide range of failure modes.

This program was under the overall direction and sponsorship of the PYYO

Steering Committee, which consisted of representatives from NASA Marshall Space

Flight Center, NASA Kennedy Space Center, the Air Force Eastern Test range, and

the Sandia Corporation.

1-2
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This is the final report of this program and consists of three volumes:

Volume 1, the comprehensive, technical report or. the basic program; Volume 2,

Test Data; and Voluma 3, Prediction Methods. Volume 1 (herein) contains an in-

troduction, objectivec, and general approach as the first three sections.

These are followed by the presentations of the hypergolic and cryognic test

program, including test design, test conditions, results, and discussion of re-

suits in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. These sections also show the deriva-

tion of the methods for predicting blast yields. The results of the thermal

program, laboratory supporting programs, and a summary of the findings and con-

clusions are given in Sections 6, 7, and 8.

A glossary and appendices follow, including descriptions of the blast in-

strumentation system; the statistical procedures used in the analysis of the

blast data; and the the.rnal instrumentation system. The final appendix lists

a number of "ride along" R&D programs, which although not a part of Project

PYRO, used the blast and thermal environment provided by the liquid propellant

explosions, particularly on the large-scale tests, for a variety of experiments,

including structural response, ground shock mleasurement, cloud tracking, and

evaluation of instrumentation.

I
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Section 2

OBJECTIVES

The overall objective of this program was to establish Oata and methods

for predicting the credible damage potential which would be experienced from

the accidental explosion of the liquid propellant combinations _N204/50% UDMH -

50% N2H4, L02/RP-l, and LO /LH2

Babed on experimentally derived data, analytical and statistical work, and I
laboratory studies, the end product would be a method for predicting the sur-

face blast and thermal envirorrient that would be expected for any given missile

or space vehicle system for a wide range of failure modes.

2-1
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Section 3

GENERAL APPROACH

This section of the report describes the general approach used in the se-

lection of the test conditions for the PYRO program. It starts with a discus-

sion of the fundamental differences expected in explosive behavior of hyper-

golic and cryogenic propellants and why these led to somewhat different approa-

ches being used for the two classes of propellants. This is followed by a

description of the general approach used for the hypergolic propellants. The

last and major portioui of this section covers in detail the rationale for the

selection of the test conditions and parameter variations for the cryogenic
I propellant combinations.

The information available at the time the basic test design philosophy

was being established indicated that hypergolic propellants tend to have

significantly different explosive characteristics from cryogenic propellants.

For cryogenic propellants, scaled model tests had indicated that significant

explce-ive yields were possible for a large variety of missile and failure

conditions (Refs. 3-1 to 3-6). Thus, it was clear that a comprehensive

testing program would be necessary to evaluate the effect of the various

important parameters of the process. It was less clear, however, that a

comprehensive test program would be required for the hypergolic propellant

combination since these propellants ignite on contact, and within a few

milliseconds or tens of milliseconds (at ambient temperature), the reaction

has proceeded far enough to produce visible flames. This spontaneous

ignition behavior tends to limit the explosive poLential of hypergolic

propellants. In order for a propellant mixture to produce a large explosive

yield, it is necessary for one of the propellants to be in a state of

fine subdivision or solution and dispersed uniformly throughout the volume

of the other propellant at the time of ignition. This permits the majority

of the available reaction energy to be released fast enough to contribute

to explosive effects. With hypergolic propellants, reaction starts on

3-1
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Sinitial contact and continues throughout the mixing process. Since the

time involved in mixing the two propellant masses together to create the

"• ~state of subdivision of one in the other required for explosive effects

is usually long compared with the time interval required for their reaction

to proceed to its completion spontaneously, it is difficult to get signi-

ficant explosive effects from hypergolic propellants. Test results by

other inveitigations (Refs. 3-7 to 3-9) tended to confirm this.

For this reason, the philosophy used for the testing of the N204 /50%

UDMH--50% N2 H4 propellant cowbination was to concentrate the initial test-

ing on certain limiting conditions which tend to maximize the explosive

yield. If under these conditions no signifiz~ant yields were obtained,

further testing with other failure conditions could be minimized.

From the foregoing It is evident that the most serious mixing conditions

(with regard to exploaive effet.ts) :or hypergolic propellants are those which:

1. Lead t- w.Ltremery rapid m~xing, or

2. Lead to c;finei-,nt oZ the ro..cting products. (In this case,

although the reactioi itself need not be explosive, confinement
of the reaction cain build up pressures which can create signifi-
cant blast effectr if suddenly released.)

From a practical point of view, the specific failure modes which would

lead to these conditions are high-velocity impact or an explosive-donor

situation, which might occur if both cryogenic and hypergolic propellants

are used in the same vehicle.

Accordingly, in the initial test program, the major effort was placed

on these two failure modes. Two other conditions were selected for minor

testing, command-destruct and confinement-by-the missilo (the rapid removal

of a diaphragm between the compartments containing the fuel and oxidizer).

A 100-ft tower drop series was added to the program later.

This relatively simple upper limit approach was not practical for

the cryogenic propellant combinations because of the anticipated large

3-2
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number of conditions under which significant vields would he obtained and

the corresponding large number of potentially important variables.

The basic objective in the cryogenic test program was to test with

a limited number of generalized test configurations selected so that the

results from the tests would be generally applicable to any tankage configura-

tion and failure mode combination. The selection of the test configurations

was based on the generalized concept of the missile failure and explosive

process shown in Fig, 3-1 and described below.

Five basic variables of the initial configuration were considered of

prime concern with regard to the ultimate explosive yield. These were

the propellant type, the tank configuration, the failure mode, the launch-

pad geometry, and the ignition-source configuration. The tank configura-

tion, failure mode, and the launch-pad geometry, in turn, largely determine

the gross space -time history of the propellants, although the propellant

type may also play an important role. The gross space -time history of

the propellants, controlled by the boundary and initial conditions, determines

how the two propellants come into contact with each other and thereby

determines the explosive effects as a function of time. The time of ignition

depends on the ignition source configuration, the space time history of the

propellants and the propellant type.

The design approach used, which was termed the Generalized Propellant

Interaction Approach, was based on the assumption that although the detailed

course of propellant mixing may be too complicated to admit to detailed

analysis, propellants undergoing similar mixing conditions will lead to

mixtures having similar explosive properties. In other words, any time

two propellant masses interact or come into contact with each other in the

same fashion (and with the same constraints), it was assumed that the

explosive yield as a function of time after initial contact w13l be the

same. Further, it was assumed that all propellant spillage configurations

can be analyzed in terms of a few basic types of interactions, called basic

mixing modes.

3-3 i
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The objectives of the explosive testing were, first, to determine

which parameters of potential interest in the interaction of two propellant

masses have a significant influence on the explosive yield time relationship

and, second, to determine the quantitative nature of the influence.

The main tasks in the overall design of the test program were to identify

the parameters of potential interest, to establish the number of levels

of each parameter for testing, and insofar as possible, to determine how

best to scale the parameters for testing.

Since the basic mixing modes are really just convenient groupings of

interaction types controlled by the same genera' parameters, it was appro-

priate to give general consideration to all the parameters of potential

interest in the interaction of two propellant masses prior to selecting the

basic mixing modes. For this, it was convenient to divide the parameters

into the following general classes:

1. Specific properties of propellants

2. Initial conditions of propellants

3. Boundary conditions (nature of environment)

4. Ignition conditions

Although many of the specific properties of the propellants, such as

density, viscosity, heat capacity, conductivity, boiling and freezing

points, and heats of fusion and vaporization, were expected to be important

in the mixing process, they were not subject to variation except in large

discrete steps (that occur when propellant type changes), i.e., they were

fixed once the propellant type and initial conditions were specified.

Accordingly, the only parameter in Class 1 that entered directly into

the test program design was the propellant type.

The initial conditions, i.e., the conditions at the time of first

contact of one propellant with the other, consist of:

3-5
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1. State of propellants

2. dtbi opoln
2. SpatiV a distribution of propellants
3. Velocity distribution of propellants

The bouzndary conditions consist of-

1. Spatial distribution of surfaces that control the flow of
propellants during mixing

2. Characteristics of the air and surfaces through and along which
the propellants fall or flow during mixing

The ignition conditions consist of:

1. Time of ignition (from first contact of propellants)

2. Nature of ignition source

Each class of conditions is discussed in the following, leading to

the selection of the variables investigated.

INITIAL CONDITION4S-

State of Propvllants

In theory, the propellants could be in any of three states (gas,

U liquid, solid), or a mixture thereof. They also could be mixed with

ambient gas (assumed to be air) in any proportion. In practice, however,

*for any giver; propellant, only certain states appeared reasonable.

These are listed below:

2. RP-L: liquid state, negligible mixing with ambient air

2. L02: liquid state, negligible mixing with ambient air (Although

L02 boils rapidly in ambient air or on contact with surfaces,
primary concern is with large quantities and with massive spills,
so that the fraction of L0 2 vaporized at the time of first con-

tact is assumed negligible.)

3. LH 2 : (a) liquid state, negligible mixing with ambient air,
(b) gaseous state, mixed with ambient air, or (c) combination

of (a) and (b)

3-6
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Because ni the low density of the gaseous 2 (GH2 ), it is not likely

to react significantly with LO but only with the gaseous oxygen of the air

or that produced by vaporization of LO . Thus, the mixing process for

GH2, is entirely different from that for LO 2/RP-l or LO 2/LH2 . Sufficient

effort was not available during this program to conduct an investigation

into GH /air mixture, however, some work has been done in this area by
2

other investigators.

Spatial Distribution

With the foregoing assumptions, it would appear possible to describe

the initial distribution of L02 , LH2 , and RP-1 in terms of (1) the total

weight (W), (2) the shape (with one or more variables), and (3) the position

of the mass (with one or more variables). There were innumerable ways

of characterizing shape; however, considering the generalized nature of the

basic approach, it appeared adequate to use a single variable, L/D, which

specifies the ratio of the average height (or length), L, of the propellant

mass to a characteristic dimension, D, of a cross section Lormal to the

height. In essence, this was equivalent to approximating all shapes by

cylinders. Because gravitational potential varies with height, greater

emphasis was given to it than to the other dimensiona.

Since the initial conditions are defined as those which exist when the

propellant massses first contact each other, and since the shape and weight

are already specified, the only position variable necessary is orientation,

i.e., which propellant is on top. This assumes that primary concern isI!
with initial interfaces that are horizontal and, furthermore, that the

cylinders are concentric. Considering initial vertical interfaces to be of

secondary importance does not seem unreasonable, because it was unlikely

that they could be very large and they would very likely be unstable (not

persisting very long). The justification for assuming concentricity is

that this was a credible condition which tended to maximize mixing.

* This point is discussed in more detail later.

I
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Velocity Distribution

Although it is possible to conceive of a wide vwtriety oi velocity

distributions at the time of initial contact, v4iei consideration is given

to the mechanisms by which the propellant masses achieve their velocity

(primarily, gravitational or pressure forces), it did not seem unreason-

able to assume that the entire mass of one propellant will have the same

net translational velocity and that the rotational velocity will be small

compared to it.

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Space Distribultion of Rigid Surfaces

The major types of rigid surfaces in the vicinity of launch sites that

can modify the flow of propellants during the mixing process are:

1. The vehicle itself

2. The basic launch-site geometry

3. MiscelLaneous close-in launch facilities and structures, such as
service towers, cribs, and flame deflectors.

In general, the sizes of surfaces in Item 3 tend to be much smaller

than those iu 1 or 2, so that their effects were not includea in the basic

program. Obviously, there are some exceptions. Perhaps most important

is ,he silo case, where the crib, platforms, and miscellaneous equipment

may significantly modify the flow. It is believed that these surfaces

were of too special a nature to be included as a generalized boundary
condition and that estimation of the blast effects from these special
cases would have to be made by considering various portions of the flow

separately (so that it would be possible to use a generalized boundary

condition for each), aaid combining results to get the overall effect.

The vehicle itself would affect the flow of fluid during the mixing

process in various ways, perhaps the most important of which occurs when,

3-8
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due to internal failure, mixing starts inside the tank walla. Once the I

propellants are outside the vehicle tankage, its role would tend to be

secondary, compared with the ground surface, in modifying the flow.

For a flat-pad geometry, the ground •.urface is expected to be generally
K

flat or, at most, have small curvature since it is unlikely to have large

slopes over large areas.

Accordingly, we can conceive of two basic types of boundary conditions

w•ich depend on the extent of the rigid walls:

1. Confinement by the missile

2. Confinement by the ground surface

Actually, however, within the framework described above, there are two

other cases which were not included in the basic program. These are confine-

meit by the ground svrface and vertical walls and no confinement, i.e.,

wherE mixing occurs in the absence of any confining surface.

The confinement-by-the-ground-surface-and-vertical-wall case, which

would most typically be the silo geometry was originally planned to be

included in the program but with less emphasis than the other cases. However,

as the program proceeded and the f.ill extent of the testing needed for the

other cases became evident this case was essentially eliminated from the .

program because it was of much less practical interest than the others.

The LO /RP-1 propellant combination in a silo geometry had been studied for
2

propellant weights up to 200-lb in previous URS programs (Refs. 3-3 and 3-5). i
Information from these progrums combined with the few tests with the LO 2 /LH 2

propellant combination which were left in this program would provide at

least a minimum data base for this geometry. j

How the vehicle fails is very important in determining the space -time

history of the propellants; however, these effects were considered under
initial rather than boundary conditions.

3-9
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The no-confinement case was not included b~cause of the very small

explosive yields anticipated for this condition. Unless there is a large

velocity difference between the two propellants (which is unlikely when
both are in free air), there are no significant forces holding the two

masses together. Thus, even a small pressure generated by vaporization

of a small amount of one of the p..-opellants at the boundary between the

two masses would be sufficient to separate them and minimize mixing.

Confirmation of this concept has been obtained by experimental testing

of propellant quantities up to 250 lb (Ref. 3-4).

SUMMARY OF PARAMETERS

A summary of important parameters is presented in Table 3-1. Examina-

tion of this list suggests that the basic mixing modes are identified primarily

by the boundary conditions, although within each of the latter further

subdivision was necessary, particularly with regard to flow direction.

Using a breakdown by boundary conditions, it was possible to determine

which initial-condition parameters, and ranges in value, were appropriate

for each.

BASIC MIXING MODES

Confinement by the Missile

In this case an internal failure is assumed co occur, and one propellant U

I Ifalls down into the other. This failure condition could occur in either

the static test stand, launch, or in-flight mode. Cause of failure could

be bulkhead rupture from overpressurization of a propellant compartment,

engine blowup sending fragments through the bulkheads, etc. The position

and velocity distributions of the lower propellant at the moment of first

contact are fairly well specified, since it is assumed to be in its original

configuration and to have zero velocity. Those of the upper propellant,

however, may have a large range of values, depending on how full the tanks

are and how large an opening is created between them. If a relatively

small opening is produced, the L/D ratio of the top propellant will be

3-10
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Table 3-1

SUWORY OF PARAMETERS

Propellant Properties

P.T. (propellant type)

Initial Conditions

W (weight)

L/D (length-to-diameter ratio)

P.O. (propellant orientation)

VH (velocity, horizontal)

VV, (velocity, vertical)

Boundary Conditions

Confinement by the missile (CBM) I
Confinement by the ground surface (CBGS)

Ignition Conditions

T (time)

I.T. (type)
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effectively very much greater than that of the bottom one, and its total

weight (entering into the mixing at an early enough stage to be a matter

of concern) will be much smaller than that for the bottom one. In addition,

the top propellant will have an initial velocity given by the fluid head

in the top tank and the pressure differential bet-veen the two tanks. As

the opening between the tanks becomes larger, the L/D ratio and effective

weight of the upper propellant more nearly approaches the values they

origirally had in the missile. In addition, at the time the opening between

the tanks is the full cross section of the original tank, the velocity

would reach the value given by the acceleration of gravity through the

distance of the ullage space in the lower tank, provided there was no

pressure difference between the two tanks.

In the case where the opening between the tanks is significantly less

that the full cross section of the vehicle, the different initial L/D

values for each propellant can be treated by assuming that the L/D ratio

refers to the over-all vehicle geometry and by defining a D o/Dt ratio,

where D is the opening diameter and D the vehicle diameter. A sketch

of the CBM test configuration is presented in Fig. 3-2.

Duration of the confinement by the missili case is limited to the time

that the propellants remain confined by the walls of the vehicle. This time

is determined by the strength of the tankage, the rate of vaporization of

the cryogenic materials, the initial pressure in the tanks, and the initial

ullage space.

The parameters considered to be of primary interest for this case and

the initial ranges in values were as follows:

0 Propellant type: two cases: LO 2/RP-1 and LO 2/LH2

0 Propellant weight: three values: 200-lb, 1,000-lb and 25,000-i.o

0 L/D ratio: two values: 5 and 1.8 (selected to span the range of

credible missile geometries)

0 Do/Dt ratio; tv•i values: 1 and 0.45

0 Time of ignition: minimum of three values

0 Type of ignition: two cases: detonator and squib

3-12
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Confinement by the Ground Surface

A relatively large range in initial conditions was appropriate for

this boundary condition because of the large variety of credible failure

modes. For example, this condition could occur in static test stand

operations from overpressurizing the tanks, where the tank could be split

open, and the propellants pour out on the test stand or ground surface.

It could also occur at the launch pad both by the overpressurization of

tanks described above or by the fallback or topple-over of the entire missile.

Probably the most severe failure mode under this category would be fallback

from a high altutude or powered flight impact at a high velocity. Certain

of the parameters selected for study were quite similar to those for the

previous case, although specific values were not identical. These include: Ithe propellant type, weight, and orientation and the time of ignition.

The major problem for this case was in establishing the appropriate

L/D and velocity conditions. This was complicated because, theoretically,

each of the two propellant masses may have a different L/D and magnitude

and direction of flow. Thus, there really were six parameters, and if each

were permitted to take on two values, 64 different combinations would be

obtained. Fortunately, certain of these combinations seemed so unlikely

they could be neglected. Considering first each parameter separately,

the following conclusions were reached:

The reasonable L/D conditions were that both propellant masses
may have high or low ratios or that the bottom propellant mass

may have a low and the top one a high ratio. The converse of the

latter condition was not assumed reasonable.

The reasonable flow direction con ons were for both propellants

to be moving either vertically or horizontally or for the top

propellant to be moving vertically and the bottom propellant

horizontally. The converse of the latter conditions was not assumed
reasonable.

* The reasonable flow magnitude conditions were for both propellants
to have either high or low velocity or for the top propellant to
have a high and the bottom propellant to have low velocity. The
converse of the latter condition was not assumed reasonable.

3-14
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Considering next the interaction between paramerers, divided into the
three flow direction cases, the following conclusions were reached:

When both propellants were vertical:

Although all three flow-magnitude cases were credible, it is unlikely
that the velocity of the top propellant would exceed that of the bot-
tom by more than a factor of about two, so that it seemed reasonable
to drop the case where the propellants had differing velocities.

Although all three L/D cases were possible, the credible ratios were
all likely to be equal to or grsater than typical missile values and
the differences in ratios between the two propellants did not seem
likely to be large. It appeared reasonable, therefore, to drop the
case where the propellants had differing L/D ratios.

When both propellants were horizontal:

Only the relative velocity between propellants seemed important, so
that two cases should suffice: the top propellant with a velocity
high or low relative to the bottom propellant.

All three L/D cases are credible, except that it seemed possible to
cover the cases of interest with only two values of L/D, since it is
likely that all L/D ratios will be much less than typical missile
values.

For both propellants flowing horizontally, the earlier assumptions that the

initial interface between the two propellants was horizontal and that the pro-

pellant masses have concentric axes actually did not appear to correspond very

closely to real situations. The most likely way to have toth propellant masses i
flowing horizontally at the time of the first contact was for them to impact the

ground separately and to flow into one another. This results in nonconcentric

propellant masses, and at the moment of first contact, the interface was likely

to be primarily vertical. However, this initial interface area would be quite

small and because of density differences, it was anticipated that as the pools

overlap, the interface would be primarily horizontal.

In spite of these differences, however, it was believed that the major

features of this case were adequately simulated by the original assumptions of

only horizontal interfaces and of concentric masses.

3-15
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I By using concentric masses, radial symmetry could be preserved, which
•°• ~Sipllified determination of the gross overlap area as a function of time and

which, perhaps even more important, simplified interpretation of the resulting

explosive phenomona.

In summary, the parameters considexed of primary interest for the "confine-

ment-by-the-ground-surface" case, and the initial ranges in values were as

follows:

Basic Program: Vertical Flow Direction Case

Propellant type: two cases: LO2/RP-l and LO2/LH2

Propellant weight: 200, 1,000 and 25,000 lb

L/D ratio: two values 5 and 1.8 (selected to span the range of credible
missile geometries)

Propellant orientation: two cases

Velocity: four values (-15, -44, -100, -600 ft/sec)

Time of isnltion: three values

Basic Program: Horizontal Direction Case

Propellant type: two cases: LO2 /RP-1 and L0 2/LH 2

Propellant weight: 2C0 lb

L/D ratio: two values (top propellant fixed at a typical in-tank value,
bottom propellant variable)

Propellant orientation: one case: O2 /RP-1, LH2 /LO 2

Velocity: two values (bottom propellant as near zero as practical, top
propellant variable)

Time of 1gnition: three values

TEST PROGRAM MODIFICATIONS

Continually throughout the test program minor modifications were made, to

the outlined test series and a number of additional tests were added to *.nvestigate

3-16
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in more detail those parameters showing a large effect on explosive yield. 7ype

of ignition, for example, was dropped as a significant parameter early In the
testing because it did not have a significant effect on yield, while much great-
er emphasis had to be given to time of ignition to properly evaluate its effect

on yield. The full scope of the test program as actually conducted is described
in Sections4 and 5 .

3
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Section 4

HYPERGOLIC PROPELLANT PROGRAM

This section of the report summarizes the existing information concerning

the explosive potential of the hypergolic propellant combination nitrogen tet-

roxide/50% unsymmetrical dimethyihydrazine - 50% hydrazine (N2 0 4 /50% UI3IH - 50%

N H ). The summary is divided into three parts. Part 1 describes the tests con-2 4
ducted under the PYRO Program, Part 2 presents the information available from

other sources, and Part 3 contains a summary of all the data and the conclusions.

Part 1 - PYRO TEST PROGRAM

The rationale behind the test design of the PYRO Hypergolic Test
Program was presented in Section 3, the discussion of the general approach.

* I One of the important points made in this discussion was that since it
Sshould be relatively difficult to obtain significant yields with hyper-

golic propellants because they ignite on contact, the major effort during

the test program would be concentrated on the more severe mixing conditions.

From a practical point of view, the specific failure modes which could

lead to these conditions are high-velocity impact, resulting from either

powered impact or fallback from a high altitude, or an explosive-donor

situation which might occur if both cryogenic and hypergolic propellants

are used in the same vehicle.

Accordingly, in the initial test program, the major effort was placed

on these two failure modes. Three other conditions were selected for

minor testing: command-destruct in which the two propellant compartments

were opened by explosive shaped charges; confinement-by-the-missile (the

rapid removal of a diaphragm between the compartments containing the fuel

and oxidizer); and tower drop, which simulated low-altitude fallback or

seam rip.

4-1
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HIGH-VELOCITY IMPACT TESTS

The high-velocity impact test series consisted of 15 tests in which

200- and 1000-lb quantities of the hypergolic propellant combination were

propelled down a sled track at speeds ranging from 340 to 580 fps and

allowed to impact on various target configurations.

The test parameters which were considered important for the high-

velocity impact test condition were:

* Orientation of propellant tanks with respect to the
impacted surface

a Velocity of impact

* Strength of propellant tanks

* Strength of impacted surface

* Geometry of impacted surface

Although there are innumerable tankage configurations that can be

visualized for future hypergolic military and space vehicles, it was felt

that the main features of the impact process could be studied using the

conventional tankage configuration for existing vehicles, i.e., two cylin-w

drical tanks, one above the other, with the resultant length greater than

j the diameter. With this tankage configuration, two impacting geometries

were of concern: impact on a surface normal to the cylindrical axis

(nose-on impact) and impact on a surface parallel with the cylindrical

axis (side-on impact).

Information furnished by AFRPL staff members indicated that a reason-

able upper limit for nose-on impact of a missile (either from a high-

altitude fallback or from turn-around and power impact) is about 500

to 600 fps. A value of 330 fps was selected as an upper limit for side-

on impact.

4-2
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The strength of the tank walls could influence the impact process

under some circumstances. However, at the upper end of the impact velocity

ranges of interest, pressures generated in the fluids by the impact signif-

icantly exceed the design pressure of the tanks. For this reason, tankage

strengths were not considered as a significant parameter in the program.

The strength of the impacted surface could influence the impact

process in two ways. For an ideal rigid surface, maximum pressures would

be developed in the fluids at the moment o: impact, which would lead to

miaximum initial velocities of the fluids after tank failure. For softer

surfaces, the tank will be decelerated more slowly, and lower pressures

will be generated in the impact process. However, some cratering of the

surface would be expected, which could lead to confinement of the propel-

lants after tank rupture. Since confinement and also high mixing velocity

should tend to increase explosive effects, both of the above situations ."

were of interest. For the soft-surface-cratering condition, it was neces-

sary to decide on the type or types of surfaces to use or simulate. (In

order to avoid simulation of the strength characteriscics of real vehicles,

it seemed easier to impact on a rigid surface with a preformed crater

rather than attempting to actually create the crater during the impact

process.) In a true fluid-fluid impact case with a roughly spherical

impactor, a hemispherical crater is formed. Although few data are avail-

able regarding fluid-fluid impact for the case of impactors significantly

longer than their diameters, it was anticipated that this would lead to

deeper craters. Accordingly, for nose-on impact, two craters were used,

a shallow crater, roughly hemispherical (depth equal to radius), and a

deep crater with a depth three times the radius.

The initial geometry of the impacted surface is perhaps the most

difficult of all the parameters to generalize. Simple depressions would

act in a manner similar to craters, whose effects have already been dis-

cussed. Of perhaps more importance are sharp protuberances from the

surface, which might increase the breakup of large fluid masses on impact,

particularly those protuberances which might tend to force the propellants

together. Accordingly, the geometry selected for the shallow crater, nose-
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on impact test consisted of a hemispherical depression with a cylindrical

rod protruding from the center, the rod diameter being equal to one-third

the tank diameter and the crater diameter equal to twice the tank diameter.
For side-on impact, a flat surface with two parallel walls protruding from

the surface was selected. The parallel walis were normal to the tank axes |
and approximately at the midpoints of the two tanks. This ensured that

at least half of each propellant mass was directed into the spa between

the walls.

Hardware and Test Design

The tanks required for this test condition were designed to be used

on the K-2 sled track located at the Naval Weapons Center, (formerly the

Naval Ordnance Test Station) China Lake, California. They were propelled

down this track by solid-motor propulsion units at speeds ranging from

340 to 580 fps and allowed to impact the various target configurations.

The criteria for the design of these tanks were determined by: (1)
the requirements to approximately simulate conventional vehicles with

regard to shape; (2) the desi ability of using minimum weight, str'ength,

and length-to-diameter ratios consistent with present and expected usage;

(3) compliance with the following operations restrictions imposed by the

Naval Weapons Center: t
e Tanks should be capable of withstanding a 30-g load in

any direction

Tanks must be tested to 20 psi in either compartment.I

with the other vented to the atmosphere.

Sketches of the aluminum tanks, designed to meet these require-

ments are presented in Figs. 4-1, 4-2, and 4-3. The tanks were designed,
in general, in accordance with the ASME code procedures outlined in Ref.
4-1, except that a working stress of 8,000 to 9,000 psi, instead of 6,000

psi, was utilized because of the nature of the vessel use. The tanks were

cylindrical with 2:1 ellipsoidal domed ends. The domed ends and the side

walls were 1/8 in. thick.

4-4i
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-- 26-3/4 in.

Fig. 4-1. Nose-on 200-1b, High-Velocity Impact Tank

I'

II ;1

16 in.

25-3/4 in.-

Fig. 4-2. Side-on, 200-1b, High-Velocity Impact Tank I
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The diaphragm design was of special interest. For the nose-on impact

tests, the critical design load condition for the diaphragm of the 16-in.

tank was 20 psi, imposed by both the static proof-test load and the 30-g

acceleration, and for the 26-in. tank, 37 psi, imposed by the 20-g accel-

eration. The required thickness of an elastic flat plate for these conditions

was approximately 3/16 in. and 9/16 in. for the 16- and 26-in.-diameter

tanks, respectively. This was considered unrealistic for the nose-on

to inhibit hypergolic impact mixing. Therefore, it was decided to utilize

an ellipsoidal diaphragm which permitted the use of the more realistic

material thicknesses of 1/16 in. for the 16- and 3/32 in. for the 26-in.

tanks. For the side-on irmpact test tank, it was decided to use the flat-

plate diaphragm. In this configuration, it would serve as a tank stiffener I
and yet have negligible effect on fuel mixing at impact.

Four different target germetries were used: flat-wall, shallow-hole,

deep-hole, and parallel-wall. For the flat-wall target, a massive concrete

block was faced with a 1-in.-thick steel plate, 8 ft high, and 16 ft wide,

with a 12-in. splash shield around the edge. For the shallow-hole and

deep-hole test targets, thl base was faced with concrete blocks 6 ft in cross

section and having cylindrical cavities. For the parallel-wall target, the

massive concrete base was faced with a steel plate from which two vertically

oriented walls protruded perpendicular to the plate. A diagonal brace

was placed between the lertical walls at the planned impact point of the

tank and a splash shield placed across the top of the vertical walls.

Sketches and photos of these target geometries are shown in Figs. 4-4 through

4-8.

In addition to the propellant tests, a series of high-explosive

calibration tests were conducted. The purpose of these tests was to obtain

suitable reference curves using the same basic geometry and height of burst

as in the propellant impact tests.

4-7
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Fig. 4-4. Flat-Wall Target
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Fig. 4-5. Shallow-Hole Target
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It can be seen that, in general, the calibration results were as expected.

The transition is evident for peak pressure, be4.ng apparently well underway at

the 38-ft gauge station (d/W 1 /3  of about 15). The impulo~e curve falls between

the two reference curves and, furthermore, has approximately the same shape,

suggesting either that the transition is complete at a distance closer than

the nearest station or that it commences at distances greater than the remote •

stations. Since rarefactions from the target edges should commence decreasing

the impulse at smaller distances than peak pressure, and since the peak

pressure is apparently affected at close distances, presumably completing

its transition near the 38-ft gauge station, the impulse calibration curve

is probably that which would be obtained without the presence of the target.

The fact that its magnitude is approximately 25 percent greater than that

for the 18-lb TNT reference curve is not surprising, because of the differences

between TNT and pentolite and between a surface burst and a 3-ft HOB.

No significant differences in the gauge line magnitudes were apparent

for either pressure or impulse. The possibility of peak-pressure differences

occurring over the transition region might be anticipated but were not detectable.

Impact Test Results

The individual peak overpressure and positive-phase-impulse data are

presented in the data bank in Volume 2. The yield values which have been

computed from these data using the basic reference curves in Figs. 4-11 and

4-12 and multiplying by a factor of 1.18 to correct for the difference

between pentolite and TNT are presented in Table 4-2, From the data in

Table 4-2 it is evident that some of the computed yields tend to be distance-

dependent Yields computed from the overpressure for all gauge lines typi-

cally increase with increasing distance. Impulse yields for the 30-dec and

60-deg lines tend to decrease with increasing distance, while impulse yields

for the 90- and 180-deg lines tend to remain relatively constant with distance

or in some cases show a slight increase.

In addition, the data indicate that large shock wave asymmetries were

present, even at the outer gauge stations. This is particularly evident for

the deep-hole-target tests.
4-20
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The persistence of these blast asymmetries over the entire measuring

range tends to complicate the selection of appropriate terminal yield values

for these tests since the test geometry is not completely similar to the full-
scale case of concern. It will be recalled that these tests were intended to

simulate nose-on impact of a vehicle at high velocity onto the ground surface.

The flat-wall target was selected to simulate a rigid ground surface, in which

no impact cratering would occur, while the deep-hole target simulated a soft

ground surface, in which significant impact cratering would occur.

In the full-scale case of concern, it would be anticipated that blast

pressure would be radially symmetrical about the point of impact along the

ground surface and that blast asymmetry, if it existed, would occur in a

vertical plane, with the pressure directly above the impact point being the

highest. Such asymmetries are not of much concern since pressure along the

ground surface would be of most importance in the full-scale case.

In the test geometry, the tankage was accelerated along the ground sur-

face on a sled track and allowed to impact on a massive vertical target since

this was thi only practical way to obtain the desired high velocities and the

required control on the impact point.

The Important differences between the real and test geometries can be

understood by visualizing that the test geometry is created by rotating the

line of flight of the test tankage and a section of the ground surface the

size of the target through 90 deg, as shown in Fig. 4-13.

From Fig. 4-13, it appears that the pressures along the 90-deg gauge

line in the test geometry case would most nearly correspond to the pressures

along the ground surface in the real geometry. The pressures along the 30-

and 60-deg lines in the test geometry tend to correspond to those at 30 deg

and 60 deg from the vertical in the real geometry and thus would be higher

than the ground-surface value, The pressures alcanz the ] S0-deg gauge lines

in the test geometry would tend to be lower than the ground-surface

pressure in the real geometry.
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The test conditions• for each of tlh propellant tests and the clibration

tests are presented in Table 4-1.

Tbese tests sere conducted in two series. Test numbers 001 through 015

were conducted in May, June and July of 1964 and trst numbers 065 through 081

were cenducted in September and October of 1965. The tankage, test conditions

and type of Instrumentation were the same for both test series, The layout of

the instrumentation system, however, was quite different.

The instrumentation layout used for the first series is shown in Fig. 4-9.

7he Kistler gauges were installed in two gauge lines 30 and 60 deg from the

track. For the second series of testfs, the system was modified to obtain rnore

information on the blast asymmetries. The 60--deg lng was moved to 90 dog cLrd

a third gauge line was added behind the target. '1is system is shown in rig.

4-10. During this second series a gauge wao installed on the target to obtain

0-ose-in blast information. The data from this gauge location are presented

at tho end of the high-velocity impact discussions.

During both test series, BRL self-recording pressure-time gauges ware

also installed at all of the basic measuring stations and at several additicnal

stations at !mnger distances. Since the pulse durations obtained from the tests

were rather short for correct recording by the BRL gauges, particularly at the

close-in stations, and since the Kistler system worked weUl, the major use of

the BRL data was in checking blast asymmetry at long distances.

Calibration Tests I
'Me calibration tests included eight with 18-lb pentolite spheres, one with

a 105-1b sphere, and three with 216-lb spheres. The pentolite spheres Jn most

cases were hung in fish nets at the horizontal center of a 5-ft-high, 13•.ft-

wide, 4-in.-thick backup plate; 3 ft above the ground surface and with the cen-

ter of the charge approximately I ft in front of the plate.

Quartz Piezoelectric Air Pressure gauges - Kistler Instrument Co. Models 601A.

Ballistic Research Laboratory.
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These considerations suggested two possible methods for estimeting appro-

priate terminal yields:

1. Use value for 90-deg gauge line

2. Use average of maximum and minimum values where the minimum value cor-
responds to taat for the 180-deg line and the maximum value to that
along the line of flight (this value would have to be obtained by ex-
trapolat ion)

A combination of the two methods was finally selected for computing the

yields for the tests in the second test series. This method involved averag-

ing the computed yields from the 0-, 90-, and 180-deg direction, with the 0-j

deg value obtained by extrapolation. (Plots demonstrating the method for ob-

tamning the extrapolated value are given in Fig. 4-14.)

When data were available, the same method was used to obtain ternial

yield estimates for the tests conducted during the first test serieg; however,

for tests 002 and 007 sufficient data were not available to make this computa-

tion and thus the yields quoted are estimated values. The computed yield val-

ues for both test series are presented in Table 4-3.

Close-In Data

During the second high-velocity test series, effort was devoted to measur-

Ing the close-in blast environment overpressure. Gauges with a 0- to 30,000-

psi pressure range were flush-mounted 2 ft from the point of impact in the flat-

wall targets and on the lip of the deep-hole targets. Data were obtained from

two tests: 069, a 200-lb deep-hole-target test; and 074, a 1000-lb deep-hole-

target test.

The analog traces for these two tests have been redrawn and are presented

in Fig. 4-15. Included are the approximate impact times of the tanks and the

ignition times, which were obtained from the film records and the maximum peak

overpressure values.
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.Fig. 4-14. Plots of Yield as a Function of Azimuth Angle for Selected1 Hypergolic Impact Tests
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5LIAETr OF TEST Ct•NEITIONS

TEST WGHTIMCT TARGET
NO). (lb) TP VEOIY CONFI[GURAT ION

OlC 18 1ntolite - Flat. Wall (
02C 18 Pentolite - Flat Wall

0
03C 18 Pentolite - Flat Wall

001 200 N 201/50-50 570 Flat Wall

002 200 N2 01/50-50 575 Shallow Hole

003 200 N2 0 4 /50-50 575 Deep Hole

004 200 N2 0 4 /50-50 340 Parallel Wall

006 18 Pentolite - Flat Wall

007 200 N2 0 4 ,/50-50 340 Flat Wall

00* 200 N2 0 4 /50-50 340 Deep Hole

009 200 N2 0 4/50.-50 580 Deep Hole

010 200 N2 0 4/50-50 340 Parallel Wall

011 18 Pentolite - Flat Wall

012 1000 N.0 4 /50--50 570 Flat Wall

013 1000 N2()4/50-50 570 Deep Hole

014 216 jPentolite - Flat Wall

015 216 Pentolite - Flat Wall

065 18 Pentolite - Flat Wall

067 18 Pentolite - Flat Wall

068 200 N20 4 /50-50 566 Flat Wall

069 200 N2 0 4 /50-50 535 Deep Hole

070 18 Pentolite - Flat Wall

071 105 Pentolite Flat Wall

072 1000 N 20 4/50-50 585 Flat Wall

073 1000 N2 0,/50-50 410 Flat Wall

074 1000 N2 0 4/50-50 557 Deep Hole

081 216 Pentolite - Flat Wall

4-14
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Table 4-3 
I

TERMINAL YIELDS FFOM HYPERGOLIC IMPACT TESTS

TARGET PROPELLANT T TEakINAL

TYPE WEIGHT VELOCITY TEST YIEL
(lb) M_" (,)

340 007 5

200 570 001 13

Flat 566 1 08 15
Wall 410 073 _1

1000 570 012 15
585 072 23 r

Shallow..
Hole 200 575 002 53
Hole____________

340 008 38

200 575 003 24

560 009 56
Hole 535 069 37

570 013 28
1000 557 074 34

340 004 33
SWall I0 I II 11 200 340 010 21

4
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S ~The peak overlye'ssur abd posltIve-phsne-Lispulse nau from thase calibr'a-

tLon tests are plotted as a fuwtlcn of scaled distance in Figs. 4-11 and 4-12,

respectively. It can be seen that the data points for each plot are Intern-

Ally consistent in thot they tend to lie slung a smooth curve. As u measure of

the reproduclbilit' of the results, a standard deviatioik was calculated from

the percent deviation of each point from a smooth-curve fit through all of the

data points. The standard deviation (of an individual observation) computvd

in this manner for pressure was 11.9 percent ana for impulse, 7.6 percent.I
Also included in Figs. 4-11 and 4-12 are two curves (dashed lines) illup-

trating expected values for 18 lb of a standard high cxplosive detonatcd un-

der two conditions: oale, in the absence of the target, the other with an infin-

ite target. (The latter condition corresponds to 36 10 in the absence of the

target.) It would be expected that the blast wave characteristics from the 18-

lb pentolite spheres with the massive target would correspond to those from a

36-lb charge without the target at distances less than the minimum target di-

mensions, and that they would correspond to those from an 18-1b charge without

the target at distances very much greater than the minimum target dimensions.

Although there should be a gradual transition from one case to the other, the

exact manner in which this occurs in not known.

The terms "peak overpressure" and "overpressure" and "positive-phase-im-
pu.se" and "impulse" are used interchangeably throughout this report.

These dt" as well- as t.h1,6 propellant test data have not been corrected for
the differonce in ambient pressure between sea level (14.7 psi) and that
existing at the test site (approximately 13.7 psi). The correction is
3mall and unn3cessary for later yield computations, because it is common
to both the calibration and impact test data.

For overpressure, these curves are based or, data given in RPe. 4-3 for
composition A charges (95% PRDX - 5% wax) detonated over a flat surface with

scaled HOB of 0.94 ft/lbl/s. (This is equivalent to a 3-ft HOB for a
36-1b charge.) These data were used since suitable pentolite data for the
proper HOB were not readily available, and composition A has explosive
characteristics very close to those of pentolite. For impulse, these
curves are based on data given in Ref. 4-3 for a surface burst of ThT.
These data were used since neither suitable pentolite nor composition A
data were readily available. (It is estimated that the 18- and 36-lb TNT
curves would be obtained with about 15 to 30 lb of pentolite, respectively.)

4-17
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ANALYSIS OF DATA

Thn results obtained from the h.tgh-velccity test series were analyzed to

determine whether the observed variations in yield with the different test con-

ditions could be considered significant in a statistical sense,

An analysis of variance was first performed on all the high-velocity dst%4

to test for significance of the scale and target L~onetry effects. This anwly-

sis was performed on the basic date without transformatiun, with a square root

transformation, and with a log transformation, •n the first case, the vari-

ance is assumed independent of the mean value; in to •te, eond case, the variance

is assumed to be proportional to the mean (or the standard deviation is propor-

tional to the square root of the mean): and in the third case, the variance 2s

assumed to be proportional to the mean squared (or the standard deviation is

proportional to the meun). These two transfu-nmaations were used since it is be-.

lieved that the uncertainty in yield value as expressed by the standard devia-
tion tends more Lo be proportional to the mean than Independent of it. Except

for cases where the mean value is quite small, the log10 transformation seen

most appropriate.

The results of the analysi, on bodh the original and transformed data

showed that:

1. The scale effect was not signifIcant at the 10-percent level,

2. T7he target geometry effect was significant at the 2.5-percent level,
i.e., the deep-hole geometry gave significantly higher yields than
the flat-wall target.

3. The interaction of the target geometry and scale effect was signifi-
cant at the 10-peroent. level, In other w.ards the effect of target

geometry at the 200-lb scale tended tc be somewhat greater than at
the 1000-lb scale,

because of the moderate interaction effect, the yield data were next

Refers to level of significance used in the statistical test. A 10-percent

level means there is a 10 percent probability of erroneously rejecting a
valid null-hypothesis.
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analyzed for scale effect separately for each target geometry. Again the

original data and the two transformations were used. For both the flat-

wall and deep-hole targets the data exhibited no :;,gr....icant scalc cffcct

(at the l0-percent level).

Next, an analysis was performed to determine whether there was a

significant effect of velocity between the mean of the six high-velocity

observations which had low-velocity counterparts and that of the three

lower velocity observations: Equality of population variance was not

Sassumed. The analysis was perforined on both the original and transformed

data. No significant effects were detected at the 10-percent level.

In summary, those statistical analyses indicate that:

1. The deep-hole target gives significantly larger explosive yields

than the flat-wall target.

2. A variation in impact velocity from approximately 340 to approxi-

mately 570 ft/sec does not significantly affect the yield.

3. For the deep-hole target there is a small tendency for the yield

to decrease with increasing propellant weight.

In addition an overall estimate of the experimental variability was computed

using the sets of duplicate data that were available and assuming that the stan-

dard deviation is proportional to the mean yield. For this computation both the

hypergolic and cryogenic high-velocity-impact data were used. These computa-

tions indicated that the standard deviation in yield is approximately 25% of the

mean yield. The unoertainty was estimated to be equal to two standard deviations,

EXPLOSIVE-DONOR ISTS

Test Conditions

The explosive-donor case is similar in some respects to the high-velocity-

The cryogenic high-velocity-impact data are described in detail in Section 5.

4-30
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impact case.t The major difference is that in the explosive-donor case, the pro-

pellants are subjected to a short-duration, very-high-pressure loading rather

than a longcr duration, mode ra te- pressure loading, as in the high-velocity-im-

pact case.

The parameters which appeared important for the explosive-donor situation were:

* Geometry of propellant tanks

* Weight of explosive donor

e Location of explosive donor

* Shape of explosive donor
0 Geometry of neighboring surfaces

I
As in the impact tests, the most important geometry of tMe propellant tanks

appeared to be that of a conventional vehicle, i.e., two cylindrical tanks, one

on top of the other with the length-to-diameter ratio and tank strengths being

the minimum values consistent with expected usage.

The weight of potential explosive donors could vary over wide limits. How-

ever, there are several factors which tend to narrow down the range of primary

interest. First it can be shown that there is not too much concern with donors

whose weight approaches that of the propellants. If a donor equal to the pro-

pellant weight is necessary to make the majority of the propellants react

explosively, then the resulting explosion is not much worse than that given by

the donor itsel• . (An increase in explosive weight by a factor of two only

increases the distance at which a given peak pressure is obtained by a factor

of (2) 1/3 or 1.26.)

On the other hand, too smai- a donor may nor be able to cause the propel-

lants to mix and explode (if in fact, they are capable of exploding under the

action of an explosive donor). With this line of reasoning, it was concluded

that the range of interest was from about 1 to 50 lb for 200 lb of propellant.

A variety of shapes and locations of donors were considered with regard

to their ability to create extremely fast mixing. These included'

4-31
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. A spherical charge on top of the tank

. A disk charge on top of the tank

. Longitudinal charges spaced at intervals around the tank sidewall

. A shaped charge on top of the tank with the jet directed along the
axis of the tank.

With the assumption that rapid mixing can occur only with a rapid increase

in interface areait appeared that the spherical and disk charges would be

more effective than the longitudinal charge. Furthermore, it did not appear

that there would be much difference in effects between the spherical and disk

charges, and since the former is simpler, the disk and longitudinal charges

were dropped from further consideration.* For the spherical charge, it seemed

appropriate to use a charge weight of 30 lb, which is near the upper end of

the range of interest. The charge was placed on the top of the tank, and the

tank was placed on the ground surface to take advantage of the confinement of

the propellant between the explosion and the ground surface.

The shaped charge differs from the other types because it is a directed

source of energy release. By vaporizing the propellants along the axis of

the tank, a radial velocity should be given to the remaining propellants,

which may lead to relatively fast mixing. Since the possibility of an actual

shaped charge, particularly of large size, is relatively unlikely in an actual

missile failure, it seeed appropriate in this case to use a charge weight

of the order of a pound, which is at the lower end of the range of interest.

i. 1-lb shaped RDX charge having a copper-lined reentrant cone, with a

60-deg apex angle, was selected for this purpose. Such a charge was reported

to be capable of penetrating 14 in. If steel. This charge and its initiator

were oriented so that a fan-shaped jet was di.rected down the axis of the

propellant tanks.

, A command dostruct test series using longitudinial charges was conducted later
in the program,
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For both types of tests, the tanks were approximately 29 in. long and 15

In. in diameter with 1/16-in.-thick aluminum walls. The oxidizer was in the up-

per part of the cyJlindrical tank and the fuel in the lower part, separated by a

tempered glass diaphragm. The total propellant woight was 200 lb. The propel-

lant length-to-diameter ratio was 1.8 and the oxidiwer-to-fuel weight ratio 1.9.

A sketch of this type of tank is shown in Fig. 4-16.

This test series was conducted at AFRPL, and the blast environment was mea-

sured using the basic PYRO instrumentation Eystem, which consisted of 15 piezo-

electric transducers distributed aloiig 3 radial lines, 120 deg from each other,

over a ground distance of approximately 7 to 67 ft. A compiete discussion of this

system is presented in Appendix A.

There were two propellant tests for each type of donor and one spherical

donor test with both propellants replaced by water. This latter test was conduc-

ted because it was suspected that the contribution of peak pressure and impulse

by this 30-lb donor charge might be large compared to the propellant. If this

occurred, separation of the yield (effective charge weight) of the propellant

from that of the donor would be extremely uncertain unless the results from the

donor charge itself were known quite well.

Test Results

The peak overpressure and impulsa data and the propellant yields computed

from tlese data are presented in Volume 2. The computed terminal yield values

for these tests are presented in Table 4-4. For the spherical-charge tests, the

propellunt yields were obtained by subtracting the yield values of the tests

with water from those of the tests with propellants. For the shaped-charge tests,

the pronellant yields were obta±ned by subtracting the estimated yield of the

donor (0.5 percent) from the total yield. This estimate is believed to be com-

mensurate with the accuracy of the measurement for the outer measuring stptions

but is relatively uncertain close to the explosion because of the shape of the

charge. For the spherical.-donor tests, there is a large scatter in the yield

res ,lts from station to station because the propellant yield was small compared N

to the donor yield. Accordingly, it was not practical to ascertein distance
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effect on yield, and terminal yield values were computed by averaging the over- 3
pressure and impulse yield values at all stations. Although the results from
the two tests showed remarkably good agreement, considering the variability in

individual station results, it is estimated that the average terminal yield value

of the two tests, 3.6 percent, is uncertain by a factor of about 2 to 3.

For the shaped-charge. tests, both the overpressure and impulse yields are

roughly constant beyond 22.5 ft, so that terminal yields were computed by averag-

ing the pressure and impulse ýrields for the last three stations.

Considering the small estimated uncertainty in the instrumentation system

and the relatively good agreement between the two tests, it is estimated that

the average toeminal yield, 1 percent, is uncertain to about a factor of 2.

The average terminal yield for the two tests with the 30-lb spherical donor

was 3.6 percent, and since this is equivaleat to only 7.2 lb of TNT (0.036 x 200)

or about 25 percent ox the donor weight, it is evident that this type of explo-

sive donor is not very effective in creating mixing of the propellants. Since

the uncertainty in the yield estimate for this test condition is about a factor

of 2 to 3, it cannot be concluded that the propollant yield is completely negli-

gible compared to the donor, but it represents a relatively small additional

contribution.

The average terminal yield for the two tests with the shaped charge was 1

percent, indicatingarangement of the explosive was also not very ef-

fertive in creating propellant mixing, although per pound of donor charge, it

was more efficient than the spherical charge.

i4
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Table 4-4

TRMINAL YIELDS FROM BXPIW6IVE DONOR TESTS

Test Donor Terminal
No. Type Yield

019 30-lb spherical donor 3.4

030 30-lb spherical donor 3.7

"028 1-lb conical donor 1.2

029 1-lb conical donor 0.8

4-Ii3
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KYPERGOLIC CONFINEMENT-BY-'1M-MISSILE TESTS

Teat Conditions

In this test condition, an internal failure, such as bulkhead rupture, is

assumed to occur, and oie propellant falls down onto the other. As stated in

the discussion of this failure mode (Section 3), the time of interest for the

in-tank confinement case is limited to the time the propellants remain confined

by the walls of the missile. This time is determined by the strength of the

tankage, the rate of reaction of the propellants, the initial tank pressure,

and the iaitial ullage space.

Thus the primary requirement on the tankage is to contaln the propellants

in the proper length-to-diameter ratio until the internaL pressure created by

the hypergolic reaction exceeds the normal missile tankage design burpt pres-

sure. From communications with AFRPL and varloua missilo manufaeturerr, it was

determined that most missile fuel tankage would fail at internal pressurez

below 100 psi,, Accordingly, this value (100 psi) was chosen as the design

burst pressure for the to.nk.

Although it was not anticipated that the exact manner in which the tank

fails would have an important effect on the explosion and/or the burning geome-

try of the propellants, it appeared worthwhile to make some effort to control

the failure mode as well as the burst pressure. The simplest way to accomplish

this was by making the bolts hold l-g the two flanges together the weak point

in the system.

The tank designed with these criteria is sketched in Fig. 4-17. It Is a

cylindrical tank with 2:1 ellipsoidal domed ends and is diIded into two sepa-

rate propellant compartments by a tempered glass diaphragm. The top compart-

ment contains N2 04 and the bottom 50% UDMH - 50% N2 H4 .

The shell of the tank was fabricated from 1/16-in.-thick aluminum. The

domes were spun on hardwood molds from 1/16-in.-thick aluminum, and were heat-

treated, after forming. Bolted flanges, 3/8-in. thick, were provided for the

placement and sealing of the tempered glass diapl..ragm.
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SFig. 4-17. Hypergolic Confinement-by-the-Missile Tank
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This tempered glass diaphragm, 1/4 in. thick, was ruptuied, oy a six-bladed

explosive-driven breaker ram, which is pictured in Fig. 4-18. Thin ram, which

rests on the top surface of the tempered ql1ss, Is connected tc a long drive

shaft which extends up through the top of the tank throigh & gasket seal. An

explosive charge (approximately 0.09 lb of C-4) is placed on a small pla".e

affixed to the end of this drive shaft.

A total of three tests with 200 lb of total propellant were run. All

tests had total propellant length-to-diameter ratios of 1.8 and oxidizer-to'-

fuel weight ratios cf 1.9, The blast environment was measured using the

basic PYRO instrumentation system, which la described In Appendix A.

Test Results

A total of three tests were coaducted (Test Nos. 31, 32, and 35). The

individual peak overpressure and positive-phase-impulse data, and the computed

yield values fk'om these data are presented in Vol..me 2. The computed terminal

yield values were: Test No. 31 - 0.20 percent; Test No. 32 - 0.08 percent;

and Test No. 35 - 0.15 percent.

Considering the relatively small uncertainty in individual read-

ings obtained during the calibration tests of the instrumentation system

(estimated to be 8 to 12 percent), it is clear that the major source of uncer-

tainty in an average terminal yield value for this test condition arises from

,he variability in explosive yield from test to test. It is estimated that

the average terminal yield for the three tests Is uncertain by a factor of 2
to 3.

COMMND DFSTRUCT TESTS

Test Conditions

In this series of tests the propellants were contained in a cyiindrical

tank and separated by a tempered glass diaphragm. Failure of the tank was

caused by two external linear-shaped charges (total weight of explosive 0.04 lb)
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Fig. 4-18. Breaker Rem
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vertically aligned against the tank wall. The charge on the lower tank was

oriented 180 deg from that on the upper tank so that the propellants would
spill sijmultaneously from openings on opposite sides of the container and
initial propellant contact would be at or near the ground surface. The con-

tainer was 29 in. in length and 15 in. in diameter with 1/16-in.-thick

aluminum walls, as shown in Fig. 4-16.

The blast environment was measured as described above under Explosive-

Donor Tests.

Two propellant tests were performed, each with a total propellant weight

of 200 lb, a total propellant length-to-diameter ratio of 1.8, and an oxidi-

zer-to-fuel weight ratio of 1.9.

Test Resul.ts

The individual peak overpressure and positive-phase-I.mpulse data and the

computed explosive yields obtained from this data are presented in Volume 2.

The terminal yields from these tests were: Test No. 25 - 0.35 percent and
Test No. 36 - 0.30 percent with an estimated uncertainty of 1.5 to 2.

TOWER DROP TESTS

Test Condition

In this series of tests the propellants were dropped from a 100-ft drop
tower. This tower, which was designed and built for the PYRO Program, is shown

in Figs. 4-19 and 4-20. The first 30 ft of this tower was a tripod constructed

of 6-in.-diameter double-extra-strong pipes with cross bracing of high-strength

cable. The remaining 71 ft of the tower was a high-strength version of a I
standard radio tower. The vertical members were fabricated from seamless

mechanical tubing, and high-strength bolts were used throughout. I

A P'-shaped track was a[fixed down one side of the tower to gui(ld the test

tanks, whIich haid thin walls and aluminum foil bottoms. These tanks were guid,,!

and held to the' T-shaped track by a. "skate" which clamped around the track by
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Fig. 4-19. Sketch of the Drop Tower
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six roller-bearing wheals. Dropping of the tank was accomplished by an

explosive cable-cutting device2 A typical drop tank and guide assembly is
i shown in Fig. 4-21.

Diaphragm broaking was accomplished by a single six-pronged breaker

installed on the pad at GZ. Imnediately after the diaphragm was pierced, the

tanks were abruptly stapped by a rigid frame at an elevration of approximat ly

2 ft above the test pad and the propellants allowed to flow out.

Three tests were performed with a propellant weight of 200 lb and three

with a propellant weight of 1,000 1b. The propellant length-to-diameter

ratios were 1.8 and the oxidizer-to-fuel weight ratios were 1.9.

Test Results

The individual peak overpressure and positive-phase-impulse data and the

computed explosive yields obtained from these data ari, presented in Volume 2.

The terminal yields from these tests are presented in Table 4-5. The data

for these six tests was quite reproducible and there was no evidence of a

scale effect between the 200- and 1000-lb tests. The estimated uncertainty

for the case was estimated as 1.5 to 2.

COLD" PROPELLANT TESTS

Tne objective of this limited test series .with hypergolic propellants was

to determine whether a simple mixing technique could be used to obtain signif-

icant explosive yields when the propellants are cooled suffJoieitly to be

nonhypergolic.

The oxidizer and fuel were cooled in separate open-topped containers by

adding liquid nitrogen (LN2 ) to each container. After a suitable cooling

period the oxidizer and remaining LN2 were poured into the fuel container.

The intention was to initiate the mixture with a 32-lb TNT donor charge after

the LN2 had evaporated, approximately 2-1/2 min after the original mixing.

In only one of the three tests, however, was this condition obtained. Brief

descriptions of each tist are given below:
I~4 -44
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Fig. 4-21. Typical Drop Tank and Guide Assemby
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Table 4-5

TERMINAL YIELDS FOR HYPERGO'IC DROP TESTS

PROPELLANT TERMINAL
WEIGHT YIELD

(ib) NO. M

157 0,.29

200 158 0. 20

159 0. 30

189 0.35

1000 257 0.30

258 0.25

I44
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*Test 033. Explosion of the propellants occurred 5 sec after the pro-
pellants were united (and before the donor charge was initiated) due
to a fire on the ground surface from spilled propellants. A poettest
survey revealed sufficiently numerous TNT fragments to suggest that

little, if any, of the explosive-donor charge detonated.

"* Test 034. Failure of the oxidizer transfer system prevented mixing of
the propellants, and the 32-lb charge was detonated '.o provide refer-
ence data for the other tests.

"• Test 037. The frozen propellant mixture was initiated by detonating
the 32-lb TNT donor charge 2-1/2 min after uniting the propellants.

in all tests the TNT charge, which was rectangularly shaped, was located

on the ground just beneath the fuel tank. This tank was cylindrical with a

diameter of 22 in. and was made of 1/16-in.-thick aluminum.

The blast environment was measured as described above under Explosive-

Do.or. Tests.

The individual peak overpressure and positive-phrase-impulse data and the

computed explosive yields obtained from these data are presented in Volume 2.

The terminal yields for these tests were: Test 033, 8,8 percent; and

Test 037, 13.7 percent. The termibial yield for Test 033 was computed by

assuming that the donor charge did not contribute to the blast. The yield

for Test 034 (donor charge only) agreed with the expected value for 32 lb.

Thus the yield for Test 037 (donor charge and propellants) was obtained by

subtracting 32 lb (the weight of the donor) from the total effective charge

weight of the explosion. Since the two tests were not identical, the un-

certainty in terminal yields for both test conditions was estimated, on the

basis of the test-to-test reproducibility of other tests, to be about a

factor of 2.
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PART 2 _ SUMMARY OF DATA FROM OTHER SOURCES P

explosive potential of this hypergolic propellant combination as obtained from

a number of experimental programs other than Project PYHO.

The various experimental programs can be divided into two general categor-

ies: those in which the propellant mixing generally simulated that which might

occur from failure of full-scale vehicles and those special tests in which the

propellant mixing mode did not correspond to any credible full-scale failure

mode but rather was selected to study the influence of some particular parameter

of the mixture on the explosive yield.

The simulated failure mode tests can be further subdivided into two cate-

gories by the manner in which the propellants come into contact with each other:

1. Diaphragm rupture. In this case the propellants are initially in sepa-
rate cylindrical tanks, one on top of the other, with either a common
bulkhead or closely adjacent bulkheads. The failure is created by ra-
pidly removing all or most of the bulkhead (or bulkheads) separating
the two propellants, allowing reaction to occur within the remainder
of the tankage. Two test programs have been conducted which fit If, this
category, one by Aerojet General (Ref. 4-4) and one by Martin Marietta
(Ref. 4-5).

2. Spill. In this case the propellants are spilled from tanks, and inter-
action of propellants occurs external to the tank, generally on the un-
derlying surface. The tanks initislly are near the surface, so that the
impact velocity of the fluids is generally low. Con-finement of the
spilled propellants varies from shallow bast-as on the ground to model
silos. Five series of tests have been covducted which Lit in this cate-
gory, four by Rocketdyne (Ref. 4-6) and one by the U.S. Army Chemical
Research and Development Laboratories (CRDL) (&iafs, 4-7 and 8).

Three test series were conducted which were not intended to simulate any

credible full-scale failure mode. These are listed below: I
a. Aerojet high-interface-area tests (Ref. 4-9). InL this series the objec- !•

tiae was to find the importance of intarface area and oxidizer-to-fuel

ratio on explosive yield,

It should be noted that not all of the test series listed under the simulated
failure mode category were specifically classified in that manlter by the ex-
perimenters; however, it is the opinion of the authors of this report that
they can be logically so considered.

The and t isicointerface area er unit volume of propellants used in series a
and b is considered to be much greater than could be obtained in a credible
full-scale failure and the quantities of propellants involved in series c
were too small to be applicable.
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was to determine whether steady-state detonation could be induced in

well-mixed propellants.

c. Atlantic Research Laboratory tests (Ref. 4-11). This series of tests
was exploratory in nature and involved tests with milliliter quanti-
ties of propellants.

SIMULATED FAILURE MODE TESTS

Diaphragm Rupture

Aerojet Diaphragm Rupture Tests* (Ref. 4-4)

This program consisted of two series of tests in which the propellants

•were contained in a cylindrical tank separated by a diaphragm. The two sets

of tests differed basically in the mechanism employed to rupture the diaphragm

and in the propellant orientation.

For one set of tests, the propellant container was elevated to a height

of 15 ft. The upper section, which in this case contained the oxidizer, also

contained a vertically aligned rod or ram along the container axis. The entire

container was permitted to fall, and upon impact with the ground surface, the

impulse associated with the changing momentum of both the ram and the upper

propellant fractured the diaphragm (tempered glass). Near-total removal of

the diaphragm was achieved by a ring attached to the ram.

It is possible that continued motion of the ram influenced the propellant I

reaction. Further, it is likely that the upper propellant retained some

fraction of its motion relative to the lower propellant 'upon diaphragm rupture.

ror the other tests, in which the fuel was the upper propellant, dia-

phragm rupture was accomplished by the explosion of a linear charge that had

been formed into a circular loop and placed immediately above the diaphragm

(0.003-in. aluminum foil).

In this disucssion only the basic overpressure and impulse data were obtained

from the original reference. All yield computations and error estimates were
made for this report.
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The arc of the charge loop was just less than one complete circumference.

Consequently a small arc remained uncut and acted as a diaphragm hinge, thereby

insuring against propellant reaction influence by the diaphragm (the correct-

ness of these statements was tested using water in the upper tank).

Flexible plastic tubing was placed over the linear charge in order to

contain explosive fragments and prevent initiation of the fuel. The tubing

permitted transfer of the shock wave in sufficient intensity to rupture the

diaphragm without rupture of the tubing wall or damage to the tank walls.

For both test types, the container was OlO-in.-thick aluminum with a

diameter of 17-3/4 in.

The blast wave environment was measured by means of an array of 12

piezoelectric gauges located 10, 25, and 40 ft from ground zero along four

radial lines at 90 deg to each other.

Calibration tests were conducted with cylindrical, 5-lb TNT and com-

position C-4 charges and 25-lb TNT charges, which were positioned near the

ground surface. The authors of Ref. 4-4 stated that a comparison of the

calibration test results with the data of Ref. 4-2 indicated a negligible

difference a' il gauge distances.

Two tests for each failure mode were conducted, although for one of the

linear charge tests, the results were of insufficient magnitude to record.

All tests were with 300 lb total propellant, a propellant length-to-aiameter

ratio of 1.6:l, and an oxidizer-to-fuel weight ratio of 2:1.

Prop t. t 2ebults in terms of peak overpressure and positive phase

impulse are given in Table 4-6. Explosive yields ralative to a TNT surface

burst were computed from the average overpressure and impulse at each distance

for each teat and ci isted in Table 4-7.

For the two drop tests it is evident that there was a slight but fairly

convistent tendency for yield to increase with distance over the range from

10 to 25 ft. Accordingly, terminal yield values for each test were computed
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Table 4-61

PEJAK O'ý%RPRESSURE AND POSITIVE-PFASE-IKPJIZ DATA
FROM AEROJET DIAPHRAGM RUPUIIR TESTS

Distance (ft) _

10 25 40
Test Test Gauge Pressure Impulse Pressure Impulse Pressure Impulse
Type No. Line (psi) (psi-ns) (psi) (psi-ms) (ps) ii-ms)

Drop 7 1 1.8 5.4 0.8 2.0 G.5 1.6

2 9.7 12.1 2.1 3.6 1.0 2.1

3 9.2 9.3 2.5 5.8 1.1 2.2

4 2.0 6.2 1.0 2.1 0.6 1.3

Avg 5.4 8.3 1.6 3.6 0.8 1.8

Drop 8 1 3.0 10.4 1.3 5.4 0.8 3.3

2 10.1 13.0 3.6 6.6 1.9 4.2

3 17.0 21.7 4.8 7.7 2.5 4.7

4 5.0 10.2 2.8 5.0 1.5 2.9

Avg 8.8 13.8 3.1 6.2 1.7 3.8 j

Linear 4 1 0.5 * 0.3 * 0.4 *

Charge 2 0.5 0.2 * 0.1 *

3 0.1* 0.2 0.1

I ~ 4 0.6 * 0.2* OI ""

Avg 0.5 L 0.2 0.2

* No impulse values were obtained due to low overpressure values.
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Table 4-7

EXPLOSIVE YIELDS FROM
AERUJET DIAPHRAGM RUPTURE TESTS

I Yield (%) at

Test [Test Basis O0 Indicated Distances (ft) Terminal
Type No. computation 10 25 40 Yield (%)

Dr7Pressure 0.12 0.16 0.14 0.24

Drop 0.2
Imlpulse 0.33 0.37 0.31

Pressure 0 .2 0.65 0.74
Drop 8 0.80

lv.pulse u.83 0.89 0.91

Linear I Pre .,u%,e 0.001 0.002 0.001

Charge 4 0.007
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by averaging the overpressure and impuloe data from the 25- and 40-ft

stations. The resulting values were 0.24 percent for Test 7 and 0.80

Percent for Test 8. It may be noted that the overpressure and impulse valliss

for Test 8 waro withir about 25 percent of each other, while for Test 7

the over-pressure yield was less than one-half of the impulse yield.

Although there was considerable variability in the four gauge readings

at each distance for the drop tests, the major source of error in yield

estimation for this test condition again appears to be the test-to-test

reproducibi.lity of the blas phenomena. Based on the difference in terminal

yield between the two tests, a factor of 3.3, it is estimated that the mean

terminal yield for the two shots, 0.52 percent, is uncertain to a factor of
about 3 or 4.

For the one linear charge test there was a tendency for yield to increase

with distance over the entire range so that the terminal yield was taken to
be the yield of the last statiou. The resulting terminal yield for this test

condition, 0.007 percent, Is estimated to be uncertain by a factor of about 5.

One-Half-Scale Titan Il First-Stage Destruct Test* (Ref. 4-5)

The half-scale model tanks used in this test were 5-ft-diameter cylinders

with domed ends. The upper tank, containing 21,500 lb of oxidizer, was ap-
proximately 15 ft long and the lower tank, containing 11,203 lb of fuel, was

approximately 13 ft long. The separation between tanks was about 2 ft.

Failure of the tankage was induced by simultaneously rupturing the

bottom dome of the top tank and the top dome of the bottom tank with a linear-

shaped charge containing approximately 0.5 lb of explosive. The linear charge
was arranged to rupture a minimum of 75 percent of the tank domes.

The blast environment was measured with eight pressure transducers

ranging from approximately 10 to 300 ft from the test tankage. Five of the
transducers were mounted on a frame surrounding the test tankage and were

*In thia discussion only the basic overpressure va.ues were obtained from
the original reference. All correction factors, yield computntions, and
error estivstes were made fovr this report.
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"within 20 ft of the tankage. Tie remaining three transduoevs were mounted at

a height of 23 ft ebove the ground on one radial line at ground distances of

61, 141.9, and 300.5 ft fromi the center of the tankage,

The propellant reaction following rupture of the tankage produced two

separate explosions, both of which were stated to have occurred in the vapor

phase. One occurred at approximately 3.1 see after the initial destruct action,

and the other occurred at approximately 4.3 sec after the destruct action.

The position of the explosions could not be determined very accuratejy.

The center of the 3.1-sec explosion was estimated to be at a heigit of about

28 ft and about 20 ft in a horizontal direction from the centerline of the

tank, %nd that for the 4.3-sec explosion, at a height of about 40 ft and about

5 ft horizontally from the centerline of the tank.

Because of the uncertainty in the location of the ceaxters of the two ex-

plosions, the presrure data obtained from the five close-in transducers was not

suitable for estimating the yields of the two explosions. The low magnitudes

of the peak pressure values obtained at these stations, however, which ranged

from 3 to 10 psi, certainly support the postulate of a low-energy-density reaction.

The pressures measured at the three long-distance stations for each

explosion are given in Table 4-8.

Since the pressure measurements were made well above the ground suriace

and since the height of Lite explosiou, was also well above the ground surface,

i t was necessary to use two special reference curves in computing yields. From

the assumed geometry it is concluded chat Station 6 was at a distance where

Mach reflection was just starting, so that the gauge (23 ft above the ground)

was well above the triple point and in the region where the incident and

reflected wave fronts were separate. At the distance of Station 7 the triple

point had increased in height btut still should have been below th: gauge.

Station 8 was well in the Mach reflection region, and the triple point should

have been significantly higher than the gauge.

4-5
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Table 4-8

PEAK OVERPRESSTURE DATA FROM ONE-KALF-SCALE
TITAN II FIRST-STAGE DESTRUCT TEST

Nominal Estimated Peak
Ground Actual Over-

Gauge Distance Distance Pressure YieldStation (ft) ExplosionI (ft) (psi) M%

3.1 48 3.0 0.1
6 61.0

4.2 60 5.0 0.4

3.1 128 1.0 0.2

4.2 140 1.1 0.3

3.1 287 0.5 0.1
8 300.5

4.2 297 1.3 0.9

II
1. Refers to .3.1-sec or 4.2--see explosion.

2. For stations 6 and 7, value is slant distance from the point of
explosion to the gauge; for station 8, it Is the ground distance
from the point of explosion to the gauge.

4I

iI
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6 and 7 corresponded more nearly to the incident or free-air values rather

than the reflected values seen at ground level. Accordingly in computing

yields, which are also given in Table 3-8, a free-air pressure-distance TNTj• curve (Ref. 4-12) was used for the data from Stations 6 and 7.

Station 8 was well below the triple point, so that the pressures from this

station should correspond fairly well to those at ground level. The explosions,

however, were too far off the ground surface to allow use of the TNT surface

burst reference curve. Actually the explosions In the two previous diaphragm

rupture cameo also were not truly surface bursts, but in most cases they were

estimated to be at a height of burst of less than 1 or 2 ft/lb/. In the

present case the bast estimate of the scaled hcight of burst is of the order of

5 to 6 ft/lb . 7b maintain consistency in the analysis of these data with the

two previous sets, the yields for Station 8 were first computed using the same

surface burst reference curve and then reduced by a factor of 2.3 to account

for the difference between a 5-ft/lb113 and a 1-ft/lb1/ 3 height of burst. This

correction factor was based on data given in Fig. 3.67b of Ref. 4-13 for the

pressure region of 1 psi.

Prior to computing yields it was also necessary to correct the overpressures

to their equivalent sea level values by means of Sachs' scaling law (Ref. 4-15).

(These tests were conducted at an atmospheric pressure of 11.7 psi and the

reference data are for 14.7 psi.) i
Because of the data scatter, it is difficult to be sure whether there is

any significant tendency for the yield to increase with distance or not. However,

since primary interest is in the 4.2-sec explosion (the largest), which has some

C of this tendency, the estimated terminal yield value for this test, 0.6 percent,

was obtained in a conservative (high) fashion by averaging only the values from

the last two stations.

Considering the small number of useful gauge readings (2), the small yield

values, the lack of impulse data, the variability in results from gauge to gauge

(factor of 3), and the fact that only one test was conducted, it Is estimated

that the terminal yield value has an uncertainty of a factor of 2 or 3,j- -4-56
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SSpill Tests

Rocketdyne Small-Scale Spill Tests (Ref. 4-6)

This test program consisted of two separate series 0 tests, the first

using straight hydrazine and the second a 50/50 mix of UEW-hydrazine. In

general, the experimental arrangement was quite similar foi both. Approximately

2.5 lb of propellant were fed through separate L/2-in. lines wnder a pressure

of 30 to 50 psi into a concrete spill basin 6 in. de".

In the first series, the basin had a 2- by 2-ft croess se:tlon and the

spill lines discharged the propellants from about I ft above the surface so

that they impinged on the basin w:'.thin a radius of 2 in. The parameters varied

in the tests were the nature of the surface of the basin (concrete, asphalt,

dirt, or water) and the order in which the propellant flows were started

S (sim•ultaneous oi lead of one propellant by the other by about I sec).

In the second series of tests, the concrete spill basin was 4 by 4 ft in

cross section and the spill lines were 8 in. above the surface, arranged so

that the propellants impinged on the basin within a radius of 2 to 4 in. The

paramei'er variation included the nature of the surface of the basin (concrete,

dirt, or water) and the order in which propellant flows started (simultaneous

or lead of one propellant by the other by 0.5 - 1.0 sec).

In brith series of tests, pressures were measured with two Photocon

microphone pickups, at distances of 10 and 15 ft, mouated face-on to the center

of the basin at a height of 1 ft.

The propellant combinations ignited within a few milliseconds after contact

under all conditions tested. A series of explosions was recorded in most cases.

The pressure values for the largest explosion on each test of the first series

are given in Table 4-9 along with the corresponding yields computed by meana of

In this discussion only the basic overpressure data wera obtained from the
original reference, All yield computations, statistical analyses, and error
estimates were Iade for this report.
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a surface-burst TNT reference curve. The results of the second test series

are given in a similar fashion in Table 4-10. The investigators reported that

(based on examination of high-speed photography) all explosions occurred in

the vapor phase.

It is apparent frox Tables 4-9 and 4-10 that 'chere Is no -onsistent trend

for yiclds to increase from 10 to 15 ft, although the average yield at 15 ft is

somewhat greater than that at 10 ft. Accordingly, terminal yield values were

obtained by averaging the two data points.

*, The data in Table 4-9 suggest that a fuel. lead or dirt surface tends to

gi-e the hignest yields and that an oxidizer lead or asphalt surface tends to

give the lowest yield. However, since there were no repeat tests or calibration

data repirted, it is difficult to be sure whether the observed differences are

sigr.ificanI. In an effort to estimate the significance rf the effects and the

reproducibility of results, the data given in Table 4-9 werstreated as a single

replicato factorial design, and an analysis of variance was performed (with the

type of surface and order of propellant release the two variables) on the

assumption of no interaction between variables. The results, which were computed

sepurately for each gauge station, indicated that statistically, with the above

assumptions, there was no bignificant effect of either the type of surfaze or

order of fluw. The calculated remainder standard deviations (expressed as

percentages of the mean values) were 70 and 110 parcent for the 10- and 15-ft

stations, respectively.

The data in Table 4-10 are consistent with those from Table 4-9 in regard

to the effect of the order of flow; however, they suggest that a concrete surface
gives higher yields than the dirt surface, which is in contrast to the trend

indicated by Table 4-9. Because of the similarity of test conditlons in the two

test series, it is assumed that they both have the same uncertainty and that the

SThe authors o. Ref. 4-6 reported that photographic evidence indicated the
explosions oceurred from 2 to 4 ft off the surface. Thus the use of a surface
burst reference curve nay not be appropriate even though the liquid propellants
wore on the surface, It was used, however, to maintain consistency throughout
all spill test series. (In the other series no comments were made regarding
the explosion height of burst.)

45.9
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observed differences in Table 4-10 are no more significant than those for

Table 4-9. Accordingly, an average terminal yield was computed for all data

for each test series. The result is 0, 25 percent for Table 4-9 and 0.18 percent

for Table 4-10. Considering the fact that only two data points were avtilable

for each test, that no calibration data were reported, and thit no impulse

data were available, it is estimated that these average yield values are uncertain

to about a factor of 2 or 3.

CRDL Suppression Tests (Refs. 4-7 and 4-8)

In this test series, the primary objective was to determine the effectiveness

of water deluge and water fog systems in suppressing the tire and fumes resulting

from "spilled" propellants. Blast data wera of secondary concern, so that only

a single pressure transducer, located near the ground 50 ft from the center of

the reaction pan, was used.

The propellants were fed through separate 1-1/2-in. lines oriented 180

deg to each other, so that Initial fuel and oxidizer contact occurred before

the propellants had an opportunity to disperee on the surface. The pipe

nozzles wero slightly off the ground and 2 ft from the center of a 16- by

16- by 1-ft-deep reaction pan.

The water deluge system was located on the interior perimeter of the

reaction pan and consisted of a 2-in. feed pipe with twelve 1-in. outlets

equally spaced around the pan. These outlets could, for exa1le, deliv-er

water at a rate of 415 gal/min at an outlet pressure of 48 psig.

The water fog system consisted of thirty-six 1-in. fog nozzles arranged

in three tiers at heights of 2, 10.5, and 17.5 ft above the outside perimeter

of the reaction pan, each tier having twelve equally spaced nozzles. This sytem

could, for example, deliver water at a rate of 800 gal/mmn at a nozlt pressure

of 48 psig.

* In this discussion only the basic overpressure data were obtained from the

original reference. All yield computations, statistical analyses, and error
estimates were made for this report.
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Tests were conducted for a range of total propellant weighto from 90 to

300 lb and with and without the water deluge and fog suppressio.i. The pro-

pellant flow durations ranged from about 6 sec for the 90-lb tests to about

20 sec for the 300-lb tests. It should be noted ths,.t tite suppression systems

were usually started about 6 to 7 sec after the propelli.nt flovws started, so

that for an appreciable portion of the flow duration, the propellants were

actually unsuppressed.

Because of the long durations of flow in this test series, it did not

seemt appropriate to compute yields with the total propellant quantity.

Instead, yields were calculated by means of the estimated amount of propel-

lant delivered in a 1-sec period, a time corresponding approximately to that

used for the other spill test series. The best estimate of the amount of

propellant deljvered in 1 sec is 15 lb; I:owever, this value is uncertain to

about a factor of 1.5 to 2.0.

Peak overpressures and explosive yields (in both pounds and percent)

for each test are listed in Table 4-11.

In an offort to estimate the significance of the variables (i.e.,, propel-

lant weight and degree of suppression), average yields were computed for oach

test condition. These average yields were then treated as a single rcplicate

factorial design and .&, analysis of variance was performed on the assumption

of no interaction between variables. The results indicated that statistically,

with the above assumption, there was no significant effect of propellant welght

or degree of suppression. The calculated remainder standard deviAtion (expresaed

as a percent of the mean value) was 50 percent.

Considering the fact that only one data point was available from each test,

that im impulse data or calibration data were reported, and that the yields

were very small, it is estimated that the average yield forc these tests, 0.02

percent, is uncertain to a factor of about 4 to 5.
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Table 4-1i

PEAK OVERPRESSURE AND EXPLOSIVE YIELD DATA FrRM CRDL SUPPRESSION TESTS

Prop Reaction Effective
Wt Suppressed- Test Pressure Charge Wt Yield

(lb) Unnuppressed No. (psi) (10-3 lb) M j

S0.07 4.4 0.029: U 15 0.05 2.2 0.015
90904 0.045 1.7 0.011

S 6 0.045 1,7 0.011

7 No resultsS~U
8 0.06 . 3.2 0.021120 S 9 0.065 3.8 0.025

10 Instrument FailureU
11 0.04 1.3 0,009150 1 12 0.02 0.3 0.002

13 0.03 0.7 0.005
16 0.09 7.4 0.049
21 0.04 1.3 0.009

210 22 0.05 2.2 0.0150
17 0.065 3.6 0.024
18 0.035 1.0 0,007F!
.19 0.05 2.3 0.015

20 0.035 1.1 0.007

23 0.06 2.9 0.019
270.04 1.3 0.009

240 31 0106 3.2 0.021
28 O.n45 1.7 0,011

S 29 0.08 5.7 0.038
_ _30 G.04 1.3 0.009

32 0.05 2.2 0.015
U 33 0.06 3.2 0.021

270 34 0.09 7.4 0.049
S 35 0.045 1.7 0.011

36 0.06 3.2 0.021
U 37 0.12 13.0 0.0o7

300 38 0.05 2.2 0.015
39 0.05 2.2 0.015
40 0.045 1.7 0.011
41 0.04 1.3 0.009
42 0.03 1.1 0.007
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Rocketdyne Model-Misaile Spill Tests (Ref. 4-6)

This program consisted of scale.-model missile spills in which the propellants

were initially contained in separate cylindrical tanks with the oxidizer on top

and allowed to fall to the underlying surface by pneumatically removing the

bottom plate of the tank. The tank sizes used corresponded to 1/18 and 1/10

linear scale models of the Titan II (scaled by volume only). The 1/1.8-scp~le

tank, which was 8.5 in. in diameter and 14 in. high, contaaned 50 lb of propellant

with an oxidizer-to-fuel wcight ratio of 2:1 and the 1/10-scale tank, which

was 12 in. in diameter and 36 in. high, contained 300 lb of propellant at the

same oxidizer-to-fuel ratio. On the 1/18 scale the tanks were separated by

approximately 28 in. and on the 1/10 scale by 24 in. Neglecting this spacirg,

the effective L/D of the 1/1d-scale tanks is about 3.3:1 anc thaL for the 1/10

scale about 6:1.

The spill tests were performed in 1/18- and 1/10-scale silo models and

aboveground in a steel tray approximately 20 by 20 by 2 ft deep. The silco

dimensions were 3 ft in diameter by 9 ft deep and 5 ft in diameter by 15 ft

deep for the 1/18-scale and 1/10-scale silos, respectively.

Pressure measurements were made at ground level on one gauge line at

distances of 25, 35, 50, and 75 ft from the center line of the tanks.

Other variables included in the tcsting• were th2 order in which propellants

were released from the tanks (simultaneous as well as oxidizer and fuel leads)

and the silo environment prior to spill (burning fuel, light oxidizer and fuelj

vapors, and water in the bottom).

The pressure data obtained from these tests are given ini Table 4-12. In

cases where multiple explosions occurred, only the data from the largest are

given. Only data from the 25- and 75-ft stations are included since the authors

of Ref. 4-6 indicate that the duta from the 35- und 50-ft stations could not be

trusted. Yield values computed using a surface burst TNT curve are also given

in this table.

In this 6.4scussion only the basic overpressure data were obtained from the
j original reierence. All yield computations and error estimates werv made for

this report.
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It can be seen from Table 4-12 that in all cases yield values were

increasing up to the 75-ft station, so that the data from this station represent

the best estimate of the terminal yield values.

Several TNT calibration shots were also performed as part of this test
series. The overpressure values and yields computed by means of a surface

burst reference curve are included in Table 4-12. The results from the one

above-surface test indicate that the instrumentation system is reading high by

almost a factor of 2.

Only one repeat TNT calibration shot and one repeat propellant test were

available to estimate the reproducibility of the instrumentation system and

the test-to-test blast phenomena. The repeat calibration shot was for the

silo geometry. They showed a difference of 40 percent in yield. The repeat

propellant tests (12 and 15) were nlso for a silo geometry. They showed a

difference of about 15 percent in yield.

Considering that the terminal yield values are based on one gauge reading,

that the yields are very small, that the results from the calibration shots

differed by a factor of almost 2 from the standard curve, and that no impulse

data were available, it is estimated that the absolute values of the terminal

yields are uncertain to abtut a factor of 3 or 4. On a relative basis, the

results are probably uncertain to a factor of 2 or 3.

*NRclkvtdyrie Lar'ge-Scale Spill Tests (Rei. 4-6) 1•

In these two tests the propellants were contained in separate 150-gal

cylindrical tanks, 30 in. In diameter and approximately 60 in. in length. The

tanks were positioned adjacent to each other with their cylindrical axes tilted

20 dog from the vertical so that the propellants discharging from a 6-in. port

at the bottom- of the tank would impinge in the center of 20- by 20- by 2-ft

deer spill tray.

ý In this discussion only the basic overpressure data were obtained from the
original reference. All yield computations and error estimates were made for
this report.
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Table 4-12

PEAK OVERPUESSURE AND EXLOSIM VE YIELD DATAFROM THE MDDEL-MISSILE TESTS

Test Overpressure (psi Yield (%)

No. Jcale Order of Spill 25 ft 75 ft 25 ftj 75 ft

ABOVEGROUND

7 1/10 60-sec fuel lead No explosion

G 1/10 2-sec oxid lead 0.5 0.16 0.01 0,03

9 1/10 60-sec oxid lead No explosion

10 1/10 60-sec oxid lead No explosion

11 1/10 Simultaneous 1.0 0.36 0.05 0.15

10 lb TNT 11.0 1.92 180 190

STEEL SILO

12 1/18 Simultaneous 0.9 0.32 0.27 0.73

13 1/18 30-soc oxid lead n.85 0.28 0.24 0.55

14 1/18 Simultaneous into 0.8 - 0.20 -
S~burn fuel

15 1/i; Simultaneous 0.85 0.3 0.24 0.63

16 1/18 Simultaneous into 0.6 0.15 0.11 o.14S~50 lb of water

1- 1/10 1-seI oxid lead 2.0 2.0 0.26 -
le 1/10 Simultaneous with 2.5 0.65 0.43 0.56

light oxid vapor

19 1/10 180-sec fuel lead No explosion

20 1.110 Simultaneous with 1.25 0.4 0.09 0.20
light fuel vapors

1.5 lb TNT 2.70 0.6 98 93

2.0 lb TNT 3.63 0.8 138 134

* Assumed to be spurious reading and not included in yield computation.
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The propellants were released by rupturing a thin diaphragm in the 6-in.

port. The tanka were pressured to 50 psia to assure rapid expulsion of the

propeillant s,

Pressures were measured with gauges at ground level at distances of 25,

50, and 75 ft.

In the first test, 300 lb of fuel and 1300 lb of oxidizer were used. The

diaphragms were ruptt.red simultaneously, and the fuel was emptied in less than

0.9 sec and the oxidizer in 1.5 sec. After 2 sec, a water deluge system was

actuated which deli'vered 100 gal/min into the spill tray. Several weak explo-

sions were audible at a distance of 1,000 ft; however, the blast instrumentation

did not detect these small overpressures.

In the second test,500 lb of fuel and 800 lb uf oxidizer wcre used, and

again the diaphragms were ruptured simultaneounly. The fuel was emptied in
approximately 0.625 sec and the oxidizer in 0.75 sec. Multiple explosions

were obtaineQ, the largest yielaing peak overpressures of 2.2 and 0.67 psi at

the 25- and 7b-ft stations, respectively. These correspond to yields of 0.08

and 0.14, respectively. (The authors of Ref. 4-6 indicated %nat the data

from the 50-ft station was not usable.)

As in the previous test series the data from the last station was taker.

as the best estimate of terminal yield. One 6-11) and one 12-lb TNT calibration|
a 4

shot were also perforred as part of this te~t series. The pressure values for

the 6-lb shot were 4.0 and 1.02 psi at the 25- and 75-ft stations, respectively,

and those for the 12-lb shot, 6.0 and 1.2 psi. These pressure values corres,)ond

to yiel, values ranging from 53 to 77 percent computed by means of the surface-

burst TNT reft rence curve.

Considering that the teriinal yield estimate is based on one gauge

reading, that the yields are very small, that the results for the calibration

shots differed by alnost a factor of 2 from the standard curve, and that no

impulse data were available, it is estimated that the absolute value of the

terminal yield is uncertain to a factor of about 3 or 4.
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SAerojet High-Interface-Area Tests (Ref. 4-9)

The objective of this program was to determine the influence of the

intitial interface area between oxidizer and fuel and the oxidizer-to-fuel

weight ratio on explosive yleld.

In these tests the oxidizer was contained in a number of small cylindrical
glass Dewars placed in an aluminum pan containing the fuel. Propellant mixing

was accomplished by drcpping the pan a distance of 10 to 15 ft onto a steetl
l plate, thereby shattering the Dewars.

Use of various Dewar sizes permitted variation of oxidizer-to-fuel

ratti, and initial interface area (defined as that area obtained by using the j
mean radius of the double wall of the glass Dewars). Tests were performed

using three different contact areas for each of three oxildlr-to-fuel weight

ratioE, 3:1, 2:1, and 1:1. The three contact areas were slightly different

for each oxidizer-to-fuel ratio; however, in each case the three values were

in the order of 1:2:4.

The blast environment was measured with an array of 12 piezo-electric

gauges located at i0, 25, and 40 ft from ground zero along four radial lines

at 90 deg to each other.

Calibration tehts were conducted with cylindrical 5-lb TNT and composition

C-4 charges and 25-lb TNT charges, which were positioned near the ground surface.

The authors stated that a comparison of the calibration test results with the

data of Ref. 4-2 indicated a negligible difference at all gauge distances.

Peak overpressures and positive-phase impulses from each of the

propellant tests are given in Table 4-13 and the corresponding explosive yields

computed by means of a surface-burst TNT reference curve in Table 4-14.

SIn this discussion onv the basic overpressure and impulse data were obtained

from the original reference. All yield computations and error estimates were
made for this report.

i
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Table 4-13

PEAK OVERPRESSURE AND POSITIVE-PHIASE-IMPULSE DATA
FROM AEROJET HIGH-INTERFACE-AREA STUDY

(Oxidizer-to-Fuel Weight Ratio = 1:1)

Interface Distance (ft)
Area Gauge 10 25 40

(sq ft) Line - III
P.______ ____I___I

1 4.2 25.6 2.1 12.3 1.5 10.5

2 3.3 23.0 2.5 17.4 1.1 8.0

3 3.6 20.7 2.2 12.3 1.6 9.7
8.88 4 5.0 33.6 3.0 13.9 2.1 9.3

Avg 4.0 25.7 2.5 14.0 1.6 9.4

1 11.9 67.3 8.0 43.2 4.6 27.3

2 13.5 91.5 6.7 32.4 3.1 17.3

3 12.2 62.3 7.1 37.3 4.6 22.1
18.0 4 11.5 69.7 8.9 44.7 4,3 19.3

Avg 12.3 72.7 7.7 39.4 4.2 21.5

1 52.8 144.0 24.9 73.9 11.5 55.4

2 75.8 172.0 34.2 81.5 10.9 39.8

3 56.5 131.0 22.2 62.9 11.4 43.6
4 75.0 147.0 28.5 82.4 13.7 52.1

Avg 65.0 148.3 27.5 75.2 11.9 47.7
L

P - Peak Overpressure, psi

I - Positive-Phase Impulse, psi-msec
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|'
Table 4-13 (Cont.)

(Oxidizer-to-Fuel Weight Ratio 3:1)

Interface Distance (ft)
Area Gauge

(sq ft) Line 10 25 40
P I P I P I

1 4.4 26.8 2.3 12.0 1.3 8.6

2 * * 2.5 12.0 1.4 7.3

12.6 3 5.2 28.8 2.3 10.5 1.5 7.5

4 5.0 26.9 2.5 14.0 1.8 7.5

Avg 4.9 27.5 2,4 12.1 1.5 7.7

1 21.7 95.2 10.3 39.5 5.4 29.5

2 16.3 85.5 13.2 52,5 4.9 23.1

25.4 3 19.5 84.3 10.3 29.7 5.5 24.7

4 - 11.0 34.5 6.7 25.5

Avg 19.2 88.3 11.2 39.1 5.5 25.7

1 97.6 * 30.3 80.1 14.5 58.4

2 85.0 186,0 36,0 89.9 10.8 43.7

3 103.9 * 20.4 55.2 12.3 43.251.0
w4 1031 147.0 26.3 72.2 15.0 5

Avg 97.2 166.5 28.3 74.4 13.2 49.2

P - Peak Overpressure, psi

I - Positive-Phase Impulse, psi-msec

* Gauge damaged by fragments

--- No Gauge
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TauLe 4-13 (Cont.,)

(Oxidizer-to-Fuel WeighiL Watio 2:1)

Interface Distance (ft)
Area Gauge 10 25 40

(sq ft) Line ____5_4

P I P I P I

1 2.4 21.5 1.7 12.7 1.2 a.7

2 3.2 29.3 2.2 16.6 1.0 6.6

11.4 4.0 25.4 1.9 12.3 1.1 7.3

4 3.2 26.1 2.0 12.2 1.4 8.4

Avg 3.3 25.6 2.0 13.5 1.2 7.8

1 22.9 103.1 10.5 45.8 5.8 33,2

2 20.2 92.5 13.7 58.1 5.4 26.2

23 19.4 80.6 9.8 41.8 5.7 28.122.9
4 1* 0.1 40.6 6.7 29.7

Avg 20.8 92.1 11.0 46.6 5.9 29.3

1 52.6 163.0 23.9 77.9 10.7 54.4

2 52.9 104.0 35.7 106.0 10.0 49.4

455 3 81.3 133.0 19.1 55.8 11.1 50.3

4 70.7 4 23.91* 14.5 47.6

Avg 64.4 133.3j 25.9 79.7 11.6 50.4

P Peak Overpressure, psi

I - Positive-Phase Impulse, psi-mrsec

* - Gauge damaged by fragments
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Table 4-14A EXPLOSIVE YIELDS FROM AEROJET HIGH-INTERFACE-AREA STUDY

Terminal

xidizer- Oxidizer- Basis Yield at Indicated il
to-Fuel Fuel of Distance (ft)Yil
Weight Interface Estimate

Ratio Aroa (ft 2 ) Computation 10 25 40 (

Pressure 0.07 0.42 0.65
8.88 2.0

Impulse 2.3 2.9 3.4

Pressure 0.47 3.5 4.8
1:1 18.0 8.5

Impulse 15.2 17.3 11.1

Pressure 5.0 25.0 29.3
35.9 34

Impulse 52.7 53.0 42.3

Pressur3 0.05 0.27 0.34
11.4 1.6

Impulse 2.5 2.6 2.5

Pressure 1.1 6.2 8.72:1 22.9 12.4Impulse 22.5 23.0 17.2

Pressure 4.9 22.6 27.3 3645.5 36

Impulse 43.7 56.6 47.4

Pressure 0.10 0.39 0.56
12.6 1.5

Impulse 2,9 2.4 2.5

Pressure 0.93 6.5 7.8 13:1 25.4 12.0

Impulse 21.4 16.9 14.8

Pressure 8.2 25.2 33.0
51.0 40

Impulse 63.3 51.0 45.4
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From Table 4-14 it can be seen that the pressure yields are increasing
with distance over the entire distance range, that the impulse yields are

generally decreasing with increasing distance (except for the smallest-

interface-area cases), and that although the pressure and impulse yields are

converging towards each other, the impulse yields at the farthest station

are still considerably greater than the pressure yields. This yield-distance

behavior is similar to that obtained in the AFRPL impact tests, and the ter-

minal yields given in Table 4-14 were estimated in the same fashion as described

for the impact tests.

The lack of duplicate tests in this test series makes it difficult to

estimate the uncertainty in the results. The stated goou agreement between

the expected and measured results from the calibration shots and the generally

good agreement between results from the four gauges at a given distance suggest
that errors due to the instrumentation system or blast asymmetries are small.

The fact that terminal yield conditions were not reached within the measuring j
range and had to be estimated by extrapolation introduces some uncertainty in

the terminal yield values. This uncertainty is particularly large for the

smallest interface-area tests, since the impulse yields at the greatest measur-

ing distance were still about a factor of 5 to 7 greater than the pressure

yields. For the intermediate- and high-interface-area cases, the differences

were about factors of 2 and 1.5, respectively. Based on these differences and

the test-to-test reproducibility obtained in other test series, it is estimated

that the terminal yields for the highest-interface-area cases are uncertain

to about a factor of 1.5, those for the intermediate-area cases to about a

factor of 2, and those for the smallest areas about a factor of 3 to 4.

Aerojet Detonability Tests (Ref. 4-10)

This test series consisted of 11 detonability tests using 130 to 140 lb

of propellant. The test setup consisted of a vertical Plexiglas tube, 9-13/16

in. ID by 42 in. long with a l/8-in.-thick wall, containing 11 test tubes

approximately 45 in. long fabricated from 47-mm ID Pyrex tubing of 2-nm wall

thickness. The Plexiglas tube was pressed onto a ring of Presstite putty on a

* In this discussion the basic overpressure and explosive yield values were
obtained from the original reference. Only the terminal yi ld and error
estimates were made for this report.
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24-In.-square by 1/8-1n.-thick Plexiglas sheet which was placed on a 9-1/2-in.-

diameter by 9-in.-Iong cylinder (approximately 45 lb) of composition B explo-K? igve. The Plexiglas sheet served both as the bottom of the N2 04 vessel and

as a blast shield to prevent detonation products from the booster from obscuring

the detonation wave in the hypergolic mixtures. A sketch of the test configur-

ation is presented in fig. 4- 22.

X'rimacord (Type A-5 mild detonating fuse) was suspended along U eatire

length of each test tube to provide the shock stimulus to shatter the tubes

and initiate mixing of the fuel and oxidizer. In order to ensure the genera-

tion of a reasonably planar shockwave at the booster-- propellant interface,

the composition B booster was initiated simultaneously at seven points on its

bottom surface (by seven commonly initiated lengths of Primacord which terminated

in cylindrical ciArges of c..mposition C-4 explosive in precast cavities in the

bottom surface of the nooster).

Immediately before testing, the Pyrex tubes were filled to a depth of V
40 in. with fuel; then, the oxidizer was added remotely to the outer cylinder

to the same depth, to give a total propellant weight of 130 to 140 lb, with

an oxidizer-fuel weight ratio of about 2.4:1.

The blast yield of the system was measured by four Atlantic Research

Corporation Model LC-33 piezoelnctric-type blast gauges located 15.0, 21.9,

34.7, and 60.3 ft from the center of the charge. The TNT equivalence was

i determined by comparing the overpressure from the propellant system with a

shock overpressure vs distance curve for the test area previously obtained

with the same gauge array, using various weights of composition B and

composition C-4 explosive.

The only parameter varied in these tests was the delay time between

initiation of the mild detonating fuse (DF) and initiation of the composition

I B booster.

SThe results of the tests are summarized in Table 4-15. It can be seen

that in the majority of cases the pressure from the first station was signifi-

cantly lower than those from the others. Accordingly, terminal yields were

estimated by averaging the results from the last three stations. Duplicate

e e y4-74
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PYREX TUBE

PLEXIGLAS TUB --

42 45

PRESSTITE PUTTY

PLEXIGLAS SHEET

901

COMPOSITION B I

Fig. 4-22. Aerojet Detonability Test Configuration
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Table 4-15

PEAK OVEURSSUAE AND EXPLOSIVE YIELDS FROM AEROJVT DETONABILITY TESTS

Delay

Test Tie ge Overpressure Yield Terminal

o (Ir No.** (psi) (.) Yield

""go8 10.4

1.-2 2 65 43.3 52
3 29.1 66.8

4 8.1 46.4

1 231 27.8
N/A-3 3 2 57 28.1 35

3 23.4 34.7

4 7.9 42.9

1 237 25.9
N/A-4 0.6 2 74.8 56.1 51

3 No data -
4 8.0 45.0

1 135 <0
N/A-5 0.3 2 No data - 44

3 29.1 63.4
4 6.6 23.7

1 113 <0
N/A-6 0.1 2 48.5 12.6 16

3 20.8 24.2
4 5.8 11.1

1 28,9 6.2
N/A-7 2 14.6 9.9 20

3 8.0 15.8
4 3.3 23.5

1 23.9 5.5

1 117 <0
N/A-8 6 2 50.7 19.2 16

3 17.1 11.0
4 5.8 17.1

1"* 26.4 6.3 •:1 122

N/A-9 2 49.6 18.0 14
. 12.3 <0
4 6.5 2 _.1

1 226 29:9
N/A-10 2 72.0 49.0 41

3 19.3 29.5
4 7.7 44.0}•

1 151 0.3

N/A-I1 0.1 2 49.7 18.4 28
3 No data -

4 7.5 38.6

1 No data -
N/A-12 2 16.4 12.0 18

3 8.3 17.8 ,

__4 3.4 24:9

* Delay time = time between Initiation of MDF train and initiation
of Composition B booster.

** Gauge 1, 2, 3, and 4 located 15.0, 21.9, 34.7, and 60.3 ft from
the ,arge.

** Initial shock of fireball engulfing Gauge No. 1 before initiation
on booster.
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tests were run in four of the test conditions. In two of these conditions the
tw'o values agreed within a fac~tor of 1.1 of each other; in one, a factor of

1.2; and in the last, a factor of about 1.5. Considering this degree of repro-

ducibility and the lack of impulse data, it is estimated that the terminal

yields listed are uncertain to about a factor of 1.5.

In additios, to the instrumentation described above, pressure probes were

mounted on the Plexiglas cylindars, and streak-camera photographo were taken

to mensure detonation velocity in the propellant mixture.

No evidence of a propagating detonation was noted in any of the tests;

however, rapidly fading shock waves were noted on tests N/A-4 and WA-5. These

were attributed to the decaying shock from the booster with slight contribution

by the propellant mixture. The authors of Ref. 4-10 concluded that with this

configuration the propellant mixture is incapable of steady-state detonation.

Atlantic Research Laboratory Tests (Ref. 4-11)

This test series included several hundred experiments with milliliter

quantities of propellants and used a variety of test geometries. Because of

rthe small quantities of propellants used, no actual pressure measurements were

attempted. The tests were documented by high-speed photographs and visual ob-

servations. The numnber and variety of these tests makes it imp- ctical to sum-

marize the results in this report, and the reader is referred tc the original

work for details. For the purpose of this report, perhaps the most important
conclusion of the experimenters was that the full body of their results is in-
consistent with the explosion being a hydrazine vapor-air explosion, as sugges-

ted in the small-scale spill test results of Ref. 4-6.
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SPa rt 3

SUMMARY OF DATA AND CONCLUSIONS

Parts 1 and 2 of this section presented the data from the 32 tests

conducted during the basic PYRO program and an additional 100 tests conducted

during recent years by a number of other agencies using the hypergolic

propellant combination N 0 /50% UDMH - 50% N H
2 4 2 4

From the results of these tests, it is clear that the explosive yield of

the N2 04 /50% UDMI - 50% N2 H4 propellant combination is very dependent on the

failure mede and tankage configuration as well as on the inherent properties

of the pro•.e;1ants. Thus tbe process of selecting the maximum credible

explosive yield for this propellant combination involves first establishing

the failure modes and tankage configurations considered credible, then

obtainirg estimates of the explosive yields for each case, and finally

selecting the largest of these explosive yields.

Since not all configurations using this propellant combination appear

to have the same credible failure modes, use of a single explosive yield

value (determined in the fashion described above) will be overly conserva-

tive for many cases. Accordingly, it seems desirable to use not one, but a

number of explosive yield values for this propellant combination, each value

corres.ponding to the worst credible failure mode for the designated configuration.

The following generalized configurations seem to provide a reasonable

grouping for this purpose:

1. Static test stand

2. Launch pad
a. Pre launch
b. Launch

3. Post launch
a. In flight
b. Ground impact

4-78 ii
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Static Test Stand

For the static test stand case it is assuned that the tankb, and in

particular the tank support systems, are strong enough so that railure

modes wicr.h inr-aolti' the entire tank structure falling off its ,aprorts bre

not credible. It i.s further assumed that there will be no largte explosive

sources In the vicinity that can act as explosive donors. This leaves as

credible failure modes thuse Inio.ving bulkhead (diaphragm) ruptures. tark
wall failure (resulting in pOopellant spills) or possible sMrtl explosive

donors (e.g., rupture of high-pressure gas tanks). The sc,.le-•c•del tests

which correspond to those failure modes are tae diaphragm rupture tests,'.2

confinement by tlhe mi.ssile tests, spill tests, 100-ft 1tower drop) tests andi

the small explosive donor tests.

The data presented in Parts 1 and 2 indi:zated tant 11 range of terminal

explosive yields and the estimated upper limit yield for each of these modes

is as fcllows:

Terminal Yield Estimated
Range (%) Upper Limit

Diaphragm rupture (confinement
by t!se missile) 0.01 - 0.8 1.5

Spill 0.02 - 0.3 0.5

Small explosive donor 0.8 - 1.2 2.0

Tower drop 0.2 - 0.4 0.6

Based on the largest of these, the small explosive donor, the maximum

credible yield selected for the static test stand case is 2%. It is possible,

however, that in many static test stand situations an explosive donor will not

be present. For these cases, the next highest failure mode could be used,

i.e., diaphragm rupture, and the maximum credible yield would lue 1.5%.

* The only source of large explosive yield considered credible for any

situation is another stage of the vehicle. In the static test stand case,

it is assumed that only one stage is tested at a time.
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Section 5

CRYOGENIC PROPELLANT PROGRAM

During the program a total of 212 tests using the cryogenic propellant

combinations liquid oxygerr-RP-1 (LO 2 /RP-l) and liquid oxygen-liquid hydrogen

(L0 2 /LH 2 ) were conducted. For purposes of discussing and presenting the re-

sults from these tests, this section of the report has been organized as fol-

lows:

Part 1 - Confinement-by-the-Missile, Confinement-by-the-Ground-Surface,

and High-Velocity-Impact test procedures and test hardware.

Part 2 - Test results from the basic program.

Part 3 - Discussion of results from the basic program.

Part 4 - Full-Scale Tests, includes a failure test of a Saturn S-IV with
-100,000 lb LO /LH and a Titan with -100,000 lb L0 2 /RP-1.

2 2

Part 5- Discussion of yield and ignition time scaling.

"i' 5-1
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"Launch Pad

r .i falurm categoty I-ass been divided into tvL sub-cetegorteo; pre-launch

and launch.

The pre-launch category is very similar to the static test stand case and

t the same failure modes apply, i.e., diaphragm rupture, spill, small explosive

donor, and tower drop. Thus, the maximum credible yield for the pre-launch

category is 2%. The launch category includes the static test stand failure

modes as well as command destruct and large explosive donor. This category,

however, does not include the high-velocity-impact case (either from a high-al-

titude fallback or from turn-around and powered impact) since, in these cases,

the point of impact on the ground surface is almost sure to be at a consider-

able distance irom its launch pad.

Although the separation between low- and high-velocity impact is somewhat

arbitrary, it is assumed that the low-velocity case is limited to a velocity on

the order of 140 ft/sec (corresponding to free fall from a height of about 300
*

ft). The high-velocity case is assumed to have an upper limit of about 600

ft/sec. It is also assumed that for a silo geometry, the maximum impact veloci-

ty would be significantly less than that for the flat-pad case (-ay by a factor

of 2) because of the lower probability of the vehicle falling directly back in-

to the silo from the greater heights.

The terminal explosive yields for each of the failure modes included under

the launch pad failure category are as follows:

TERMINAL YIELD RANGE (%) ESTIMATED UPPER LIMIT

Diaphragm rupture (CBM) 0.01 - 0.8 1.5
Spill (CBGS) 0.02 - 0.3 0.5

Small explosive donor 0.8 - 1.2 2
Large explosive donor 3.4 - 3.7 5

Command destruct 0.3 - 0.35 0.5
310-ft drop (CBGS) -1.5 3

Assumption is based on premise that failure is much less likely to occur when

the vehicle has t-aversed on its own length since by that time it will have

cleared all launch support facilities. The maximum vehicle length has been
taken as about 300 ft.

4-80
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PART I - CONFINEMENT-BY-THE-MISSILE, CONFINEMENT-BY-THE-GROUND-SURFACE, AND

HIGH-VELOCITY-IMPACT TEST PROCEDURES AND TEST HARDWARE.

b- CONFINEMENT BY THE MISSILE

These tests were intended to investigate the interaction of the propellants

for the case where an internal failure occurs and one propellant falls down

onto the othe-. The duration of interest of this tank confinement case is

limited to the time that the propellants remain confined by the walls of the

missile. This time is determined by the strength of the tankage, the rate of

vaporization of the cryogenic propellants, the initial tank pressures, and the

initial ullage space. 1

I Test Tanks

The primary requirement of the tankage for this test condition was to

contain the propellants in the proper length-to-diameter ratio until the

internal pressure created by the vaporization of the cryogenic propellants

exceeded the normal vehicle tankage design burst pressure. From communica-

tions with AFRPL and various vehicle manufacturers, it was determined that
Smost vehicle fuel tankage would fail at internal pressures well below 100 psi.

Accordingly, this value (100 psi) was chosen as the design burst pressure for

the tank.

A complete discussion of the rationale for this 6est series is presented

in Section 3. In this disciission a list of important parameters was presented.

These paraLeters which had a direct influence on the design of the tanks and

test hardware are repeated below:

* Propellant type: LO2/RP-l, LO2 /LH 2

* L/D ratio: 5:1, 1.8:1 (considered to be the length-to-diameter
ratio of the propellant masses)

* Propellant weight: 200, 1,000, 25,000 lb

* D /DD ratio: 1:1 and 0.45:1 (where D is the diameter of the

openng in the diaphragm and D is the vehicle diameter)

* Type of ignition: detonator or squib

5-2
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1Th terminal yields acr the first five failure moaies we obtaimSn fins

Parts 1 and 2 of this section. The yield for the 300 ft drop was obtained fra.

Fig. 4-23, a plot of terminal yield vi imepact velocity. For this estimate only

the flat-pad data were used since it Is ansvind that the area immediately adlacent

to the launch pad would most likely be paved or at least hard ground.

A best-fit curv- through the flat-pad data indicates that a credible yield

for this case would be approximately 1.5%, with an estimated uncertainty of 1.5

to 2.

Tt will be notec! that the highest yields were obtained from the large explo-
sive-donor case. It should be noted, however, that an explosive donor weighing

2 or 3 times the effective weight of the exploding propellant mass was required

to achieve this large a yield. Thus, in any case where this situation occurs,

there would be more concern about the blast from the donor than that from the pro-

pellant explosion. For this reason it seemed reasonable to present two yield

values for this case; one with a large explosive donor and one without. The es-

timated maximum credible yield values for the launch category with a large ex-

plosive donor is 5% and without a large explosive donor 3%.

Estimation of a credible yield value for the silo case is slightly more un-

certain than for the flat-pad case. A lower credible drop height of say 150 fl,

would tend to reduce the yield a factor of 2 below the flat-pad value, however,

confinement would tend to increase it. The model-missile tests discussed in Part

2 suggest that fur the spill case, siLo confinement increases yields by about a

factor of 4. Since there is no reason to expect confinement effects to be less

than this for low-velocity impact, it appears that confinement effects will moere

than counteract the effects due to a uecrease in impact velocity. Thus the best

estimate of a maximum credible terminal yield for the silo case would be 6%

(assuming no large explosive donor).

Post Launch

Failures after launch have been divided into two subcategories, in-flight

and ground impact. Although no data have been obtained for the in-flight case,

4-81I ..................................................
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I ,
a Internal design operating pressure of the tankage: upper tank

30 psi, lower 0 psi (chosen to simulate the effects of the
gravitational and pressure head of the top propellant)

a Tank rupture at approximately 100 psi

Aside from these general parameters, there were many other requirements

which were ccnsidered to be important and were included in the design criteria

for the tanks and test hardware. These were:

* Fuel volumes that were consistent with the oxidizer-to-fuel
ratios in normal vehicle usage, i.e., LO2 /RP-I = 2.25:1,
WO/LH = 5:1
2 2

* An ullage space consistent with normal vehicle usage

9 Low total mass of tank so as to cause minimal interference
with the explosion of the mixed propellants

* Tank materials compatible with the propellant combinations

9 Fabrication techniques in general use throughout the industry

to keep the lead time short and costs low

a A diaphragm removal system which would bring the two
propellants together rapidly, reproducibly, and with
minimal influence on the subsequent mixing process

With all these items taken into consideration, the basic design shown in

Fig. 5-1 was chosen. This is a thin-walled right circular cylinder with 2-1

ellipsoidal domed ends. This design was the strongest, for the mass of the

tank, which could be readily and inexpensively fabricated. 4

Fabrication

The 200- and 1,000-lb tanks were fabricated by URS, The cylindrical shells

and flanges were shop-fabricated from tempered aluminum. The domed ends were

spun on hardwood molds and then heat treated before assembly. The shell and

dome thicknesses were 1/16 in. for the 200-lb tanKs and 1/8 in. for the

1,000-lb tanks.

The 25,000-lb tanks were fabricated by the Marshall Space Flight Center,

Huntsville, Alabama. The dume thicknesses were 5/116 in. for the LO2/RP-1 and

3/16 in. for the LO /LH tanks. The shell thicknesses were 3/16 in. for the

LO /RP-I and 1/4 in. for the 1) /LH tanks.2 2 2

5-3i
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Fig. 4-23. Terminal Yleld vs Impact Velocity for Hypergolic
High-Velocity Impact
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Fig. 5-1. Cryogenic Confinement-by-the-Missile TankI
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mode to be more severe tbai f-w %t Lama pW too. *-,actuall3, the morst

credible failure mode for tb-e Na-g•kLtgz cat* a ers to be the large explosive
donor. The data prebented earlier suggeated that the ezplos've yietd for

this case is about 5%.

The worst credible failure mode for the ground-impact case has been

assumed to be hirh-velocity impgct. The data from the experimental tests,

(see Fig. 4-23) indicates that at the maximum impact velocity investigated,

about 570 ft/sec, the mean of the explosive yields varied from about 18
percent for impact on a flat surface up to we.l over W0 percent, depend-

ing on the degree of cratering, and therefore confýnement, provided by the

target surface. The estimated upper limit for these two failure modes

is 25% for the flat surface case and 60% for the cratering case.

Although the ground-impact case gives large yield velues, it is not

clear how this yield value can be used for design purposes or for establish-

ing safety distances because of the large uncertainty in the point of

impact.

Modifications to the Terminal Yield Valuee

The explosive yield values quoted for eath of the failure mode categories

is the terminal yield, i.e., the yield obtained at long distanes ,Z"ro. the

explosion where both the prossure and impulse data values tended to reach a

constant value.

In urder to use these data at locations other than at long distances, it

is necessary to examine the comparison between the shapes of propellant pres-

sure and impulse dis•ance ;urves and those for TNT. T"hese cowparisons are

shown in rigs. 4-24 and 4-25 , which are plota of the pressure or scaled

impulse (I/WT/3 ) as a fiuction of scaled distance (D/WT 1/3). Each point

represents the average cf the data ficm all gauges (usually tw• cr three) at

i, giver distance for a given test,
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The basic dimensions for the 200-, 1,000-, and 25,000-lb tanks are

presented in Fig. 5-2 and a photo of a 25,000-lb LO 2/RP-i test tank is
presented in Fig. 5-Zo.

The Diaphragm and Piaphragm Removal Mechanism

The diaphragm system used for the CBS test series consisted of a 6heet

of tempered glass which was broken by an explostvely driven ram (the same

system used in the hypergolic program). The tempered glass nas held in place

by a clamping ring and bolted flanges and was sealed using Teflon-impregnated

rasbestos gasket material. The breaker used was a six-finned stainless steel

probe, To assure complete removal of the tempered glass, a clean-out ring

was attached to the tips of the fins. A sketch of a 200-lb test article

diaphragm breaker is shown in Fig. 5-4 and a photo of a diaphragm breaker

in place in a 25,000-lb test article is shown in Fig. 5-5.

The breaker was mounted on the end of a long rod extending through •

Wilson seal in the top of the tank and was capped by a flat, square p'ato.

This plate held a small explosive charge of C-4, which drove the breaker

through the tempered glass.

CONFINEMET-BY-THiE-GROUND-SURFACE

This test series was intended to investigate the interaction of pro- t
pellants subsequeit to tank rupture, when the propellants are impacting on a

flat, horizontal surface. 4 complete discussion of the rationale for this test

condition is presented in Section 3. In this discussion, a list of important

parameters was presented. Those parameters which have had an influence on the

design oa the experimental hardware are presented below:

e Propellant type: LO2/RP-1 - LO2/LH

* Propellant length-to-diameter ratio: 1.8:1 to 5:1

* Propelant velocity: (low drop) 15 to 20 fps
(medium drop) 40 to 50 fps .

(high drop) 70 to 80 fps
High-Velocity Impact - 600 fps

5-5
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II
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SCALED DISTANCE (ft/lb 1/3)

Fig. 4-24. Pressure vs Scaled Distance for Hypergolic Tests
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C1 D

AI
I"TI

PROPELLANT DIMENSIONS
VNGr PROPELLAITZ'L/ (in.)WEIGHT L/E D - - - - -TYPE

(lb) A B C D E

LO /.1 1.8 231 13 361 311 Ii1

200 2 2 5 161 231 70J 621 211

L0/RP1  1.8 i51 131 20j 171 121
_____. _____ _____ __|_, 5 1.• 24* t

5 lit___ 24f___ -3 331 220.

1000 L0 2 /RP 1  1.8 26t 19J 35t 291 211

L0 2 /LH 2  1.8 391 201 61* 52f 181

25000 L0 2 /RP 1  1.8 78 65* 1011 901 61

L____ LO2/LH 18 114 63 183 164 57

Fig. 5-2. Cryogenic Confinement-by-the-Missile Tanks
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Fig. 4-25. Scaled Positive Impulse v• Scaled Distance for
Hypergol ic Tests
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V I# 1- th T equivalent voiht of the teat (in pounds) un P is vqual to ta( .

product of the total propellant wnight and the terminal yield. In Fig. 4-24,

the pwSwwur--distance curve. It csn be seen that for nl1 practical purposes the

upper bound for the high-velocity-inpact data Is the TNT curve. For the other

data, however, the upper bound tends to lie somewhat below the TNT curve at
1/3pressures above 4 psi (scaled distanct, of about 15 ft/lbl).

In Fig. 4-2&, the impulse data is compared with the TNT curve. In this case

the data tend to lie ger:rally above the TNT curve. In Fig. 4-26a and 4-26b, the

peak overpressure and positive-phase impulse upper buunds are plotted as a ratio

of the TNT curve. Conservative estimates of the pressure and impulse values to

be expected from propellant explosions can be obtained by applying the pressure

and impulse values obtained from the standard TNT reference curves by these

ratios.
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line: other test data)
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0 Flow direction: vertical and horizontal

Aside from these general parameters, there were many other requirements

which were conssidered to be impor-tant and were included in the dezign criteria

for the experimental arrangement. These were as iullows:

* Tankage should be light and frangible so as not to interfere

with the expansion and subsequent measurement of the blast wave.

* Tankage should release the propellants rapidly and uniformly, and

all tankage should be kept clear of the mixing area of the propellants.

* The two propellants should make first contact at or near the ground

surface.

e The propellants should flow concentrically from GZ to minimize blast

asymmetries.

a Tank material comratible with propellant combinations.

* Fabrication techniques in general use throughout industry.

Low Drop Tests (Impact velocity -23 ft/sec)

In this test series, the tanks were suspended with the bottom of the tank

2 to 3 ft above the test pad, filled with propellant, and allowed to drop onto

a breaker, which ripped open the bottoms of both propellant compartments. As

soon as the bottom of the tank was broken, the tank was stopped by a rigid

frame and the propellants allowed to spill out onto the test pad.

The basic experimental configuration for thiwse tests (shown in Fig. 5-6)

consisted of a lightweight, frangible frame and a thin-walled frangible tank

assembly. The frame and tank were constructed of aluminum to minimize the

size of the fragments produced.

The tankage assembly consisted of a right cylindrical tank, guide tubes,

fueling ports, and for the tanks containing the cryogenic propellants, a remote

liquid-level measuring system and lightweight tank insulation. The cylindrical

tank was of welded aluminum construction with a wall thickness of 50 mils. The

bottom was aluminum foil 5 mili thick. Equally spaced vertically around the tank

were three lightweight aluminum pipes, which served as guides during the

5-10
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Fig. 5-6. Sketch of Tank Assembly and Drop Frame for the Conflnement-
by-,the-Ground Surface Low Drop Test Series
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"free-fall of the tank. The tank was suspended on a simple frame, which had three

slender (5/8 in.) aluminum-rod legs. These legs passed through the aluminum

pipes attached to the tanks. The tank assembly was suspended from the frame by

a 1/8-in. aircraft cable, which was passed through an explosive cable-cutting
device.

To rapidly remove the diaphragm, the tank was dropped onto a six-bladed

diaphrag" breaker. This breaker was construct'.d of tempered aluminum blades

which had been filed razor sharp on the top or cuttirng edges. For the L/D

of 1.8 tests, a single breaker was fastened to the bottom of the frame.

For the somewhat longer tank in the L/D of 5 tests, a secondary breaker was

included in the lower tank. This secondary breaker, which broke the dia--
phragm on the top tank,was activated by the first breaker as it pushed

through the lower tank diaphragm.

Later in the program a 100-ft drop tower was installed for the high drop

test series. This tower, which is discussed in detail in Section 4, furnishedI an excellent Eupport for the remaining 200- and 1,000-lb low-velocity tests,

and the configuration shown in Fig. 5-7 was used. In this configuration,

the propellant tanks were essentially the same as before, but the tank was
guided on two taut aircraft cables attached between the tower and the ground

surface. The tanks were released by means of an explosive cable-cutting device

and dropped onto a six-bladed diaphragm breaker.rQ

A limited number of tests were conducted using the horizontal

flow direction. For this test condition it was required that the lower pro-

pellant have as low a velocity as possible and the top propellant have a

velocity much higher than the lower propellant. Thus, for this test series,

the configuration shown in Fig. 5-8 was used. This configuration used two

breakers, one installed on the test pad to open the bottom tank diaphragm and

the second installed on the top of the bottom tank to open the top tank dia-

phragm. A photograph of an LO2/RP-1 horizontal drop test article in plece

on the test pad ia shown in Fig. 5-9 and a close-up of the breaker on the top

of the bottom tank is shown in Fig. 5-10.
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I, I
Support

Cal

Upper Tank

I Compartment

Lower Tank A

Compartment
S•---Internal Breaker

Support Tubes

Guide Cable - Guide Cable

Ii
Fig. 5-7. Test Tank for the Confinemeut-;.,y-the-Ground-Surface

Low Drop Test Series
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Fig. 5-10, Diaphragm Breaker -Lower Tank of Horizontal
CI3GS Tank 
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Medium Drop Tests (Impact Velocity 44 ft/sec)

In this test series the tanka vwere suspended so that the bulkhead separating

the two propellants was - 30 ft above the test pad. 1he 200- and 1,000-lb

tests in this series were conducted using the lower portion of the 100-ft drop

tower which in described in the previous section.

The tanks were essentiaily the same type used in the low-velocity drop

test series (i.e., thin walls and an aluminum foil bottom). A typical tank

and guide assembly is shown in Fig. 5-.1.

For the 25,000-lb medium drop tests, i special 50-ft expendable drop tower

was installed. This tower is shown with an LO 2/RP-1 test article in place in

Fig. 5-12. The legs of this tower were fabricated of extra-strong 12-in.-diameter

pipe. A trap door type release mechanism triggered by an explosive cable-cutting
device released the tank. The tank was dropped onto a breaker ram and the tank
stopped by a large hydraulic shock absorber. A photograph of the trap door

mechanism is shown in Fig. 5-13. )

High Drop Tests (Impact Velocity - 78 ft/sec)
I InIi eistetnsta uk

In this test series the propellant tanks were suspended so that the bulk-

head separating the two propellants was - 97 ft above the test pad on the 100-ft

drop tower. The remaining test conditicns were similar to those used for the

medium drop test series,

Summary of Tank Dimensions

As noted throughout the discussion, the test tanks used for the confiz.ement-

by-the-ground surface test series were of light and frangible construction. For

example the 200- and 1,000-lb LO 2/RP-1 tanks and the 200-lb LO 2/LH2 tanks had

sidewall thickness of 60-nil aluminum and the diaphragm was 6-mil aluminum foil.

The LO2 /LIi 2 1,000-lb tank had sidewalls of 60-mil and a diaphragm of 10-mil

aluminum fcil.

The 25,000-lb drop tank had sidewall thickness of 1/8-in. and diaphragm thick-

ness of 32-mils. The basic dimensions for all tanks are presented in Fig. 5-14.
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Fig. 5-11, 7ýypical Drop Tank a•,id Guide Assembly
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Fig. 5-13, Release Mechanism for 25,000-lb Drop Tests
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I _ _

PROPELLANT DIMENSIONS

WEIGHT TEST L/D (i.-

(b) TYPE(l)A B C D E

1.8 23 12f 34 31J 91

2005 16 221 65f 62f lCJ

002/LH2 1.8 l5flS3f 20 171 11

t LO2 /RP 1
5 1Ili 25 37 34 22 f

1000 LO,/RP, 1.0 2St 211 321 29f i8S

_L 2/LH 2  1.8 391 191 561 531 161

25000 L0 2 /RP, 1.8 78 661 102 92 58J

L02 /LH 2  1.8 114 63 176 167 551

Fig. 5-14 Cryogenic Con;inement-by-the-Ground-Surface Tanks r
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HIGH-VELOC ty IMPACT

The cryogenic high-velocity t6st series consisted of six tests in which

200-lb quantities of the cryogenic propellant combinations, LO /RP-l and

LO2 /LH2 were propelled down a sled track at npccds ranging from 500 to 600

ft/sec and allowed to impact into various target configurations.

The target configurations used were: (1) a flat-wall target simulating

impact into a rigid flat surface, and (2) a deep-hole target simulating

impact into a soft surface in which a crater would be formed.

The test series convisted of two LO 2/RP-l and one LO2/LH2 propellant

tests with the flat-wall target configuration and two LO 2-RP-1 and one

221O2/LH2 propellant tests with the deep-hole target configuration.

While it was anticipated that ignition of the cryogenic propellants

would occur uron impact and breakup of the tank, a supplemental ignition

source in the form of a railroad flare was placed on the ground near the

impact target for the first couple of tests. Upon analysis of the films o±

these tests, it became evident that ignition was indeed occurring upon

impact and the flares were not used on the remaining tests.

IUigh-Velocity-Impact Taegets

To create the flat-wall targets, a massive concrete block was faced with

l-in.-thick steel plates, 8 ft high and 16 ft wide with a 1-ft splash shield

around the edge. To create the deep-hole targets, the massive base was faced

with concrete blocks containing preformed steel-lined cylind-cical cavities.

A sketch of this type of target is presented in Fig. 5-15.

High-Velocity-Impact Tanks

The tanks used for this test series are shown in Figs. 5-16 and 5-17.

The general tank geometry and length-to-diameter ratios were similar to

those used in the previous hypergolic tests. The tank shells end flangis

were aluminum with a shell tnickness of 1/16 to 1/8 in. A 1-in. air

chamber was left between the tanks for insulation. This air chamber was

5-22
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I
LO2 /lP-1: 72 IN. WIDE X 72 IN. HIGH X 62 IN. DEEP

LC2 /LH 83 IN. WIDE X 85 IN. HIGH X 86 IN, DEEP

i \i

I Ii

IMPACT

LO /RP-1: 32 IN. DIA. X 48 IN. DEEP

LO /LH. 48 IN. DIA. X 78 IN. DEEP

Fig. 5-15 Deep-Hole Target for the Cryogenic Impact Tests
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vented to the atmoshpere to prevent a possible negative pressure between

the bulkheads caused by the cooling of the air in this chamber by the

cryogenic propellants. All surfaces of the cryogenic compartments of these

tanks were covered with foamed-in-place polyurethane foam.

An enlarged d awing of the tank flange detail is shown in Fig. 5-18.

The flange iabele lo. 1 is securely welded to the rear tank and has elt

holes of normI size. Flange No. 2 is securely welded to the forward

tank, has enlarged bolt holes, and is sandwichrd between two Teflon gaskets

which are labeled in Fig. 5-18, The third flange is a loose clamping flange,

which was slipped on over the forward tank and has bolt holes of normal size.

The puarpoae of the Teflon and enlarged bolt holes in the forward tank flange

is to allow for thermal contraction of this tank, which always contained

the colder of the two propellants. A photograph of a LO /RP-l tank in

place on the sled track is shown in Fij. 5-19.

The remaining test hardware, the test conditions, and the instrumentation

system were the same as that used in the second hypergolic high-velocity test

I oeries discussed in Section 4.

I
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Scale
1 4 2 5 3 2.211 1 1

t i
I 6

1. 1" x 3/8" fla=nge
2. 1" x 3/8" flange
3. 1" x 1/4" clamping flange
4. 1" x 1/8" Teflon gasket
5. 7/8"x 1/8" Teflon gasket

Fig. 5-18. Tank Flange Detail
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Fig. 5-19 Photo of Tank on Sleod Track
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Part 2 - TEST RESULTS FROM 721 BASIC PPOGRAM

General

As noted in the beginning of this section, a total of 212 tests were con-

ducted using the cryogenic propellant combinations LO2/RP-1 and L0 2 iLH 2 . Of!2

the total number, 152 were considered as valid tests, meeting the requirements

of the basic PYRO program discussed in Suction 3. A summary of these tests is

presented in Table 5-1. These tests are discussed in Part 5 of this section.

Included in this part of the report are: a brief description of the instrumen-

tation system to indicatc the overall scope of the data; a discussion of the

method used to obtain representative explosive yield values; a table of the

yield values for each valid test; and a discussion of the comparisons between

propellant peak overpressure and positive-phase-impulse distance curves and

those for TNT.

Instrumentation Systems

The cryogenic CBM and CBGS tests were conducted at AFRPL, and the blast

environment was measured using the basic PYRO instrumentation system. This

system consisted of 15 piezoelectric transducers distributed along three radial

lines, 120 deg apart and at five distances from ground zero. A sketch of the

gauge layout is presented in Fig. 5-20. The system was designed to cover th3

pressure range from 1 to 100 psi and to have a minimum of three gauges in the

region below about 15 psi, where the shock wave would be expected to be unsup-

ported, i.e., classical in nature for a 10 percent nominal explosive yield.

To maintain these criteria, the gauge location distances wore increased

with increasing propellant weight. This is illustrated in Table 5-2, which

lists typical blast inst'.umentation distances for tests with 200, 1000,

The terms peak overpressure and overpressure and positive-phase impulse and
impulse are used interchangeaoly throug'hout this section.

5-29
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Table 5-1

SUMMARY OF CRYOGENIC TESTS

r

opellant Type Test Configuration Propellant Weight Number
r(lb) of Tests

133 2
200 16

Confinement-by-the-Missile 1,000 4

LO / 25,000 3O2/R- 100,000 1

200 34
Confinement-by-the-Ground 1,000 7

Surface 25,000 2
High-Velocity Impact 200 4

133 2

200 16
Confinement-by-the-Missile 1,000 4

25,000 3
LO2 /LH 2 100,000 1

200 '40
Confinement-by-the-Ground . 200 40

Surface 25,000 3
Hlgh-Velocity Impact 200 2

Combined
L0 2 /RP-1 and Confinement-by-the-Ground 1,200 1

L02/ILH2  
Surface
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Ix
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VII

SEE DETAIL A BELOW VI
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'DETAIL AV

Fig. 5-20 Gauge Layout
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Table 5-2

SUMMARY OF BLAST INSTRUMENTATION

Nominal 200 lb 1000 lb 25000 lb 100000 lbGauge Distance * * -Nee ,,no af• P p p p P p p p
(ft)0_ 0 _ S 0

A

B 2.8
C

A x x x x-II B 475 x t.I

C x x•

IV B j 134 K KA___'__ x x _____

Al . X X K X

V 13 23 x x K
C x - -

AX K

VI B 38 x K x x K
C x x K x
A K K x x X

Vii B 7 X X X K-
C X _ X X X

A X X X x
Vill a 1 2X x x

cx x x •_
A I X XIA x

Ix a 200 x x
C J__ __ x

A j X X

Vl B 335 X XXX

A X X
C X XxA x I x

X1 B 600 X X

C _ XX

head-on-oriented stagnation pressure sensor

side-on -oriented overpressure sensor

a m~ngrle gauge at the 13-ft distance was alternately located along
gauge lines A and C

5-32
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and 25:000: I: of prphz i ant2 :o su:•piniit thi basic overpressure ra-sure

ment eystem, two overpressure gauges were installed as close to the expleciun
as practical and stagnation pressure gauges spanning the range from near

ground zero to the 30~psi level were installed for many of the tests. A

complete description of the system and the methods of calibration and estimates

of the accuracy of the system are given in Appendix A.

The cryogenic high-velocity-impact tests were conducted at the Naval

Weapons Center, China Lake, California. The instrumentation layout used

for this series is the same as that used for the second hypergolic high-

velocity impact test series. A sketch of this system is shown in Figure

5-21. The propellant tanks in these tests were propelled along a track and

allowed to impact into a target. Piezoelectric overpressure gauges were

installed at four distances on a line 30 deg from this track, at three dis-

tances at 90 deg and at two distances in line with the track and behind the

target.

Test Results

The peak overpressure and positive-phase-impulse data for the CBM and

CBGS tests are presented in Volume 2. Also presented with these data

are the TNT equivalent yield values for each of the peak overpressure and

positive-phase-impulse numbers.

A study of these TNT equivalent yield values indicated that the explosive
behavior of the cryogenic propellant mixtures in many cases was somewhat

different from TWf, in that the explosive yield tends to be a function of
distance and in some cases a function of the parameter measured. This
behavior appeared to take two general forms. For low yields, it was commonly

observed that both pressure and impulse yields increased, with increasing

distance from the explosion, with the yields tending toward a constant value

(the terminal yield) at long distances. In addition, the impulse yield was

usually higher than the pressure yield and changed more slowly with distance.

For higher yields, the pressure yield behaved in the same fashion, but the
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K2 TRACK

30" LINE

B

A

A 13

90" LINE/

0- TARGET

C 38 B

NOMINAL GZ-TO-STATION
DISTANCE (ft)

A 13
B 23

C 38

D 67

180* LINE

Fig. 5-21. Pressure Sensor Locations for Cryogenic High-Velocity

Impact Test Series
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impulse yield at close distances was much greater than the pressure yield

and tended to decrease with increasing distance and ultimately approached

the pressure yield value. Two exLaples of this are shown in Figs. 5-22

and 5-23 which are plots of peak overpressure and positive-phase impulse

vs distance for two L0 2 /LHg confinement-by-the-missile tests. Included

in these figures are curves (dotted lines) representing the peak over-

pressure and impulse that would be obtained if the various indicated percent-

ages of 200 lb of TNT were exploded on the ground surface (TNT overpressure

data were obtained from Ref. 5-1 and " ipulse data from Ref- 5-2).

Note in Figs. 5-22 and 5-23 that both the peak overpressure and positive-

phasý-impulse data for the lower yield test, Number 091, tend to show an In-

crease in yield with an increase in distance. The peak overpressuro data for

the higher yield test, Number 090, also show an increase In yield with distance

but the positive-phase-impulse data shon a decrease with distance.

Because of this yield varition with distance ard in some cases with

the shock wave parameter used in the computaticn, the explosive yield number

used in this report is the terninal yield, i.e., the yield obtained at long

distances from the explosion where both the pressure and impulse yields

tend to reach a constant value.

The terminal yields for the LO /RP-i and W0/LH co/finement-by-the-missile
2 2 L 2 cnieetb-h-isl

tests are presented in Thbles 5-3 and 5-4 and for the LO 2/RP-1 and LO /LH2 con-

finement-by-the-ground-surface tests in Tables 5-5a and b and 5-6a and b. The

terminal yields for both the LO2/RP-1 and LO 2/LV2 higi-velocity-impact tests

and a omb L-L 2 /LH 2 CBGS tst ar presonted in 7Ubles 5-7a and b.

P-.ossure and Impulse--Distance Curves

A comparison between the shapass of the propellant pressure and impulse -

distance curves ana thosa for TNT is shown in Figs. 5-24 through 5-31, which

are plots of the pressure or scaled impulse (I/WT1 /3) as a function of

scaled distance 'D/WT 1 / 3 ). Each point represents the average pressure of

all gaugas (usually two or three) at a given distance for a given test.
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4 ~ ~400 II

1\
200

20% LEGEND
Tes 09Test 090

100 0 Test 091
100

80 2% \ \

60

40.

20

S10-

8.

6 \ \

\ \ \

2

2 4 6 8 10 20 40 60 80 100 200

Ground Distance (ft)

Fig. 5-22 Peak Overpressure vs Ground Distance for 200-lb L02/LH2 C~onfinement~-
by-the-Missile Tests, I+VD = 1.8, D oID t 0.45 (Dashed lines are TrNT

surface burst reference curves) 0t-
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I"
300 - , '' , , , ,

200

30%3 LEGEND

"Test 090

S20% 0 Test 091

I ~ 80 -

" 1o0 N

40

20

10 -

3 4 6 8 A 20 40 60 80100

Fig. 5-23. Positive-Phase Impulse vs Ground Distance for 200-lb W02/LH 2 j
Confinement-by-the-Missile Te~sts, L/D = 1,8, D/D t =04
(Dashed lines are 7NT surface burst reference curves)
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Table 5-3

Le 2 /RP-1 CONFINEMEN-1-BY-THE -hISSILE TESTS

PROPELLANT TERMI NAL IGNITION

L/D D /Dt WEIGHT NO. YIELD TIME
(lb) N.. (msec)

042 48 290

200 058 27 200
086 14 100

Q44 18 120
087A 16 70
095A 17 120

200 101 a5 145

1 237 32 127
1.8 0.45 238 19 85

239 32 156
Partial 174 52 150

Full* 240 60 156

192 14 216

193 20 222
209 10 121
270A 13 225

275 4 515

0.045 25000 278 13 530
282 13 540

047 10 120
5 1 200 049 12 316

085 12 380

046 17 143
5 0.45 200 088 4 60

1 100 23 220

4 0.1375 94000 301 4 840

Tank contained -133 lb propellant
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T&blw 5-4.

LO /LH CONFINEMENT-BY-THE-MISSILE TESTS
2 2

PROPELLANT TERMINAL IGNITIONTEST
L/D D /D1 WEIGHT TE. YIELD TIME

(lb) NO. (msec)

050 86 180

1 200 051 22 80
093 34 147

053 4 1
090 29 35 sec
091 13 0200
118 20 82
199 8 816

200 17 417

Partial 167 24 8.74 sec

FlFu11* 1.72 35 770

210 7 20

1000 212 27 1366
213 35 708
265 10 750

277 0.2 31

25000 279 0.2 33
281 0.1 -

052 7 83

1 200 057 1 12
092 26 3 min

054 6 17
| 055 1 1

200 094 25 329

138 17 100

Tank contained--133 lb propellant.
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Ta-ble 5-5a

LO2 /RP-1 CONFINEMENT-BY-THE -GPOUND -SURFACE VERTICAL TESTS

PROPELLANT TERMINAL IGNITION
L/D WEIGHT VELOCITY PROPELLANT TEST YIELD TIME

(ib) RANGE ORIENTATION NO. M (msec)
096 14 50
144 24 190Normal

Low 202 42 870
248 25 210

23 ft/sec Reversed 097 32 240

208 62 460
232 30 1220

Medium Normal 249 50 10
249 50 710

44 ft/sec 250 52 200
218 4 0

219 14 1835
1000 Medium Normal 220 96 525

267 64 1.770
44 ft/sec 268 70 340

1.8 25000 Pekdium Normal 284 2 0
44 ft/sec 285 37 465

110 26 35
141 5 0
205 41 40

200 High Normal
206 85 350
207 38 2878 ft/sec 936 74 720

200 High Reversed 107 29 42
_27,8 ft/sec 142 14 33

High Nora0i0 96- 570

____ 1000 7 e 1 Normal ~ - & -____10 0 7 it/se c_ 269A 44 77

Lo oml 098 14 -' 300
Lo Nrml 154 18 470

5 200 23 ft/sec Reversed 099 23 140
High Normal 109 10 40

78 ft/sec Reversed 108 31 jA 60
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Table 5-5b

LO./RP-1 C•NFINM[ENT-BY-M.g-GROUNW SURFACE MIDRIZONTAL SIS

(All Tests 200 lb Propellant Weight)

TMINAL 1ST PROP. 2ND PROP.
PROPELLANT VELOCITY PROPELLANT TKST YIELD 1 PN

TYPE RANGE ORIENTATION NO. 2ND PROP. IGNITION(%) (Msee) (=•sec)

121 30 ** 184
122 28 388 139

Normal 123 25 362 53Low
176 65 468 374

23 ft/sec 177 30 111 203

155 55 314 202
L02/RP-1 Reversed 156 63 182 230

124 5 238 0
125 52 142 76

High Normal 127 42 510 55

78 ft/sec 140 12 420 10
179 12 787 23

Velocity shown for top propellant only. Bottom propellant velocity -12
ft/sec for all tests.

RP-1 on ground at start of film.
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Table 5-6a

LO 2 /LH 2  CONFINEMENT-BY-THE-GROUND-SURFACE VERTICAL TESTS

PROPELLANT TERMINAL IGNITION
'LA) WEIGHT VELOCITY PROPELLANC TEST YIELD TIME

(lb) RANGE OROIENTATI)N NO(%) (eec)

105 7 0
152 14 480
153 14* 121

Low Normal 184 17 810

23 ft/sec 201 26 1524
L 225 34 933

197 19 500200o 203 31 goo
204 42 317

229 53 1374
Me~iuni Normal 230. 21 24

M 231 24 525
251 64 775

44 ft/sec 252 38 325
254 32 533

1.8 211 12 0
1000 Medium Normal 217 33 1490

1 262 42 900

44 ft/sec 264 22 21
____ 266 14 0

288C 13 365
25000 Medium Normal 289 4 166

44 ft/sec __ 290 4 105'
7 A54 74

150 35 40
200 High Normal 151 46 167

78 / 195 104 292
J. t_/ Dec 226 51 283

1000 High Normal g21.. 20 20

104 6 258
Normal 164 4 125

Low 1.5 1652523 ft/sec Reversed 103A 39 208-106 10 is

5 200 NormAlg -- 32 67

13 52 =7
78 ft/sec Reversed j ] 15115• 15 93

No Impulse because of bad timing
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Table 5-6b I
LO2!LH2 CONFIN'ENENT.-BY-TH-GROUIiD SURFACE 7zRIZONTA. TEST'

(All Tests 200 lb Propellant Weight)

7ERMINAL 1ST PROP, 21) PROP.
PROPELLANT VELOCITY PROPELLANT TEST YELDINALPTO TO

TYPE RANGE* ORIENTATION NO. YIELD 2ND PROP. IGNITIONM% (mseet) (msec)

131 6 441 125
132 5 0 0
133A 6 289 286

Low Normal 185 8 469 0
186 9 597 61

LO /Ll! 223 18 708 157
2 2 224 16 899 621

183 15 448 0
High 196 17 639 77

78 ft/sec 228 34 560 42
253 57 561 108

Velocity shown for top propellant only. Bottom propellant velocity -12
ft/sec for all tests.

5I
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Table 5-7a

CRYOGENIC HIGH-VELOCITY-IMPACT TESTS

Terminal
Propellant Test Target Impact Yield

Type Number Geometry (fps) M

LO2 /RP-l 75 Flat Wall 526 21

77 Flat Wall 523 20

76 Deep Hole 523 57

78 Deep Hole 518 77

LO 2/LH2 79 Flat Wall 597 121

80 Deep Hole 569 163

Table 5-7b

COMBINED PROPEILANT TEST
(LO 2/RP-l and LO 2/LH )

Prop.llant Velocity Propellant Test Terminal Ignition

Weight Range Orientation No. Yield (%) Time (msec)

2000 LO2/RP-1 Medium Normal 295 70

1.8 and 44 ft/sec544

?00 LO 2/LH 2

5-44
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Fig. 5-24. Pressure vs Scaled Distance for LO2/PRP-I CBM Case
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10-- 0 25,000-LS DATA
* ALL OTHER DATA

0 0

K0 * 1.
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0° "

<O

Fi.52.Sae.oiieIplev Szae Ditne o

S.• I
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)

Fitg. 5-26. Scaled Positive Impulse vs Szaled Distance far LO /RP-l CEM Case
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I.

100 0 25,000-LB DATA
* ALL OTHER DATA

v10 0Q

I'1

.. 0 00 100

SCALED DISTANCE (FT/L8i/3)

F~g, 5-27. Scaled Pobitive Impulse va Scaled Distance for /O2RP-1

! CBGS-V Case
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Fig. 5-28. Pressure vs Scaled Distance for LO 2/LH2
Cam Case
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Fig. 5-29, Pressure vs Scaled Distance for LO /LH, CBGS-V CaseI,
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Fig. 5-31. Scaled Positive Impulse vs Scaled Distance for
L02 /LH 2 CBGS-V Case
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W ia the TNT equivalent weight of the test (in pounds) and is equal to the U
T

product of the total propellant weight and the terminal yield, These plots 5
include the data from more than 95 percent of all tests satisfying the

CEM and CBGS-'V cases. The CBGS-H data were wuch more limited and showed

essentially the same trends as the CBGS-V results, so they were not included.

From Figs. 5-24 and 5-25, which are the pressure-distance curves for the

L0 2 /RP-1 CBJ and CBGS cases, respectively, it can be seen that for all

practical purposes the upper bound of the data is the TNT curve. It also

can be seen that there is some spread below the reference curve. The

spread tends to increase as the pressure increases. The bulk of the data,

however, are within about 30 percent of the reference curve up to an over-
1/3pressure of about 50 psi (scaled distance of about 4.5 ft/lb/). With

only minor exceptions, the data poiats which ape more than 30 percent below

the reference curve in this region are for the CBGS case with long ignition

times, where the propellants had spread to make large pools, greater than

the critical size for maximum yield (noted as x points on graph).

1/3Above about 100 psi (scaled distance of about 3.5 ft/lb/), the spread

increases taprdly and some of the data are as much as h factor of 4 or 5

below the reference curve, while ott rs are still fairly close to the curve.

Although there is some slight indication that the higher velocity impact

points have a bigger deviation in this region, the data are not sufficient

to clear!. define any trends other than the one noted in the lower pressure

region. Thus, although on the average the pressures in the region from

100 to 400 psi aze about 60 to 70 percent of the TNT value, it would be

difficult to guarantee that any particular test would do this.

Note that the data from the three 25,000-lb tests (included on these

plots ao 0 points) show egsentially tha same results as the smaller scale

dcta. The one low yield value (CHM, 25,000-lb test, Number 275) which is

not shown on these plots gave pressure data points which were about 60 P
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percent of tho reference curve and impulse data points a corresponding

zoat bova the reference curve.

The LO2/RP-1 Impulse data are compared with the TNT reference curves

in Figs. 5-26 and 5-27. In this case the spread of data is nearly

symmetrical about the reference curve and again the sr • tends to get

larger as the scaled distance gets smaller. With only no exceptions the

data lie within about 30 percent of the curve down to a scaled distance of

about 4 (corresponding to an overpressure of about 70 psi). At smaller

scaled distances the spread increases to about 50 percent. There is fome

indication that, on the average, the CBM data are slightly higher than the

CBGS data, but these differences are small compared to the spread.

The L0 2 /LH2 pressure data given in Figs. 5-28 and 5-29 again show

that the TNT reference curve is a good upper bound and that the spread

tends to get larger for increasing pressure. The magnitude of the spread,

however, Is considerably reater than for L02/RP-1. Even at pressures as $
low &as psi, some of the data, particularly for the CBM case, are as mucn

as s factor of 1.5 to 2 below the reference curve. There is some indication

that the higber yield values lie somewhat closer to the line than do the

lower yields values, but the trend is not entirely consistent. On the

average, the CBM data are about a factor of 2 below the reference curve up

to an overpressure of about 100 psi and a little more than that above
10O0 psi. The CBGS data have about the same spread above 100 psi but a

significantly smaller one below, docreasing to about a factor of 1.5 at

10 psi and 1.3 at 1 psi. The trends for the L0 2 /LH 2 impulse data, which

P are given in Figs. 5-30 and 5-31, are generally as expected from the pressure

data. At low pressures for the CBM case, where the pressures were well blonw I
the curve, the impulses are correspondingly above the reference curve.

For both cases, on the average, the impulse data in the low-pressure region *
lie above the reference curve, although the data scatter includes the curve.

In the higher pressure regiun the spread is more symmetrical about che curve.

An upper bound of 40 percent above the reference curve appears suitable

down to a scaled distance of about 5 and about 100 percGnt above the reference

curve for smaller scaled distances.
, , :5-54
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P
Table 5-8 summarizes the estimated uppe3b bound information for the

propellant curves in terms of their ratio to the TIC reference curves.

i Conservative estimates of the pressure and impulse values to be expected

from propellant explosions can be obtained by multiplying the pressure

and Impulse values from the standard TNT reference curves by these ratios.
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t
Table 5-8

Ratio of Estimated Upper Bound for
Propellant Data to TNT Reference Curves

PRESSURE

Scaled Distance Range
Propellaxt (ft/lb 1 / 3 )

L0 2 /RP-l all. 1.0

L0 2 /IH 2  all 1.0

IMPULSE

Propellant Scaled Distance Range *

Propellan (ft/lbl/3 ) 1

3 1.3
L0 2 /RP-I

3 2.0

>5 1.4

L0 2 /LH
2 •5 2.0

R1 - estimated ratio of upper bound of propellant

data to TNT reference curve

i
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Part 3 - DISCUSSION OF CRYOGENIC TEST RESULTS I
General Analysis Approach

The general approach used in analyzing the results from each of the basic

test conditions in the cryogenic program was to Zirst formulate trial general

relationships betwoen explosive yield and the variables investigated for that

test condition. Statistical analyses were next performed using these rzlntion-,

ships to determine which of the alternate equation forms and parameter combina-

tions best explain the variations in observed yields and to derive values

for the constants of the selected equation form. Prediction intervals wers

then developed which can be used with these functions to predict and bound

(with a high degree of certainty) the range of yield values ezpected to occur

for future tests in each condition. I
A variety of statistical techniques was used to accomplish these steps,

the most impDrtant of which were regression analysis and prediction interval

estimation. The application of these techniques to the data is described in

detail in Appendix B and only the results of the analysis will be giver here.

The trial general relationships or models relating explosive yield to

the parameters of interest were developed using all available information on

the propellant mixing and explosion process. These models have been of an

evolutionary nature; preliminary versions were formulated at the time of t.e

original planning of the test program in order to ma, decisions about the

variables to te included in the test program and the relative effort to place en

the various phases. These models were based oI the propellant explosion in-

formation existing at that time and on general hydrodynamic considerations.

The models h~ive been modified and updated during the course of the program on

the basis of the experimental test data, high-speed photography of the tests,

and results from the transparent tank atid laboratory test programs.

In the followiug material, the discussion of the analysis of results is

grouped first by the basic test condition (CBM, CBGS-V, CBGS-H, high-velocity

impact) and then by propellant type (LO 2 /HP-l, L0 2 /LH 2 ).
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Confinement-by-the-Missile Case

Test Parameters

In the CBM case, the propellants are initially contained in a cylindrical

tank divided into two compartments separated by a tempered-glass diaphragm.

The ullage space in the upper propallant compartment is pressurized to about
Se• 20 psi, while that in the lower .- i,•partment is near ambient. On rupture of

the diaphragm, the upper propellant is forced downward by the large pressure

f differential and impacts on the lower propellant.

The basic variables selected for testing in this condition were: j
t - the time between diaphragm rupture and ignition

L/D - the length-to-diameter ratio of the propellants

D /D - the ratio of the diameter of the diaphragm opening to the
tank diameter

W - the total propellant weight

In the majority of testing, the propellant compartments were fully

loaded, which left approximately 10 percent of the volume of each tank for

ullage space. In a few tests, however, a two-thirds-full propellant loading

condition was used, which resulted in the ullage volume being about 40 percent

of each compartment.

In all cases, the conventional propellant orientation was used, i.e.,

LO2 over the RP-1 and U12 over the L0 2.

S1Descriptve Model for LO2/RP-I CBM Case

On rupture of the diaphragm, the LO is forced downward by the approxi-

* mately 20-psi pressure head and impacts on the RP-I, with the leading edge

somewhat uneven and with some turbulance in the RP-1 created by the falling

glass fragments. When the diaphragm opening is equal to the tank diameter

((D /D = 1) the initial imp.act process tends to be relatively stable since
otj the LO mass has easentially the saute cross-sectional area as the RP-I.

because the LO2 density is 40 percent greater than that of the RP-1, however,
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an inatability should be created fairly rapidly, which may be augmented by

the localized differential pressures generated iu the boiling heat transfer

process. In any case, there is a strong tendency for the LO2 to penetrate

into the RP-l pool. The details of the penetration process are uncertain,

although high-speed movies from a series of transparent tank tests (which

were unpressur.'zed) suggest that penetration occur'ý on a scale much smaller

than the tank dlameter had that it is not a simple overturning process of the

entire interface.

As the mixing process proceed'is, increasing quantities of the RP-l will

become partially or completely frozen, and it might be expected that this

frozen slush would tend to inhibit mixing and possibly cause it to ultimately

stop altogether. The experimental results suggest that some slowdown in

mixing may have occurred for the L/D of 5 case but that mixing is not basically

limited by such freezing, but rather by the pressure buildup in the tank

(produced by the evaporating LO2 ) to a value greater than the bursting

pressure (approximately 100 psi).

From this model, it would be reasonable to expect that the rate of yield

buildup wouild be less as the 1VD of the propellants increases, since this

results in an initially smaller interfacc and since the L0 2 has to penetrate

to a much greater absolute depth to involve the same fraction of the pro-

pellants. This need to penetrate to a greater absolute depth also suggests

the possibility that more of the LOM is evaporated in the process. If so.

it would not be surprising to find that the maximum yield obtainable (at

the time 100 psi was reached) also decreases somewhat with an increase in

L/D ratio.

The situation for the partially open diaphragm case (D /D = 0.45) is

0 t

expected to be somewhat different from that for the full-open case, since

the cross-sectional area of the impacting L02 stream is only about 20 percent

that of the RP-1 tank, thus permitting tht, L0 2 stream Initially to penetrate

much more readily into the RP-1 pool. This plunging process is expected to

create a very rapid initial rate of mixing, and thus yield should be generated

more rapidly than for the fully open diaphragm case. This plunging process
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would be expected to slow down greatlv once sufficient IL_ enters the RP-1

tank to fill its ullage space (approximately 10 percent of the total volume).

For additional L02 to enter, some of the RP-1 must be forced into the upper

tank. It is also anticipated that in the zone of mixing in the lower tank, i
there will likely be a larger surplus of RP-l than in the fully open case.

Thus, it would not be surprising that the amount of 02 gas generated for a

given amount of mixed propellant would be grcater than fnr the fully open

case. This would mean that the maximum yield reached before the tank bursts

would be less.

As noted above, it ts expected that the yield generation process is

limited by tank rupture due to 02 gas buildup rather than by any basic

limitation on the mixing process itself. On this basis, it is evident that

increasing the ullage volume would increase the amount of oxygen that could

be vaporized before the tank ruptures, with a consequent increase in maximum

yield. This raises the very likely prospect that partially filled tanks

could lead to a larger total yield than completely filled tanks.

Because of the complexity of the LO2 penetration processes as well as

that o± the subsequent mixing from the interfaces, there is uncertainty with

regard to the specific nature of the expected scaling relations. With re-

gard to time scaling, it can be argued that at least initially the mixing

should tend to be proportional to the interface area. This would mean, for

example, that an increase in linear scale by a factor of 2 (weight scalE of a

factor of 8) would give 4 times as much material mixed at a given absolute

time, but this weight of mixed propellant would amount to only one-half as

much of the original propellant weight.

Similarly, since the ullage volume would also be proportional to the

cube of the linear scale factor, the pressure increase in the tank would be

less at the samne absolute time. Thus, as the scale increases, longer mixing

times are expected to be required to give the same yield and pressure increase

in the tank. To a first approximation, it seems reasonable to assume that

time scaling is on a geometrical basis, i.e., that similar yield values

(expressed as a fraction of the total pronellant weight) would be obtained
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at times divided by the linear scale factor (or cube root of the propellant

we lght ).

Prediction Equation Development for L02 /RP-1 CBM Case

Based on the above model the following general guidelines were obtained

as the basis for formulating the trial equations to use in the statistical I
analyses.

1. Yield is expected to increase monotonically with time, and the
yield value at zero ignition time is expected to be quite small

(relative to the maximum value).

2. The most likely manner f'r time to scale is on the basis of

geometrical scaling, which leads to the scaled-time term of
t* = t/Wl/ 3 .

3. There is no obvious reason to expect strong interactions between
the effects of the variables.

The simplest equation which satisfies these guidelines has the following

general form:

Y

f(t* = g(L/D) + h(Do/Dt) + j(W)

where f, g, h, and j denote functions of the variable in the parenthesis.

Trial plots of the data were then made to help determine the best

specific form for the individual functions. These plots indicated that:

1. The rate of yield increase is nearly constant in time so that

f(t*) ; t*.

2. Simple first-power terms of L/D and D /D appeared to satisfactor-
ily account for the effects of these variables, so that

g(L/D) • C.'. Y(L/D) and h(Do/DtJ ;a" l+ 6(D /Dt) where 0', y, a", 0

are constants.

3. There is a tondency for yield to decrease with an increase in

scale (W); but the magnitire of the decreare also decreases with
scale, so that j(W) s U"' + piw.
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This equation is compared with the experimental data In Fig. 5-32.

To illustrate quantitatively the uncertainty In the prediction

equation, the upper bounds to the 90-percent prediction intervals for the o

Dt/D of 0.45 curves are also shown in the figures. The meaning of these

o t*

lines is that there is a 90-percent probability that the yield value obtained

it, a single future test will lie below the line. I
It should be noted that the equation derived above is directly applicable

to the following ranges of conditions

1. L/D ratios of the propellant between 1.8 and 5

2. D /D ratios from 0.45 to 1.0

o t

3. Fully loaded propellant tankage having an ullage volume equal to

10 percent of the tank volume

4. Propellant tankage having a bursting strength of approximately
100 psi

5. All values of ignition time up to tank rupture

6. Propellant weights greater than 200 lb

The use of this equation for values of the parameters outside the ranges

given above is considered beiow.

L/D Ratio. Values of this ratio less than 1.8 are not anticipated, so

that the only concern is with values greater than 5. Although it is antici-

pated that the yield will continue to decrease with an increase in LID, there

is insufficient information available to know whether the rate of decrease

would be the same as in the region where it was determined. Accordingly, it

is recommended that a conservative approach be adopted by using an L/D value

ol 5 for all values greater than 5.
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j Do/Dt Ratio. Over the range this parameter was studied, its effect was iI
to cause changes in both the rate of yield buildup and in its maximum value,

For both L/D ratios the partially open diaphragm caused a more rapid rate of
yield b•ildup, and for the larger L'D ratio (3) the mixiiasi value- was also

somewhat greater than for the full-open case. For the smaller L/D ratio (1.8),

however, the maxivium value was ]Izs. Apparentl) in the case of an L/D of 5

with the fully open diaphragm, mixing tends to be inhibited by the partially

frozen RP-l, so that the additional penetration provided by the partially

open diaphragm can lekd to lairger yields. Since the partially open diaphragm

case used, Do/D of 0.45, results in an opening that is only 20 percent of the

RP-I tank diameter, it seems reasonatle to believe that further decreases in

the size of the diaphragm opening will not catise much additional increase in

mixing that can be ascribed to increased penetrAtion; rather, it seems more

likely that a smaller diaphragm opening will tend to result in a yield de-

crease becadse of the great excess of RP-1 in the mixing zone. The L0 2 /LH 2

results (discussed later), in which the effects of D/Dt were investigated

down to a value of 0.083 (approximately 0.7% open), tend to confirm thli line

of reasoning. !t is recommended, therefore, that a value of Do/D1 of 0.45

(approximately 20% open) be used for all smaller values of D /D
o t

Propellant Loading Fraction. The data given earlier in this section

showed that higher explosive yields could be obtained for the LO /RP-1

propellant com)Anatton when the propellant tanks are partially full than when

they are in their normal full-load condition. As discussed previously this

result would be expected, provided that propellant mixing is terminated by

tank :upture due to 02 gas buildup - as is indicated by the available evidence.

The reasoning is that as the propellant loading fraction is decreased, with

a consequent increase in ullage volume, the propellants have a greater time

to mix prior to generating sufficient gas to rupture the tank and thus should

give a larger specific yield (yield per unit weight oi propellant).

As the ullage volume gets very la-ge, it would be expected that the

specific yield would tend to approach the theoretical maximum of about 120

percent, a value almost an order of mugnitude larger than that obtained for

the fully loaded tank (ullage volume of 10 percent). Actually, however, the
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yield of most concern Is not the specific yield, but the yield relative to

the t4)tMl amount of propellants in the tankage when it is fully loaded. This

actual terminal yield value M) which is equal to the product of the specific yield

(Y5 ) and th,.e- propellent lnading fraction ML), would not increase as much an

the specific yield since an increase in Y. due to an increase in ullage

vclum, (%',) Is normally obtained by reducing L. If an L of 1 corresponds to an

ullagi, volume of 10 percent (such as in the present test program) then

L=I - V
0.9

or V = I - 0.9 Lu W

u
and Y=Y = Ys 0.9

Although only limited data are available for ullage volumes other than

the 10 percent used in the basic teat program, a reasonable estimate of how

the actual yield value changes with ullage volume for the case of most in-

terest (L/D of 1.8, D /Dt of 0.45) can be obtained by using this equation and

the available experimental data regardlng the change of Ys with ullage volume

vs illustrated in Fig. 5-33. Curve A is the experimentally derived relation

between Y. and V U. The experimental data shown foi' the ullage volumes of

10 and 40 percent are from the 200-lb test series for an L/D of 1.8 and a

Dol/t of 0.45. Because only 200-1b data were available for the 40-percent

ullage condition (Test Numbers 174 and 240) and because of the weight-scale

effect described earlier, only 200-lb test data (Test Numbers 101, 237, and

239) were used for the 10-percent ullage condition. For all of these tests,

ignition occurred at approximately the time of tank rupture, which corresponded

to a nominal 100 psi overpressure. The yield value used for 100-percent ullage

corresponds tc the maximum possible yield value for perfectly mixed propellants

having an oxidizer-to-fuel ratio of 2.25 and was obtained from small-scal.

experimentt with ideal mixtures of the propellants (Fig. 7-2). Since precooled

fuel was used in these ideal mixtures, this yield value is expected to be some-

what on the high side.
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I Curve B '�s a plr� of I. versus ' * and Cu'-�e C is the derived curve of V f�4
versus V Obtained foji th� product of Curves A arid B. 4N�e of th'� interest- U

ii�g features of Curve C is that the inaxi�u. valie occurs for an ulIuge Vo1uD�

available. This fact along with the reintively flat nature of C rye C in theof about 40 peru�nt, one of the values for which experimental data on V5 Weje i� I
vicinity of the maxiuu�i is good evidencr to indicate that there 'a not mucn

uncertainty in the magnitude of the maximum value of Y de�p1tc tie fact that �

experimental di�ta on were only available for a few ullage values. �.

The most important feature of Curve C is that the maximum value is

about a factor of 1.7 times greater than the value for the sandard lully

loaded test condition of 10 percent ullage. Note that the ratio of yields

is considered more pertinent here than the absolute values because oi the

weight-scale effect mentioned earlier. 441.
r

Curve C also indicates that the yield shculd decrease as the ullage 41
volume decreases below the standard 10 percent usid in the bash test series,

* and a linear extrapolation of the curve for at least a factor 01 two in

yield, as shown by the dashed line3 seems reasonable,

Tank Rupture Pressure. The effects of varying the tank strength are

expected to be generally similar to the effect of varying the ulLage volume
3 1

in that an increase in tank strength with all other conditions equal wil'.
allow more 0 gas to be generated prior to tank rupture and thup: more pro-

2
pellant mixing and a higher yield, Similarly a decrease in tank strength I

* will result in less propellant mixing and a lower yield. Actually it is not

only the burst pressure but also the initial p'essure which is of concern,

because the amount of 02 gas which needs to be vaporizcd to rupture the tank

is deenU�nt on the difference between these pressures. In the basic test

series, the initial pressure in the L02 tank was about 35 to 40 psia and that

in the J�.P-i tank about 15 psia, for an effective average pressu�e of about

p 30 psia, while the burst pressure was about 115 psia. This pre�ure differ- V
ential of approximately 85 psi is believed to be greater than al3y in actual

use, so i.hat the yield values derived from these tests should b� somewhat I
conservative.
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A quantitative estimate of how yield varies with changes in tank burst

pressure can be obtained with the assumption that the specific explosive

yield is a function of the number of moles of gas generated. This is a

reasonable assumption as long as the sanie geometry and type of propellant

mixing prevails. The reasoning is that to a reasonable approximation the

number of moles of gas generated to reach a given final pressure is

proportional to the product of the initial ullage volume and the pressure

differential between the initial and final pressures, i.e., AN a AP Vu

where 4P = burst pressure - initial pressure. Thus the specific yield

can be considered a function of •r Vu, and Curve A of Fig. 5-33 can be used

to generate a family of terminal yield curves (such as Curve C) for a range

ofapr values by using an effective value of ullage volume rather than the

actual value to determine the specific yield where the effective ullage

value is as given below:

AP
r

u-eff = 8 u

Figure 5-34 shows tha combined effects of ullage volume and pressure

differential on the maximum terminal yield calculated in the manner indicated

above. The yield changes are expressed by a factor k,which is the ratio of

the yield for a given Vu and Apr to that for the standard condition of

Vu 10% s:,d APr = 85 psi.

Prediction Method Development for L0 2 /RP-l CBM Case

In developing a yield prediction method based on the information given

in the previous section, it is convenient to consider two basic cases: one

where the ignition time is not known and one where it is known. It is also

desirable to treat separately certain ranges in values of some parameters

which are of little interest or whose occureence is extremely unlikely.

These excluded parameter ranges, which are listed below, are considered

in a special section following the general prediction method development:

* Propellant Weight (W) <10,000 lb

* Diaphragm-Opening-to-Tank-Diableter Ratio ( o/Dt) t 0.45

t 5-70
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2.0 AP 100 psi

S1.01 =/ ' -30 / 2 • •

-I --- 20

0 20 40 60 80 100

ULLAGE VOLUME (%)

r'ig. 5•-34. Effects of Ullage Volume and Pressure Differential on
Terminal Yield for LO2/RP-1 CHM Case A
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Case 1 - Unknown Ignition Time. To obtain a conservative estimate for

this case it must be assumed that the ignition time is the maximum possible,

i.e.j the value at the time of tank rupture. Thus in this case we are in-

terested in predicting yield as a function of L/D, Vu, and Pr, given that

t =t and Do/Dt -0.45.
max o

By excluding W's of 10,000 lb or less and D /Dt's greater than 0.45, Eq.

(5.1), the basic prediction equation for the standard conditions of V = 10% and
U

=85 psi, becomes

Y
0.76 - 0.092 L/D (5.2)

t

The value of t for these same standard conditions can be obtained by
max

averaging the experimentally observed ignition times for the tests which are

considered to fit In this category. These results are given below

Ignition Propellant t
Test Time Weight max

L/D Number (msec) (lb) (msec/lb1 3 )

1.8 237 127 200 21.7
1.8 101 145 200 24.8
1.8 239 156 200 26.6

Average 24.4

1.8 192 216 1000 21.6
1.8 193 222 1000 22.2
1.8 270A 225 1000 22.5

Average 22.1

1.8 275 515 25,000 17.6
1.8 278 530 25,000 18.1
1.8 282 540 25,000 18.5

SAverage 18.1

Grand Average 21.5

1. 0 100 220 200 37.7

5
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For an L/D of 1.8 these rAsults indicate a slight dec se in t max

with increasingpropellant weight. Although conceivably some credit could

be taken for this in extrapolating to larger scales, the reductions would
not be large, and considering the uncertainties in the burst strengths and

tank pressure at rupture, it seems somewhat safer to not extrapolate this

trend but to use the average value of all the data as a conservative

estimate. For an L!D of 5,only one test at the 200-lb scale was conducted

with ignition at tank rupture. The ignition time for this test was a factor

of 1.55 times the average value of the ignition time for the 200-lb, L/D

of 1.8 data. Thus the best estimate of t maxfor an L/ of 5 was taken as

1.55 times the average value for an L/D of 1.8 or 1.55 times 21.5 = 33.2

1/3
msec/lbl/

The yield values obtained from Eq. (5.2) for L/D ratios of 1.8 and 5.0

and the tm values given above are plotted in Fig. 5-35. Also shown inmax

the figure are the upper 90 percent prediction values for these two points.

A linear interpolation, as indicated by the straight lines, is recommended

for intermediate L/D values. As discussed earlier, the values for an L/D

of 5.0 are recommended for larger L/D values.

To account for differences in Vu and 6Pr from the standard values, the

correction factor k has to be multiplied by the yield values given in this

figure. The values of k can be obtained from Fig. 5-34.

CLse 2 - Known Ignition Time. For this case t is retained as a variable

and Eq. (5.2) would be used

.

Y =t (0.76- 0.092 Li:..

This equation is valid for all t values whi 'h give yield values less

than or equal to the maximum yield values computed for Case 1. The yield as

given by this equation is plotted in the upper part of Fig. 5-36 as a,
function of t for varioqs L/D and k values, where k is obtained from Fig. 5-34.

The upper bounds for the 90-i'erc nt prediction interval for this equation are

given in the !ower part of Fig. 5--36.
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B- UPPER BOUND 90-PERCENT PREDICTION INTERVAL

15 __

Sw0j 
A - PREDiCTION EQUATION

~.10

0 t

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
L/D

Fig. 5-35. Terminal Yield at Tank Rupture for L02/RP-1 CBM Case (Vu = 10%) SA•pr 85 psi)
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These plots are basical.ly for the purpose of determining either the ex-

pected yield or the upper bound for the 90-percent prediction interval allout

the expected yield given the expected ignition time. The various constaint k

lines (dashed), however, also give the yield value corresponding to the maxi-

mum t value possible prior to tank rupture.

Note that a straight-line interpolation has been used between the WID

values of 1.C and 5 for each of the constant k lines in the upper part of Fig.

5-36. Equation (5.2) actually gives a carved line which lies slightly below

the straight line for intermediate L/D values but the differences are very

small (less than 5 percent of the yield value), so they have been neglected.

Also note that the form of the selected equation leads to both the yield

and the upper bound being zero for an ignition time of zero. Insufficient

data were obtained at small scaled times to verify thi, point, however, so

that a minimum time of 5 msec/lb1/3 is recommended.

Special Cases.

(I'l W :s 10,000 lb

As shown by Eq. (5.1) the yield values for this condition can be ob-
tained by multiplying the yield values ottained from the general
prediction method by the factor

217
(1 + --- ), where W is in pounds

S1.
(2) D /D - 0.45

0ot
Use Eq. (5.1) to determine yield values for the standard conditions
(V = 10%, AP = 85 psi)

U * r
Estimated t values are given below:

max

D /DI L/D t
o t max

1.0 1.8 43

1.0 5.0 57

To correct for differences in standard conditions, multiply t
values by k factor given in Fig. 5-34.
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Descriptive Model for L0 2/LH2 CBM Case

Although some of the features of the descriptive model for the L0 2 /RP-l

case are applicable to the L0 2 /LH 2 case, there are some significant differ-

ences in behavior due primarily to the very low density of the LH2 . In this

case, the LH2 is on top, and since its density is very much less than that of

the L0 2 , there is little tendency for it to penetrate the LO2 once the initial

impact and plunging process is over.

Also, because of the very low density of the LH2, it would be expected

that the plunging of the U12 stream in the middle of the L0 2 pool for the

partially open case should be much less proniounced. This suggests that there

would not be as much difference in the rates of yield generation between the

partial- and full-open cases as in the LO2 /RP-l case. Tuie low heat of vaporl-

zation of the LH2 also would be expected to result in a relatively greater

amount of gas generation, which would tend to keep the main masses of pro- f

pellants apart, particularly for the larger L/D ratios.

The likely greater physical stability of this propellant combination

suggests that frozen oxygen may have a much greater inhibiting effect on

mixing than does fiozen RP-1, and the experimental evidence tends to con-

* firm that some such terminating process as this exists, since tank rupture

due to 1112 buildup occurred in only one of the four test configurations

studied (L/D of 1.8, Do/Dt of 1.0).

Because of the inherent characteriýýtics of 112, there is some potentlsl

for a small explosive reaction between the L0 2 and LH2 being enhanced by

subsequent mixing and reaction of the LH2 with the ambient air outside of

the tankage. Thus the yield for small ignition times may be relatively Much

greater than for L0 2/RP-l.

Prediction Equation Development for L0 2 ZLH2 CBM Case

The important guidelines obtained from the above model with rzgvrd to

the formulation of trial. equations are as iollows:
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!. Yield is expected to increase with time initially and then to

level off and approach a constant value. In most cases, the

leveling off point is expected to be reached prior to tank rupture.

2. in contrast to 1O.!/RP-1, the yield value (if ignition occurs at
zero time) may be large enough compared to the maximum value that the
yield should not be zero at zero time in the mathematical model.

3. As with L.l./RP-I the most likely manner for time to scale is on the
basts of geemietrical scaling, which leads to the scaled-time term oft/W1/3 = t* .I

4. There is no obvious reason to expect strong interactions between the
-effecxs of the variables.

The simplest equation which satisfies these guidelines has the general

form Y = a + f(ý ) + b/W + C(L/D) + d(Do/D ),where f denotes a function of

t and a, b, c, and d are constants.

Using various specific forms for f(t ) and the data given in Table 5-4,

regression analyses were performed with yield as the dependent variable and

the other parameters as the factors. The results of the analysis indicated

that the L/D and t terms were significant, while the W and D /D terms were

not significant. It was also noted that elimination of the case of an L/D

of 1.8 and D /D of 1.0 rendered L/D as no longer significant and that the

time effects were only evident in the Zirst 100 msec (based on 200-lb data).

Since D /D values of greater than 0.45 are considered highly unlikely, this
o t

case was dropped from the general analysis and considered separately. The

-final form of the trial equations then became-.

|Y =a + b t* t <trt

Stcrit

Values of the three constants wero then obtained by a stepwise regression

anslysis and that for t from the intersection >Z the two equations. The

final form of the prediction equations is given below:

Y = 2.8 + 0.82 t* t • 21,1 msec/lb 1 " 3  V
Y = 20 t • 21.1 msec/1b

1 /3  (5.3)

5-7
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This equation is plotted in Fig. 5-37 along with the experimental data

points for comparison. Also shown in the figure is the upper bound for the

90-percent prediction Ainter tl.

The use of this equation for values of the parameter outside the range

studied is considere below.

L/D Ratio. It is retisonable to expect that this equation is valid for

all rqnges of L/D of interest (i.e., all values greater than 1.8) and that it

will be on the conservative side for L/D values greater then 5.

Do/Dt Ratio. Several data points are available for Do/Dt -atios less

than 0.45. These are given below and compared with the values predicted from

SEq. (5.2).

Propellant t Measured Predicted

Test D /D Weight Yield Yield
Number o t (lb) (msec/lb ) (%) (%)

169 0.083 200 54 15 20

173 0.083 200 10 15 11

S-IV 0.083 91,200 4 5 6

Corresponds to a 0.7% area opening

The differences between the ýneasured and predicted yields are well within the

uncertainty range of the equation and thus the differences cannot be consid.ýred

signilicant. it is concluded therefore that this equation is valid for all

Do/Dt values less than 0.45. This equation is also considered valid for

Do/Dt values between 0.45 and 1.0 providing the L/D value is 5 or greater.

Ullage Volume and Tank Pressure. Since the mixing process for this pro-

pellant comabination appears to be terminated by some mechamism (most likely by

a frozen or partially frozen LO, block) other tain tank rupture due to pro-

peliant vaporization, changes in ullage volume and tank burst pressure are not

expected to have the large effect found for L0 2/RP-l (still excluding the

case of Do/Dt > 0.45). Two date points are available which verify this

postulate.
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These are shown below and uompared with the values predicted f-,om Eq. (5.2).

Ullage Propellant t Measured Predicted
Test Voluowe Weight Yield Yield

Number (%) (Ib) (msec/lb/) (%) (%)

167 40 133 1490 24 20

172 40 133 132 35 20

Here the data are above the predicted values but not far enough above

compared with the uncertainty, so that the differences can be considered

insignificant. Thus it is concluded that the equation is valid for all

reasonable ranges of ullage volumes and tank burst pressures.

Special Case: Do/Dt > 0.45 and L/D < 5.0. The only data available for

this case are for a Do/Dt of 1 and an L/D of 1.8. The data are plotted in '

Fig. 5-38, and their use is recommended as a conservative estimate for all

Do/Dt values greater than 0.45 when the L/D ratio is less than 5. These

data are insufficient in themselves to compute a 90-percent upper prediction

interval curve. Azcordingly the ratio between the equation and the upper

bound in the flat region of the curve in Fig. 5-37 was used to estimate this

bound.

Confinement-by-the-Ground-Surface Case

Test Parameters

In the confinement-by-the-ground-surface case, the propellants are

initially contained in separate tanks with thin foil bottoms, one suspended

above the other, on a drop tower. The tanes are released from their support

cable and allo~ed to drop under essentially free-fall conditions, guided

only by skates fastened to a rail on -he side of the drop tower. The

bottoms of the tanks are ruptured by a cutter ram when they near the ground

surface and the tanJx proper is stopped about 1.5 tank diameters off the

surface, Thus the propellants are permitted to impact and spread on the

ground surface free of the tankage.
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Fig. 5-38. Terminal Yield vS Time for LO2 /LH CFBd Case with
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The basic parameters selected for testing in this condition were:

t - Time

v - Impact velocity

F - Flow direction

L/D - Length-to-diameter iatio of propellants

PO - Propellant orientation

W - Propellant weight

Descriptive Model for L02/RP-1 CBGS-V Case

In the model developed for the vertical condition of the CBGS case, it

is convenient to consider the time sequence of events as divided into four

consecutive periods.

1. From the time of drop until the second (or top) propellant starts
impacting the ground

2. From the time the second propellant starts impacting the ground
until it is essentially all down

3. From the time the second propellant is all down until it overlaps
the bottom propellant

4. From the time the second propellant overlaps the bottom propellant
to the time it has spread to a pool of about three times the size
of that of the bottom propellant

If ignition occurs during the first time period, relatively small yields

would be expected, since the main m,lasses of propellants have not yet contacted

each other. The situatiorn would be expected to be somewhat similar to that

for the hypergolic propellant combination under similar impact conditions.

During the second time period, significant mixing can start to occur,

because both propellants are in a favorable geometry for mixing, i.e.,

overlapping thin layers. Since only about 30 percent of the bottom propellant

has been overlapped at the end of this time period. however, the yield at this

trti•e is still expected to be muzh below the maximum value. If it is assumed
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that the yield is prcportional tu the fraction of the bottom pool overlapped,

it would be about 30 percent of the maximum.

During the third time period, as the propellants coutinue to spread out

on the ground surface, an increasingly larger percentage of the bottom pro-

pellant becomes overlapped, and if both propellants contivued to spread in

definitely at the qame velocity, the yield would tend to asymptotically

approach some maximum value (assuming a negligible amount of boil-off).

For the normal orientation, however, the RP-l,which is on the bottom, does

not spread indefinitely at a constant velocity, but rathe:' tends to slow

down and stop rather abruptly at some maximum pool diameter. Thus, the LW2 ,

which has been lagging behind the RP-1, rapidly catches up and completely

overlaps the RP-1. It is anticipated that the maximum yield value should

occur at approximately this catch-up-time, since that portion of the liquid

oxygen which is not trapped in the RP-1 pool can overrun it.

As long as the propellants are moving at constant velocity anid geo-

metrical scaling is assumed, it can be shown that the fraction of pool

overlapped during the third time period, at least up until the time the
RP-1 pool stops, remains invariant with a change in the scale of testing,

provided that time and distance are scaled by the linear scale factor, i e.,

the cube root of the weight. It also was noted in the film" that the maxi-

mum diameter of the RP-1 pool increased as the velocity of impact increased.

Thus, it would be expected that the pool diameter at which the maximum yield 4
would be obtained would scale in the following fashiou:

D/Wl/ 3 f (v)

During the fourth time period, the LW2 pool is overrunning the RP-l,

and the yield will decrease until all the LO2 which is not trapped with the

RP-l has left the vicinity. During this period, boileihg of the oxygen will

also contribute to che yield decrease; however, it is believed that this is

a sonewhat slower phenomenon than the overrunning and thus not a major factor
in the time period of concern.
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Fcr the reversed propellant orientation, the L0 which Is on the

bottom - would not stop, so that the RP-1 is unlikely to catch up completely
with it. This indicates that the maximum yield for the reversed propellant

orientation should be less than for the normal orientation.

This general model also suggests that the effects of increasing the L/D

ratio of the impacting propellants would cause the rate of buildup of yield

to be slower (because the L02 would initially lag farther behind the RP-1)

but that it would likely reach the same maximum value at a slightly longer

time (because the RP-1 would stop at apnroximately the same radius).

In addition to the velocity effect on the critical pool diameter, it also

would not be surprising to find that throughout the entire time range the
yield would be somewhat greater for the higher impact velocities because of

the greater turbulence in the propellant flows.
I

Prediction Equation Development for L02/RP-1 CBGS-V Case

On the basis of this descriptive model of the process, the following

guidance crn be obtained with regard to th3 trial mathematical models:

1. Onc the propellants are all down, the yield is expected to increase

rather rapidly as th- pools spread and to reach a maximum value when
the LO2 poo± just overlaps the RP-1 pool. This overlap is expected
to be reached at a pool diameter proportional to the product of W1/3
and some function which increases with an increase in v. In other
words, the overlap pool diameter is expected to be reached for aconstant value of D/W'/ 3f(v).

2. As the L02 pool spreads beyond the overlap pool diameter, the yield
is expected to decrease at a fairly rapic rate (but leis rapidly
than on the buildup side) and to asymptotically approach some
relatively constant value (ignoring boil-off).

3. The yield values throughout the 'antire range of pool diameters are
likely to increase with increasing impact velocity.

These point3 suggest that correlation of the results can be obtained by

the followling general type o! equation

"Y ID*\
h(---• f (v
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il where D* = D/WI/ and f. g, and h denote functions of the variables enclosed

In the parentheses. After some preliminary trials of various specific forms

of this general equation, it appeared that f(v) and h(v) could be adequately

rexpressed as simple positive powers of v. Thus the equation could be reduced
tc

Y /*- =
Vn =

where n and m are constants.

vBecanse of the relatively complicated form anticipated for the function

g(D*/vm), i.e., a i-apid 'incease to a maximum value followed by a somewhat

slower decrease approaching some constant value asymptotically, it seemed

desirable in the actual regression analysis to divide the equation into two

parts, one function to express the increase in yield to the maximum value,

the other to account for the decrease.

The final trial forms of the equation selocted were as follows:

"-1 = a + bD* for 0 _sD* sD*•
v n  vIR vM vm crit

+ b * -1
-' M a l + b e for -
v (a) or -m ~(R)crit

run t sul•et c i noted that the esfects of L/D and propellant orientation

are not included in tha trial equ'ation. Only a small number of tests were

run usi, conditions other than t1e standard ones of the normal propellant

orientation and an L/D of 1.,8, and it seemed better to consider variations of

those parameters after the equation development for the standard conditions.

The values of the constants (a,b,a',b',n and a) in these equations were

determined by a stepwisa regression analysis using the set of data given in
Table 5-5. (See Appendix B for treatment of n and m.) The final form of

the prediction equation is given below:
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Y =0.22 + - for 0 -- r

0.9 0.2 -o v- 1. 2

(5.4)

S3.2v 02 *Y . 0 33 for Do

This equation is plotted in Fig. 5-39 along with the experimental date for

comparison. Also shown in this figure is the upper bound on the 90-percent

prediction interval about this equation. Note that the 25,000-lb data poitt,

which was not used in deriving the equationfits the curve very well. Also

note that the equatiun is based only on the data where all the propellants

are out of the tankage and on the surface. (Corresponding to D* values

F greher than 0.1, and is expected to be conservative for earlier times when

some of the propellants are still confined in the tankage.)

Another rather interesting check on the prediction equation in the

vicinity of its maximum is Test Number 295, which simulated a two-stage

missile in the CBGS-V test condition. The bottom stage consisted of the

standard 1000-1b L02 /RP-1 tankage with an L/D of 1.8, while the upper stage

consisted of the standard 200-lb L02/LH2 tankage with an L/D of 1.8. The

impact velocity was 44 ft/sec, the time of ignition was 540 msec, and the

terminal yield 70 percent.

The L0 2 /RP-1 prediction equation gives a yield of 93 percent for

1000 lb or an equivalent TNT weight of 930 lb. The LO2 /LF.2 prediction

equation [Eq. (5.5)1, discussed later, gives a yield of 37 percent for the

200 lb of L02 /LH 2 or an equivalent weight of 74 lb. The total equivalent

weight for both stages is1004 lb for an overall yield of about 84 percent.

This compares very well with the measured value of 70 percent.

The test dal.a for the reversed propellant orientation and for an L/D of

5 are compared wi'h the prediction equation in Fig. 5-40. As expected, the

data for the normal propellant orientation with an L/D of 5 lie below the

prediction equation, reflecting the greater separation between the two

spreading pools and thus the smaller fraction of the RP-1 poo0 overlapped

by the L02 at a given time for this case compared with that for the L/D of

1,8 case. The arrows on each of the data points show the pool diamete.r for

the L/D of 1.8 case which has the same percent overlap of the RP-1 by the WI
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as for the L/D of 5 case (calculated on the assumption of a uniform thickness

pool). This comparison generally supports the postulated effect of L/D on

yield, although the dath suggest the possibility that yield values for an L/D

of 5 might be somewhat lower than those for an L/D of 1.8, The data for an

VID of 5, however, are too limited both in number and range of D values to

use in trying to derive a correction factor. Accordingly it is recommended

that the results for an L/D of 1.8 be used as a conservative estimate for all

larger L/D values; the estimate is conservative in the sense that on the in-

creasing portion of the curve, including the maximum value, the yield values

for larger L/D values will be less. Because of the expected shiit in peak

position, the larger LiD values could give higher yields in the falling part

of the curve.

The data points for the reversed propellant orientation scatter around

the prediction equation and seem to fit it within the uncertainty in results

indicated by the difference between the equation and the 90-percent upper

prediction interval. Accordingly Eq. (5.4) is also considered valid for

the reversed propellant orientation.

Prediction Method Development L0 2/RP-1, CBGS-V Case

As with the CBM case, it is convenient to consider two basic cases, the

ignition time known or unknown. If the ignition time is unknown, it is

possible that ignition could occur at the time (or pool diameter) which givei

th aiumyed * 0.24the maximum yield D " = 1.1 from Fig. 5-39). Curve A of Fig. 5-41 is a

plot of this maximum yield as a function of impact velocity. This curve

indicates that yields over 100 percent are expected for velocities greater

than 50 ft/sec (corresponds to free fall from a height of about 38 ft).

Since the peak of the curve shown in Fig. 5-39 is rather narrow, it could

be argued that the probability of ignition at or near the peak is rather low

and that it is too coaservative to use the peak value. Instead, one might

choose the yield value which is exceeded during only 10 percent of some

selected time interval. For example, if this were done for a time interval

up to a D /v of 5, the maxirum yield value as a function of impact velocity

Swould be Curve B shown in Fig. 5-41. It can be seen that this does not change -
l 5-90
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Fig. 5-41. Maximum Tbrminal Yield vs Impact Velocity for
LO2/RP-1 CBGS Case
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the overall picture significantly, since Curve B also indicates large yields

at relative low velocities. The upper bound to ton S0-percent p;.'ediction

interval abuut Curve A is given in Fig. 5-41 as Curve C.

If the ignition time is known, the yield values can be obtained directly

from Zq. (5.4). Figure 5-42 is a plot of yield versus t for selected values

of velocity. Also shown are the drop heights which would lead to the veloc-

ity values. Figure 5-41 is a similar plot for the upper boun6 to the P0-percent

prediction intervwl.

Descriptive Model for LJ2a,'l8 CBG-V Case

With one important exception, the descriptive model for the L02/RP-1

cuse is applicable to the IO2/LH2 case. This exception is that the LO2 , the

bottom propellant for this case, does not stop spreading, as does the RP-1.

Thus the yiell is expected to asymptotically approach some maximum value, with

the only factor tending to eventually reduce the yield being the boil-off of the

nropell~nts.

Prediction Equation Development for the L2/LH2 CBGS-V Cese

On the baois (if the descriptive moel of the process, the following

guidance can be obtained with regard to the muathematical models:

1. Once the propell.ants are all down, the yield is expected to in-
c'-s rather rapijdly as the pool& spread and to asymptotically
approach a maximum value,

2 The yield values are generally expected to Increase with an in-
crease in impact velocity.

These points suggest that correlation of the results can be obtained by

the general type of equation Y :a f(v)g(D*), where f and g denote a function of

the variable in parenthesis After some preliminary plots and trials of

various specific forms of this general equation, it appeared that each of

the two functions could be adequately represented by a simple power series.

Thus the equation reduced to

Y=(a + bv + cv +.) (a' + b'D + c'D +..)
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A stepwise regression analysis was thei, made using this form for the equation.

The results indicate that the only terms of significance were aa', v 1 , and
v 2D*2. Thus the final form of the equation becomes

Y 18.4 + 0.0031v 2 eD 00.0015v D 3*(5)

This equation is plotted in Fig. 5-44 along with the experimental data

for comparison. Also shown is the upper bound to the 90-percent prediction

interval.

Prediction Method Development For LO2 /LItH CBGS-V

As with the L0 2 /RP-1 case, it is convenient to consider two basic cases,

the ignition time known or unknown. If the ignition time is unknown, it is

possible that ignition could occur at the time (or pool diameter) which gives

the maximum yield [D = 10.3 from Eq. (5.5)]. Curve A of Fig. 5-45 is a plot

of this maximum yield as a function of impact velocity. This curve indicates

that yields over 100 percent are expected for velocities greater than about

70 ft/sec. Also shown as Curve B in Fig. 5-45 is the upper bound to the

90-percent prediction interval ?r this case.

If the ignition time is known, the yield values can be obtained directly
• t*

from Eq. (5.5). Figure 5-46 is a piot of yield vs t for selected values of

velocity. Also shown are the drop heights which would lead to these velocity

values. Figure 5-47 is a similar plot fGr the upper bound to the 90-percent

prediction interval.

Descriptive Model and Prediction Method Development fcr L02/RP-1 CBGS-H Case

In this case for the normal propellant orientation, the RP-1 was always

dropped from the lowest practical height, which produced a velocity of about

12 ft/sec, while the L02 was dropped from various heights and resulted in

impact velocities ranging from about 25 to 78 ft/sec. Various time delays

between dropping the two tanks were used to obtain various sized pools of

RP-l at the instant the L0 2 impacted the ground.

5-95
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Fig. 5-44. Comparison of Experimental Data with Prediction Equation
for LO/LHL CBGS-V case (dashed line - prediction
equation; solid line upper bound to 90% Prediction Interval
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The propellant mixing behavior for this case is expected to be generally

similar to that for the CBGS-V case, i e., yield should increase rapidly as

the L02 overlaps the RP-1 pool and reach a maximum at about the time the

pools are completely overlapped and then decrease again as the L02 overruns

the RP-1.

This similarity is illustrated in Fig. 5-48, which compares the basic

prediction curve for the vertical case with the experimental data for the

horizontal case. In plotting the experimental data for the normal propellant

orientation, the velocity of the L02 was used in d6termining Y/v 0 . 9 and D*/v0.2,
and the time used in computing D was the time after the LOB impacted the

ground plus the time to travel the length of the RP-1 tank. In other words,

the horizontal data were plotted such that the size of the L02 pool was the

same as it would have been for the vertical case. For the reversed propellant

orientation, the RP-l velocity and time were used.

It would be expected that the horizontal data would generally be on or

below the vertical prediction curve since the vertical case with both pro-

pe"'ants being dropped together and having the same velocity tends to create

the maximum propellant overlap conditions. The horizontal case with the top

propellant having a much higher velocity tends to minimize the overlap time.

The experimental data confirm this point, since only one data point is above

the upper prediction bound and the great majority lie well below the prediction

curve. Note that the reversed propellant orientation data also follow the

sor- pa, n. The one high data point is for a very low impact velocity,

aoout $i ft/sec, and the actual yield was only 25 percent.

Since the vertical prediction curve provides a reasonable upper limit

to thqL hi - ntal case, its use is recommended to obtain a conservative

estimate for yields in the horizontal case. Its use may be somewhat overly

conservative when the bottom propellant pool is very large at the time of

impact of the second propellant and when ignition occurs soon after the

second propellant impacts; but it is not expected to be so for longer times

of ignition, since complete propellant overlap for the horizontal case can

also occur.
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Fig. 5-48. Comparison of Fperimental Data for LO 2/RP-1 CBGS-H
Case with Prediction Equation [Eq. (5.4)]
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To minimize the degree of conservatism at early times of ignition for

the large pool case, another upper limit in this region can be obtained by:

first determining the quantity of bottom propellant overlapped at the time

of ignition (Wb); second, computing a new effective total propellant weightbI
(Wb + Wt) by adding Wb to the original top propellant weight (Wt); third,

computing an effective oxidizer-to-fuel ratio (Wt/Wb); fourth, determining

the maximum spec&Lfic explosive yield (Ys) in percent for this ratio (Fig. 7-2 );

and fifth, determining the total yield (in percent) by multiplying the specific

yield by the ratio of the effective weight to the original total weight of

propellant (W), i.e., W t + Wb
Y 1= Ys(" )

Becaýtc; of un'rti ainties in propellant locations and the possibility of

some re~c.,-t~ vfte3 .jcaition, a minimum yield value of 20 percent is

recommended,

DeacriEtive Model and Prediction Method Development for L0 2 /LH 2 CBGS-H Case

As with L02/"RP-I, the horizontal case for LO2/LH2 is expected to be

generally similar to the vertical case. This similarity ir illustrated in

Fig. 5-49, which compares the horizontal data with the vertical prediction

equation. Because of this good agreement, it is again recommended that the

vertical case be used as a conservative approximation for the horizontal

case.

In the high-velocity-impact tests, the tanks were accelerated down a

sled track to speeds ranging from 500 to 600 ft/sec and allowed to impact into

test series and the target geometry was the only variable. One target con--

figuration was a flat wall, which simulated a rigid ground surface, the other

was a deep hole, which simulated impact into a soft surface in which a crater

would be formed by the impact process.

5-102
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Descriptive Model and Prediction Method Devilopment for High-Velocit•
Inast Case for Both 7ropellant Combinations

Since ignitiou at or very soon after the time of impact is obtained for

this case, tLere . little time for the type of mixing cxperienced in the CBM

case or the ruch lower velocity CBGS caae. The propellants, however, have a

great deal of kinetic energy, and it is auticipated that signilicant mixing

can occur after ignlltion. In general, the amount of mixing, and thus yield,

would be expected to increase with increasing impact velocity. It rlso would

be expected that the confinement offered by the deep-hole targem• would tend

to contain the reacting propellants sufficiently to result in tncreased post-

ignition mixiug.

The experi'tental results for L0 2 /RP-1 and L02/LH2 are plotted in

Figs. 5-50 and 5-51, respectively. Also shown on the figures are the CBGS

results for vn ignition time t* = 0. Those results confirm the expected

trends in the data, i.e., increase ±n yields with increasc in impact veloc-

ity and higher yields for the deep-hole target.

For the Lk2 /RP-l flat-wall case, it would seem reasonab'a to use as the

best ostimate of the terminal yield vs impact velocity curve, the line given

by the prediction equation (Sq. (5-4)] up to 150 it/see, atd then the constant

value of 21 percent. The data for velocities above 100 ft/sic are insufficient

to rigorously establish an upper bound to the 90-percent prediction Interval

iu this roglon. If tha tpper bound for Lq. (54) is extrapolated to L50 ftisec,

it would indicate an upper bound of about 40 percent. This seems somewhat on

the conservative side, howaver, considering the good reproducibility of the

2 data points at approximately 520 ft/sec. Furthermore, the general repro-

ducibility of the hypergolic hMgh-velocity-impact tes-;s also suggests less

variability. Accordingly it is recommended that 30 porceart be used as the

estimated upper 90-percent bound. The two selected curves are shown in

Fig. 5-52 (Curves A and B).

For the L02 /RP-1 deep-hole case, the extension oi the basit prediction

equation [Eq. (5-4)] which fits the two-high-velocity points was selected as

the best estimate. The tipper bound was estimated by extending the upper touad

5-104
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of Xq. (5.4) to 100 ft/sec and theu extending it in a line parallel to the

basic prediction equation. Again this is not a derived value, but an esti-

mated one based on enginseripg judgment. The two selected curves are again

shown in Fig. 5-52 (Curves C and D).

Note that the similarity between the flat-wall and deep-hole curves

in the low-velocity region is reasonable because these impact velocities

are not sufficient to cause significant impact craters even in a ,oft

surface.

For the L0 2 /LH 2 flat-wall case, the best estimate of the yield vs.

impact-velocity curve was obtained by a linear extrapolation between the

CBGS prediction equation [ Eq.(5.5)] and the Uigh-velocity data poiat. The

deep-hole case was estimated in a similar manner. The upper bounds to the

90-percent prediction intervals were estimated by assuming a 30-percent

uncertainty at a yield value of 100 percent and ass-iming a linear extrapola-

tion to the value determined in the low-velocity region. The selected

curves are shown in Fig. 5-53.

It should be emphasized that the two surface conditions used were

selected to bound the range of interest. The rigid or hard surface condition

corresponds to essentially no penetration of the surface by the impacting

tankage. Rock or concrete surfaces would satisfy this condition. The

soft surface condition means essentially complete penetration of the entire

tankage into the surface. A water surface would satisfy thil condition.
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Part 4 - FULL-SCALE TESTS

During the program two valid data tests were performed using full-

scale missile hardware. These werc a Saturn S-IV stage containing approxi--
mately 91, ',Y lb of Il2 /LH2 Lnd a Titan I first stage contaiz•ing approxi-

mately 100,000 lb of LO 2/RP-1. The objectives of these tests were to

obtain full-scale data points regarding the blast, thermal, and fragmen-

tation hazards of LO 2iP-1 and L2 /LH 2 propellant combinations.

Saturn S-IV

The planned failure conditions for this test were to rupture the common

bulkhead, forcibly bring the two propellants together by having a prsssure

differential between the two propellant compartments, and to ignite the

resulting propellant mixture at a known delay time. A photo of the S-IV

test article is shown in Fig. 5-54.

The common bulkhead of the S-IV vehicle is an 18-ft-diameter dome

constrnicted of two thin sheets of aluminum separated by an insulating

layer of hexcell material. The overall thickness of this bulkhead is

approximately 1 in.

This bulkhead was ruptured from the underside with an explosively I
driven segmented cutter, 18 in. in diameter. This cutter was designed

to slice through the bulkhead, creating six small segments which could

then be easily removed by fluid flow through the hole. A photo of this cutter

ram assembly is shown in Fig. 5-55.

This cutter was attached to a drive rod and was installed in the LO2

tank in the guide tube assembly as shown in Fig. 5-56. The lower end

of the drive rod extends through the stopping tube and part way into
the drive barrel.

To rupture the common bulkhead, the drive rod cutter assembly was

pushed by detonating an explosive charge in the driver barrel. Once the

5-110
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Fig. 5-56. Saturn S-IV Cutter Ram Assembly
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cutter ram penetrated the common bulkhead, a pin installed through the

drive rod impacted a slot in the stopping tube. This brought the drive

rud and cutter to a stop and prevented it from continuing on into the

LH 2 tank and possibly damaging the top of that tank.

To aid in removing the small segments cut by the cutter assembly

and to forcibly bring the two propellants together, the upper tank was

pressurized to approximately 15 psi, while the lower tank was kept at

ambient pressure. The ullage volume in the tanks was approximately 3

percent in the LH 2 tank and 10 percent in the L02 tank. The planned

ignition time for this test was -10 sec, although it was expected that

the tank would reach burst pressure (-100 psi) much sooner than this and

self-ignite.

Test Results

According to all available data, including direct observations, high-

speed motion picture films, pressure records, etc., the failure mechanism

hardware functioned as planned. Ignition, however, occurred 183 msec

after rupture of the common bulkhead, which was much shorter than the

planned ignition time and well before the internal pressure reached 100 psi.

The overpressure and positive-phase-impulse data obtained from this

test are given in Table 5-9.

Average yield values at each distance have been calculated from the

data in Table 5-9 and are presented in Table 5-10. Note that the pressure

yield seems to level off at a value of about 3 to 3.5 percent and the

impulse yield at a value of 6.5 to 7.0 percent.
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Table 5-9

PEAK PRESSURE AND POSITIVE-PHASE IMPULSE FROM S-IV TEST

GROUND GU PEAK POS ITIVE-PHASE
DISTANCE OVERPRESSURE IMPULSE

(fTt) (psi) (psi--msec)

36 A 96.0 440

67 C 26.42 231

117 A 12.1 , 192

B 12.4 **

200 A 4.57

B 4.40 **

A 2.55 87.2
335

B 2.55 73.3

A 1.02 ,4.

600 B 1.03 41.56

C 1.15 44.5

Uncertain because of large correction.

Noise on traces.

Suspected base shift.

"A" refers to 11 o'clock leg, "B" refers to 7 o'clock leg, "G" refers
to 3 o'clock leg.

A
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Table 5-10

S-IV YIELDS

Yield

Surface Burst Rnference Curve

Distance Pressure Impulse

(ft) (%) (7%)

38 1.5 6.0

67 1.5 4.2

117 2.5 5.8

200 2.4 -

335 3.5 6.8

600 2.9 6.6

S-IV Fragmentation Survey

Following the S-IV test a complete fragmentation survey was conducted

of the test area. This survey included locating, measuring, weighing, and

describing each fragment from the S-IV vehicle weighing over 1 lb. The

area covered was from 100 ft from ground zero to the outer limit of the
fragment dispersion, which was approximately 900 ft.

The procedure used for this survey was to lay out on the ground surface

a system of 16 radial lines marked off in 100-ft increments, thus divid-

ing the area into 128 easily defined areas. Teams of URS and AFRPL

personnel then searched each of these areas, and as each fragment was collected,

its approximate location within the area was noted on a map and an tdenti-

fication number written on the fragment. The fragments were then loaded

on a truck for transportation to a central point for weighing and mea-suring.

The data obtained from this survey are presented in Volume 2. These data

indicated that the majority of the fragments were within a radius of 800

frt from ground zero, with a few out to 1,000 ft.
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Titan I Tests

The planned failure condition for this test was similar to that used
for the Saturn S-IV in that a common diaphragm betwueen the propellan~is

was to be ruptured, differential pressure in the two tanks would force

the propellants together, and ignition would be initiated after a known

delay. A photo of the Titan 1 on the test pad is presented in Fig. 5-57.

This missile normally contains approximately 170,000 lb L0 2 /RP-l. The

test conditions planned for these tests were to fill the propellant tanks

two-thirds full, which would be 78,600 lb L02 and 35,000 lb RP-1, or a

total propnllant weight of 113,600 lb.

In a Titan I first stage, the two propellant tanks are separated by

some 10 in. To atlow the propellants to come together, a tubular conduit

with au inttrnal ciameter of 16-1/2 in. was installed between the two

propellant compartments and a tempered-glass diaphragm installed at the

top of the conduit. This diaphragm was removed during the test by an

explosively driven segmented cutter ram similar to those used in the

small-scale CBM test series. This 16-1/2-in.-diameter hole is equal to

approximately 2 percent of the tanks' cross-sectional area. S

Tes'- Results 4
Two tests of the Titan I were attempted. The first Test Number 300,

produced aio data because a structural failure in the missile resulted in

ignition before instrumentation was scheduled to be turned on.

In the second tes, Number 301, propellant filling difficulties Y
r sulted in the LO., tank being only one-half full rather than the two-

thirds full originally planned. The failure mechanism hardware appears

to have functioned properly, and pressure in the RP-l tank rose smoothly

from ambient to about 54 psi immediately before ignition, which occurred

about 842 msec after rupture of the diaphragm.
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The peak overpressure and positive-phase-impulse data for this test

appear in Table 5-11. The terminal yield for this test,based on the

estimated 94,000 lb of propellants on board, is 4 percent. A posttest photo

of this test appears as Fig. 5-58. 1
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Table 5-11

Peak Overpressure and Positive-Phase-Impulse Data5for Titan 1 L02/RP-1 Test

Diotance Peah Overpressure Positive-Phase-Impulse
(ft) psi/in. 2  yield (%) psi/msec yield (50

37 45 0.5 310 3.0

67 39 2.5 218 3.6

117 12 2.5 158 4.3

200 5.6 3.2 78 3.0

333 2.3 2.7 * *

S600 1.1 3.0 34.2 4.6

I

Impulse not readable because of noise
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Part 5 - DISCUSSION OF YIELD AND IGNITION TIME SCALING

Yield Scaling

The basic blast prediction equations presented in the previous sections

were initially developed using data obtained from 200-lb weight scale and

from postulated scaling relationships based on available information regard-

ing the propellant mixing and explosion phenomena. Specifically, the initially

postulated relationship was that the explcsive yield (in percent of the total

propellant weight) would be independent of the propellant quantity and that

the time of Ignition to obtain equal explosive yields would scale as the

cube root of the propellant weight. In other words, Y = f (t/W 1 / 3 ),

This relation is illustrated below for the LO 2 /RP-1 CBM case and with L/D =

5 and a k =1.

tI
SCALED

PROPELLANT IGNITION IGNITION
WEIGHT TIME T'ME YIELD YIELD

(lb) (Msec) (pisec/Ib 1/ M% (lb of TNT"'

S200 193 33 10 20

1,000 330 33 10 100 Y

5,000 564 33 10 500

25,000 965 33 10 2,500

125,000 1,650 33 10 12,500

625,000 2,820 Z,3 10 62,500

3,125,030 4,725 33 10 312,500

1,00C-lb Scaling Tests

The validity of the postulated scaling was tested first using results

frovm the 1,00C-lb scale with the following results:

• I
--
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LO 2/RP-1 CBM. Comparison of the 200- and 1,000-lb data showed signi-

ficant differences,which indicated a deviation from the postulated scaling.

The magnitude of the effect could not L2 adequately evaluated withrut use
of the 25,000-lb data.

.0 2/LH2 CBM. Comparison of the 200- and 1,000-lb data showed no

significant differences and all data were used in deriving the prediction

equation (see Fig. 5-37).

LO /RP-l CBGS. Comparison of the 200- and 1,000-lb data showed no
2

significant differences, and all data were used in deriving the prediction

equation (see Fig. 5-39).

LO 2/LH2 CBGS. Comparison of the 200- and 1,900-lb data showed no

significant differences and all data were used in deriving the prediction .$

equation (see Fig. 5-44). €

25,000- t:o 100,000-lb Scaling Tests

Further tests of the validity of the postulated scaling were made with

tests using propellant quantities ranging from 25,000- to 100,000-lb scale

with the following results:

L0 2 /RP-l CBM. Since the results from the 200- and 1,000-lb tests

showed a scale effect and were not in themselves sufficient to establish

its magnitude, the basic prediction equation was developed using a'l the

200-, 1,000-, and 25,000-lb data. The results showed that the yield tended

to decrease with increasing weight but that the rate of decrease also

tended to decrease with increasing weight so 'hat thq yield was essentially

independent of weight for weightc greater than 10,000 lb..

One 94,000-lb test was run which was considerea consistent with this

postulated scaling even though the measured yield value was below the predicted

range as shown below:

A second similar test was run but the diaphragm failed early and no dataS~ were obtained.
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SMeasured Yield 4% lot' 94,000 lb, ee for 170,000 lb

Predicted Yield

Best Estimate ,% El

Range 4-8%6IP
The prediction method was based on results with intertank openings

equal to 20%6 of the tank cross-sectional area and thus would be expecteu

to be conservative (i.e., somewhat high) for this case because the inter-

tank bulkhead opening area was only 2%.

LO 2LH2 CBM. Three 25,000-lb tests were run. In all three teste

ignition occurred very early and prior to the time the LHi2 could have

contacted the L0 2 , the minimum time of interest for this case. Since

these tests did not satisfy the basic criteria for this test case, they

are not suitable for a juantita,ve check of scaling. Their results, however,

which ranged from 0.1 to 0.2% are not inconsistent with the predicted zero

time yield value of 2.8% and range of 0-10% since they would be expented

to be smaller than the predicted value. One 91,200-lb test was run (S-IV)

which was consistent with the postulated scaling as shown below:

S-IV Yield

Measured Yield 5%

•. Predicted Yield

Best Estimate 6%

Ra nge 0-13%

Bounds of 80% two-sided prediction interval. (There is an 80% probabili'ty
that a single test will fall within these bounds.)

It i. believed that in two of the cases, the initial reaction was between
the LH2 and frozen oxygen Trapped in the LH2 during the filling process.
In the other case, the diaphragm did not break.

5
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Ln /.DP- CBGS. Two 25,000-lb tustb were run, one of which ignited
2 _

prior to the second propellant reaching the ground surface (the minimum time

of interest for this case) and thus was not suitable for a quantitative

scaling check. The res-ilts from the other test were consistent with the

postulated scaling as shown lglow:

Measured Yield 37%

Predicted Yield

Beat Estimate 36%

Range 26-46%

The early time test was also in qualitative agreement with the

predicted value. For a zero time of ignition, the equatioi gives a yield

of about 6.5% with a range from 0-16.5%. The measured yield was 2%, which -

is in the lower part of the range, as would be expected since it ignited

prior to the defined zero time.

LO 2 /LH 2 CBGS. Three 25,000-1b tests were run, two of which Ignited

prior to the second propellant reaching the ground surface (the minimum

. time of interest for this case) and thus are not suitable for a quantitative

scaling check. The results from the third test weve consistent with the

postulated Fcaling as shown below:

Measured Yield 13%

Predicted Yield

Best Estimate 22%

Range 2-42%

: The two early ignition time tests are also qualitatively consistent with

the predicted value. Both tests gave 4% yields, which compare with a predicted

valie of 18.1% and a range from 0-40%.

5-125
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Ignition Time Scaling

Because the scope of Project PYRO did not include investigation of

ignition probabilities, the resulting data are not considered suitable,

for quantitative estimates of credible ignition time or the manner in

which ignition times scale. This is primArtLly because the results of any

such analysis are more dependont on the assumptions involved in the analyses

than on the data themselves. The inherent limitations and assumptions in

using the PYRO results for this purpose are discussed below.

First of all it should be emphasized that the objective of Project PYRO

was to determine the yield as a function of time and other controlling

parameters, so that in the experimental design, time of ignition was selected

to be a controllable parameter rather than a random variable. In essentially

all cases (except for some of the high-velocity-impact tests) a controlled

time ignition source was provided and efforts were made, insofar as practical,

to eliminate other possible ignition sources. In the majority of the tests

conducted, ignition did occur from the planned ignition source, and clearly

these data are not very helpful in determining the probability of ignition.
(A

The next major limitation in using the PYRO results to infer ignition

probabilities, particularly as a function of scale (i.e., propellant weight),

is that a decreasing number of tests were conducted as the propellant quantities

increased. The reason this complicates the analysis is that when spurious

ignitions were obtained on the initial tests for a given test mode and scale,

efforts were made to identify their source, and changes were made in the ii

experimental arrangement to try to minimize the spurious ignitions. In

some cases these efforts were reasonably successful, so that the probability

of obtaining a spurious ignition tended to decrease as the number of tests

for a particular testing mode and scale increased. This combination of an

experimental learning curve with regard to controlling ignition and a

{ decreasing number of tests with increasing propellant weight rather autornati--

cally leads to an increasing percent of spurious ignitions with increasing
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weight due sole'y to the experimental procedure used and nut necessarily

because of any inherent scale effect on ignition probability. Since the

spurious ignitions generally occurred well before the planned ignition I
time, this in turn leads to lower average yields as the weight scale increases.

Another limitation in using the results from the spurious ignition

tests for Znferring ignition probability scaling (or yield scaling) is that

many of ¶h¶ ignitions occurred so early in time that the resulting failure

mode did not satisfy the basic criteria for the desired test case. In tle

CBM case, for example, the earliest time of ignition considered of interestI
was at the moment when the upper propellant first contacts the lower propellant.

As noted earlier in all three 25,000-Lb LO /LH tests, ignition occurred
2 2'

well before this time, so that these tests could not be included in the

* standard CBM case. For the CBGS caso, the major time rogime of interest

is after all the propellants are sn the ground su'face, and the earliest

time of interest is when the top propellant reaches the ground surface.

In a number of the spnrious ignition tests, including two of the three

25,000-lb L0 2 /LH 2 tests, ignition occurred prior to this time, so that these

tests cannot be considered as part of the standard CBGS case.

The last major limitation in using the PYRO data for inferring ignition

probabilities is that the test tankage and failure Ddes used in the experi-

ments at the 200-, 1,000- and 25,000-lb scales were designed to create

certain generalized types of propellant interactions (i.e., ways in which the

propellants come together and mWx) that could occur in failure of full-scale

vehicles, but no attempt was made to directly model actual full-scale tarkage

with regard to strength, detailed failure mechanisms, or inherent ignition

characteristics. Even between the various scales of testing in PYRO, no

considerations were given to duplicating these characteristics. Thus any

similarity between the basic characteristics which control igr-tion probabi-

lity in full-scale accidents and those of PYRO would be fortuitous.

5-127
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Section 5
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Section 6

F ~"EMRUM ENIVIRONMENT

OBJECTIVES

The objective of the thermal portion of the study was to make measurements

which enable "reasonable" bounds to be plar-d on, or which substantiate theor-

etical predictions of, the heat transfer to objects in and about the "fireball"

created by the explosion of liquid propellant mixtures. Residual fires are not

included.

GENERAL ORGANIZATION

The thermal hazard portion of the study in located in four separate sec-

tions of the report. The contents of these sections are as follows:

a Section 6 of Volume 1 commences with a general discussion which de-
scribes the fireball characteristics, th': nature of the heat transfer
within the fireball, and the gene.ral experimental approach that has
beern taken. This is followed by a brief summary of the thermal instru-
mentation, and finally the results from the 25,000-lb and Titan tests
are presented.

o• Appendix C of Volume 1 consists of a detailed description of the ther-
mal instruments, their mounting and location, and the errors of the
-s.sociated measurements.

SSection 2 of Volume 2 contains the basic thermal data records. Data
are given regarding the.

(1) Heat flux density into slabs immersed in the fireball for the
25,000-lb and Titan tests

(2) Radiant flux density within the fireball for the 25,000-lb tests

(3) Radiant flux densiy outside the fireball from the 25,000-lb and
Titan tests

(4) Temperature of thermocouple probcs selected from the 25,000-lb
test data

For thermal hazards of residual fires see, for example, Ref. 6-1.

6-1
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Meat flux vs time at "large" propellant weight scales is then considered.

A recommended scaling relationship for heat flux vs time is given, along with

a listing of the experimental evidence upon which the relationship is based.

The Titan I heat flux data are then compared with the Lw2/RP-1 bounding heat

flux-time curve that has been scaled, using the recommended scaling, to the

100,000-lb level.

Finally, the radiant flux density measuremor'ts from outside the fireball

are considered. The results of the 25,000-lb tests are presented only in terms

ui summary data plots indicating the data mean and range. A single measurement

from the Titan I test is given.

Results of the 25,000-lb Tests

Gas Temperature from the Photo-Recording Pyrometer

b A summary of the pyrometric gas temperature measurements for the 25,000-

Slb tests is presented in Fig. 6-1 for both the Lc2/RP-1 and the L02 /LH2 tests.

(No equivalent Titan data are currently available.) The plots include a curve

of the mean temperatura and an indication of the highest and lowest measured

temperature, where the plotted values are time averages over, in most cases,

100- and 200-msec time intervals for the LOQ/RP-l and L0 2 /LH 2 tests, respec-"tively. The number of data curves from which the summary plots are constructed

changes with time because the fireballs have a range of diurations, and this

number is indicated just beneath the plot. It should be remarked also that the I
temperature range of the pyrometer for these tests was such that temperatures

below about 19000 K could not be measured. For two tests (Tests 279 and 282),

the temperature during the fireball duriA.ton fell temporarily to levels at or

somewhat below 19000 K, and for this time and these two tests, a 1!alue of 1900 0 K ]
was used in obtaining the temperature ave-rage over the tests.

A most evident feature of the gas temperature values is their consistency

from test to test. The variation appears to be somewhat larger for LD2 /LH 2

than for LO2 /RP-1 with - for instance - the greatest deviation of a single

measurement from the mean of the measurements being about 3000 K. There is a

6-12
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It should be acknowledged thht cetaln of Lhe th•wral easure.-a-nts wer-

planned and conducted, and the data reduced, by the Sandia Corporation, and

the Sandia instruments are designated as such in the description of instruments

in Appendix C of Volume 1.

PREFATORY REMARKS

The expressions "heat flux density, "total heat flux densiLy," "heat

flux," and "flux density" are used interchangeably and represent the energy per

unit area per unit time transported through a material surface due to both the 1

radiant and convective modes of heat transfer. Similarly, the expressions "ra-

diant flux density" and "radiant flux" represent the energy in radiant form per

unit area per unit time.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Characteristics of the Fireball

The size, duration and gross motion of the propellant fireball depends on

the total quantity of propellants. During its growth and the early stages

tnereafter, the fireball from a propellant mixture on or near the ground sur-

face is more or less hemispherical, reaching a maximum diameter that is approx-

imately proportional to the cube root of the propellant weight. More specifi-

cally, an empirically derived expression relating the maximum diameter D in

feet to the total propellant weight W in pounds is given by

D = 9,560.325 (6.1)

*-Equation (6.1) along with Eq. (6.2) below, have been extracted from Ref. 6-2.

The equations were obtained through the s,atistiial analysis of data from
either the literature or by reduction of photographic records from a total
of 71 tests or incidents with the propellant combinations of L0 2 /RP-l or
L0 2 /LH2 and which raunged Ir propellant weight from 10 to 250,000-lb.

6-2.im .I..
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notably short duration for the L02/RP-1. compared with both th• L02/LH2 gas

temperature duration and, more importantly, with the measured LW2 /RP-1 heat

flux durations that will be considered below. Substantial temperatures appear

to have persisted withi•n the fireball, for significantly longer periods than

could be measured by the remote temaperature instruments, evidently due to ob-

scuration by "cooler" gases and/or particulate matter along the surface of the

fireball.

A feature of the temperature data that does not appear in Fig. 6-1 is the

frequent occurence of a comparatively high but abruptly decreasing temperature

in the initial stage of fireball expansion; these temperature "pulses" are not

resolved in Fig. 6-1 since their duration is generally a small fraction of the

100- and 200-msec time intervals of Fig. 6-1. A listing of the highest magni-

tude and the duration of the pulses is gAven in Table 6-2, where the duration

is defined as the time from igtition for the temperature to decay to (and re-

main below) 24500K; a radiant flux density of 200 watt/cm2 corresponds to a

temperature of 2450*K for an emissivity of one. Also included in the table are

maximum values of the radiant flux density during this time for an emissivity

Of I.

While comparatively large temperatures or corresponding magnitudes of heat

flux frequently occur, the damaging response of most structures or objects to

these pulses is small compared with the response from the remaining or subse-

qaen; heat transfer.

An indication of the spatia"I variation of gas temperature over the fire-

ball is given in Fig. 6-2, where the temperature over three separate regions

of the firaball from Test 283 is given. A crude indication of the size of each

region of measurement relative to the fireball dimensions and the location of

each region is given Jn the upper right hand corner of ihe figure.

It can be seen that spatial differences of the temperature at given times

are commonly of the order of 2000 K, and it should be remarked that comparative

examination of film coverage of the various 25,000-lb tests suggestU that the

fireball fror Test 288 was relatively uniform. Temperature variations of this

I -6-14
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UFS 65,2-3N i
*bere the estiint'± stands"r error of the d4t1tintr Is 30 perost 1ab, 4S40-

ctcrs, for instance, for 1.000 and 1,000,000 lb are about 93 and 650 U.,r-

speectively. It Is sraph%&!.&, hicw-ver, that Eq. (6.i) does not always !odic&%*

maximum fireball dimensions, In part because It was derived on the basis that

"in those instances where the fireballs were markedly asymmetrical, attempts

were made to estimate equivalent spherical diameters. Moreover, in the tests

from which Eq. (6.1) was obtained, there was a tendency for the spatial diaper-

sal of propellants prior to their ignition to be less extensive than can prac-

tically occur, and comparatively extensive dispersal can lead to corresponding-

ly large maximum dimension3; larger fireballs would tend to result from pro-

pellant spills, for instance, if the propellants spread sufficiently along the

ground surface prior to their ignition. The Titan test (involving about 100,000

lb of L0 2 /RP-1) provides an illustration, first, of the departure of the maxi-

mum dimensions that can occur from the diameter given by Eq. (6.1), and second,

of still another mechanism of propellant dispersal. In this test, a fraction

o. the propellants was intentionally allowed to mix and subsequently ignite

while within the confines of the missile tankage. However, the forces of the

explosion evidently caused part of the remaining unmixed propellants to be dis-

placed in such a manner that they did not mix and react until they had been

substantially displaced laterally from the center of explosion. The maximum

dimension of the resultant fireball was estimated to be from 800 to 1000 ft,

while the diameter as given by Eq. (6.1) Is approximately 400 ft.

Fireball durations, i.e., the period over which visibie radiation exists,

also increase approximutely with the cube root of propellant wuight as given

by

T = 0.196 WO'3 4 s (6.2)

where the duration, T, is in seconds for a weight in pounds, with a standard

error of 84 percent; 1,000- and 1,000,000-lb durations are 2.2 and 24 sec,

Ref. 6-2.
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Table 6-2

FIREBALL TEMPERATURE DUTRING INITIAL STAGE

OF FIREBALL EXPANSION FROM PHOTO-RECORD PYROMETER

¥AXIMUMTINlE FOR RADIANT FLUX
TEMPERATURE MAXI4MW

PROPELLANT TEST FOR ANTO DECREASE T• EM 1SITUTY
TYPE NO. TO25° O)EmlSSIVITY

(msec) (wat ts/cm)

275 30 >2650 >270
278 25 >2500 >210

LOa/RP-1 282 15 >2600 >250
284 10 2560 235
285 10 2860 360

277 a 2380 175
279 0 2320 160

LO,/LR 281 0 2250 140
289 25 2900 285

.-
i"

i
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cleat for the firebail tc rise to heights of the order of a few fireball diou-

| OterD, the rise occurring with accompanying modifications of the shape of the
•. fireball, first to that resembling a sphere, and finally approaching, sh•,,ld

I'-

it continue to persist, the claracterictic toroidal geometry. Vertical motion
| is, for practical purposes, generally nonexistent at the 1,000-lb (or less)

level, while significant heights are generally attained with quantities of

25,000 lb or more. A significant rise is accompanied also by the formation

S~of a vertical and temporarily rising column, generally referred to as the stem,

i ~whioh extends from the lower region of the fireball to the ground surface.

,While this column• may be•am heateýd due to its proximity to the fireball, it•

essentially does not consist of the products of explosion, but rather of gases

and particulate matter that have been swept from regions lateral to tne initial

Velociti~es that accompany fireball growth are at first supersonic but !

• rapidly decay to subsonic levels. From film coverage of 25,000-1b tests, radial

expansions of 60 ft (about one-half maximum dimension) typically occur in about

50 msec, giving an average velocity during that time of 1200 ft/sec. While the

growth velocities thereAfter rapidly subside, randomly directed local motion !
persists throughout the duration of the fireball.

Temperatures that prevail in the fireball are typically of the order of

S ' 2,5000K (- 4,000OF), with spatial variations tending to occur particularly after

the period of fireball growth. Unlike explosions of high explosives or 'well-
mixed" propellants, there is evidence suggesting that the process of fuel-oxi-

dizer mixing and subsequent chemical reaction continues during and perhaps some-

what after fireball growth. Since the ratic of chemical reaction in, and the

Im

consequent energy emitted from, an elemental region depends on the quantities

of fuels and oxidants in the region that are in suffici.ent proximity to interact,
and since the spatial distribution of these potenttal reactdwth ant easily be

n onuniform there is no guarantee of thermodynamic equilibrium; and radiation

from any such region is therefore not necessarily governed by the Planck radia-
tion laws. With time, of course, uniformity throughout any given elemental i

6-4
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magnitude result in comparatively large spatial variations in heat flux, par-

ticularly since the radiant flux varies with the fourth power of the tempera-

ture. For an emissivity of 1, the radinut flux computed Irom the temperatures

of about 2320 and 2520 0 K at 0.5 sec in Fig. 6-2, for example, are 160 and 220

watt/cm', respectively. Similarly, temperatures of 20900 and 2320 0 K at 1.3

sec correspond to flux densities of 103 and 160 watt/cm2 . In addition tQ. spa-

tial variations in heat flux of this magnitude, temporal variations (at a sta-

tionary point) of the same magnitude can be expected to occur in small frac-

tions of a second, a3 evidenced, first, by the abrupt temperature changes in

Fig. 6-2, and more vividly through high-speed film coverage of the apparent

motion of high- or low-temperature regions a-cat the fireball.

2500 - LEFT O
---- CENTER RFGION

--- RIGHT

24u0 FIREBALL

2 REGION OF
MEASUREMENT

2200 I"

2100*

2000 ]I
S0 3 4

TIME (SE-)

Fig. 6-2. Spatial_ Variation it, Gas Temperature for Tbst 288
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radiation and its asftK&&"4, lav Sa to %sal &a setsa's radiation lolw

are applied, ino-war, tkw!ý, r,,e-!w ,,--- c .•-- ." t"• a-16rivity, an un-

Scortainty stemming primarily frcis l~oorna of the fireball constituents at a

S~given lins tant.

Heat Transfer within the Fireball

,• The transfer of vaergy to material surfaces immersed in and moving rela-I

-- tive to a "high-temperature" gas in affected through some ccnbination of the

mechanisms of radiation and forced convection. An object whose surface is ev-

erywhere convex or planar will be uniformly Irradiated, provided the mean freeI

S~photon distance, the mean distance that a rhoton travels through the fireball

I ! ~ before being absorbed, is significantly less than the distance to either the

edge of the fireball or some other object that can obstruct its irradiance.

so that for 3st circumstances there would be untilorm irradiance. Ibis is less

clear for fireballs from the LO./LH 2 propellant combination :

For the LO /RP-1 propellant combination, particulatf carbon is present in

sufficient quantities to suggest that the emissivity of a layer of the fireball

S~would approach that of carbon for a thickness that is small compared with the

S~fireball diameter. If this is assumed, along with a gas temperature of 2,500OK,

2 t2

a radiant t 215 watts/cm (190 Btu/ft -sec) is obtained.

Convective transfer from ordinary gases at these temperatures tends to be

Small compared to the radiant transfer mentioned above except as flow velocities •
approach supersonic levels. As noted previously, the velocities that accompany

the fireball growth commence at supersonic levels, but the growth approaches •
rcompletion within rens or hundreds of milliseconds. Consequently, while

convective transfer rates can be comparable to expected radiative rates during
this m s hof duration renders their ctiio.rA ton negligcble compared ie

erywhee, cnex sortpaa ilb nfrl radaepoie h enfe

with the total transfer. However, high-speed motion does not h ease with their a
completion of growth. Local and randomly directed "swirling" motion continues

6-5-,
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Heat Flux Density

All heat flux density data from thle 25,000-lb tests are presented in Figs.

2-1 through 2-28 of Section 2, Vol. 2. Included in the present section are

discussions of the results and comparisons of the data with other data. More

importantly, however, it is desirable to use the heat flux density data to ob-

tain a "conservative yet realistic" bound to the heat flux that a structure or

ob.jct immersed in the fireball can receive, and this section commences with

the presentation and discussion of this upper bound.

Two complications occur in acquiring the upper bound. First, the flux

instr-•ments are not continuously in the most severe region of the fireball,

and second, because the test design was based on blast rathe7 than thermal

considerations, there are some difficulties with regard to identifying thermal

test conditions.

Regarding the first complicstion, the fireball parameters of potential

importance to heat transfer, such as the gas temperature, are not generally

uniform throughout the fireball. This is particularly evident from film cov-

erage of the tests, and was illustrated for gas temperature specifically in

Fig. 6-2. It would be expected, therefore, that a direct flux density measure-

ment from a stationary instrument would approach or attain the maximum possiLle

value only occasionally, that is, for some times for some tests. It is an ob-

served characteristic of the m'easured flux density-time curves to exhibit

periodic "surges" or maxima, evidently reflecting the variations in the gas

parameters as the gas flows past the instrument, and statistically, some of
these maxima will be, or will approach, the highest value possiblo at that
time for the fireball in quest;ion. Provided there is a sufficiently large

number of measurements per test and a sufficie.itly large group of tests having

identical test conditions, the upper bound to the heat flux density for this

set of test conditions will be revealed by superimposing the flux density pul-

ses having the higher maxima on a single flux density-time graph; or more

specifically, a smooth curve fitted to the highest maxima of this graph will

represent an upper bound. This approach of estimating an tipper bound, or a

6-17
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thki-dout tlw duratlnn of the fireball. with veliclties, as photographically

indicated, typically ranging from 100 to 400 ft/sec. An imersed object, there-

fore, will toed no receive "surges" of convactively transuarred wiaray rt 1ev-

o1s that are not negligible compared with radian, transfer, and the object may

experience several much surges from more or less random directions. It is

again emphasized that this discussion partainE to ordinary Erases.

There Is a difference of potential importance between a gas and the so-

called fireball "gas" in that the fireball contains particulate matter, a fact

which can greatly affect energy transfer. To illustrate the possible extent of

the effect, consider a flow of high-tem-,erature gas within which are particles

that have the same temperature and velocity as the gas. On approaching an ob-

Ject, the comparatively large momentum of the particles will tend to permit

their impingement on the object, and during the time of contact, energy will be

conducted from the particles to the object. As an example, a 5 0 0 -A carbon par--

ticle at 2,5000 K has about 3 joules of internal energy that can be transferred

to a room-temperature heat sink, and if the particle is assumed to temporarily

deform on impact in such a way that a circular area of diameter equal to the

particle is in contact for 0.01 see, approximately 1 joule of energy will be

transferred from the particle. The continual bombardment from the flow of a

concentration of particles will, of course, result in a heat flux to the object,

as illustrated in Table 6-1, where the heat flux density associated with ranges

of particle size, particle concentration, and duration of contact are considered

for a velocity of 200 ft/sec.

Table 6-1

ESTIMATES OF HEAT FLUX DENSITY (in watts/cm2 ) BY PARTICLE IMPINGEMENT

DIAMETER (As)

50 250

CONCENTRATION CONCENTRATION
(particles/cm') (particles/cm

3
)

10-2 1 10i- 1

Du~rationl 0.1 0.01 1.2 0.5 50
of Contact

( 1s) 0.01 1.5 1.6 180

4 6-6
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bounding curve, has been applied, and the results obtained from it, along with
t'•.--indications of the limitations associated with the approach, are presented be-

low.

With this approach, it is essential that the data that are combined to ob-

tain an upper bound are from tests which have identical test conditions. The

discussion in the following paragraphs serves primarily to indicate how close-

ly we are able to comply with this requirement. It will be seen that a prac-

tical choice of separating the tests into thermal test condition categories is

made wit!-.out complete technical justification for the chox.;e. The discussion

commences with a brief description of test conditions.

There were variations of the propellant tesý tankage, propellant ignition

time, etc., which were introduced to c.etermine their effect on blast wave

hazards, and these will be referred to as blast wave test conditions. These

conditions may or may not influence the thermal hazard, and thus, may or may

not constitute a thermal test condition. Thire were three blast wave test con-

ditions for the 25,000-lb tests. The first is the propellR..t type, and is

specified by indicating either the LO2 /RP-1 or the LO2 /LH2 combination. A

second condition, which we will refer to as the propellant configuration, sep-

arates the tests on the basis of whether they were of the so-call,d confine-

ment-by-the-missile condition (OBM) or the confinement-by-the-ground-surface

condition (CBGS). For the CBM condition, the propellants were permitted to

mix within the propellant tankage by the abrupt creation of an opening in the

diaphraba that originally separated the two propellants. For the CBGS condi-

tion, the propellants were permitted to spill from the tankage and to spread

(and mix) along the ground surface. For each of the several tests conducted

L for each of Lhese conditions the propellants were permitted to mix for varying

lengths of time prior to their Ignition, and "ignition time" constitutes a

third condition. In order to describe a test, then, It is necessary to speci-

fy the propellant type, propellant configuration, and the ignition time. The
blast wave test conditions for each 25,000-lb test (for which there are heat
flux data) are indi-cated in Table 6-3 for reference in the discussion to

follow.

6-18
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thile It Is difficult to obtL !Iaarly realistic asswat1iom the rwst I*
of Table 6-1 suggest that er*rly transfer by r-rticle baWnrrdm nt cn not *So-
ily be ipnord. At tie outset, the assumption that the contact of 11 of the

impinging particles is temporary may be unrealistic, since the explosions aor

accompanied by a permanent deposition of particles, a case in which a greater

fraction of the inte-nal energy of a particle will be conducted to the object.

It thus becomes important whether some permanent particle adherence occurs dur-

ing the heating pulse or whether the deposition is confined to a later settling

of cooled particles.

Experimental Approach

A completely general experimental approach would require measurement of all

properties and variables of the fireball which are necessary to evaluate heat

transfer to any object, and while ideal, it is prohibitive, aside from the dif-

ficulty of evaluation, in terms of the required instrumentation. Diminishing

the scope of this approach by measuring only the most essential or dominant

variables, such as the gas temperature, introduces an uncertainty in evaluating

the heat flux density, of course, since assumptions about the fireball are re-

quired; a case in point is that of the effect of heat transfer through particle

impingement mentioned above, a case which is difficult to evaluate realistically.

However, an approximate gas temperature, a most critical variable,, can be meas-

ured remotely, which permits selecting the fireball region to be measured, and

thus enables a measurement of the highest apparent temperature region of the

fireball. This is important because an upper bound of the heat flux density is

sought. Indeed, remote gas temperature measurements of this kind have been

made throughout the program by the Sandia Corporation, using a photographic re-

cording pyrometer.

A less general though more direct approach is that oi simply measuring the

heat flux into various immersed objects, the distinct advantage being that no

assumptions regarding the fireball are required. The most serious disadvantage

of measurements of this sort within the fireball is that the instrument is not

always in the most severe environment, the environment of primary interest.

6-7
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Table 6-3

BLAST WAVE TEST CONDIT'IONS FOR VIE 25,000-LB TESTh

TEST PROPELLANT PROPELLANT IGNITION
TIME

NUMBER TYPE COMFIGURATION (sec)

275 0.51
278 CBM 0.53

LO2./RP-I
284 0.00

285 C0.46

279 CfM 0.03

288 L02/LH2 0.36
289 CBGS 0.17
a90 t0.11

Since the approach used to construct the bounding curves requires a num-

ber of individual flux--time curves for each test condition, it is desirable to I
combine all tests whose blast wave test conditions do not differ in ways that
are of importance to heat transfer. To the extent that it is practical then,

we will con' i.der the effect of blast wave test conditions on the heat flux den-

sity and on the heating duration. Commencing with the effect on heat flux,

the photo-recording pyrometer measurements viere first considered, and it was

found that the gas temperature In the fireball region where the temperature was

maximum does not, for practical purposes, depend on blast wave test conditions

other than propellant type. (The consistency of gas temperature for all condi-

tions for a given propellant was indicated in Fig. 6-1.) Gas temperature,

moreover, is expected to be the most critical parameter; that is, it will have

the greatest influence on the magnitude of the heut flux.

The test conditions of propellant configuration and ignition time can af-

fezt the flow velocity (and pattera) and so, in turn, can affect the heat flux.

For "ordinary" gases, however, est.•mates of the flux contribution from convec-

tive heat sransfox at tha uiust extreme Zlow veLocities (except during the
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early fireball growth stages) are small compared to the radiant transfer. The

possible presence of particulate matter in the ixplosive products of th[

0"•/RP-1 teats, howover, makes it mandatory that test conditions influercing
flow velocity be considered as a possible thermal test condition. Since par-

ticulate matter is present, any condition which affects either the flow veloc-

ity or particle concentration may constitute a thermal test condition. The

only practical means of attempting to establish the dependence or independence

of the heat flux on particulate concentration is through analysis of the heat

flux denalty data themselves. The assortment of test conditions that existed

for the 25,000-lb tests, as indicated in Table 6-3, is not readily amenable to

analysis, and we resort to the following method. We first compared the mean

value of the time average of each flux trace from Test 285 with the correspond-

ing mean of the combined tent data from Tests 275 and 278, where the test con-

ditions of these two test groups differ only in propellant configuration. It

was concluded that there is no reason to believe that the two mman values are

different. That is, there is no reason to believe the flux depends on propel-

lant configuration, and the probability that this analysis has failed to revral

a difference that really exists L.s tbot 0.03. Next, with the assumption that

this conclusion also applies to the L42/LH2 propellant combination, the analy-

sis of the flux data from several tests may be used to determine the effect of

propellant type on the time average of the flux. Secifically, the mean of the

time average of each flux trace from Tests 275, 278 and 285 wus compared with

the corresponding mean from Tests 288 and 289, and it is concluded that the

flux does not depena on prcpellant type, and the probability that this part, of

the analysia has failed to reverl an ex.rting difference is about 0.30. Since

the ignition time for oast 289 is substantially less than that of the other

four tests, as can be seen in Table 6-3, the analysis was also performed with

the data from Test 289 excluded, and the conclusion wau the saw . If there is

no u)gnifteant effect of propellant type on heat flux, as the analysis suggis•ts,

the prezence of particulate matter evidently has no pz.nounced effect; the flow

velocity, than, Ghoula not have a pronounced effect; and finally, there should

b- no pronounced eftect of either p,opellant configuration (which was already

Seotcladed from the crude data analysia above) or Ignition time. Regording

0-20
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flue, Sasttistical &Oftuliag of inesurWinmta mast be obtained, and several dl-
rect mos•u• nts of best flux density vex* made per test at locations distri-

buted throughout the fireball.

Two additional types of measurements were made that pertain t. nesat trans-

for withit. the fireball, in particular, the radiant flux density and the

thermocouple probe measurement, although there is a tendency to regard them as

Pecondary measuremeits with respect to the two measuremants mentioned above, in

part because of ceotain experimental uncertainties associated with these mea3-

urements. The associated inaccuracies do not necessarily exist; rather, it Is

difficult without further, and perhaps unwarranted, effort to firmly establish

that they are negligible or to determine a suitable correction. The problems

are discussed in the instrument and error analysis sections, although, in mum-

mary, it can be said that for most circumstances, the radiant flux density

errors are not expected to be excessive nor are those of the thermocouple

probe, except as they approach their melting temperature.

These two measurements are also considered secondary In that they cannot

satisfactorily accomplish by themselves the primary objectives of the thermal

• ~program; rather, they tend to support (or depreciate) the hea,. flux density and

pyrometric gas temperature measurements discussed above. It should be recog-J

nized, however, that supporting measurements are relatively important in light

of the ease with which a substantial error can occur with any one type of

measurement.

In summary, the experiiiental approach intended to accomplish the more im-

I portant objective of determining a bound to the heat flux dcnsity within the fire-

ball consists of a combination of the general and the direct approach, supple-

mented by supporting measurements.

SUMMARY OF VERMAL 1NSTRIW .NTATION

This summary of instrumentation peinits comyprrhensive zeading of the presen-

tation of results without requiring reference to the detailed description given

in Appendix C of this volume.
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The Wait flux density is measured aear *be surface of vario~us slabs loce-

ted within the fireball. It dimmnasons of the ilabo are of the order of 1.5

Inches in thickness (normal to their exposed surface) and range from I to 3

Inches laterally; over the heating duratlon, however, the slabs are thermally

representative of semi-infinite slabs, that is, they effectively occupy half

of ipace. The heat flux density 13 evaluated by measuring the temperature with

time just beneath ihe exposed surface of the slab and applying this tempera-

ture data to the computation of the heat flux density through the following re-

lation (or its equivalent):

t 8T (T)

q(t) - K' dT (6.3)

where q is the heat flux density; K' (Kpc/7I)1/2; K, p, and c ars the conduc-

tivity, density, and speci.i, heat, respectively, of the slabs; T is the slab

surface temperature; and t is time. The slab temperature is measured by means

of a thermocouple junction embedded just beneath the slab surface.

Radiant flux density is measured with a 'Gardon" type radiometer. The

energy-sensitive element of the radiometer consists of a circular metallic foil

whose circumferential edge is joined to a heat sink. Irradiance of the foil

induces a temperature differential between the center and edge of the foil that

"is proportional to the incident radiant flux density. The temperature differ-

ential is measured with a differential thermocouple whose output, then, is a

measure of radiant flux density.

Heat flux density measurements were obtained at instrument stations H, S,I and P, two each at stations H and S and give at station P, and up to four radiant

flux density measurements were obtained at station H. Station H is approximately

ft from the test pad center along gauge line A, and about 52 in. above the

Radial gauge lines designated gauge lines A, B and C are 120-deg from each
other.
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i-.ition time, a crude analysis was ... performed -..ith the data from Tests 288 and

289, which differ only in Ignition time, and it indicated that the average

heat flux does increase with increasing ignition time, in contradiction to the

conclusion above. In searching for a way to account for the contradiction, it

was noticed that the pyrometric gas temperature for Test 288 was somewhat

higher during the time of Interest than for the other LO2/LH2 tests, although

there are no pyrometric data available from Test 289 with which to make a dir-

ect comparison. If the abnormally high temperature for ¶ust 288 was the cause

oZ the influence of ignition time on average heat flux, this tends to detract

from the first conclusion above, namely, that the gas temperature is, for prac-

tical purposes, independent of these test conditions. This conflicting result

illustrates the limitations of separating the tests into distinct test condition

categories. In the case above, for purposes of e3timating upper bounds of the

heat flux, we have chosen to disregard propellant configuration and ignition

time as test conditions, although we were unable to establish a firm basis for

the choice.

In order to consider the effect of test conditions on heating duration,

the time from propellant ignit..on for the fireball to lift from the ground sur-

face was obtained from film coverage of the tests, this time being a measurc

of the potential heating duration at the location of the instrusO.s. These

durations are listed in Table 6-4. In this case, there appears to be a de-

cidedly longer duration for LO /RP-1 tests thnn for LO2 /LH 2 tests, and analysis

(using all data given) supports this. The suggestion from a comparison of

Tests 284 and 285 that duration decreases with increasing ignition time is off-

set by the opposite trend suggested by a corresponding comparison of lbsts 288

c.nd 290. (It should be noted that the durat.on of 3.4 sec. for Test 285 is

particula2-ly uncertain.) There appears to be no reasonable means to ascertain

the effect of propellant configuration. As a practical choice, propellant

type is treatee as the only test condition affecting heating duration (or heat

flux magnitude), &ad the flux data will be cobhined on this basis.

The detaila of these durations are dercribed in a later diecussion.

6-21
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Table 6-4

HEATING DURATIONS FROM THE 25,000-LB TESTS

HEATING

TYPE NUMBER DURATION

275 4.7
278 4.0
282 5.2

SL0s/RP-I 284 6.8
285 3.4

L 0 2I R P - 1 .
Avera ge4.

281 3.7

288 3.8
L02/LH9 290 3.5

IX3#/IJI23.7 .
Ave rage "

Host flux density maxima plots are presented for ILO2/RP-I and LO2/LH2

tests In Figs. 6-3 and 6-4, respectively. Each flux density "pulse" is label-

ed with the letter H, S, or P to indicate the instrument station (as designa-

ted in Appendix C) from which it was obtained, and the test number is -.'denti-

fled by the type of curve as indicated in the legerd. The numbers "I" through

"5' adjacent to the station letter "P" on Fig. 6-4 designate the instrum.ent

position at that station. Bounding curves, or curves which are estimates of

the upper bound, are also indicated in the figures.

Regarding these graphs, a high concentration of maxima near the bounding

curve tends to support the firmness of the curve, and, of course, suggests that

it would not be unusual to obtain values that approach the curve in a subse-

quent test. A reasonably large concentration near the curve is in fact re-

quired for the construction of a bounding curve to be a sensible endeavor.

This requirement is clearly satisfied for the LO2 /RP-l test coridi'tion. Examin-

ation of Fig. 6-3 indicates, for instance, that thc avaence of any meas'lrepient

woulo not require marked revision of the bounding curve, perhaps the worst

caus bving a minor modification in the 3- to 5-se- region associated uith the

in 6-22
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ground surface The tswo saab of at~tioA U are a4jac-nt sad arranged so that

the i-ou of gas along each i3 similar. Station b. Consisting of two slabs, is

locat•d 13 ft aboew- th• gi-ound surface and ass =.r to the center of the explo-

slon as practical. In Teuts 275 through 285, it was located at a ground dis-

tance of 23 ft along gauge line A, and thereafter was 32 ft from the test pad

cen r at a point approximately intersecting gauge lines A and B. Station P,

installed after Test 285, consists of a series of five instrumented slabs

(designated as being at positions ''1 through "5") dirtributed at 60-deg inter-

vals along the circumference of a 12-1i1,.-dlameter, vertically oriented pipe.

The station is 11 ft above the ground surface and is part o'f the support struc-

ture of station S.

The primary gas temperature measurement was obtained from a photographic

recording pyrometer. This measurement technique consists of matching, over a

portion of the visible spectrum, the intensity of an image of a region of the

fireball with the intensity of a similar image of one of several tungsten fila-

ments, each oi which is at a known and preset temperature. Since the intensity

from the tungsten in the optical spectrum approximates that of a blackbody, the

measured fireball temperature is near the blackbody equivalent telapercture. It

was the policy to measure the fireball region having the highest intensity ox

temperature. The pyrometer was located about 450 ft from the test pad along

gauge line A.

The secondary gas temperature measurement was obtained with a thermocouple

probe, which consists of a metallically sheathed thermocouple junction, with the

thermoccuple leids insulated from the sheath except at the junction. Onc or

nore thermocouple probes per test were mounted on the Sandia instrument station,

located 13 ft above the ground surface about 30 ft from the test pad center at

a point approximately intersecting gauge lines A and C.

Radiant flux density was also measured at locations external to the fire-

ball by means of the Gardon-type radiometer described above. Generally, three

radiometers were used per test, two at the same distance (335 ft) from ground

zero along radial gauge lines (A and B) 120 deg from each other, with the third

6-10
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more remotely loc~ated (60U) ft) alor.g gauge line A. These distance* are such I
that with the existing fleld-ol--vi~w of the instruments, radiant energy orig-

inating In any region of the fireball prior to It*s rise in not restricted fsom

falling incident on the sensitive foi; of the In~trument.

PRESENTATION OF RESULTS

Genural Organization

Results of the primary measuremants of slab heat flux density and pyro-

* metric gas temperature are presented first. This commences with a graphical

summary of the pyrometric temperature that shows the range and mean value of

* the measurements for each propellanit type (L,02 /RP-l and L0)2 /L1 2 ) for the

25, OO0-lb tests. (No Titan I data are currently available.) In addition, a

graph is presented which indicates the spatial, variation of temperature over

the fireball from a single test.

The results of the heat flux density i.-easurements fkre presented next, in-

cluding curves which represent the upper bound of this paramneter (bounding

curves) and curves which represent values of this parameter that are sul table

to anticipated applications (recommended curves). Indications of the basi~s and

limitations of both the bounding and recommended cairves are al.,o given. The

cox-respondence between the heat flux density measurements and the pyrometric

gas temperature measurements is given next by conipari~ig the radiant flux den-

sity computed from the gas temperature measurements wiý'h the heat flux density

measurements.

The secondary measurements from the 25,000-lb tests are then conside',ed.

commencing with illustrations of the degree that the radiant f-un-density

measurements within the fireball support the primary measurements (the corre-

sponding measurements for the Titan I test were unsuccessful). This is followed

by similar illustrations of support from the temperature measuiiments obtained

from the thermocouple probes (no equivalent Titan I data are currently avail-

able).
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elimination of the pulse labeled "284H.11 For the L0 2 /LH 2 plots, the distribu-

tion of maxims does not as firmly support the position of the curve. It can

be seen on Fig. 6-4 that the elimination of the particular pulse labeled "288S,"
for example, would result inl a substantial modification of the curve and would

reduce the associated accumulative flux by approximately 10 percent. With the

statistical sampling at this limited level, it is not clear if this particular

measurement is unusunl or reasonably typical, and the position of the bounding

curve is evidently somewhat less certain than the previous L0 2/RP-1 case. It

would be expected that the addition of further measurements would more substan-

tially alter the LCO/LH2 curve than that of the L02 /RP-1. The LO2 /LH 2 curve

is included, however, since it represents the best (and evidently a reasonable)

approximation to the bound for this test condition that can be made with the

available data.

As noted above, the flux density associated with the bounding curves is

indicative of the energy that an immersed object can receive and is, for most

applications, a reasonably conservative condition to impose, both in terms of

the magnitudes and, particularly, in terms of the length of time that such

magnitudes would be sustained. No object tested, for instance, received a

cumulative flux density in excess of 60 percent of that ascociated with the

bounding curve. Since the bounding curve is evidently somewhat conservative,

it is desirable both to investigate the degree of conservatism, and io provide

a curve which is more suitable to anticipated applications. Both of these re-

quire statistical investigations and several associated points should be em-
phasized. The first is, simply, that the quantity of data is sufficiently lim-

ited that the analysis will provide only a reasonable approximation to the nu-

mericel resulta. Secondly, as noted above, an assumption has been made with

regard to what constitutes a test condition, so that some of the data scatter
is probahly attributable to unrecognized test conditions. Finally, it is not

clear how extensive would be the variation of heat transfer with test condition

outside the range that has been tested; for instance, failures leading to more

thoroughly mixed propellants at iguition may, In turn, lead to somewhat higher

temperatures and heat transfer rates. Thus, the restricted range of test con-

ditions over which these data were obtained should be considered in any appli-

cation.

6-25
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The conservatism of the bounding curve is illustrated in Table 6-5, which

lists the ratio of the energy accumulated in 5.4 sec at each instrument station

to that of the bounding curve for the same time, the latter being 590 and 420

watt-sec-cm2 for the L02/PP-1 and L02/LH2 curves, respectively. Alao included

in the table are the magnitudes of the cumulative flux density for 5.4 sec.

The measured cumulative flux density can be seen to range from 9 to 60 percent
of that associated with the bevnding curve. If one assumes that the measured

values conform to a Gaussian distribution, the probability of obtaining, for

instance, 75 percent of the cumulative bounding flux is 0.02 and 0.002 for

L0 2 /RP-I and L0 2 /LH 2 , respoctively, and the corresponding figures for 65 per-

cent are 0.07 and 0.02.

In obtaining a curvc which is more suitable to application (than the bound-

itag curve), a difficulty arises in that a recommended curve depends on the

particular applicatton (e.g., on the degree of conservatism the application

calls for, on the materials and geometry that the structure whose response to

the environment is desired, and so on). It is not possible then to provide a

curve that is applicable to all s$ituations, and one is given which is suitable

to many anticipated applications. The criteria upon which this curve, here-

after referred to as the recommended curve, is based are disicussed below. I
The first criterion is that the cumulative flux density associated with

the recommended curve, that is, the area under the recommended flux density-

time plot, is auch that the probability of exceedi:,g this cumulative flux den-

sity is 0.01. With this criterion, analysis of the cumulative flux distribu-

tions in Table 6-5 (again assuming a Gaussian distribution) indicates that the

cumulative flux densities of the recommended curve are approximately 450 and

300 watt-sec/em2 for LCý/RP-l and LO /LF , respectively.

Several difficulties arise when consideration is subsequently given to

time distributions of flux density which are appropriate and consistent wl.th

these cumulative flux values. It is typical for the measured flux density

surges to approach and temporarily remain near the bounding curve and for the

heating activity during the U.ime periods separating these surges to be compara-

tively moderate or negligikble. (This is perhaps uost easily observed by

6-26
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Table 6-5

CUMULATIVE FLUX. DENSITY FOn 25,000W=LB JSTS

INSTRUMENT STAEIQN _,

H S p

PROPELLANT TEST

TYPE NO. CUMULATIVE FRACTION CUMULATIVE PRACIION CUMULATIVE FRACTION I
FLUX OF FLUX OF FLUX OF

(watt- BOUNDIAG (watt- BOVNbING (watt- BOUNDING
sec/c"n

2
) CURVE sec/cm

2
) C.RVE sec/cm

2
) CURVE

,275 249 0.44 334 0.60 - '

278 165 0129 280 03 s0 -
- o2/flP-1 '"___ ~

_ 284 304 0.54 p* 0-47-

2U5 49 0.09 140 0,25 f '

279 89 0.20 163 0-37 - -

288 234 0.53 259 0-58 242 0.54
TA2 L 2 "'

289 135 0.30 145 033 116 0.26

290 98* 0.22* 139 O 1 177 0.40

f I
I .

The cumulative flux values for Station S, Test 284 and for Station H, Test

290 are to a time of 2.8 and 2.6 sec, respectively., and these two values
were not used in the analyses.

6.
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I scanning the individuul flux-data curves in Figs. 2-1 through 2-28 given in

Section 2, Vol. 2.) This suggests that the recommended curves should 4e super-

imposed on the corresponding bounding curves and that the reduced cunulative

flux values of 450 and 300 watt-sec/cms be obtained by imposing flux voids (or

more moderate flux values) over one or more time periods, and the remaining

question, in that case, wo, ld be in regard to a suitable selection of voids

and theiz distribution. No evident pattern in this distrtbution is suggested

by examination of the individual flux-time messurements. However, it it not

uncommon for the flux to remain uninterruptedly near the bounding curve for

large fractions of the heating duration. This is illustrated by the example

data presented in Figs. 6-5 and 6-6. The flux shown in Fig. 6-5 from Test 288,

for instance. remains nvar the bounding curve from about 1 to 2.5 sec, and

simiiarly for Test 284 on Fig. 6-6 from about 2.5 to 5.5 sec.. It Is important

to recognize that most of the energy transfer for these examples is associated

with a single pulse, that the flux during these pulses is near the bounding

curve, and that this is evidently not a rare event. This coupled with the

factors previously mentioned suggests that the recommended curves should be as

follows: That they should uninterruptedly superimpose the bounding curves and

that their cumulative flux density should be reduced from that of the bounding

curves to approximately 450 and 300 watt-sec/cm2 for LO /RP-1 and LO /LH , re-

spectively. Recommended curves as such are presented in Figs. 6-7 and 6-8,

where the deletion of the cumulative flux density from that of the bounding

curve is conservatively located at the late end of the heating period.

For some applications, the recommended curves may be slightly conserva-

tive, and the stringency may be reduced, for instance, by modifying from 0.0i

the probability of exceeding the cumulative flux-density. Other possible means

mo., be justified and suitable under given circumstances, as described in the

following example. For purposes of illustration, the measured flux density

for Test 275 is given in Fig. 6-9, and it can be seen that the flux is near

the bounding curve from about 0.5 to 3 see, although there is periodic but

short-lived relief in the flux level during this time (at about 0.8, 1.75, and

2.1 sec). Intermittent relief such as this can significantly affect the re-

sponse of some structures, and such flux density-time patterns are not uncommon.
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Fig. 6-6. Heatt Flux Dens~ity at Station H from Test 288
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Fig. 6-7. Bounding and Recommended Heat Flux Density Curves for
25,000-lb LOVRP-1 Testa
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Fig. 6-8. Bounding and Recom enad Heat Flux Density Curves for
25,000-lb L02/I 2 Tests
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This relief, for instance, can afford an opportunity for energy to be conducted

through the structure from high- to low-temperature regions, thus reducing the

maximum temperature that the high-temperature regions of concern will sustain

compared with that for an uninterrupted heat pulse having the same energy. If,

in applying the recommended curve, the structural response is found to reach,

but not greatly exceed, damaging proportions, one may be justified in introduc-

ing an appropriate region of reduced flux. Justification of such a modifica-

tion would, of course, require atatistical analysis of the durations, magni.-

tudes and time distributions of the energy pulses, and such an analysis is r.oi

given here.

% 1 TEST NO 275

S•STATION 5_

B% eLACK

--- POL-ISHIED

A in SOUNDING CURVE

M I

MU

1

Fig. 6-9. Heat Flux Density at Station S from Test 273

Information computed from the pyrometric gas temperature measurements are

included on Figo. 6-7 and 6-8 in order that the rather important comparison
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can be made between these weasurenInts and the bounding curve. It has been

pre-iously mentioned that the gas temperature measurements are of the fireball

region having the highest apparent temperature. It has also been implied above

that the bonuding flux curve approaches the flux that would be sustained in the

region(s) of highest temperature. Thus, t•sre should be a correspondence be-
tween (not necessarily an equality of) th.e bounding flux curve and the flux

implied by the gas temperature measurement. lb this end, the radiant flux den-

sity values were computed from ;he gas temperature (on the assumption of a con-

servLtive emissivity of unity) aad the results plotted (X's) on Figs. 6-7 and

6-8. The correspondence is reuarkablo. Consider first the IOjLH2 case in

Fig. 6-8. During the early fireball stages, when the gas flow velocities can

be sufficient for significant convective transfer to occur, it is reasonable

to expect that the total heat flux measurements will exceed the remote measure-

ment Implications, sinna the latter account for radiative transfer alone, and

Fig. 6-8 is compatiblr with this notion. As the more extreme velocities

subside, it is roasonable to expect that the two curves will converge, with the

radtative mode of energy trap-efer predominnting; and the curve3 are also con-

sistent with this supposition, at least to approximately 2.5 sec, where the

two values commence to diverge, the ipyrometric" flux thereafter exceeding the

directly masured values. This divergence is accounted for through film cav-

erage of these tests, In particular, it is at this time that the fireball

lifts from the ground surface or from the diren.t heat flux instruments. For

the LO2 /Rlr-I data given in Fig. 6-7, the pyrometric gas temperature measure-

menca are restricted to about 2 sec so that a cemparison is only possible dur-

ing this time. It can be eeen thaz the rasults are consistent with expecta-

tions in the same manner as described for the LO.WLH 2 case.

The results of this comparison are rather significant in that two totally

indepandevit means of evaluating heat transfer indicate similar magnitudes in

the region where a similarity should exist. Moreover, in other regions, the
comparative magni udes of the two measurements are qualitatively correct.

Th's %,pparent difference in duration was discussed above in the section "Gas
Temperature from the Photo-Recording Pyrometer."
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A common feature of the heat flux data that is not Indicated either in the i

data figures presented in this section or In those presented In Section 2 of

Vol. 2 is the presence of a uomparatively high-mgnitude but very short-lived

pulse at the beginning of the heating period. When this pulse occurs, it com-

mences with a magnitude in the vicinity of 400 watts/cm2 and decays to below

200 watts/cm2 within, for the 25,000-lb tests, about 20 msec. It can be re-

called that pulses of the same magnitude and duration were inftrred from the

pyrometric gas temperature measurements. The pulse was present in the heat

flux measurements for Tests 278, 285, and 288, for the pyrometric measurements,

it was present for Tests 275, 278, 282, 284, 285, and 288. A more detailed

comparison will not be made for the following reason. In computing the heat

flux from the slab temperature data, two comparatively large errors occur in

the first few computational time intervals (that in, over the first 10 or 20

msec), and these errors become increasingly large as the time approaches the

first (or earliest) computational interval. One of the errors is systematic

and correctable, but a substantial effort is required. Since the pulse is of

such small duration, the effort appeared to be clearly unjustified. It should

be noted that the pulse was also present In the heat flux data from the Titan

I Test, although its duration was approximately 50 msec.

One further characteristic of the heat flux density data should be men-

tioned. The flux density data from instrument stations S and H given in Sec-

tion 2 of Volume 2 are presented in pairs, one pnir for each station, corres-

ponding to the adjacent slab pairs of those stations. Usually the exposed ,k
' ~surface of one of each pair was coated with a black deposit, and the companion •

slab was either coated with a "white" deposit or the surface was polished.

The comparative data trends for these companion slabs with dissimilar radia-

tion absorption properties (as given approximately in Appendix C) are as fol-

lows, For the LO2/LH 2 data, the ratios of the energy of the black slab to that

of tLe white range from just o'•er 1 to about 1.5, with the ratio for a given

slab pair remaining approximately the same throughout the heating duration.

For the L02/,lP-2 tests, the data trends are somewhat different, with two pat-

terns appearing. For some cases, the energy into each slab is essentially the

same, while for others, the energy inito the black slab Is initially substantially
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larger thin that into the white, but they become equal by about 1.5 sec. (See,

j for example, the data at Station S for Tast 275 on Fig. 6-9 above and Test 284

on Fig. 2-6 of Section 2, Vol. 2.) This combination of data trends for both

propellant tyesa suggests that modification of the radiation-abeorbing proper-

ties of the slabs for LO/RP-1 tests through deposition of particulate carbon

- always found in posttest examination and at thicknesses ranging to about

0.03 or 0.04 in. - occurs during the heating duration, and the deposition is,

in some instances, immediate. It appears advisable, therefore, to use radia-

tion absorptance values near unity for structurai surfaces immersed in L02 /RP-1

fireballs regardless of their initial value.

One of the primary reasons for the installation of instrument Station P

(heat flux density measurements at locations distributed around the circiimfer-

ence of a vertically oriented cylinder) was to reveal any consistent, signifi-

cant differences in the heat transfer at different locations on the surface of

an immersed object, with particular reference to the orientation and location

of the instrument with respect to the gas flow direction of the initially ex-

panding fireball. Data were obtained at this station from throe 25,000-lb

tests, and no marked trends with respect to instrument location were obtained.

(Individual neat flux density records from these tests for this station are

given in Figs. 2-15 through 2-17, 2-20 through 2-22, and 2-26 through 2-28 of

S~Sectioni 2, Vol. 2, for Tests 288, 289, and 290, respectively.)

Radiant Flux Density within the Fireball

Radiometer data within the fireball are presented in Figs. 6-10 through

6-12 for the 25,000-lb tests. (No equivalent Titan data were obtained.) These

d..ca are presented primarily to indicate the degree that they support the to-

tal heat flux density and gas temperature measurements above; and since the
S~radiometers were always mounted near a slab heat-flux meter, as described in

Appendix C, the radiant flux data are plotted with the heat flux curve that is

evaluated from the adjacent black-coated slab.

The variation among the radiometer data is somewhat larger than is desir-

able, although some of the scatter can be attributed to the difference in time
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I •..TEST •48
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Fig. 6-10. Total and Radiant Flux Density for Teat 284
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Fig. 6-11. Total and Radiant Flux Denaity for Test 289
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t
response of the various instruments. For instance, during the sharp pulses that

uccur within the first second for Tests 284 and 289, the more rapidly respon-

ding radiometers at Positions B and H more nearly follow the total flux. Large

differences among the radiometer data were also obtained for Test 284, for in-

stance, from about ..5 to 4.5 sec, but this difference is not attributable to

instrument response. Test 284 was a L02 /RP-1 test (the only 25,000-lb LO/RP-1

test for which radiometer data within the fireball were obtained), which re-

quires purging of the radiometer windows to prevent deposition of the products

of the explosion. Posttest examination indicated a clean window at Position E

and partially coated windows at Positions B and C, and thin appears to account

for the differences. 7he flux for Position B is significantly low throughout

this time and, along with the flux from C, does net respond between 3.5 and 4

sec to thb energy transfer that is indicated both by the radiometer at Position

E and by the total flux measurement.

TEST 273
TOTAL HEIAT FLUX DENSITY

RADIANT FLUX DENSITY
POSITION INSTRUMENT WINDOW

TYPE MATERIAL

C__ SANDIA QUARTZ

,..'... ...... . R U-I QUARTZ" .

I ! . i

Fig. 6-12. 'btal and Radiant Flux Density for Test 279
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In comparing the radiant with the total flux density, several factors

should be considered. First, a correction factor has been applied to the ra-

diometer data to account for energy losses by absorption within and reflection

at the surfaces of the windows, and, as indicated in Appendix C, the correction

is based on a fireball at about 22000 K. Thus, only during times when there

are indications of comparatively high-level energy transfer corresponding to

such gas temperatures is tLe estimated correction applicable. For lower tem-

peratures, the radiant flux density measurement will tend to be lower than the

actual flux density. In addition, due to the comparatively slow response of

the radiometers, the radiometer data are not expected to closely follow the to-

tal flux for "sharp" energy pulses, such as those during the early times of the

three tests given in Figs. 6-10 through 6-12. Circumstances in which a rea-

sonable comparison can be made are found between 2.5 and 4 sec for Test 284.

In light of a relatively small convective component that should exist, the ra-

diometer data, to the extent that their accuracy permits, clearly support or

lend confidence to the total flux measurements.

Temperature of Thermocouple Probes

Measurements of gas temperature as indicated by thermocouple probes at

one or two locations within the fireball were obtained by the Sandia Corpora- J
tion throughout the program. The two measurements from Test 288 are given in

Fig. 6-13, and example dat, from a few other tests are given in Section 2 of

Volume 2.

The data of Fig. 6-13 may be compared with the gas temperatures for Test
288 from the remote photo-record pyrometer given in FLg. 6-8. The peak

values of the thermocouple temperatures are somewhat higher than the pyromet- t
ric temperatures. However, an error is not implied by this difference in takip-

eratures; since tne pyrometer measures a blackbody equivalent temperature and

the thermocouple probe, with some reservation regarding its accuracy, measures

the true gas temperature, the pyrometric temperature will depending on the I
fireball emissivity, tend to be lower than, but at most equal to, the thermo-

couple temperature. Due to the uncertainty in the fireball emissivity, exact-

ing comparison between the measurements ip not possible.
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A crude comparison can also be made between the thermocouple data and the

heat flux density data. For example, the thermocouple temperature in Fig. 6-13

can be compared to the heat flux density for the same test (Test 288) in Fig.

6-5 (pg. 6-29). A similarity can be seen first with regard to the presence of

first and second "peaks" at simailar times. However, the radiant flux densi-

ties computed from the thermocouple temperature values (for an emissivity of 1)

for both data traces are 380 and 250 watts/cm2 for the first peaks and 250 and

280 watts/cm2 for the second peaks, and. this is substantially higher than the

measured heat flux density at corresponding times in Fig. 6-5, which are in the

vicinity of 200 and 150 watts/cm, for the first and second peak, respectively.

In this case, the direct heat flux density measure.ents should be equal to or

higher than the flux computed from the pyrometric temperatures for any possible

emissivity; thus the thermocouple probe measurements do not support the direct

heat flux measurements.

Heat Flux at "Large" Propellant Weight Levels

Heat flux data from explosions of propellant quantities in excess of

25,000-lb are available from only a single test - the Titan I Test involving

approximately 100,000-lb of the L0 2 /RP-1 propellant combination - and reliable

scaling relationships from which the bounding and recommended curves may be
extended from the 25,000-lb level cannot therefore be obtained on the basis of

heat flux data. Scaling relationships are described in the following paragraphs

for curves that are instead based on fireball temperature data obtained from

the photo-recording pyrometer measurements and on heating duration data obtained

from film coverige. This is followed by a comparison between the bounding

curve scaled to the 100,000-lb level and the heat flux data fronm the Titan I

Test.

Scaling of Bounding and Recommended Curves

Fireball temperature measurements from the photo-recording pyrometer are

available from more than 200 propellant tests, which range in propellant weight

from 200 to 25,000 lb. (Only a summary of the 25,000-lb data is presented in

this report.) It is found that the fireball temperature, for practical
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purposes, is invariant with propellant weight over this weight range. The

weights of Interest extend well above this range, however, and in the ab-

sence of experimental data on weights of interest or of suitable analytical

relationships betweev temperature and weight, it is assumed that temperature

remains invariant with weight. The uncertainty of this assumption in regard

to weighta of the order of a million pounds is clearly greater than is desir-

able. The assumption ia, however, not entirely without support; the rough in-

dications of temperature derived from the fireball "color" on the film cover-

age of comparatively large explosions suggests that the assumption is not

grojsly unrealistic.

In considering the effect of a temperature Invariance on heat flux, it was

seen in Figs. 6-7 and 6-8 that the bounding curve and radiant flux computed

from the pyrometric gas temperature measurements were similar except at early

times. An emissivity of 1 was used in this computation, which should be a

close approximation at least for the fireballs from L0 2 /RP-1 explosions. The

transfer of energy was therefore almost entirely through radiant transfer; and

since the radiant transfer depends on the fireball temperature, the magnitude
Gf the heat flux density should also be invariant with propellant weight.

The scaling relationships for the heating duration are based primarily on

film coverage of tests that range to 100,000 lb of propellant,. The heating

duration aw observed in the films is defined as the time from ignition for the

fireball to rise froE the ground surface, and this duration is nearly identi-
cal with the potential he, ring duration. of the he-at flux instruments. The
heating duration of a structure, of cour&'e, may easily be smaller because of

its ej(ction from the fireball. While it may also be larger, it I.s difficult

to hypothesize a set of circumstances which would cause a structure to follow

the motion of the fireball. A heating duration given as the time to fireball

"itlift-off" is chosen because it is the longest that a structure is likely to

experience.

It is found experimentally that for explosions of 200-lb quantities of

propellmnt, the firebel temperature subsides before appreciable rising motion
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occurs, and the heating duration is thus synonymous with the fireball duration.

For quantities of 25,000 lb and more, the fireball will rise substantially,
and it appears that the ratio of the ho--ting durationa to the fireball duration

may be some decreasing function of propellant weight. Since the bounding and

recommended curves are based on 25,000-lb heat flux measurements and since

most applications are for propellant quantities in excess of 25,000 lb, it is

of particular interest to determine the dependence of heating duration on pro-

pellant weight for these larger quantities. Heating durations obtained from

all the large-scale-test film available are given in Table 6-6, along with the

fireball durations an.d the ratios of these two duratione. In addition, estim-

ates of heating durations from the heat flux messarementa are included for

data traces for the cases in which the duration can be readily identified.

These latter durations, which are included to indicate the extent to which they

support the film data, should be somewhat less than or equal to the heating

durations derived from the film.

There are t o uncertainties associated with the magnitudes of the heating

duration that have been obtained from the film. First, events such as the

fireball lift-off are not always distinct and are subject to interpretation.

For tests where it is appropriate, therefore, qualifying remarks will be made.

For instance, for several tests, and particularly for Tests 277, 281, and 284,

a substantial region of burning remained near the ground after the original
fireball lifted from ground surface. Lift-off time for these cases, however,
was taken to be the time that the original fireball lifted from the ground sur-

face because the remaining region of burning was much less extensive than the

original fireball, e.g., this region did not include the instruments. The

fireball for Test 285 was particularly lacking in definition, and the lift-off
time is especially uncertain. Regarding the second uncertainty, while accu-

rate timing marks were superimposed on the test film, for very few cases were

useful indications provided on films that were otherwise useful for evaluating i
the lift-off time. It was consequently necessary to evaluate most of the times

on tile basis of frame rate settings of the cameras, and this results in a larger

error than is desirable. It was observed that the scatter tended to increase

as the frame rate increased. Consequently the data were obtained from the
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films with the slowest rates (usually 64 frames per second). Nevertheless, the

standard deviation aseociated with the lift-off times (and total fireball dur-

ations), which are listed in Table 6-6, are probably of the order, of 20 per-

cent.

Consideration of the heating durations in Table 6-6 suggests that the

heating duration does not increase as raptuly with weight as does the fireball

duration, i.e., does not scale to the one-third power. With the one-third

power law, the average heating duration of 4.9 seconds for L0 2 /RP-1 at 25,000-

lb would result in a heating duration of 7.8 seconds at 100,000-lb, while a

value of 6.7 seconds was obtained for the Titan I Test. Similarly for L02 /LH 2 ,

a heating duration of 4.5 seconds was obtained for the Saturn IV Test, while a

value of 5.7 seconds would be expected at 92,000-lb ror an average of 3.7 sec-

onds at 25,000-lb.

Consider next the ratios of the heating durations to the fireball dura-

tions given in Table 6-6. The errors that are contained in the durations which

are due to the uncertainties in film speed mentioned above are not contained

in these ratios. Once again, the evidence indicates that the heating duration

has a somewhat weaker dependence on propellant weight than the fireball dura-

tion. For instance, the average ratio from the 25,000-lb L0 2 /RP-1 tests is

0.85, while the ratio lies between 0.82 and 0.56 for the Titan I Test. Simi-

larly for W 2 /LH 2 , the average ratio for the 25,000-lb tests is 0.39, while
&or the Saturn IV 'rest, the rtio is 0.28. Since it was established in Ref.

6-2 that the fireball duration increases with the cube root of propellant

wea1 ht, ratios which decrease with weight suggest a weaker dependence of heat-

• duration on weight.

The conservative assumption that the heating duration increases with the

cu -oot of the propellant weight for weights in excess of 25,000-lb is rec-

o••anded even though the film data suggest a somewhat weaker dependence. The

data are clearly too few and uncertain to recommend the reduction of durations

from this rule at comparatively large propellant weights.
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Table 6-6

MASUrED MEATING DURATIONS

FROM FILM COVERAGE
FLUX DENSITI

RATIO OF HEATING DURATIONS
PROIPELANT TEST HEATING FIREBALL HEATING I(sez) FOR STATION

DURATION DURATION DURATION
TO-(sec) (sec) T

FIREBALL H S P

DURATION

275 4.7 5.7 0.82 4 4.5 -

279 4.0 4.5 0.89 - 4.5 -

282 5.2 6.1 0.85 - - -

284 6.8 7.6 0.90 5.5 - -LA)/R.-1
285 3.4 4.8 0.71 .. .

25,000-lb 4.8 5.7 O.8S -

Average

Titan I 6.7 8.2(12) 0.82(0.56) -
281 3.7 9.5 0.39 - - -

288 3.8 11.7 0.33 3 3 3
L'02 /L 290 3.5 6.7 0.52 - 3.5 3.5

25,000-lb 3.7 9,3 0.41 - - -

Average

Saturn IVi 4.5 16 0.28 - -

There is some difficulty obtaining a distinct fireball duration for the
Titan I Test. It may be as short as 8.2 sec, but probably extends to about
12 sec.

SAbout 92,000 lb of LO2/L,2 were involved In the Saturn IV Test.
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In summary, it has been assumed that the heat flux magnitudes will rem&a1I
"invariant with propellant weight, while the heating duration will increase wit

the cube root of propellant weight. In order to obtain a bounding or recom-

sendad curve at a scale in excess of 25,000 ib, that the curves given in

k1gs. a-7 or 6-8 be used, with the times in these figures multiplieu by

(W/2->,000)1/3, where W is the propellant weight of interest in pounds.

In the section that follows, the heat flux dat- -- m the Titan I test %re

compared tv the bounding curve scaled to the 101,000-lb level, applying the

above scaling rule.

Titan i Data

The insatruiente and "heir locations for the Titan I test, with one excep-

tion, vare the .,ame as for the 25,000-lb test series. The only modification

was 4. repl;c xvrt of copper slabs by iron slabs at Positions 1 and 5 of in-

stj-ume., Station P. In anticipation of the relatively long durations of this

test, some of Utte coppor slabs were replaced by iron slabs to avoid an error

tk.ý.t would be encountered toward the end of the heating pulse if 1.4-in.thick

copper slabs were used. The flux curves from the copper slabs will gradually

become larger than the correct value. It should also be noted that the thermo-

couple junction depth for the iron slabs is comparatively small (0.0002 in.

compared with 0.005 in. for copper), with the consequence that slab tempera-

ture data and heat flux data will tend to be more erratic since the thermo-

couple junction can more readily sense minor and comparatively short-lived

heating activity.

The heat flux density data are given in Figs. 6-14 through 6-16. Two of

the data curves from Station P (Fig. 6-16) have somewhat larger-than-ordinary

errors over certain time regions due to noise in the corresponding temperature

records, and the details of these errors are noted in the data presentation

section (Section 2, Vol. 2).

Included on Figs. 6-14 through 6-16 are scaled versions of the "boundi.g

curve" that was given for the 25,000-lb LW2 /RP-1 test series in Fig. 6-3, ap-

plying the scaling rule described in the previous section.
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Fig. 6-16. Heat Flux Density at Station P for the Titan Wbst

Although the data from a single test can not validate the scaling that has

been applied, it can be seen that the flux data are clearly not inconsistent

with the scaled curve.

The cumulative or time-integrated flux to 8 sec for each flux curve is

listed in Table 6-7, along with the ratio Gf each to the time-integrated flux

of the scaled bounding curve, the latter being approximktely 1075 watt-sec/

c rot.

The ratios of the measured accumulative flux density to that of the bound-
ing curve are similar to those obtained throughout the 25,000-1b LO2/RP-1

tests (Table 6-5). There is a similarity also between the ratios of cumula-

tive flux density from black-coated slabs to thoa of white-coated slabs, sug-

gesting again that there is a rapid deposition of explosive products. The ac-

tual deposit was not as thick as had been obtained for the 25,000-lb tost, al-

though it wab sufficiently thick to be opaque both ou upper horizontal sur-

faces, and on side (vertical) and face-down surfaceb.
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Toble 6-7

CUMULATIVE FLUX DENSITY FRlM THE TITAN I TEST

CUMULATIVE FRACTION OF
STA N MATERIAL CATING (watt-aec/cm2) BOUNDING CURVE

Fe Black 416 0.35

Cu Blark 588' 0.502
Fe W -te 390 0.33

Cu Black 5352 0.452

S Cu Black 5552 0.472

SS Black 418 0.36
SS White 371 0.32

1. SS refers to Stainless Steel 309,I 2. Cumulative Flux Value slightly larger than correct value.

Radiant Flux Density Outside the Fireball

255,00G.-lb and Titan Tsts

Summary plots of radiant flux measurements at locations outside of the

firebal] are presented in Figs. 6-17 and 6-18 for the 25,000-lb LO2 /RP-1 and

SLO/LH2 tests, respectively. Information presented in these plots is limited

to a curve representing the data mean for all tests (the measurements from
S~each test rather than each measurement being weighted equally) along with an

indication of the data range (shaded area). Other than adding a few qualify-

Ing remarks, tho Presentation of Results subsection does not consider these

data in any g;rater detail than is found In the summary plotm. However, all
if the azailablo data (from both the 25,000-lb and Titan tests) are presented

in Section 2 of Vol. 2 in order that the data may be examined in greater

detail.
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Fig. 6-17. Summary Plots of Radiant Flux Density Outside the Fireball
for the 25,000-lb WL/RP-1 Tests
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Generally, three r.adlometers were used' .er t4st, two at 335 ft from ground

:iero along radial gauje lries 120 deg from ea•ih other (gauge lines A and B),

with the third at 600, ft from. ground zero along one of these gauge lines (along

gauge line A). For only two ltsts, however, were satisfactory data acquired

from both radiometers at 33, 1,;. aior one of these two tests. Test 278, the

flux at 335 ft along gauge li:s,•l B rose during the later stages of the heating

pulse to a value sigi-itxcantly larger than that from the corresponding 335-ft

gauge line A station, as seen in Fig. 6-19. Photographic coverage indicates

that the fireball drifted toward the gauge line B station, thereby accountiag

for the inflated value. Gauge line B data from this test were consequently

not used in the construction of the summary plot of Fig. 6-17. The data from

gauge Ine A, even though somewhat deflated for the same reason, were used,

however, since their deflation will tend to be less pronounced. This compara-

tively extreme example has been mentioned primarily to illust,-ate the "coarse

nature's of these data, because such physical occurences, but ri lesser degree,

were present in the other tests. Moreover, these measurements are comparative-

ly irAccurate, ranging, it is estimated, between 10 and 20 percent, depending

on ths quality of a given raw data trace; and as fireball temperatures subside,

these errors tend to increase due to energy absorption within the radiometer

window.

One further qualification of the data should be noted. The "field of

view" of the external radiometers is inherently restricted to 90 deg (45 deg
in any direction from the instrument line of siight"), and the instruments are

directed approximately 10 deg above the horizontal. It is thus possible for

the fireball to rise sufficiently to escape vlr.w of the radiometers, first

from those at 335 ft autd later at 600 ft, before its temperature or radiant

output has entirely subsided. This occurred noticeably for Test 288, as can

be seen by comparing the 335 and 600 ft gauge line A flux traces in Fig. 6-20.

During the early stages, the flux at 600 ft should be, and i, to the first ap-

proximation, one-third of that at 335 ft, while at iater stages this ratio

changes, and eventually the flux is greater from the 600-ft instrument. While

this has not occurred while any significant flux levels persisted it cannot be

concluded that the amP ted energy from the fireball has subsided, since much
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of the decrease at the Instrument is due to increase in distance between the

fireball and the instrument produced by the elevation of the fireball. Thus

fit-eball durations are not accurately reflected in the flux-time curves. It

1" of interest, however, to compare the duration for 25,000 lb as given by

Eq. (6.2), which is aprcximately 6 sec, with the eomewhat larger durations

suggested by Figs. 6-17 and 6-18, the latter averaging approximately 7 and 11

sec for LOjRP-1 and L02 /LH2 , resrectively. While the difference in duration I
for LO2 /LH 2 is nearly a fActor of vwo, it will be recalled that the estimated

gtandard error of Eq. (6.2) Is 34 percent.

TEST 278

o I STA CE GAG

UI) LNE

.- 335 A

TIME (SEC)

Fig. 6-19. Radiant Flux Density Outside the Fireball from Te~st 2781

.adiunt flux density at the 600-ft station for the Titan test is given in

Fig. 6-21. The fireball dimensions and their uncertainty prevented interpre-

tation of the radiometer da~.a at the 335-ft stations; the fireball expanded
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I TEST 288

4 DISIANCE GAUGE
S33" ~(FT) LINE

S335 A

33- -600 A
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o , _
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Fig. 6-20. Radiant Flux Density Outside the Fireball from Test 288

4I' I I I I

TITAN I TEST

DISTANCE 600 FT

S3 - GAUGE LINE A

nI i I ii

0 2 4 6 8 1G

TIME (SEC)

Fig. 6-21. Radiant Flux Density Outside the Fireball f.om the Titan I Test
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beyond the "ield of view of all photographic coverage, but disaeters along the1

horizontal near the ground surface were estImated to be from about 800 to 1000

ft. The uncertainty In diameter also prevents exact Interpretation of the data

at 600 ft.

Section 6
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Section 7

SUPPORT STUDIES

Several auxiliary rtudies involving enalytical or small-scale exper-

imental work were initiated i.n support of the PYRO hot-test program. These

i nc lude:

a Particle-size studies: an investigation of the effect of particle
size on explosive yield

*Heat transfer studies: inquiry into the rate of cooling of small
fuel drops in LO)

2~

eMixing studies: an investigation of possible methods for assessing
the relative importance of mechanical and thermodynamic forces in
the mixing process

e Small-scale H., E tests: a test series to obtain data on the effects
44f detonation conditions on blast characteristics

These studies were conducted as the Initial phase of an overall program

to investigate the basic phenomena involved in propellant mixing and ex-

plocion processes. This program was ini•tiated bec'ause a bette;r understanding

of the basic phenomena would assist in thp overall design of the hot-tes-1

program, in the interpretution of the results from the program, and in the

extrapolation of the results to propel.lant types and conditions other than

those tested. It would also provide theoretical justification for the

largely empirical scaling relationship derived from the main hot-test program.

The major goals of the overal.l program were to establish what properties

of a propellant mixture determine or control the explosive characteristics

of that mixture and to find the predominant mechanisms by which these de-

finitive properties develop during the propellant mixing process.

The particle-size, heat transfer, and small-scale H.E. tests were all

directed" towards the first of the above goals, Ma• identification of the

definitve properties of a propellant -mixture

7-1
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The specific objective of the particle-size study was to find the

variation of the explosive yield of LO 2/RP-1 charges with fuel particle size,

total propellant weight, and oxidizer-to-fuel ratio. Previous investigations I
(Ref. 7-1) had indicated that the particle size of the dispersed fuel was

one of the most important properties of a prapeJlant mixture with regard to

its explosive potential. These previous studies, however, were limited to

only one oxidizer-to-fuel -atio and one charge size, and to further under-

stand the particle-size effect required further investigation of oxidizer-

to-fuel ratio and charge-size effects.

The heat transfer study was the first step towards finding the effect,

if iny, that oxygen gas films, which are prevzlent during the film boiling

of LO2 over fuel surface, may have on explosive yield of the LO2 /RP-1 pro-

pellant mixture. The importance of this situation, if, in fact, it does

occur, is vhat charges composed of particles with gaseous envelopes (due to

boiling at the particle surface) might have explosive properties different

from those of charges in which the fuel-particle surfaces are in contact with

oxygen in the liquid phase. A charge composed of particles of fuel enveloped

in gaseous oxygen wouid necessarily be reduced in charge density because of

the presence of boiling filmn on the fuei-particle surfaces. It might also

develop lower exrlosive yield, owing to the lower concentration of oxygen

in the gaseous film at the fuel surface and the consequently less favorable

conditions for rapid reý.ction, which would suppvrt the detonation wave.

-The sp obje of the heat trauster study was to determine the

time required to cool RP-1 fuel particles below the temperature at which film

boiling prevails. If the cooling times were an order of magnitude (or more)

less than the time required for breakup of major propellant masses, it could

be concluded that only an insignifiuant proportion of fuel drops capable of

contributing to explosive y..eld could be in the cooling process at any given

point in time; and hence, the problem of the possible effect of the film

layer on the yield could be ignored.

7-2
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The mixing study was directed towards the second long-range goal, finding

the predominant mechanisms by which spilled propellants form explosive

mixtures. The specific objective was to formulat3 an experimental approach

for determining the relative importance of the two major mechanisms postulated
for mixing of cryogea•ic propellants.

* the kinetic energy of the flowing fluids

* turbulence created by the effects of boiling heat transfer

The method considered depends on using a simulant for RP-l which can be

precooled to the approximate temperature of LO2 and have essentially the same

properties at this temperature that RP-1 has at room temperature. Mixing

of the pracooled simulant fuel and would thus be solely due to flow
2L 2

processes while LO /RP-1 mixing under the same conditions would be due to

both heat transfer and flow processes. The rELative explosive yields measured

for the two kinds of fuel in the same mixing geometry would thus reveal the

relative importance of each mixing process.

Because of the relatively limited effort available in the PYRO program

for these types of basic studies, it was not possible to pursue any of them

very far. The progress which was made on each study, however, is covered

in the following subsections along with a brief description of the recommended

follow-on work. Also included is an outline of additional areas which warrant:

study as part of the overall program to investigate propellant mixing and

explosion processes.

PARTICLE--S IZE STUDY

It has been hypothesized that the following properties of a mixture of

L.02/RP-l might uniquely determine its explosive yield:

7-3
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& Interface area of the two propellants per unit volume of mixture

* Uniformity of distribution of interface area within the mixture

* Total weight of propellants in the mixture and its geometrical

configuration

'an the case of L0 2 and LH2 mixtures, it would likely be necessary to

include factors influencing the contribution of gas-phase detonation to the

over-all explosive yield.

The particle-size studies were started to investigate the effects of

each of Ithe hypothesized definitive properties listed above on the explosive

properties of mixtures of W 2/hydrocarbou fuel, using charges composed of

paraffin particles of known uniform size in LO It has been shown in

previous work (Ref. 7-1) that perfectly mixed or adsorbed-fuel charges

composed of paraffin in LO2 produce the same yield as perfectly mixed LW /2

RP-1 charges of the same weight ratio of oxidant and fuel. Paraffin can,

therefore, be used Rs an excellant simulant for RP-1 in test charges, with

the advantage that properties such as interface area per unit volume, etc.,

can be controlled by the use of preformed and sized particles in the test

charges.

Particle size , at a given ratio of oxidizer to fuel, determines the in-

terface area of the propellants per unit volume. It has been demonstrated

in previous work .Refs. 7-1, 2) that the explosive yield of small test

charges (27 gm) decreases as particle size of the fuel is increased; however,

these experiments involved only one size of charge and one ratio ol' oxidizer

to fuel (3:1). In exploring the effect of particle size on explosive yield,

it is necessary to include the effects of varying charge size and the ratio

of propellant weights, because it has been determined that this ratio affects

yield, and it may be expected that particles of the same size would produce

different yields in different charge diameters, just as in the case of con-

ventional explosives.

* These are charges that were constructed by adsorbing hydrocarbon fuels,

such as kerosene, RP-lv JP-4, and paraffin, while in a liquid state, onto

an inert structural material like diatomaceous earth, thus providing a

uniformlt dispersed distribution of fuel with, in effect, a particle size

that is a minimum.
7- 
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With the rclatively little effort available for this study, it haa not

been possible to complete the investigation of all three of these parameters,

i.e., particle size, charge size, and oxidizer-to-fuel ratio; the effect

of charge size, for example, has not yet been explored at all. Nevertheless,

from tests completed so far, a number of significant observations were made

and some insights gained. The general approach, experimental effort, and

results are described below.

Approach

The experimental resul.t mentioned previously, in which it was observed

trit for a given charge size the explosive yield decreased with increasing

rparticle size, suggested that the reaction may have been limited by trans-

port phenomena, e.g., the reaction rate may not have been sufficient to

completely barn up the larger particles during the time in which the re-

ac;ion could contribute Sýts energy to the formation of the blast wave. These

results gave no information on whether or not all of the oxidizer enters

the reaction. As the first trial hypothesis, however, it was assumed that
all1 of the oxidizer did enter the reaction.

The previous experimental results also iadicated that for fuel particle

sizes small enough to completely react, the explosive yield was dependent

on the oxidizer-to-fuel ratio. For particle sizes large enough that all

the fuel does not enter the reaction, it woald also be expected that the

oxidizer-to-fuel ratio would be important. In this case, however, there Is

not a unique oxidizer-to-fuel ratio, since the initial ratio differs from

the end-point ratio (the ratio of oxidizer to fuel actually reacted). Since,

with the hypothesis discussed above, the unreacted kernel of each particle A

could be replaced with inert materials it was assumed for the initial
*

hypothesis that it was tule end-point ratio that was most important. In

* In actuality, the use of a simple parameter to characteriza the reaction

process for incomplete reactions, such as either the initial or end-point

oxidizer-to-fuel ratio for the case of large particles, may not provide a

complete explanation, since the effects of this parameter no doubt enter
in complex ways. At this time, however, consideration was limited to
definink this parameter only in terms of these two ratios, since they are
the only values that can be determined experimentally without making
additional assumptions.

7-5
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applying the above concept, end-point ratios would be determined from know-

ledge of the initial ratio and from a ratio of reacted to unreacted fuel.

Any selection of the latter ratio uniquely fixes both the total mass of re-

actants relative to the initial mass and the end-point ratio.

The fuel-limited-reaction concept is seen to lead to two sources of

change in explosive yield associated with increase in fuel particle size, one

acting always to reduce the charge yield, because of reduced charge weight

due to unreacted fuel, and the other acting to either decrease or increase the

charge yield in accordance with the end-point, or effective, reaction ratio of

oxidizer to fuel. The net of both of these effects determines the explosive

yield in a giver charge. This simplified fuel-limited version of the transport-

limited concept obviously lacks the sophistication of a method for excluding

any LO2 in the transport process, but the nature of the observations should

provide further insights ifto the processes. The experimental information
I ~ required is discussed below.

IC By conducting additional tests with adsorbed-fuel charges in the current

program, a more complete spectrum of explcsive yields, as a function of the

end-point ratio of oxidizer to fuel, has been obtained. With this more complete A

set of data, an iterative process rday be used to determine, from subsequent

experimentally measured yields on particulate-fuel charges, an effective end-

point LO2-to-fuel ratio and hence a corrected charge weight. RepetJtion of the

process finally results in fixing the weight of fuel unreacted. The spherical

fuel-particle geometry used makes it possible to calculate, from the inferred
weight of fuel unreacted, a value for the depth of the layer of fuel burned

off the surface. Thus, it is possible to plot layer thickness consumed as a

function of particle size.

Several other concepts aid in drawing inferences from the available

Information. It would seem reasonably to expect, for a given charge weight,

I that at each initial ratio of oxidizer to fuel there will be a different upper

limit to the fuel particle size effectively completely reacted, i.e., the size

which will give the same yiuld as the ideal adsorbed-fuel charges. It may be

further ex'ected that this size will increase with increases in the initial

ratio of oxidizer to fuel because of a higher probability of unreacted material

ciming together during the time available for such to still contribute to the

7-
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main reaction. There may also exist some particle size and, as previously

mentioned, some initial L2-to-fuel ratio above which reaction rates are LO2-
transport limited. This would of course affect the yield and, further, could

act to alter the nature of peak pressure fall-off with distance.

Finally, the qualitative effect of an increase in charge size is anti-

cipated to operate, as in a conventional explosive1 to provide an increase in

the time for the reaction to occur. Thus, as charge size increases, it is

anticipated that the size of the fuel particle that is effectively completely

reacted at each LO -to-fuel ratio will increase also. With sufficient data of
2

this sort, the postulated concept of an effective burning or reaction rate

might be examined experimentally.

Experimental Method

The paraffin particles used in the experiments were produced by atom-

ization of liquid paraffin. The particles solidify while settling a distance
of about 8 ft through the air. The solidified particles pass through an

opening in the upper wall of a horizontal duct of rectangular cross section.

Air flow velocity in the duct was regulated so that particles of different

sizes in the range of experimental interest (10 to 400 i diameter) were sepa-

rated owing to their differing fall rates within the duct. The sized particles

were collected from appropriate areas of the floor of the duct. The particles

were further graded accurately to narrow size ranges by sieving them while

they were bathed in LN2.

The uniformly sized particles were dispersed in kieselguhr, from which

test charges were formed. The proportion of kieselguhr and its compaction

in the charge was adjusted so that it would absorb an amount of LO2 corres-

ponding to the desired LO-2 to-fuel weight ratio when immersed in LO2 It has

been shown in previous experimental work that the amount of kieselguhr required

does not significantly affect the explosive yield (Ref. 7-3).

After a charge was constructed, it was frozen and then introduced into

a lightweight wire-mesh basket constructed of household screening material.

The basket prevents erosion of tht charge when it is finally introduced into

7-7
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the LO 2 bath prior to detonation and holds the Primacord securely in place.

A ypical charge can be seen in Fig. 7-1. (For purposes of the photograph,I t the wire tabs that secure the Primacord have been bent aside.)

After the charge Iha nioaked in the bath long enough to assure complete

penetration of the LO2 it was rapidly withdrawn by means of a manually operated

pulley arrangement and detonated by an explosive cap attached to the Primacord.

Side-on pressure -time measurements of the resulting blast wave were made with

a series of four Kistler 605 piezoelectric pressure gauges mounted at various

distances from the charge. The pressure gauges were calibrated before and

after each test series in a shock tube, and standard high-explosive charges

were used for field calibration and for establishing the roference peak-

overpressure-versus-distance curves used in computing explosive yield values.

Experimental Results

The primary cbJectives of the experimental program have been to test

the validity of portions of the concepts discussed earlier and to gain in-

sights into controlling processes.

The first experimental effort consisted of extending the quantitative

relationship of maximum explosive yield versus the ratio of oxidizer to fuel

to higher ratios by means of adsorbed-fuel (kerosene) charges of 27 gm total

weight. A plot of these data appears in Fig. 7-2. This particular quantitative

relationship may be considered to be invariant with charge size, since all the

material reacts in time to contribute to explosive yield. This is supported
S~by the fact that the theoreticlea calcula:tions (Ref. 7.-4), based on all material

reacring, agree with the experimentally measured values and that the maximum

experimentally measured yield is seen to occur at a ratio of 3:1, where the

theoretical maximum is expected. Ratios greater or less than 3:1 result in

reduced yields.

In addition to measurements of explosive yields at higher ratios of

oxidizer to fuel, tests were conducted with the initiator only and with standard,

oxygen-soaked adsorbed charges, in which water was substituted for the

7-8 j
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Fig. 7-2. Explosive Yield vs Ratio of LO2-to-Fuel for Maximum
Surf[ace Area of Fuel in Contact with L02
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hydrocarbon fuel.* The objective of these tests was to set a lower limit to

yields and an upper limit to ratios of oxidizer to fuel that would be meaning-

ful. It is seen in Fig. 7-2 that no specific conclusions can be drawn where

oxidizer-to-fuel ratios are above, say, about 20:1 or where yields are below

7 percent TNT equivalent.

The second experimental effort was aimed at determining the effect of

particle size on explosive yield for an initial WO2-to-fuel ratio other than

the previously studied ratio of 3:1, where maximum yield occurs. Figure 7-3

shows a plot of yield vers'ts particle size at the ratio of 3:1, obtained from

data in Refs. 7-1 and 7-2. Figure 7-4 shows the results obtained in the present

study for an oxidizer-to-fuel ratio of 5:1, plotted in the same manner. In

both Figs. 7-3 and 7-4 the vertical lines indicate the yield for the case wtere

the initial and end-point ratios are the same, i.e., for adsorbed fuel charges.

Thus, it may be inferred that the point of intersection of these lines with7

the yield-versus-particle-size line indicates the maximum particle diameter

effectively completely reacted. This would be 2 1 at 3:1 and 28 1 at 5:1. In 4
addition, the two plots indicate an exponential decrease in yield with in-

creasing particle size, approaching the yield of the initiator asymptotically.

The rate of decrease has an apparent dependence on the initial ratio of oxidizer

to fuel; but as noted earlier, it was assumed that the correct view is to 5
consider it on the basis of the final effective LO -to-fuel ratio, which

ultimately depends on the weight of fuel actually burned off the particle

surfaces.

Reconsider, in the light of the previcus paragraph, the information con-

tained i.n Fig. 7-2. Since all the fuel is apparently consumed these data can

also be interpreted as indicating the yield to be expected for any reaction

*It was anticipated that some of the organic composition of the Primacord

would react with the liquid oxygen to give a slightly increased yield.
SThese data are for adsorbed-fuel charges, where no t.ansport problems '

are considered to exist, i.e., the subdivision and distribution of fuel

and .xidant is considered to be such that every molecule of fuel has in
its immediate vicinity all the oxidant necessary for a complete reaction
at the ratio indicated.
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in terms of its ultimate end-point LO_-to-fuel ratio. As an example, let thisi• concept be applied directly to calculate the yield, as a function of various

end-point LO2-to-fuel ratios, t'it is to be expected from a charge initially

composed of 13.5 gn each of I2 and f el. In this computatiou, selection of

an end-point ratio fixes the amount of fuel that does not enter the reaction.

Table 7-1 Indicates the net effect on explosive yield for such a situation.

The data in Table 7-1 are summarized in the plot in Figure 7-5, which also

shows the net effect of the change in ratio and the corresponding loss in

active charge weight on yield. It is evident from both the table and the plot

that the postulate of yield dependence on end-point LO2 -to-fuel ratio results

in an expected higher absolute yield if some of the fuel fails to enter the

reaction. In fact, if anywhere up to four-fifths of all the fuel is, for

some reason, unreacted, the yield is seen to be either equal to or higher

than the case where 100 percent of the fuel reacts. At an end-point ratio

between 2.5:1 and 3:1, the plot demonstrates that the mean yield has increased

to its peak value, or about 88 percent TNT versus the 51 percent at 1:1.

Additional experimez.ts were conducted at an initial IL2-to-fuel ratio of

1:1, using fuel particles in the 74- to 10 4 -p range (mean size by volume of

87 p) and the 256-to 4 2 0-p range (mean size by volume of 333 p). Both sets

of tests resulted, as postulated above, in mean yields higher than 57 percent

TNT equivalence. The smaller, 8 7 -u, size produced a mean yield of 84 percent,

and the 3 3 3 -; size produced a mean yield of 61 percent. Each of these yields

could correspond to two different end-point ratios, as seen in Fig. 7-5.

11evertheless, it may be inferred that if the 3 3 3 -I size shows the lower mean
I yield of the two, it must therefore be at the higher of the two end-J ,tnt

ratios possible. This would correspond to an LO2 -to-fuel ratio of I.-:1 and

21 percent of the fuel reacted by volume. Hence, the surface layer burned
|• off the raditus would be about 7 percent or 11.7 a. Consequently, it might

be further inferred that a 23.4-p particle (2 x 11.7 p layer burned otf) must

surely have the same end-point ratio if the initial ratio is 4.8:1, i.e., that

a particl.e size at least 23.4 p in diameter would be completely consumed if

incorporated in a charge with an initial ratio of 4.8:1. Examination of

* Actually a larger size should react completely at this initial ratio since
at every stage of the reaction the effective ratio will be higher than for
an initial ratio of 1:1 with the end-point ratio of 4.8:1.
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Fig. 7-4 shows that 28 p is the largest particle size at an initial ratio of

5:1 that is expected to have an end-pnint ratio of 5:1, Thus, the hypotheses

and inferences are, so far, consistent.

For initial LO2-to-fuel ratios of 3:1 and 5:1, Table 7-2 presentb layer

thicknesses inferred to have reacted off the out.ide of the spherical fuel

particles, The information was calculated on the basis of the fuel-limited-

reaction concept by using information of the type presented in Table 7-1.

Implicit in Table 7-1 is a relationship between yield (thL information in

Column 6) an6 reacted layer thickness as computed from the portion of fuel

reacted (w1ica can be determined from information on the amount of fuel.

unreacted, given in Column 2). Thus, the eaperimentally measured relation-

ships between yield and particle size allows layer thickness reacted to be

related to particle size for a given initial LO -to-fuel ratio. It is rather
2-

surprising that within experimental limits of ey'ror, there appears to be

a constant layer thickness reac~ed (i.e., completely independent of par- f
tidle size) for the case where the initial LO -to-fuel ratio is 5:1. but

2 X
when the initial ratio is 3:1 (i.e., slightly less than stoichiometric),

there appears to be an ever-increasing layer thickness reacting as particle

size is increesed. The apparent explanation for what appears at this time
I

to be "anomalous" behavior in the fuel-limited-reaction concept is simply

that the more sophisticated transport-limited concept involving limitations

on the LO transport seems to be required. The existence of an absolute limit
2

on LO2 transport would be more compatible with observations that indicate a

constant layer thickness of fuel consumed when much excess LO2 is available,

as at the 5:1 initial-ratio condition.

Summary

A summary plot incorporating most of the available data and hypotheses

and based on the various inferences discussed appears in Fig. 7-6 which is a

plot of explosive yield vs initial LO 2-to-fuel ratio for a range of fuel

particle sizes. From it, rough predintions can be made with regard to test

results anticipated from particule.te-fuel charges in regions where extrapolation,

rather than interpolation, is requikred (fur example, at higher initial L0 2 -to-

fuel ratios).
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transfer coefficient appropriate to the successive boiling regimes prevalent

in the cryogenic at the particle surface. Boiling heat transfer coefficients

reported in the literature have been measured tinder nontransient conditions

at the surface of solid metal heaters immersed in cryogenic. These coefficients

have varied in different investigations by factors of 2 to 5. In our cal-

culation of particle cooling curves, the heat transfer surface (a spherical
RP-I droplet) is liquid during part of the cooling process, and the heat

transfer process is transient rather than steady, so that the heat transfer

coefficient assumed to prevail at the particle surface was even more uncertain

than the reported experimental values. .A

To place the cooling curve calculations on a more secure basis, it was

decided to obtain an experimental measurement of the boundary heat transfer

coefficient under conditions directly applicable to the calculations, i e.,

at the boundary of a cooling RP-l fuel particle in cryogenic. The experimental Sr

method sought was the least sophisticated one capable of providing the desired

measurement. The precision desired was only that required to determine whether

the heat transfer coefficient at the boundary of cooling particles was within

the range reported for steady boiling heat transfer from a solid heater in

cryogenics or whether it waL significantly outside this range.

Basically the measurement consisted of obtaining an approximation to the

heat transfer rate by measuring the rate of vaporization of liquid cryogenic

surrounding an initially liquid RP-l particle that was injected under the

cryogenic surface. Measurement of the bubble volume in time, together with

the diameter of the responsible particle, was accomplished through photographic

recording of the r-gton.

While the particle density is greater than that of the cryogenic, the

vapor formation surrounding the particle results in the ascension of both to

the surface during film boiling. in order to maintain the particle's pesition

below the surface and within camera view throughout a sufficient portion of

the cooling period, an arrangement permitting an adjustable, downward fluid

flow was used. This consisted of a vertical glass tube (1/2 in. in diameter)

dilated at the upper eni to form a reservoir and a coneshaped rod, which was

* Liquid nitrogen was used in place of liquid oxygen,

7-29
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inserted in the lower end of the tube and which provided a means of controlling

the flow rate. (Particles entering the nucleate boiling region proceeded

t downward even bhough the flow was stopped.)

Vapor generation through heat transfer to the liquid by other than the

particles required minimization to the extent that particle-generated bubbles

could be distinguished. To this end, heat conduction was ,ninimized by

vacuum-jacketing the tube, including the reservoir, and immersing the lower

K portion of the tube ±n cryogenic. Radiation was minimized by suitably cover-

ing all but the camera viewing region.

Energy from the RP-1 particles is not entirely consumed in the nitrogen K

phase change. For example, volume changes of the gaseous envelope of a

particle cause changes in the height of the center of mass of the liquid

above it as well as causing changes in the liquid surface energy at the liquid -

gas interface. Temperature rises of the gaseous envelope above the liquid

nitrogen temperature also account for some energy. Estimates of the relative

magnitudes of energy, however, indicate that most of the energy is consumed

in the phase change.

To that approximation, then, the heat transfer rate is given as

-Lr

where q is the average heat per unit area per unit time over a time At from a

particle of diamettr D, n is the number of moles of liquid nitrogen that arep'

vaporized in At (commencing at the beginning of bubble formation), and L is the

heat of vaporization of nitrogen (1,330 cal/mole). Then n is

pirD
3

U- b
En - RRT

where D is the bubble diameter (assuming D >> Dp) and p and T are the pressure
b b p

and temperature of the gas. Thus

LpD
3

q 9RTAtD2
P4
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Fig. 7-6. Summary of Current Data and Hypotheses Regarding Yield

Dependence on Fuel Particle Size
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or if more than one bubble is generated,

L

q =bRhht

p

The experimental results are indicated in Table 7-3 and a comparison is 4

made in Fig. 7-10 of the measured heat transfer rates with those of the pool

boiling region of the characteristic curves for LN2 and LO2 taken from r•ef.

7-7, p. 157. The measurements were average heat transiez rates over an

interval of time, which implies that they were average rates over a temperature

interval (confined to the film boiling region). However, during the phase

change of an RP-l particle, the particle temperature remains relatively con-

stant (the RP-1 freezing temperature) throughout a larger portion of the cooling

Table 7-3

EXPERIMENTAL HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS

Particle Duration of Number of

Radius 2 Measurement Bubbles

(cal/cm -sec (sec) Generated

250 2.8 0.05 3

425 3.1 0.09 5

500 0.15 0.12 2

500 8.4 0.05 6

500 8.8 0.05 10

680 3.8 0.04 4

680 5.0 0.05 5

1,100 1.9 0.07 6

£ The generation of only two bubbles over a relatively long period resulted

in an unusually low heat transfer rate from this particle. This was
apparently due to the particle having less motion through the fluid than
others. Determining if such rates are common would require more extensive
observations.
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Ultimrtely, tests mith s charge size d times larger by weight (S oz),

or 2 times larger in all linear dimensions than the 27-g1 charges, are

required to provide a preliminary verification of the hypothesis that particles

twice as large will ther be consumed to the same degree. If this hypothebis

is verified at the 8-oz charge size, it would be desirable to determine if

it can weather an additional factor of 5 in linear dimension scaling, or a

total linear scaling range of 20 to 30.

HEAT TRANSFER STUDY

The explosive yield of LO /RP-1 mixtures is known to depend on the

particle size or interface area per unit volume of the propellants. Break-

up of RP-1 is assumed to proceed by small drops being Eeparated from the

larger mass of fuel that is in contact with LO 2 . The small drops of RP-1

freeze rapidly in the LW2 to form a fine-grained mixture capable of large

explosive yield. The question arises as to whether a major proportion of

the fuel particles in a fine-grained mixture in LO2 could, at any time in

the breakup process, be in that stage of their cooling process in which they

are individually enclosed in gaseous oxygen envelopes. The possibility of

such a situation developing will obviously depend on the cooling times of

small RP-1 particles in LO2 being of the same order of magnitude as the time

required for the entire fuel mass to break up into drops. The importance of

the situation, if it does, in fact, occur, is that charges composed of

particles with gaseous envelopes (due to boiling at the particle surface)

might have explosive properties different from those of charges in which the

fuel-particle surfaces are in contact with oxygen in the liquid phase. A

chai-ge composed of particles of fuel enveloped in gaseous oxygen would

necessarily be reduced in charge density because of the presence of the boiling

films on the fuel-particle surfaces. It might also develop lower explosive

yield, owing to the lower concentration of oxygen in the gaseous film at the

fuel surface and the consequently less favorable conditions for a rapid

reaction to support the detonation wave.

The cooling rates of small RP-l particles in LO have been calculated

2
as a part of the study of this phenomenon. The objective was to determine

whether the time required for small RP-1 particles to cool in LO2 is of the

7-21
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of prollasts to breakc U l-; excllage illies. If tA C3i s vim*

were an order of magn~ii~tu (or more) less titan tile time required for breakup;" i
l'4

Sof major propellant masses. It could be concluded that only an lnslgniicantl

proportion of fuel droSu capable of contributing to explosive yield could be

in the cooling process at a given point In time, and hence, the problem of

their possible effect on the yiild could be ignored.

In additian to providing this insight, the cooling rate of small par-

ticles of RP-1 fuel in L0 is of interest bocause it is one aspect of the

overall heat transfer process between RP-1 fuel and LW It is thought

that the boiling h,!t transfer between the fuel and LO2 may be the major
2

source of agitation causinig mixing of the two propellants in most cases.

The fucl 1-particle size range of interest was that capable of producing

substantial explosive yields when charges so constituted were detonated

when mix'id with L0 2 . The determ.natlon of this range of fuel particle size

and its variation with charge size was the objective of our program, described

elsewhere in this section, to study the effect of fuel-particle size on the

explosive yield of charges composed of LO. and paraffin particles. The latter

investigation was not continued beyond the smaller charge size, so that no

information was obtained as to what fuel-particle sizes could be expected to

produce large explosive yields at the larger scale sizes.

The size of the largest partitckes of interest in the investi.gation of

fuel-particle cooling rates is, therefore, not presently known. Owing to

this fact, the calculation of particle cooling rates was limited to particles

not larger than about 1 mm in diameter for the present.

In the course of calculating the particbr cooling rates, it was found

that the weakest point in the calculation was the value to be assigned to

the boiling heat transfer coefficient for LO2 boiling on the surface of RP-1

fuel particles. To strengthen this part of the work, an experimental measure-

ment was made of this heat transfer coefficient.

7-22
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period and also throughout most of the measurements. In Fig. 7-10, therefore

the measured values are plotted at the RP-1 freezing temperature. The RP-l
heat transfer rates are seen to be in the neighborhood of, but slightly higher

than, those for other cases.

Complete agreement of the data is not to be expected, owing to the large

number of variables known to affect boiling heat transfer and the 2act that

the RP-I fuel particles constitute a heat transfer surfact different from any

for which heat transfer rates have been reported heretofore. A systematic

presentation of the effect of variables affectin& boiling heat transfer has

been made by J. W. Westwater (Ref. 7-8), in whica data are presented to show

that a factor of two in boiling heat transfer coefficient can result from a

change of material composing the heat transfer suriace alone. Comparable

effects attend changes in other significant variables.

Since the measuarements were made in an effort to decrease the uncertainty

of calculations of cooling times based on heat t~ansfer coefficients reported

for fixed, solid heater surfaces and since the results suggest that somewhat

higher coefficients are more appropriate for RP.-l spheres, "itne eiKffec" Af

applying higher values on cooling times (ranging from 2.5 to 10 times) for

particles having radii of 5.5 and 220 p has been illustrated in Figs. 7-11

and 7-12. A relationship 2lose!y apprcximating an inverse Js seen to exist

between increase of heat transfer coefficient and time tc reduce temperature

difference between particle surface and LO2 to a small value, say, 400K. That 3

is, increasing the heat transfer coefficient by a factor of ten requires one-

* I tenth the time to reach .X = 90WK.

Throughout the experiment, there occasionally were particles observed in

which the manner of bubble generation was distinctly d±fferent in that re-

lativel;' small bubbles left the particle but at a relatively high rate. Further,

i the particle had no observable gaseous envelope, and or. all occasions such

particles descended through the liquid, suggesting that there was probably

little or no gaseous envelope. These particles had radii less than about 450 '
(however, only four such particlej were observed) and were observed at times

greater than about 0.15 sec. They had apparently extended into the nucleate

4 boiling region. In particular, two of the particles had radii of 425 and 340 $ 7
7 -3 4 1
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•Alculatllo of Particle Cnoling gates i
In the conputattion ot the partiLc coolIng rate, i Is &s•s.Med th-a t

the particles remain spherical In shape. This assumption is valid for

particles sufficiently small that forces due to surface tension greatly

exceed those due to gravity and inertia. In the case of larger masses of

fuel, for which gravity and 7nertial forces predominate, the agitation of

the fluids due to boiling heat transfer between RP-1 and LO2 can be expected

to act on the mass of fuel, continuously deforming its shape, and temper-
ature gradients within the mass at any time must also be a function of the

changing shripe of the mass of fuel. Any analytical approach to the cal-

culation of the cooling rates of the larger masses of fuel in LO2 would

need to consider the changing shape of the fluid mass and its effect on

the temperature gradients within the mass.

Within the particle of fuel, heat is transferred by conduction (molec-

ular diffusion of heat) and possibly by convection as long as the fuel

remains liquid within the particle. Similarity of systems undergoing free

convoction is measured in terms of Grashof's number:

L3 2

where

j3 thermal coefficient of expansion

e temperature

g = acceleration of gravity

L = a characteristic linear dimension of the system

p n density of the fluid

S= fluid viscosity

The appearance of L to the third power in Grashof's number indicatep

that free convection within otherwise similar particles of fuel must decrease

L very rapidly as their diameter is reduced. It has therefore been assumed,

7-23
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that fuel particles smal enough to maintain their shape apprcaioately

coltant will support negligible internal convection.

For those particles, the cooling process can be represented &P conduc-
-F tion of heat within a sphere with a variable flux at the boundary. The

boundary flux is that corresponding to the LC boiling regime prevalent at

the particle surface.

No satisfactory theoretical derivation of the flux obtained in boiling -v
heat transfer is available, so that it is beat to use experimentally deter-

mined values. Representative curves are shown in Fig. 7-7, in which the

heat flux is plotted against the difference in temperature of tne heat

transfer surface and the saturation temperattire of the boiling liquid. The

curves are not single-valued, i.e, the same heat flux can be obtained at

more than one value of temperature difference.

This effect is attributed to the existence of two different regimes

of boiling heat transfer, nucleate and film boiling. with a third transi-

tion regime between them. It is worth noting that the boiling heat flux

changes by a factor of 10 to 20 in passing from tie nucleate boiling maximum

to the minimum at the start of the film boiling region.

The heat transfý'e fluxes corresponding to the same value of tempera-

ture difference have varied in different investigations by factors of 2

to 5. The cause of this variation is not known, but is thought to be due

to variations in t'-e condition of the heat transfer surface. Richards,

Steward, and Jacobs in National Bureau of Standards Technical Note No. 122,

dated October 1961, have surveyed the literature on heat transfer from

solid surfaces to cryogenic fluids. Their conclusion states, in par't, "The

existing experimental data on heat transfer between solid surfaces and

cryogenic liquids (helium, hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen) vary appreciably

between experimenters, even when heater geometries and orientations1 pressures,

etc. are comparable. The variations are both in the magnitude of the heat

flux and in the shape of the heat-flux-versus-temperature-sdifference curves,

and are possibly due to uncontrolled parameters such as surface roughness and

contamination."
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and were observed beginning 0.27 and 0.54 sec after injection. Two other

particles, too small to resolve, left bubble traIls commencing at 0.16 and 0.21

see.

Another phenomenon clearly observed only once was the sudden disintegration

of a particle. This was accompanied by the rapid generation of a large bubble

apparently due to "new" surfaces at retatively high temperatures (for

sufficiently large particles) suddenly being exposed to the cryogenic, with a

consequent increase in area and heat transfer coefficient.

Summary

Application of the results of the fuel-particle cooling rate calculations

to deciding the question of whether a significant fraction of the fuel part-

icles composing a high-yield LO2 /RP-I mixture can be in the film boiling,

regime at any instant of time is not presently possible because it is not yet

known what fuel particle sizes contribute to large explosive yield in charge

sizes greater than 27 gm. Until this information is available and the cooling

rate calculations are applied it is not known whether this study needs to be

pursued further. If it is found that film boiling can occur simultaneously

on a major fraction of the fuel particles capable of contributing 'o explosive

yield, development of a test charge of known LO 2/RP-1 ratio and particle size

will be needed that would be capable of being formed with or witnout a boiling

regime present at its LO2 - fuel interfaces. The relative explosive yield in

these two conditions would then be indicative of the importance of film

boiling in affecting explosive yield.

MIXING STUDY

It is generally recognized that the mixing of propellants after a pro-

pellant spillage is an important process affecting the explosive yield of

the mixture. The specific properties of such mixtures that determine their

explosive yield are not yet well established, so that the term "mixing" can

not presently be defined and quantified, but must instead simply be synonymous

with potential explosive yield.
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At present, the mechanism by which spilled propellants form explcsive

mixtures is not understood. In the case of cryogenic propellants, it is not

known to what extent, and under what conditions, the mixing of the propellants

is due to flow phenomena, such as turbulence and spattering on impact, or to

the effects of boiling heat transfer, whereby the agitation due to boiling of

the cryogenic may break up the warmer propellant of the combination to produce

a larger heat transfer interface and, hence, more violent boiling.

The importance of understanding the mechanism by which mixing proceeds

in various circumstances stems from the fact that the variables affecting the

mixing process can net be deduced without some knowledge of the mechanism

involved. Thus, if one sought to assess the effect on its explosive potential

of changing one of the variables of the propellant spillage process, it would

be necessary to know the principal mechanism by which mixing was proceeding

in order to deduce the effect of that variable on the process and on explosive

yield. In addition it is necessary to know the important variables affecting

the mixing process in each of the configurations in which explosive testing

is conducted so that cocrelation of yield data between scale sizes may be

accomplished.

The following proposes a method by which elfects of mixing due to flow

conditions can be separated from those due to heat transfer effects. The

method would apply only to the study of th-se effects in the LO /RP-l pro-
2

pellant combination; however, the results should, by analogy, aid in under-

standing the mixing process in other cryogenic combinations.

The method depends on the use of a simulant for RP-l capable of forming

explosive mixtures with LO)2 to give the same yield as RP-l, but differing from

RP-l by remaining liquid at 90.1 0 K, the normal boiling point of L0 2 . The

explosive yield of spillage explosions using the simulant fuel, precooled to

90.1 0 K, would be compared with those of RP-1/LO2 spillages under otherwise

identical conditions, but with the RP-I initially at room temperature. The

simulant fuel, having been cooled to 90.1 0 K before the spill, would transfer

no heat to the LO2, so that any mixing would be due to phenomena other than

heat transfer, such as flow or impact conditions. The RP-1/LO2 spillage in

the same conditions could mix by both a heat transfer and/or flow mechanism.
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region. All of taw experimental naessresents of boiling heat ýransfer app'ar

to have employed solid heat transfer surfaces, whereas fuel particles are

liquid in part o' the cooling process. J
In the case of sxall fuel particles in L02, the uncertainties In the

boiling heat flux (indicated above) are increased because the heat flux

at the pa:vicle surface changes rapidly in time, whereas the experimental

measurements of boiling heat transfer relerred to above have been made under

nontransient conditions.

The uncertainties in the boiling heat transfer rate limit the precision

it is profitable to seek in calculating the cooling rate of fvtl particles.

Inspection of the curve for liquid nitrogen in Fig. 7-7 indicates that the

boiling heat transfer coefficient, defined 4s the boiling heat flux divided

by the corresponding difference in tL,,iperature between particle surface

and saturated liquid, changes by about 50 percent as the particle surface

cools from room temperature to the lower end of the film boiling regive.

Within this film boiling region, therefore, a constant heat transfer coeffi-

cient, taken as the average over the region, represents the boiling heat

transfer coefficient as well as it is known. A constant heat transfer

coefficient was, therefore, assumed for LO2 within the film boiling region.

in obtaininL the heat flow within the particle, it is neccssary to

account for the freezing of the RP-l during the cooling process. Analytical

solutions of the diffusion of heat with change of phase do not include the

case 'f constant flux or constant heat transfer coefficient at th4 boundary

for spherical geometry (Ref. 7-5, p. 291) A solution is available, however,

for diffusion of heat in a sphere with constant heat transfer covfficient

at the boundary if no change of phase occurs (Ref. 7-5, p. 237). This

solution has been presented as a chart by P. J. Schneider (Ref. 7--6, p. 97).

In applying this solution to the case of RP-l fuel particles in the period

prior to the onset of freezing in the particle, it was found that within

particles of diameter up to about I mm, the temperature gradients were very
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The relative explosive yields measured for the two kinds of fuels in the

same spillage geometry would constitute a measure of the fraction of total

,mixing due to flow conditions alone for that geometry. One would expe.2t this

fraction to be a maximum under violent flow conditions, such as impact, and

very low for in-tank mixing.

Butene-I (CH 3-CH 2-CH = OH ) appears to be an optimum RP-1 simulant for

the method outlined above. Some properties of butene-1 are tabulated btlow

along with those of RP-l.

Heat of Combustion(Kcl/m)Freezing Bo1ilig

Hydrogen( (Kca/gm) Point Point

Fuel Carbon Ratio (H20 liq., CO 2 gas) (0C) (00

RP-1 1.9 10,370 -40 max. 185 to 274

Butene'-l 2.0 11,490 -185.35 -6.25

The hydrogen-to-carbon ratio and heat of combustion, which largely

determine the explosive yield of hydrocarbons in perfect mixtures with L0 2 ,

differ by 5 and 11 percent, respectively. The explosive yield does not

change linearly with these variables, however, so that the difference in

explosive yield between charges of otherwise identical composition containing

RP-1 and butene-1 should be much less than 11 percent. This question can be

resolved experimentally by comparing the explosive yield of kieselguhr charges

containing butene-l with that of charges containing RP-l.

Because the butene-1 would be cooled to the close vicinity of 9C.1 0 K

(normal IDO2 boiling point) before being spilled to form the mixture with LO2
its viscosity in this temperature range is of importance with respect to its

simulation of the flow properties of RP-l at room temperature and slightly

below when spilled in the same geometry.

Some preliminary measurements have been made of the viscosity of butene-l

near the boiling temperature of LO . These measurements are tabulited bennv,.
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411, i.., at an) xitc. after the start of coolkins, the centers of the spherts

differed b) onl) a few degrees from thc teiweratures of their 5urfaces.

Thus, all parts of the sp|Ieres reached the freezing temperature of the fuel

nearly simultaneously. For this range of sizes, negligible error res•Ited

if the cooling of the particle tu the bottom of the film boiling ,egime of

LO 2 was calculated in three separate stagus. In the first stage, the cooling

curve of the liquid particle was obtained from room temperature to the freezýTig

point of RP-1 fuel, by means of the solution for constant boundari heat transfer

coefficient. In the second stage, the time for the latent heat of fusion of

the fuel contained in the particle to be removed was computed by means of the

rate corresponding to the boiling heat flux prevalent at the particle surface

at the fuel fieezing temperature. In the third stage, the cooling curve for

the solid particle was obtained from the fuel freezing point to the bottom of

the film boiling regime of LO2 by the same method used in the first stage.

,f

The results are presented in Figs. 7-8 and 7-9, in which tle tempera-

tures at the surfaces and centers of spheres of RP-1 fuel of various sizes

up to about 1 mm diameter are shown as a function oi time after immersion

in LO The time difference between the cooling curve for the su-face and

center of eac! particle becomes greater as particle size increases, indicating

steepening of the temperauure gradients within the particle as diimeter in-

creases. The error of the method of calculation should be negligible as long

as the time difference between the cooling curves for the center and surface

of the particle is smaall compared with the time the particle temperature remains

at the RP-1 freuzing temperature.

Experimental Measurement of Boiling Heat Transfer Coefficients of LN 2 on
RP-1 Particles

As indicated in the foregoing, the major uncertainty in the calculation

of the cooling curves by any method is in specifying the magnituO' of heat

* Values of heat transfer coefficient and RP-l thermal propertie:s used in the

calculation are: heat transfer coefficient = 6.0 % 101 cal/cm2 -sec-0 K
heat of fusion = 50 cal/gm; thermal conductivity 3.32 x 10-4 cal/cm2 -

sec-0 K; density 0.8 gm/cm" ; and heat capacity 0.2 cal/gm-0 K.
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Temp ViscosityI (C< (cp)

-182 620

-180 200 99% pure butene-l

-169 6.3
-180 116

-170 10.7 95% pure butcne-1

Boiling Point LO = -183.0OC

The viscosity of RP-1 Is specified as not greater than 13.2 cp at
-34.4 0 C, and is about 3 cp at room temperature.

Summary

It appears that butene-1, precooled near 90.1 0 K, can be made to simulate

the flow of RP-1 to a satisfactory approximation for spillages in the range

of 40 lb or greater. A positive statement in this regard is not easy to make,

because it must be expected that the 'iscosity of RP-I increases during the

course of its flow due to its being cooled by LO2, while the viscosity of
• • precooled btutene-1 should either remain constant or decrease during the flow.

Much light could be shed on this question by examining high-speed photos of

butene-I and RP-I in the same flow condition. If the flow velocities and

patterns at the same time after spillage were substantially the same for the

two cases, it could be assumed that viscoLity differences had negligible

effect on ',ae flow.

The logical next steps in pursuing this portion of the mixing study

f are listed below.

a. Conduct tests of butene-I with LO2 in kieselguhr charges to
confirm its explosive equivalence to LO2 /RP-1 charges when
perfectly mixed.

b. Photograph spill tests of cold butene-I ana of RP-I at room
temperature to establish similarity of flow of the two fuels.

c. Conduct scaled explosive te.ts in appropriate mixing modes with

cold butene-I as fuel simulant for comparison with otherwise
identical tests u&ing RP-i at roovm tumperature.
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(i) Choose at least one mixing mode having low kinetic
nnergy in fluid flow, but having easily measurable yield
with RP-1 as fuel.

(ii) Choose at least one mixing mode having high kinetic energy

in fluid flow, but with measurable yield with RP-l as fuel.

RECOMMENDED ADDITIONAL WORK

As discussed in the introduction to this section the studies described

above constituted the initial phase of an overall program to investigate

the basic phenomena involved in propellant mixing and explosion processes.

To properly pursue this program requires proceeding as indicated with the

above areas of work and initiating certain additional studies as described

below.

For determining the properties of the propellant mixture that determine

besides charge geometry proposed as a possible definitive

property of propellant spillages is nonuniformity of L0 2 /RP-1
ratio and particle size through the mixture. If the explosive
yield of propellant mixtures as a function of their particle
size and L0 2 /RP-l ratio is known from the particle size studies,
the effect of nonuniformity of L0 2 /RP-1 ratio or particle size
on explosive yield could be estimated by adding up the yield
contributions from each part of the nonhomogeneous charge according
to its local L02 /RP-l ratio and particle size. Measurement of
the explosive yields of charges having known nonuniform dis-
tributions of paraffin particles can then be made in several

charge sizes to test the accuracy of the estimated yields.

* Gross Interface Geometry (Layered-Charge Study). The possibility
that distributions of the two propellants may commonly occur
in which the explosion of well-mixed portions of the spillage
could provide the impulse to force the -ixing of adjacent
volumes of bulk propellant in tiie for these previously un-
mixed propellants to contribute to the explosive effects has
been suggested. It has been tacitly assumed heretofore that
any development of interface between the two propellants,
to be capable of affecting the explosive yield of the mixture,
must occur prior to ignition. This assumption was based on
the premis: that explosive reaction occuring at propellant
interfaces would generally drive the two propellants apart,
thus terminating any further development of interface between
them.
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In certain mixing modes tested in Project PYRO, viz,t
the diaphragm-rupture tests with hypergolic propellants and
the early-ignition diaphragm-rupture tests with cryogenic
propellants, such an explosively driven termination of the

mixing process does indeed appear to prevail, as evidenced
by the very low yields obtained.

For mixing modes which lead to highly convoluted or
multilayered boundaries, however, the available evidence
suggests that significant additional mixing can occur
after ignition. Presumably this would occur because re-
action at one interface, although tending to separate the
propellants in that region, can force them together at

another interface.

Examples of mixing modes in this category included the

Aerojet high-interface-area, low-velocity drop tests (Ref. 7-9)
and the hypergolic high-velocity impact tests conducted under
the PYRO program at NOTS.

The definitive properties of propellant mixtures of

concern in regard to post-ignition mixing should be re-
latively easy to identify, and it should be relatively

straightforward to determine their effects experimentally.
Such a phenomenon, if it occurs, would probably be found
in convoluted, interlayered or multiply connected spatial

distributions of the propellants. A serzes of tests have,
therefore, been planned in which the explosive yields of
such charges can be measured. The charges would be com-

posed of alternate masses of fuel and L0 2 , with conventional
explosive in the form of sheets intervening.

The explosive sheets will provide a convenient simu-
lation of explosive propellant mixtures at the interface
between the bulk propellant masses, with the advantage

that the explosive yield of the sheet expl.osive will be
accurately known. Any measured explosive yield of such
charges that is significantly greater than the known yield
of the sheet explosive will be evidence of a contribution
by the propellants due to post-ignition mixing.
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The future course of the investigations of mechanisms leading to the

development of the definitive properties in a propellant spillage will depend
to some extent on the results obtained from the cold-fuel mixing study

outlined earlier and thus cannot be defined in detail. However, the work

would generally be directed toward study of fuel break up and study of

more general flow processes.

In the fuel breakup study, once it has been determined what mechanism

supplies the energy to break up RP-1 fuel in spillages with L02 , it should

be possible to deduce the variable- likely to be important in the process.

Thus, if the breakup was due only to fluid friction, variables such as fluid
viscosity, velocity, and characteristic .ength would be dominant. If boiling

heat transfer supplied the breakup energy, variables such as thermal con-

ductivity, heat transfer coefficient, interface area, etc. would be important.

In any case, the tentative identification of controlling variables depends

on the construction of a simplified theoretical model of the breakup process,

in which th.e interactions of the various forces leading to breakup of the

fuel are developed conceptually.

Following the development of a simplified theoretical model (or models)

of the breakup process in the more important mixing modes tested in Project

PYRO, a series of experimental tests would be conducted to find the dependence

of fuel breakup on each of the hypothetical controlling variables predicted

by the simplified theoretical model.

These experiments wouLd employ a method by which the final surface area

and other particulate properties of the fuel can be measured after the fuel

breakup process is complete. The problem of representative sampling can be

disposed of by collecting all of the fuel in each test for surface area

measurement. The planned experimental approach involves use of a model regime

in which the temperatures of all Important processes would be about 75 to 100 0C

higher than in the actual event, but the temperature differences and the heat

transfer phenomena would, as nearly as possible, be maintained the same as in

the actual process. In this kind of model, all the heat transfer phenomena

and the turbulence leading to fuel breakup should be substantially the same

as in the actual process, but the melting point of the fuel would be slightly
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above room temperature so that the examination and measurement of its part-

iculate properties would be greatly facilitated. Molten wax, at an initial

temperature about 65 to 75 0 C above its melting point, would simulate the fuel

in the model. A mixture of two Freon compounds (Freon 14; CF 4 ; b.p. 1450 K

and Freon 23; CHF3; b.p. i91 0 K) having a ,iling point of about 165 to 1800 K

could be used to simulate LO . The use of this simulant for LD would provide

for the initial temperature difference - as well as the temperature difference

at the fuel freezing point between fuel surface and cryogenic - to be the

same as the corresponding quantities in the LO /RP-1 interaction being modeled.
2

The heat of vaporization per unit weight of the LO 2 simulant would be nearly

the same as that of L 2 , so that the boiling heat transfer and the turbulence
tic
thereby produced should simulate the LO /RP-1 interaction very well, assuming

that the boiling heat transfer rate as a function of the temperature difference

between fuel and cryogenic is the same for the Freon as for L02 .

The first use of the Molten wax results would be to establish whether
the hypothetical controlling variables do, in fact, exert a major influence

on the breakup of the fuel and, hence, to test the theoretical model from

which they were deduced. The test results would ultimately form the basis
S~of a correlation formula expressing the fuel particle size (or whatever

aspect of particle size had previously been found to be definitive with respect

to explosive yield) as . lunction of its controlling variables in dimensionlessI form, from which the fuel breakup scaling relationship would be obtainable.

The following steps are anticipated.

a. Develop simplified theoretical models of fuel breakup in various
mixing xodes.

b. Conduct measurements of interface area developed in chosen mixing
modes by means of molten wax techniques, varying parameters suspected

as controlling va. iables from simple theoretical models developed
!-1 item (a).

c. Develop correlation formulae from data obtained in (b), expressing
interface per unit volume as a function of controlling variables
in dimensionless form.

The additional flow process study would primarily be concerned with those

processes lead±ng to propellant contact. The objective would be to find
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whether the fraction of propellants that arrive in sufficiently close

juxtaposition to one another to participate in the development of potential

explosive yield change with scale and - if such a change is found - to

correlate the fractions of propellants so engaged with the variables con-

trolling their change.

The approach to be followed would be to develop sit 'ifted theoretical

hydrodynamic models that best represent the major features of the fluid flow

in each mixing mode, using as a guide, appropriate photography (taken at

several scale sizes) of flow in the more important mixing modes tested in

Project PYRO. From these theoretical models, expressions relating the

fraction of each propellant to its maximum distance from an LO /RP-i inter-

face as a function of time will be derived. The effect of scale changes oil

these relationships will be deduced.

In some geometries, the flow instabilities either due to fluid friction

or boiling heat transfer may play a dominant role in determining the total

fracAon of propellants that participate in development of potential explosive

yield. In such cases, it will bŽ necessary to investigate the effect of scale

changes on these processes.
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Section 7
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Section 8

SUIARY AND CONCLUSIONS

PURPOSE

The objective of Project PYRO was to develop a reliable philosopLy for pre-

dicting the credible damagr potential which may be experienced from the acciden-

tal explosion of liquid propellants during launch or test operations of missiles

or space vehicles.

Such information is required for the sitting of static test stands and

launch facilities, for vehicle and payload design, for launch operations, etc.

The propellant combinations of N0/50% UDI - 50% 1.,H LO2/RP-l, and LO2/LH2

were investigated.

METHOD OF APPROACH

The PYRO program included experimental determination of the blast and ther-

mal environments resulting from various types of propellant mixtures for these

liquid propellant combinations. Propellant weights up to about 100,000 ib were

used for the cryogenic comtinations and up to 1,000 lb for the hypergolic com-

bination.

The generalized t.dt conditions were selected to simulate the important

classes of propellant interaction, i.e., the manner in which the two propellants

come into contact with each other and mix during an accidental failure. The

ways in which the propellants can mechanically interact with each other are de-

pendenc on the initial conditions of the propellants at the start of the inter-

action and on the nature of the boundary conditions which control or confine the

flow of propellants during the svillage and mixing process. The two major boun-

dary conditions selected for testing were confinement-by-the-missile (CBM) and

confinement-by-the-grourtd-.surface (CBGS).
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The CBM condition is intended to simulate the general case where failure

occurs in the intertank bulkhead and propellant mixing is confined within the
'I

tankage. The parameters of primary concern for this case arc the igdtion time,

the size of the opening in the intertank bulkhead, the length-to-diameter ratio

of the tankage, the ullage volume, and the pressure rise to cause tank rupture.

The CBGS condition simulates the situation where the propellants spill out

of the tankage and mix on the ground surface (such as could occur in fallback

of a vehicle on the launch pad). Major emphasis in the program has been placed

on a flat ground surface, although a limited amount of data was obtained for

other conditions. The parameters of primary concern for this boundary condition

are the ignition time and the velocities, shapes, and relative orientation of

the propellant masses at the start of their interaction.

Conceptually, propellant mixing can also occur without confinement, i.e.,

after the propellants spill out of the tankage but before they reach the ground,

(such as could occur with a flight destruct system). Such free-fall mixing was

not included in the program, however, because of the small amount of mixing an-

ticipated. Unless there is a large velocity difference between the two propel-

lants (which is unlikely for massive failures near the ground), there are no

significant forces holding the two masses together, and even a small pressure

generated by vaporization or reaction at the interface between the two masses

will be sufficient to separate them and minimize mixing.

Although the generalized test conditions used resemble some actual failure

modes, the intent in the program was not to investigate all credible combinations

of tankage configuration, failure mode, and site geometry. There is an almost

infinite number of such combinations. Rather, it was reasoned that many of these

combinations would lead to similar propellant interactions and that study of

several basic propellant interaction modes would be sufficient to provide a ba-

sis for evaluation or prediction under a variety of failure conditions.

The basic blast data obtained from these tests were peak ovorpressure and

positive-phase impulse, both as a function of distance from the propellant ex-

plosion. Equivalent explosive weights at each measurement distance were
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determined separately for peak overpreusure and positive-phase impulse by means

of standard TAlT surface burst reference curves. Thermal data obtained from the

tests included total heat flux, gas temperatures, and xadiant heat flux,

SUMMARY OF TECHNICAL FINDINGS

The overall results obtained from the PYRO program are far too extensive

in scope to fully summarize in this section, and the reader is referred to the

main body of the report and the prediction method in Volume 3 for complete in-

formation. Certain of the findings, however, are sufficiently imLportant to be

emphasized here, and are discussed below.

Blast and Thermal Environment Prediction Method

The major result of Project PYRO was the development of a scientific method

for predicting the blast wave and fireball characteristics of liquiu propellant

explosions. This method is based on the results of the basic test program in

conjunction with the analytical studies and prior information regarding liquid

propellant explosive behavior. The method can be applied to any given missile

or space vehicle system for a wide range of specified failure modes.

In the prediction method, the thermal environment is given only as a func-

tion of propellant type and weight, while the blast environment is gl,,,cn as a

function of a number of controlling parameters, including time of ignition for

the cryogenic propellant combinations. The selection of appropriate values of

the parameters needed to predict the blast enviromr.ent for a specific system is

considered to be the responsibility of the users of the information and in gen-

eral requires a failure mode analysis of the system.

The derivation of the blast prediction method for the hypergolic propellant

combination is given in Section 4 and for the cryogenic combinations in Section

5. The thermal predictioý, method for all propellant combinations appears in

Section 6. The dItailed procedures for using all prediction methods are given

in Volume 3 of this report.
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In general, the blast yields from h;,pergolic propellants are less than 2%.
Exceptions to this occur for the high-velocity impact condition, or when an e~x-

plosive don-.r wcighing more than 15% of the propellant quantity is employed.

With cryogenic propellants (LO 2/RP-I or LO /LH 2 ) thp yields will vary widely

as a function of the failure mode, ignition delay time, and severan other fac-

tors. Thus, ust of a single TNT equivalent yield value (such as the current

70% for LO /RP-1; 600 for NJ /LH2) may actually be far too high or too low, de-
2 2 2

pending on the particular" system and failire conditions under consideration.

Liquid Propellant Blast Phenomena

Characteristically, the TNT equivalent weights computed from the measured

data vary toth as a func-tion of the shock wave parameter used (peak overpressure

or positive-phase impulse) and the distance from the explosion. At long dis-

tances, however, the equivalent wel.ghts tend to approach an equal and constant

value, which has been defined as the terminal equivalent weight (when expressed

as a percent of the total projtellant weight).

The differences between the blast waves from liquid propellants and con-

ventional high explosives tend to get larger as the distance from the explosion

decreases. Characteristically the peak pressures from propellant explosions

tend to get sualler and impiulses larger than for a similar quantity of TNT.

These differences can be large enough to significancly affect damage prediction.

Methods of modifying the blast characteristics to account for these differences

are included in the prediction method.

Effects of Factors

Ignition Time. In general, for the cryogenic combinations, the most cri-

tical parameter is the time of ignition. TNT equivalent yield values can vary

by as much as a factor of 5 between the conditions under which ignition occurs

early in the failure process and when it occurs at later times. This clearly

points out the desirability of establishing, whenever possible, that ignition

will occur at or near the earliest possible time.

SI 8-4
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impact Velocity. impact velocity was found to be a very significant fac-

tor in determining the yields of propellants impacting and mixing on tile ground

surface (CBGS and high-velocity-impact mixing modes). Even with the storable

propellants, yields can become very high if the impact velocity exceeds several

hundred feet per second. With the cryogenic propellants, yields increase very

rapidly at much lower impact velocitJes, and very high yields can be obtained

from only a 100-ft drop height.

Geometry. The geometrv of the tankage (L/D ratio) is a moderately signifi-

cant factor for the cryogeuic combinations and must be considered in the CRM

failure conaition. However, the yield does not vary over a wide range in going

from an L/D of 1.8 to 5.

Bulkhead Opening Size. The size of che barlkhead opening relative to the

tank diameter (vD/Dt ratio) also is important in the CHM failure condition.

However, so long as the opening is less than 201% of the tank cross-sectic.lal

area, the effect is relatively small. The maximum yield values for the 100%

opeu case are sig..ificantly larger than those for the 20% case, but obtaining

c..enings larger than 20% seemns jomewhat unlikely.

Ullage Volume. The large effect of ullage volume on yield was one of t-e

interesting results obtained fuom the LO 2/RP-l CBM case. For this case it was

shown that the maximum yield (in pounds 2f TNT) expected from a given vehicle

when it was fully fueled was significantly less than that expected when it was

about one-half to three-fourths full. The explanation is that the much larger

ullage volume for the partially full case leads to a longer time for propellant

mixing (and thus more complete mixing) prior to tank rupture caused by the pres-
sure buildup resulting from vaporization of the LO2 . (Thfz time of tank ruptLre

is considered to be the maximum credible ignition time.)

Tank Rupture Pressure Differential. The tank rupture pressure differential

(difference between tank burst pressure and initial pressure) was also found to

le significant for essentially the same reason that the initial ullage volume

was important. The larger the rupture pressure differential, the longer the

maximum available mixing time and, thus, the larger the maximum yield.
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Quan tiity The basic blast prediction method for full-scale quantities ofIi ~cryogenic propellants was i.nitially developed using data obtained fr~om the 200-

lb weight scale and from postulated scaling relationships based on available in-

formation regarding the propellant mixing and explosion phenomena. Specifical-

ly, the initially postulated scaling relationship was that the explosive yield

(in nercent of the total propellant weight) would be independent of the propel-

lant quantity and that the time of ignition to obtain equal explosive yields

would scale as the cube root of the propellant weight. The validity of the

postulated scaling for the cryogenic propellant combination was tested first on

the 1,000-lb weight scale and later by using propellant quantities in the range

of 25,000 to 100,000 lb. In only one case did these larger scale tests result

Fin a modification to the scaling relationships, and that was for the LO2/RP-1

i2
CBM condition. The aesults tor this caso showed that the yield tended to de-

crease with increasing weight but that the rate of decrease also tended to de-

crease with increasing weight, so that the yield was roughly constant above

10,000 lb and only a factor of 1.2 greater at 1,000 lb.

PROBLEM AREAS

The major problem area still remaining in regard to predicting the blast

enviroaument from liquid propellant explosions is in establishing credible igni-

tion times for the cryogenic propellant combinations. As noted prevtcusly,

very much sraller yield values can be used if it can be demonstrated that igni-

Stion will occur very early in the failure process.

Although early ignition is generally believed to be reasonably likely, at

the present time no generally applicable method exists for quantitatively pre-

dicting the credible ignition time. The scope of Project PYRO did not include

an investigation of the probability of ignition; and the fact that it was pos-

sible to get long times of ignitions for most of the test conditions in the PYRO

program tends to make it even more difficult, without further szudy, to justify

the assumption of early ignition. Admittedly, special precautions were taken

.t In the test program to minimize the probablit'y of accidental ignition anti to

obtain a wide range of ignition delay times. The real question is, what is the
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probability of ignition as a function of time for full-scale missile and space

vehicle systems? Pecause of the large yield reductions possible with early ig-

nition, it is clear that this question deserves study by those responsible for

design of missile and space vehicle systems.

Two basic approaches are possible to capitalize on the relatively low

yields obtained from early ignition:

1. Develop a generally applicable method for predicting ignition times in

the hope that the intuitive belief that it is likely to occur early

will be verified.

2. Develop automated ignition systems that will ensure early ignition.

The first approach has the advantage that if it turns out as postulated,

early ignition can be assured without development of new hardware. It may turn

out, however, that early ignition cannot be assured in all cases, and then it

would still be necessary to use the second approach for these cases. The sec-

ond approach clearly offers greater assurance of providing the desired result,

but it is likely to be significantly mor'e expensive in the long run.

Since there is no clear-cut advantage within the present state of knowledge

for one approach over the other, it is recommended that a two-phase program be

conducted, with the first phase a preliminary study of both approaches in order

to evaluate their relative potential, and the second phase the development of

the approach showing the greatest potential.

8-
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Section 9111 GLOSSARY AND SYMBOLS

GLOSSARY

Blast Scaling Laws: Scaling laws formulated from the general laws of similitude
relating blest and environmental parameters. The mest nommon olast scaling laws
(termed "cube root scaling" relate blast wave parameters (e.g., blast pressure,
P, positive-phase impulse, I, and positive-phase duratiun, t+) to distance from
an explosion d, and explosion weight W, as follows:

P = f(d/W1/3/) = f(A)

Ii'W1/3 = h(d/WI/3) = h(A)

St+/WI/3 = g(d/W11/3) = g(A)

The quantities d/W•/3 and t+/WI/3 are commonly referred to as scaled distance
and scaled time, respectively. (See SACHS SCALING LAW.)

Blast Wave: A pressure pulse (or wave) in air, propagated continuously from an
explosion and characterized by an initial generally rapid rise of pressure above
ambient values. The air within a blast wave moves in the direction of propaga-
tion, causing winds. (See SHOCK WAVE..)

Confiraement-by-the-Missile (CEM): Conditicn in which an internal failure occurs
and one pro-•ellant falls down onto the other. Duration of case is limited to the
time the propallants are confined within the walls of the missilo.

Corifineient-by-the-Ground-Surface (CBGS): Test condition in which propellants
- :nteract subsequent to tank rupture, when propellants are impacting on flat hori-

zontal surface. Both vertical and horizontal flow directions were investigated.

Vertical Flow Test Condition: Propellants impact the ground surface together.

Horizontal Flow Test Condition: Lower propellant is allowed to impact on
ground surface, creating a pool prior to impact of top propellant.

Explosive Yield: The explosive potential of propellants is usually expressed in
terms of their ¶IWT equivalent yield, i.e., the amount of TNT wshich if put at the
position of the propellant explosion would produce the same value of a particular

shock wave parameter at the same distance as for the propellant explosion. T.e
explosive yield of a given propellant explosion can be given in equivalent pounds

9-1
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of TNT, although it is more common to express it in terwms of the percent of the
total weight of propellants involved. The term explosive yield is usually modi-
fied by the shock wave parameter used in the calculation, e.g., peek overpressure
yield or positive-phase impulse yield.

Free-Ai.r Overpressure (or Free-Field Overpressure): The unreflected pressure,
in excess of the ambient atmospheric pre.asure, created in the air by the blast
wave from an explosion.

Impulse (per unit area): The integral, with respect to time, of the overpressure
in a blast wave at a given point, the integration being carried out between the

time of arrival of the blast wave and that at which the overpressure returns toI zero at the given point. Tixpulse dimensions are the product of overpressure and
time, e.g., psi-seconds.

Overpressure: The transient pressure, usually expressed in pounds per square
inch, exceeding the ambient pressure, manifested in the shock (or blast) wave
from an explosion. The variation of overpressure with time depends on the energy
yield of the explosion, the type of explosive or propellant, the distance from

the point of burst, and the medium in which the explosive propellants are detona-
ted. The peak overpressure is the maximum value of the overpressure at a given
location and is generally experienced at the instant the shock (or blast) wave
reaches that location. (See SHDCK WAVE.)

Sachs Scaling Law: Scaling laws relating blast and environmental parameters
that include the effects of changes of ambient pressures. These scaling laws
are summarized below;

P/Po = f' [(WP = f,(A)

/I(W/Po)l d h'(dWfW/P _'1/ _ )3 1 
=h'(At)t L o/ j

+,(W,, = < ,[dI/(W/P )1,] - g3]

where P = shock pressure

P = ambient pressure
0

d = distance fiom the charge

W = charge weight

t = duration of the positive-pressure phase I

9-2A :
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I = positive-phase impulse

A'= d/ (W/P0) 1/3

The quantities d/(W/P0 )'/3 and t+/(W/Po4'/3 are commonly referred to as Sachs
scaled distance and Sachs scaled time, respectively.

Shock Front (or Pressure Front): The fairly sharp boundary between the pressure
disturbance created by an explosion (in air, water, or earth) and the ambient
atmosphere, water, cr earth, respectively. It constitutes the front of the
shock (or blast) wave.

Shock Wave: A continuously propagated pressure pulse (or wave) in the surround-
ing medium, which may be air, water, or earti, initiated by the expansion of the
hot gases produced in an explosion. A shock wave in air is often referred to as
a blast wave. The duration of a shock (or blast) wave is distinguished by two
phases. First there is the positive (or compression) phase, during which the
pressure rises very sharply to a value that is higher than ambient and then de-
creases to the ambient pressure. The duration of the positive phase increases
and the maximum (peak) pressure decreases with increasing distance from an ex-
plosion of a given energy yield. In the second phase, the negative (or rarefac-
tion) phase, the pressure falls below ambient and then returns to the ambient
value. Deviations from the ambient pressure during the negative phase are never
large. (See OVERPRESSURE.)

Terminal Yýrild: The value of the explosive yield in the region where the explo'-
-sive yield becomes independent of distarce from the explosion or the shock wave
parameter used in the calculation. (See EXPLOSIVE YIELD.)

BLAST SYMBOLS

D = Ground distance from point of explosion (ft)

D - D/W"/3 = Scaled ground distance

D /Dt = Intertank bulkhead opening ratio (ratio of effective circular
diameter of opening in intertank bulkhead to tank diameter)

I = Positive-phase impulse (psi/msec)

I/WI/3 = Scaled positive-phase impulse

k = Ratio of the terminal yielt for a given Vu arid APr to that for
the standard condition of Vu = 10% and AP = 85 psi

r

L = Propellant loading fraction (fraction of propellant tanks
filled with fuel - assumes that L = i corresponds to a Vu
10%)

9-3
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L/D Propellant length-to-diameter ratio

P Peak overorensure (psi)

IAP Difference between the tank burst pressure and the initial tank•Xr pressure

t Propellant mixing time (for CBM case corresponds to time from
initial propellant contazt to ignition - for CEGS case corre-
sponds to time from initial propellant contact on ground sur-
face to ignition)

t t/WI/ - Scaled propellant mixing time

t - Maximum scaled propellant mixing time (applicable to CDI! case -

corresponds to time from initial propellant contact to time for
| the tanks to burst due to pressure buildup from vaporization

of cryogenic propellants)

t Critical scaled propellant mixing time (applicable to LO2/RP-lcrt
rt and 1,02/LH2 CBGS case- corresponds to time from initial pro-

-• pellant contact on ground surface to time of maximum yield)

v = Propellant impact velocity on ground surface (or other target)

V = Tank ullage volume in percent of total tank volumeu

AP
Vuf - Vu = Effective ullage volume for constant AP
U~eff 85 u

W = Total propellant weight (lb)

W = Propellant weight in top tank

W = Propellant weight in bottom tankb

Y = Explosive yield (percent of total propellant weight which acts
like TN-T, assuming surface burst conditions)

Y " Explosive yield computed from impulse data

Y = Explosive yield computed from peak overpressure data

Y •pecific explosive yield (yield per pound of propellants)

1 Other Notation

SEmpirically derived constants (a, a', b, b', c, c', n, m, G,

a,, ( e, a",, P

9-4
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1

Functions of variables If(), g(), h( )

ThERMA.L SYMBOLS

c = Specific bert (watt-sec/gm-°C)

D = Diameter (ft)

K = Thermal conductivity (watt/tin-°C)

K'= (Krc/1)2/2

q Heat flux density (watt/cIA2 )

TA = Temperature change (OK)

t Time (seconds)

W = Total propellant weight (Ib) ,

p Mass density (gim-,cm
3 )

r Fireball duration (seconds)

~1
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Appendix A

BLAST INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM

This section describes the blast instrumentation system installed at test

pad 1-91, AFRPL, for the main portion of the PYRO test series. (Thermal instru-

mentation is described in Appendix C.) Included are a discussion of the ration-

ale for the design of the system, the layout of the measuring stations, descrip-

tion of the blast sensors and mounts, and a description of the test program

conducted to evaluate the blast instrumentation. Descriptions of the instru-

mentation systems installed at the. Naval Ordnance Test Station for the high-

velocity impact tests are presented in the section discussing the results from

those tests.

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

GSAuge Station Array

Tb provide adequate documentation of the exrlosive characteristics of pro-

pellant explosions, it is desirable to measure the pertinent blast characteris-

tics as a function of both distance and azimuth. To provide this capability,

the blast gauges were placed on three radial lines passing through ground zero

and oriented 120 deg with respect to each other.

The basic blast-gauge system consisted of overpressure sensors on each line

at several radii for each propellant weight. Since the peak overpressure de-

creases approximately as the negative 1.8 power of the distance over the pres-

sure range of primary concern, 1 to 100 psi, it was convenient to space the sta-

tions at distances differing by a factor of approximately 1.8. This resulted

* in pressures differing by a factor of 2.5 from station to station, or a total

difference in pressure over five stations of a factor of about 40. This arrange-

iment not only provides a reasonable spacing of stations over the pressure range

of interest, but also permits use of most of the same stations when the propel-

lant weight used in the testing is increased. At the time the system was

I
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4 designed, the planned propellant weights were 200, 1000, 5000, and 25,000 lb,

Ieach size differing from t.he previous one by a factor of 5. Since the pressure

depends on the ratio of the distance to the cube root of the charge weight and I
since the pressure decreases approximately as the negative 1.8 power of the dis-

•I. Vtance, the pressure at a given distance will -,ry approximately as the 0.6 pow- I
er of the charge weight, i.e., it will increase by a factor of about 2 5 with j
an increase of charge weight by a factor of 5. Since this is the same as the

difference in pressure from station to station, the same pressure range can be

f covered for a change in propellant weight by a factor of 5 by deleting the

closest station and adding one new station at a distance of approximately 1.8

times the distance of the last station. The actual propellant weights used dur-

ing the program were 200, 1000, 25,000 'd 100,000 lb. To accomodate the

1 00,000 lb propell%nt weight, an additional ring of gauges was installed using

the same 1.8 distance factor.

Since a variety of explosive yields was expected for each scale of test-

I ing, ranging from as low as 1 percent to nearly 100 percent, an intermediate

I yield level of 10 purcent was selected for establishing the specific station
location. (A 100-percent yield would give pressures about a factor of 4 higher

than those for a 10-percent yield, while a 1-percent yield would give pressures

about a factor of 4 lower.)

In addit.ion to the foregoing considerations, selection of the actual pres-

sure values for the stations was guided by the following: the pressure region

of primary interest is between I and 100 psi, and a minimum of thre- of the sta-

tions should be in the region below about 15 psi, where the shock wave would be

Sexpected to be unsupported, i.e., classical in nature, for a 10-percent explo-

sive yield situation.

To supplement the basic overpressure measurement system, the follo'ing ad-

ditional measurements were also installed:

I * IWo overp,,essure'-time measurements as close to the explosion as prac-
j tical.

I ~A-2
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0 Four measurements of stagnation pressure. spanning the range from near

grourd zero to the 32-psi luvel. (These gauges were also used as time-
of-arrival gauges.)

Additional details of the instrumentaLion and station layout are given in

Fig. A-1 and Table A-l,

Transducers and Amplifying and Recording System

The basic factors which were considered in the choice of an overpressure

sensor for the primary blast-measuring system for project PYRO were:

e Gauges wihich would be unaffected by the ambient environmtnt expected at
the test site over the several-year test period. The most important
factor to consider here is probably temperature stability.

* Gauges which would be small in diameter (< 1/2 in.) to fit in the thin
probe required for the head-on overpressure measurements and also to
have a very short air-shock travel time (rise time) for the side-on
overpressure measurements. The gauge and preamp system should also have
a high natural frequency (! 20 kHz) to accurately measure the air blasts
from the smaller scale tests.

* Gauges which would survive the thermal and blast environment, which
could be in excess of 3,0000 K and 3,000 psi at the close-in stations.

e A gauge and preamp system which had been used in a similar environment
and preferably one whLch we and other investigators had used in the
field.

The system selected to satisfy all of the above requirements was manufac-

tured by the Kistler Instruments Corporation and consisted of natural quartz

pientoelectric transducers (Models 601A, 601H, 603A, 606A, and 701A) combined

with a charge-amplifier-type preamp (Model 566M109). These transducers are

ýamall, approximately 1/4 in. in diameter, with a 1/8-in. sensitive area. They

itere enclosed in a stainless steel housing, had a flush-mounted stainless steel

diaphragri, and were available with overpressure ranges in excess of 15,000 psi.

The Irequency response of the sensor-preamplifier system was rated from near DC

to approximately 70 kHz. The sensors had good temperature stability and, with

a protective thermal covaring of silicone grease, had been used successfully in

a similar propellant-blast environment by URS and by other investigators.

A-3
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:Tble A-1

SUMMARY OF BLAST INSTRUMENTATION

GAUGE NOMINAL 200 LB 1000 LB 25000 LB 100,000 LB
GA. DISTANCE
LINE (ft) P i p p P p p P p

s 0 s 0 s i s 0

A X
B 2.8
C

11 B 4.5
- ~CH

A X x X
III B 7.5 X X

C x

A X X X X X X
IV B 13 x x x

C X X X**-

A X X X X X
V B 23 X X X

C x x x

A X X X X
VI B 38 X X X X X

C X X x x

A x x x x x
VII B 67 X X X X

C x x x x
A X X

IX B 2,00 X ,
C

A xxIx B 335 x
C

i Xl B 600

Head-on-oriented stagnation pressure sensor.

Side-on-oriented overpressure sensor.

A single gauge at the 13-ft distance was alternately located along gauge
lines A and C.

A-5
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The charge amplifiers for each sensor were movuted in protective junction

boxes located 20 to 50 ft further away from ground zero than the sensors.

These separation distances between the sensors and the amplifiers were neces-

sary to eliminate any possible air-induced ground shock from affecting the am-

plifiers during the time of interest. In all cases the air shock pulse would

have passed over the sensor before the shock front reached the location of the

amplifier junction boxes.

The control and recording equipment was located ir, a "blockhouse" approxi-

mately 1000 ft from the test pad. The recording system consisted of three Mod-

el FR-1200 and three Model FR-100, 14--track Ampex instrumentation tape record-

ers.

i All pressure channels were recorded on the three FR-1200's, which were run

at 120 ips. The bandwidth of these records was DC to 20 kHz. The thermal in-

strumentation was recorded on the FR-lO0's, which had a bandwidth of DC to 10

kJlz. Tape speed for the VR-iOU's wes 60 ips.

Mounting of Transducers

The three basic sensor mount designs used for the blast instrumentation are

shown in Figs. A-2 through A-4. The type A mounts, Fig. A-2, were fabricated

from 3-in.-thick steel and were used in the close-in environment. The config-

uration shown, located 4.5 f* from ground zero, contains a side-on overpressure

sensor and a stagnation pressure sensor. Another version of this sensor mount,

with the same basic design and containing only a single overpressure sensor, was

located at 2,8 ft from ground zero.

The type B mount, Fig. A-3, located 7.5 ft from ground zero, was fabrica-

ted frow 3-in.-diameter heavy-wall stainless steel tubing. The front nose of I

this mount was removable to allow use of either the pointed nose containing the

In this discussion, the distances quotfd refer to the 200-lb test series,

as described in the discussion of blast instrumentation design. These dis-
tances were Increased by a factor of approximately 1.8 for each increase in
propellant weight of a. factor of 5.

I "
I
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15 in.

42 in.

42~ ~ inn-

1. Side-on overpressure gauge

2. Stagnatior _uge

Fig. A-2. Type A Sensor Mount

I 
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t Side-on Overpressure Gauge

[i

Stcgaflo 24g 12 hi.

Fig. A-3. Type B Sensor Mount

t A-8
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-AU-H|

•13~1 inn. _
t I:

r-13 in..n e -- 4 in.--

Side-on Overpressure Gouge

Stagnation Gouge

r-Tj J12 in.

Fig. A-4. Type C Sensor Mount
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stagnation sensor or a blunt protective nose. A side-on-pressure sensor was

L located on top of the mount, a& noted in the figure.

The type C mount, Fig. A-4, combined the t.pe B with a 12-in.-high raised

pedestal. At the stations off the test pad, thb additional height of the

raised pedestal helped to prevent ground surface irregularities and the dust

created by the explosions from influencing the overpressure readings.

CALIBRATION

ThI blast ins',rumentation system was calibrated by a variety of methods,

including periodic laboratory calibration of individual components, a calibra-

tion of electrical components during the countdown that preceded each propellant

I and high-explosive (H.E.) test, a periodic end-to-end field calibration of

individual channels, and complete system calibrations using standard H.E.

charges. j

Calibration by Other Than High Explosives

The laboratory c'alibrations of electrical components and piezoelectric

pressure transducers were periodically conducted by standard procedures, the

I latter by standard shock tube techniques.

Calibration of the charge amplifiers in the field preceding each propel-

Slant test was corducted by applying a measured charge signal to the input and

measuring the output voltage for- the test gain setting, thus obtaining the

gain ultimately req-ired for test data evaluation.

An end-to-end calibration of all blast instrumentation channels was con-

ducted by dynamically applying a known pressure step to each pressure gauge in

its field position by means of a small portable shock tube.

The calibration procedure for the amplifiers used with the thermal instru-

ments was somewhat less involved, since only the external feedback circuits

needed to be measured. These circuits were constructed on printed circuit cards

J A-10
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for easy removal from the test area to the control station for calibration. For

calibration, these circuits are inserted into a special calibration panel which

simulates the test configuration.

It should be mentioned also that AFRPL in-strumen;ation personnel conducted

an accuracy study of the laboratory and electrical calibration procedures used

during the program. This study is reported in Ref. A-1.

High-Explosive (H.E.) Calibration Tests

General Description

Calibration of the instrumentation system was performed throughout the pro-

gram by detonating spherical charges of high explosives whose explosive proper-

ties are well known (TNT and Pentolite). The purpose of these tests was to

verify the correct overall operation of the blast instrumentation syst':m, both

initially and throughout the program, and to provide information on the system

reproducibility.

A summary of the calibration tests is given in Table A-2 showing their di-

vision into test series, the first series being conducted to test the system

initially, and each of the remaining series being associated with a given set

of propellant tests.

The spherical charges were detonated at a scaled height of burst (HOB) of
f 1/

about 1 ft/lb for all tests. This chargae height was selected because it was

high enough to minimize cratering and the subsequent hazard to instrumentation

from flying debris and still low enough to ensure a well-developed shock front

j at the closest above-surface transducer. Furthermore, this charge height is

high enough so that the particular nature of the ground surface would not sig-

I nificantly Influence the results. (Much of the available reference data are

for natural ground surfaces, such as hard-packed clay, while the surface in the

vicinity of the explosion for the PYR0 tests is concrete.)

A-11
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3_ Table A-2

SUMMARY OF H.E. CALIBRATION TESTS

CHARGE
NUMBER TEST SERIES DESCRIPTION

OF TESTS WEIGHT
(Ib)

6 18 Pentolite Initial series; conducted prior to pro-
pellant testing.

18 18 Pentolite Conducted periodically throughout the

propellant testing at the 200- and
1,000-lb levels.

3 500 Pentolite Conducted in conjunction with the
25,000-lb tests and the Titan I test.

2 1,000 TNT Conducted iu conjunction with the
20 S-IV test.

Calibration Data

The individual gauge readings of peak overpressure and impulse for each of

the four test series listed in Table A-2 are given in Tables A-3 through A-6.

It can be seen from the tables that various gauge changes were implemented,

usually between test series. For instance, subsequent to the initial six tests

one of the three gauges at both the 6.6- and 12.8-ft distances was deleted. In

addition, starting with Test 221, three gauges were added at both 117 and 200

ft. The system wan modified for the 500-lb pentolite tests (see Table A-5) as

follows: three gauges (one for each gauge line) were added at both the 335-

and 600-ft distances, two gauges were deleted at 13 ft, leaving one gauge at

this distance along either gauge line A or C; and at both the 23- and 37-ft dis-

tances, a gauge was deleted along gauge line A, leaving seven gauges along gauge
lines B and C.

4 * These data have not been corrected for the difference in ambient pressure be-

tween the test pad (about 13.4 psi) and sea level (14.7 psi), since the net
effect of the correction (which has to be made in both the overpressure and
scaled distance) is so small as not to influence any of the conclusions
drawn from the data.

A-12
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"For the system as it existed for the Saturn S-IV test, two 1000-lb TNT

spheres were detonated immediately after the propellant test at the usual 1-ft/

lb1/3 scaled height of burst. It can be seen from Table A-6 that the gauge ar-
ray for these tests was much like that for the 25,000-lb and Titan i Lvts, a.L-

though there were no 13-ft gauges and only one each at the 22.5-, 37.1- and
66.6--ft distances. It can also be seen from the table that the agreement be-

tween the pressure and impulse results from gauges at the same distance and for

each particular test is quite good, but that the close-in data for test 064 are

generally higher than the data for shot 063. While this difference is not un-

like the normal test-to-test reproducibility at those distances, it is unusual

for all the data to have the same trend. A possible explanation for this is

that the detonation conditions for the two tests were not the same. The charge

for Test 063 was detonated at the top surface, using a C4 booster, and the

charge for Test 064 was detonated at the center, using the internally cast pen-

tolite booster. While very little is known about the effect of point of initia-

I tion on blast-wave parameters measured close to a charge, it appears reasonable

to assume that at least some of the data spread can be attributed to this change

•t in detonation conditions.

Results of High-Explosive Calibration Tests

The calibration test data are presented in this section in terms of peak

pressure and positive-phase impulse versus scaled distance graphs; for purposes

of comparison, standard reference curves are incladed. Also presented are the

results of statistical analysis of both the initial 18-lb pentolite tests and

the subsequent series of eighteen 18-lb pentolite tests; no comparable analyses

were performed for the 500- and 1000-lb series due to the small number of tests

conducted.

The surface burst reference curves included with the calibration data plots

are based on TNT surface burst data given in Refs. A-2 and A-3 for pressure and

impulse, respectively. For use in these plots, these reference curves have been

adjusted to a pentolite base. This adjustment entails the assumption that 1.18

lb of TNT is equivalent to 1 lb of pentolite.

A-20
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Also included on some of the calibration data figures are reference curves

based on spherical charges of Composition A detonated at a scaled HOB of 1.4

ft/1l3b (from Ref. A-4). As would be expected, the surface burst data tend to

lie somewhat below the calibratior data collected at a scaled HOB of 1 ft/lbl/3S

and closer to the Composition A data collected at a scaled HOB of 1.4 ft/
1/3

lb

18-lb Pentolite Tests. Plots indicating the results of the twenty-four

18-lb pentolite tests are given for peak pressure and scaled impulse on Figs.

A-5 and A-6, respectively. The plotted points represent the mean pressure or

*impulse averaged over all three gauge lines and all 24 tests; data are occasion-

ally missing for one or more of the three gauges at a given distance, and the

data from each test - rather than each gauge - were weighted equally. The

brackets associated with each plotted point indicate the estimated standard

deviation of the measurements, where the standard deviation is of the distribu- z

tion of pressure or scaled impulse means over the gauge lines; thus, for pres-

sure (or impulse) at 67 ft, the distribution consists of 24 pressure (or 24

scaled impulsc) values, and since gauges were installed for the last eight

tests only at the 117- and 200-ft oistances, the distribution at theso distan-

ces consists of eight pressure (cr eight scaled impulse) values.

One of the major purposes of the calibrations tests was to obtain statis--

tical information that wo1id be useful in the analysis of the propellant test

data, e.g., estimates of the standard deviation which can be attributed to the

instrumentation system. The desired statistical information was obtained from

the results of the tests by means of analysis of variance techniques. Separate

analyses waze mode for the pressure and impulse data at each distance; a two-

way classification was used, the factors being the shot (test) and the gauge,

and interactions were assumed negligible.

The results of the analysis for the initial six tests are given in Table

A-7. For this test series a 5-percent level of significance was used. Under

the uolumn labeled "effect," a "yes" (or "no") indicates that there was (or was

not) a statistically significant difference between the mean values for that

V- A-21
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Fig. A-5. Peak Overpressure vs Scaled~ Distance from Twenty-four
Pentolite Sph2res at a Scaled MB of 1.0 ft/lb
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parameter. For example, a "yes" under the gauge column indicates that the mean

values from the various gauges (averaged oveu. all shots) were significantly dif-

ferent. Similarly a 'no" under the shot column indicates that the mean values
from the various shots (averaged over all gauges) were riot significantly differ-

ent. Also given in Table A-7 is an estimate of th, standard deviation of an

individual reading computed from all the data. This standard deviation includes

shot and/or gauge effects, if they are present.

Table A-7

RESULTS OF STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE INITIAL SIX 18-lb PENTOLITE TESTS

DISTANCE EFFECT ESTIMATE OF
PARAMETER % STANDARD DEVIATION(ft) fSHOT GAUGE OF INDIVIDUAL READING

6.6 NO Yes 15.5

12.8 No No 12.2
22.5 Yes Yes 14.8

Pressure 2.*22.5* NO Yes 13.9
37.1 NO Yes 11.2 i

66.6 No No 7.4

6.6 No Yes 9.0
12.8 No No 5.4
22.5 Yes Yes 10.8

Impulse 22.5* No Yes 9.9
37.1 No No 7.7
66.6 NO No 5.7

• Eliminating Shot 018

From Table A-7 it can be seen that, except at the 22.5-ft station, there

are no significant shot effects for either pressure or impulse. Furthermore,

it may be seen that if shot 18 is eliminated from consideration, the shot ef-

fect at the 22.5-ft station disappears. Since shot 18 was the first of the six

calibration shots and testing procedures were still being developed, it is be-

lieved that its results should not be weighted very heavily. Accordingly, it t
is concluded that the inevitable shot-to-shot variations in the actual blast

A-24
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wave from the hiah-explosive charges do not significantly inflate the total I
standard deviations over and above those that are attributable to the instru-

mentation sy.stem alone.

The analyses, however, did indicate sigr'.ficant gauge effects at the 6.6-

and 22.5-ft stations for both pressure and imapulse and for pressure at the

37.1-ft station.

The results given in Table A-7 indicate that the system as initially in-

stalled typically gave a pressure standard deviation value of about 12 to 13

percent and an impulse deviation of about 8 to 9 percent.

An analysis of variance similar to that for the initial six tests was also

performed for the eighteen remaining 18-lb calibration tests, the latter differ-

ing only in that a 2.5-percent (rather than 5-percent) level of significance was

used due to the increased quantity of data. The results are quite similar to

those from the initial test series; for instance, shot effect was present only

for impulse at 23 ft, and gauge effects were present in 9 of 14 cases, as op-

posed to 5 of 10 for the initial series. Gauge line effects, however, are or-

dinartly of little consequence irn evaluating terminal yield as described above,

since gauge line averages are used. In the infrequent instances of missing data

at the outer distances, adjustments to the data in order to compsnsate for gauge

effects are sometimes necessary. Any investigation of azimuthal variations in

the blast wave would ofocourse, require consideration of gau-e line effects.

However, blast wave asymmetries for the propellant tests (at the AFRPL test

site) are not pronounced. Therefore such an investigation, beyond that required

to establish the extent of blast asymmetries, is not included in this program.

In the interests of indicating the general magnitude of the gauge line effects

that are present in the instrumentation system, however, Table A-8 is presented

to enable ready comparison of the gauge line mean values of pressure and im-

pulse with the total mean value at each distance for the 18 calibration tests.

Where the analysis of variance has indicated that the gauge line differences

are significant, the total mean value is followed by an asterisk (*). It can

be seen from the table that the mean value for a given gauge line is not grossly

different from the corresponding total mean value.

A-25
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Table A-8

GAUGE LINE COMPARISONS

MEAN VALUE OVER GAUGE LINE MEAN VALUE
OF ALL

IMPULSE (ft) A B C MEASUREMENTS

6.6 224 262 243
23.8 - 71.7 68.9 70.3S23 17.1I 18.5 18.5 18.0

SPressure 37 6.31 6.44 6.63 6.46*

67 2.72 2.49 2.59 2.60.
117 1.13 1.30 1.26 1.23*i200 O.,596 0.674 0.659 0.643* :

S6.6 - 83.2 80.8 82.0
S12.8 - 40.6 43.0 41.8
S23 25.2 27.4 26.8 26.4

Imlpul se 37 19.0 17.6 17.2 18. O*

67 10.1 9.69 9.68 9.89*
I,117 5.79 5.85 6.21 5.95

200 3.39 3.42 3.72 3.51*

The analysis of variance of these eighteen tests indicated that the pres-

sure standard deviation was about 8.7 percent, and the impulse deviation about

8.7 percent. These numbers are similar to those obtained in the analysis of

the initial series of six 18-lb tests, and as before, these values are inflated

somewhat due to gauge line and, to a lesser extent, shot effects.

Series of Three 500-lb Pentolite Tests. Overpressure and scaled impulse

versus distance plots for the three 500-lb pentolite tests are presented in

Fig. A-7. In thIs case, each point represents the average of three gauge read-

ings (one for each gauge line) at a givel distance for a given test. As for

the previous test series, the TNT surface burst curves adjusted to the pentolite

base are included in the figure (continuous line), along with the curves from
1/3

Composition A detonated at a scaled HOB of 1.4 fc/lb

Due to the limited number of tests in the 500-lb series, the analysis of

variance was not performed.

A-26
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SUMMARY TABLE

VARIABLE MULTIPLE INCREASE

STEP NUMBER ENTERED RFMOVED R RSQ IN RSQ

1 DV2 0.7272 0.5288 (3) 0.5288

2 D2 0.7564 0.5721 (4) 0.0433

Fig. B-lb. Partial Output from Computer Program BUD 02 R

B-6
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Note that contribution of the second variable was 4 percent. If in our

judgment this increase in explained variation was too small, then that varia-

ble was omitted from the final form of the regression equation. Such an elim-

ination of terms enabled us to simplify the starting equation given in Section

5 to that used in this section.

The coefficients of the best fitting yield relationships are given in Fig.

B-la (10) and thus

*2 *2 2
Y= 18.4 + 0.0031 D v - 0.00015 D v (B.1)

The residual variance which is needed to estimate the upper prediction in-

terval is 206.4 (0).

Prediction Interval Estimation

7b obtain a "reasonable" bound for a future yield observation, an upper

prediction interval was computed. For 0 < a < 1, an upper prediction interval

is an interval bounded above which will bracket a single future observationl

with probability 1-a. The decision to consider only an upper limit was based

on interest in maximum credible yields, rather than minimum. The a level up-

per prediction interval for an cbservation Y resulting from a choice of indepen-

dent variables (Z 1 , Z2 , ... , Zp-1 ) is given by the equatica

/L 1/2

Yu + + > >2 AU ziz (B.2)

i= o j =o

Where the symbols have the following definitions

Yis the value of the regression equation computed at the point
(Zip, Z .•. ., Zp_1 )

t a is a constant obtained from a table of Students t distribution with
n-p n-p degrees of freedom

B-7
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n is the number of samplo points and p is the number of parameters. The
quantity n-p can be found easily in Fig. B-la (9).

S is the square root. o S , the residual variance identified earlier

Ij th th
Au is the ijt element in the inverse to the matrix (A i) whose tj ele-

ment is:

where

th th
X ij is the . (i = 1, ... , p 1) element of the j observation of the

vector X and for all j X 1.
oj

For the LO /LH2 CBGS-V case, we can make the following identifications:
2

Y is given by Eq. (B.1)

a was chosen to be 0.1 for all cases

n = 20, p = 3, and n-p = 17

= 1.33•- n-p

20 l.'-1.15445 x 105 8.101516 x 10 5

(AJ)= 1.705445 x 105 2.346231 x 10 1.214744 x 1010

1010 10/

,8.1O15.6 x 10 1.214744 x 10 7.912697 x 10

This matrix, when invarted, yields

1.374266 x 10 -1.318130 x 10~ 6.165114 x 1.0 .

A 1.318130 x 105 3.341659 x 10 -3.780473 x 10-I

.165114 x 10- 3.780473 x 10 6.436284 x 10-

B-8
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Series of Two 1, 000-lb TNT TWets. Pressarc a1- j~puls4D date from the teo
1,000-lb INT tests that foiiaved the S-IV propellant test are plotted in Figz.

A-8 and A-9, respectively. Each data point representq the gauge line average

at that distance for a particular test. The T7T surface burst reference curves .

from Refs. A-2 and A-3 are included in the figures (continuous line); these

curves are thus identical with those used to evaluate yields. The Composi-

tion A curves at the scaled HOB are also included (dashed line), although in

this case they have been adjusted to a TNT base by the assumption that 1.18 lb

of TNT is equivalent to 1.0 lb of Composition A.

It can be seen frou the figures that the data once again tend to lie be-

tween the surface burst and scalcd HOB curves.

Due to the small number of tests, no statistical analysis of the data was

conducted.
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Upon identifying

Z D1

2 *22

Eq. (B.2) can be rewritten as

Y = 18.4 + 0.0031 D v - 0.00015 D* 2 v 2 + 1.33 V206.4 (1 + 1.374266 x 101
U -9 *2 4 -1*4 4

+ 3.341659 x 10 D v + 6.436284 x 10 D4v - 2.636260 x 105
*2 -7 *22 -10 *3v4)1/2
Dv + 12.330228 x 10 D v 7-560946x10 D v

LO,/RP-1 CBGS - VERTICAL

The form of the generalized equation selected for the regression analysis

of this case was

n a + M

--=a' + : -l for-D >r

v n\v v \v /crft

where a, b, a', b', n, and m are constants.

ln this analysis the data (given in Table B-2) were divided into two sets,

set number 1 consisting of those having D / n values less than the critical and
*V

set 2 consisting of those values of D*/ m greater than critical. Various trial

plots of the data using a range of n and m values were used to make the initial

grouping of data. Pegression analyses were then made using the above equations

and the data in Table D-2 for all combinations of n and m ranging from 0.1 to

1.0 in 0.1 increments.

Although the minimum residual error for each part of ',he equnation did not

occur for the identical set of r and m values, the two minimums were quite close

B-9
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Table B-2

LO /RP-l CBGS - VERTICAL DATA USED IN ANALYSIS

Terniinal Ignition
Weight Velocity Test Yield Time

L/D (ib) (ft/sec) Number (%) (msec)

1.8 200 23 144 24 190

1.8 200 23 202 42 870

1.8 200 23 24S 25 210

1.8 200 44 208 62 460

1.8 200 44 232 30 1220

1.8 200 44 249 50 710

1.8 200 44 250 52 200

1.8 1000 44 267 64 1170

1.8 1000 44 268 70 340

1.8 1000 44 220 96 525

1.8 1000 44 219 1.4 1835

1.8 200 77 110 26 35

1.8 200 77 205 41 40

1.8 200 77 206 85 350

1.8 200 77 207 38 28

1.8 200 77 236 74 720

1.8 1000 77 1190 96 570

1.8 )J00 77 269A 44 77

1
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together and th.O errors in the vicinity were changing rather slowly. The gon-

eral region of the minimums Tor both parts of the equation cccurred for n values

of 0.8 and 0.9, and m values of 0.1 to 0.3.

The specific values of n = 0.9 and m equal to 0.2 were selected as suit-

able values near the minimuni of each part of the equations and used In deter-

mining the following final form of the equations:

D
= 0.22 + 2.7 0.2

*

for . 1.1
v

0O.2
V

0 .33 + 3.2

D

for --u > 1.I

The upper prediction intervals calculated fox- these equations are:

+ (0.20)(1.42) 3 - 1.18 - + 1.28 D( *. 1/

vVV V I
ut

for . 1.1

1140.2 0 -4 1/2

v =9 v1-9 + (0.37) (.46) -.ý6 2.33 v + 2.49 v. *2
u D

DI

for D > 1.1
0.2

B-11v
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LO2/LH2 CBM

The generalized form of the equation selected for the regression analysis

was

0c
Y = a + bt + - + d(L/D) + e(D /D)

where a, b, c, d, and e are constants and t = t/W

The data for the D /D of 1.0 and 1ID of 1.8 condition were excluded from
at

the general analysis because their general patLern was significantly different

from that of the remainder of the data, and the condition is of little inter-

est, because D /D values greater than 0.45 are consi red highly unlikely.

The remainder of the data indicated that the yield increasod with time up
1/3

to a ecaled time of about 17 msec/lb1 and then became independent of time.

Accordingly, the data shown in Table B-3 were divided into two groups for analy-

sis with thts equation.

Set 1 consists of 9 points corresponding to -time values less than or equal

to 100 msec. Set 2 consists of 11 pointa for which the ignition time was great-

or than or equal to 82 msec.

For set 1, the regzession equation was

S= 2.75 + 0.82 t (B.3)

The other independent variables, L/D and Do/Dtf do not explain any appre-

ciable amount of variability and hence were not included in the regression eqjua-

tion.

For set 2, the regression equation was computed to be

Y= 20.0 + 0.00034 t (B.4)

& -12
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Appendix a

STATISTICAL ANIALYSIS PIOCZJDWS

Data collected in the basic cryogenic teat program we;. analyzed using the

methodology described in this section. The two propellant combinations, L2/
2

RP-1 and LO2 /LH2 , and the two basic test configurations (CBK and CHOS) used gave

rise to the four cases described In Section 5. To simplify the presentation of

the statistical procedures, the analysis of the data arising In each of the

four cases is presented in the following order:

1. LO2 /LH 2 COGS - Vertical

22. L02/RP-1 CBGS -Vertical

3. L0 2 /LH 2 CBl

4. LO2/RP-I CBM

The analysis was accomplished in two steps. In the first, regression tech-

niques wez; employed to obtain a relationship between yield and factors affect-

ing yield. The process of establishing the form of the yield equation is de-

scribed for each case in Section 5. P- r-ession techniques were used to compare

alternative £oL. for the yiela equation, to select factors which could best ex-

plain observed variation in yield, and to determine values for the unknown pa-

rameters in the final equation.

In the second step, prediction interval estimation techniques were used to

determine an upper bound on a future yield observation.

These two steps will be described in detail and illustrated with the ita

from the LO /LH CBGS-Vertical test series. For the other cases, the two steps
2 2

are described briefly and variations in the analysis procedure are noted.

See R. G. Miller, Simultaneous Statistical Inference, McGraw Hill, 1966,
New York, for description of these techniques.

B-1
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Table B-3

TEST DATA FUR LH 2/LO2 CBM

Ignition Terminal
S/D Weight Test Time Yield Set

L/D 0/t (ib) Number (msec) (%) Number

1.8 0.45 200 053 1 4 1

1.8 0.45 200 090 35 sec 29 2

1.8 0.45 200 118 82 20 1,2

1.8 0.45 200 799 816 2

1.8 0.45 200 200 417 17 2

1.8 0.45 1000 210 20 7 1

1.8 0.45 1000 212 1366 27 2 J

1.8 0.45 1000 21i 708 35 2

1.8 0.45 1000 265 750 10 2

1.8 0.083 200 169 318 15 2

1.8 0.083 200 173 56 13 1

5 1 200 052 83 7 1

5 1 200 057 12 i1

5 1 200 092 3 min 26

5 0.45 200 054 17 6 1

5 0.45 200 055 1 1 1

5 0.45 200 094 329 25 2

5 0.45 200 138 100 17 1,2

B-13
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Yield sg•tiamtion b2 ft-gjession Analysis

In simple regres Ion, one has a dependent variable, Y, and an independent

line relating Y to X. In multiple regression, one has a dependent variable, Y,

and several independent variables, I, ,. . ., X . Sets of data consisting

of p + 1 numbers are ccllected from which is obtained a set of coefficients

go t ' " . ., IP enabling the yield to be exqpressed in terms of the Ir.depen-

dent variables according to the equation

The ralationship, though seemingly linear, can be made nonl:, near by replacing

an independent or dependent variable with scme nonlinear function of that vari-
1/2

able. Thus, for example, Y can be replaced by Y cr can be replaced by
2

Y, etc. Thus, many diIfei'ent functional forms of the regression equation calt

be examined to find that one which does the best job in explaining the variation.

For the LO2/L" CBGS-Vertical case, the final form of the regression equa-

tion was found (Section 5) to be of the form

Y=2 + *2 *2 2Y o 1 ++ /. v

where

A TV
D =-

aad the symbols are defined as follows:

v denotes velocity (fps)

T denotes ignition time (sec)

vW denotes weight (lb)

IB-2
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which for all intents and purposes can be considered independent of t.

The regression relation for yield was then taken to be Eq. (B.3) up to the

time, t, at which this relation intersected the constant 20.0 and constant

( thereafter.

Thus,

2.75 + 0.82 t t * 21.1

20.0 t > 21.1

An upper prediction interval for Eq. (B.3) was computed to be Y = 2.75 +
* * t*2)1/2 u

0.82 t + (1.415) (4.10) (1.24 - 0.00374 t + 0.00270 t where 1.415 is

the value of the t distribution of a = 0.1 and seven degrees of freedom, and

4.10 is the residual standard deviation, S.

An upper prediction interval for Eq. (B.4) is

1/2
Y 20.0 + (1.3G) (8.46) (1.10)1/

u

It is possible to .,oin the two upper prediction intervals by finding the

point in which they intersoct in the same manner as described for the regres-

sion equations.

LO /RP-I CBIl
2

The data for this case consist of the 23 tests described in Table B-4. The

data can be observed to divide into two overlapping sets. One set consists of

"the sixteen 200-lb tests in which the parameter L/D assumes the values of 1.8

and 5 and the parameter D /D assumes the values 0.45 and 1. The other set con-
0 t

sists of the 13 tests for which L/D = 1.8 and D /D = 0.45. in these 13 tests,

the propellant weight parameter takes on the values of 200, 1,000 and 25,000 lb.

SB0-14
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For each test the data Consaited of yield, iglitioti tim, Impact elocity.

and propellant weight. rur the 20 tests used in the analysis, these dota are
shown in Table 0-1.

Computations were done on a CDC 3800 computer system using a stepwise re-

gression procr am, LIM 02 R, developed as part of the biomedical programs pack-

age by the UCLA Health Sciences Computing Facility. A pprtial output from this

program is shown in Fig. B-la.t

Note that the regression equation Is developed stepwise. The contribution

of each variable in reducing the unexplained variation in the data is =oAputed

and the variable showing the greatest reduction is enterod first.

*2 *2v2
In this case D v was the first variable entered (1) and D v followed

(2) in Step 2 as the remaining variable.

Ir Fig. B-lb, also obtained as output fror, the computer program, the contri-

bution of each variable in reducing t,ý,) varl.-tion is observable. The entry of
*2

D v explained 53 percent (3) of the origizal variation, leaving 47 percent yet
*2 2

unexplstned. Variable D v explained an additional 4 percent (4), increasing

the explained variation to 57 percent and leaving an unexplained variation of

43 percent of the original variation in the data.

In Fig. B-la, the total variation is 8199, (5), and the unexplained varia-

tion Is 3863 (6), leaving an explained variation of 4336 (7). The ratio

4366
8199 -

is the percentage of variation explained in the variable entered in the first

step.

Note the actual output has been retyped and edited to improve its clarity.

The numbers in parentheses are keyed to the corresponding points of interest

in the figures. The figure has been reproduced in upper case. Thus v ap-
pears in the figure as cap V. Also D* appears as D.

B-3
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Table B-4

SUMMARY OF TEST CONDITIONS AND TERMINAL YIELJ.S

FOR 10 2/RP-l CONFINEMENT BY THE MISSILE TESTS

Propellant Te Ignition Terminal
L/D a t Weight Time Yield

(lb) (msec) (,)

1.8 1 200 042 290 48

1.8 1 200 058 200 27

1.8 1 200 086 100 14

1.8 0.45 200 044 120 18

1.8 0.45 200 087a 70 16

1.8 0.45 200 095a 120 17

1.8 0.45 200 101 145 35

1.8 0.45 200 237 127 32

1.8 0.45 200 238 85 19

1.8 0.45 200 239 156 32

1.8 0.45 1000 192 216 14

1.8 0.45 1000 193 222 20

1.8 0.45 1000 209 121 10

1.8 0.45 1000 270a 225 13

5 1 200 047 120 10

5 1 200 049 316 12

5 1 200 085 380 12

5 0.45 200 046 142 17

5 0.45 200 088 60 4

5 0.45 200 100 220 23

1.8 0.45 25000 275 515 4

1.8 0.45 25000 278 530 13

1.8 0.45 25000 282 540 13

B-15



LO 2/LH 2 CBGS -VERTIC'AL DATA USED IN ANALY8SI

- Terminal Igniti1on
Weight Velocity Test Yield Time

-• L/D (lb) (ft/sec) Number- M% (msec)•

1 . 8 200 23 152 14 480

1-•I.8 200 23 184 17 810
18200 23 201 26 1524

18200 23 225 34 933

,1I.8 200 23 153 14 121

1 .8 200 44 254 32 533

1.8 200 44 197 19 500

i1.8 200 44 23i 24 525

1 .8 200 4. 203 31 Soo

1.8 200 44 251 64 775

1.8 200 44 204 42 317

1 .8 200 4,4 252 38 325
i.w 200 !4 229 53 1374

S1 .8 1000 44 217 33 1490
S1.8 1000 44 262 42 900

i1.8 200 77 114 54 74

1.8 200 77 150 35 40

1.8 200 77 151 4VRC 167

1.8 200 77 195 104 292

1.8 200 77 226 51 283

B-4
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The final form of the yield equation of interest is

Y--= (i + P/W) (8o + #,. I,/D 2oit

where t t/= / 3 and t ,: time in milliseconds. /

Yield Estimation by Regression Analysis

7Tbe regression coefficients 3, oo, 3l' and were obtained in three steps.

Step 1

I Starting with the equation

0+1(J./D) + 2(D 0IDt)

\tJ

the 200-lb data were used to estimate P.3, 91, and 10? The resulting estimates

were

A
1 1.792

A

A

SThep 2si sfo eete substituted into the equation

The etimtt for13 , 1' a'd 0'2weetn

* C + PIW) + g /D(DDt
L o + o2 1

Using the data for which LAID 1.8 and D a/D - 0.45, the factor

B-16
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DEPENDENT VARIAILE Y

STE) NUKM-JR I

VARIABLE VNTERED DV2 (1)

MWaLTIPLE R 0.7272

STD.ERROR OF EST. 14.6496

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

DF SUM OF SQUARES WLAY SQUARE

REGRLSSION 1 4335.561 (7) 4335.561

RESIDUAL 18 3862.989 (6) 214.610

TOTAL 19 8198.550 (5)

VARIABLES IN EQUATION

VARIABLE COEFFICIENT

CONSTANT 19.85061
DV2 .00221

STEP NUMBER 2

VARIABLE ENTEL-D D2V2 (2)

MULTIPLE R 0.7564

STD.ERROR OF EST. 14.3657

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCL

DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE

REG0ISS ION 2 4690.220 2345.110

RESIDUAL 17 (9) 3508.330 206.372 (8)

TOTAL 19 8198.550

VARIABLES IN EQUATION

VARIABLE COEFFICIENT

CONSTANT 18.40333 (10)

DV2  .00310 (1o)

D V -. 00015 (10)

Fig. B-la. Partial Output from Computer Program BMD 02 R

B-5
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[90 + 'a1 (h/D) +j 2 (D 0/D t)J

A A
is constant, and estimates a and 3 can be computed for a a:.d jG. This computa-

tion yielded

A
a = 0.4850

A
= 105,236

Step 3

An equation of the desired form can now be obtained by dividing the first

factor, (a + P/W) by o! and simultaneously iultiplying the second factor,

00 + R1 (L/D) + P2 (Do/Dt), by a. This computation yields the final equation:

I'y\ / 217.0r
- + [-- 0.8693 + 0.0919 (L/D) + 0.2763 (D oDt)] (B.5)

Y)W )1o

It is recognized that this is not a standard regression computation and

the slight overlap in the data will produce some error in the equation. It is

felt, however, that the error is not as large as might be the result of using

some less desirable form of the equation.

Upper Prediction Interval Estimation

By restricting our interest to large weights, the above equation is approx-

irately

(j)• 0.8693 + 0.0919 (L/D) + 0.2763 (D /Dt)
0 t

Wci cni then use all the data to set up the i,,atrix tA 1 ) ana obtain che con-

fidence interval. The value for S was obtained by taking the sum of the squared

deviation of each data point from the value of Eq. (B.5) and dividing by 23 minus

3, to adjust for the effect of the number of parameters estimated.

B-17
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This yieldod the upper predct;on interval

I ')u (1 217.0•r 1t~ + .63+001 I)+026 D0/-W I
+ 1.33 0.29 [1 + 0.3627 + 0.02459 (/D)2

+ 0.8326 (D 2 - 0.07466 (L/D) - 0.7442 (D /D )

+0 0.36CDI t

- 0.09258 (L/D) (D/Dt)]" 2

B-18
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Appendix C

THERMAL INSTRUMENTATION

Appendix C consists of discussions of tie thermal instruments, the errors

of the corresponding measurements, and the experimental arrangement and instru-

ment mounting. The following list of measurements and the associated instru-

ments are considered:

* Heat flux density computed from measurements of the surface temperature
of slabs

i Fireball temperature from a photographic recording Pyrometer (a Sandia
Corporation instrument)

* Radiant flux density within and external to the fireball from Gardon-
type radiometers

* Gas temperature from thermocouple probes (Sandia Corporation instru-
ments)

The general organization of Appendix C is given iP, the following para-

graphs.

The measurement of heat flux density is considered first, starting with a

description of the method of its evaluation from the surface temperaturc csc-

ords. This is followed by an analysis of errors that arv uniquely associated

with this method and that are not related to the errors in heat flux density

whic,. are a consequence of errors in slab temperature measurements. The slab

temperature transducers or instruments are then considered, and this is follow-

ed by a discussion of heat flux density errors that result from errors in the

* slab temperature measurements.

A brief description is then given of the photographic recording pyrometer.

This instrtment indicates blackbody equivalent temperatures through a radia-

tion intensity comparison of an image of the fireball wirb corresponding images

of several tungsten filaments, each of whicn is at a different temperature.

C-i
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i

1 4The radiometers are next described, and this is followed by an analysis

of radiometer data correction factors, including an indication of their un-
certainties, which are required In conjunction with intrafireball measurements.

A brief description of the thermocouiple probes is then given. Finally,

the experimental arrangement and instrument mounting is described.

i

-
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Appendix C

THERMAL INSTRUM1ENTATION

HEAT FLUX DENSITY, METHOD OF EVALUATION, INSTRU11ENTS, AND ERRORS

Computaticnrl iMethod of Evaluating Heat Flux Density from Surface-Temperature
Data

The basic relationship from which the heat flux density history at the

surface of a slab is evaluated from the slab surface-temperature history is

t Ts (T)

q(t) = ' C f (c'1)

where q is the heat flux density; K' = ( 1pc /2; K, p, and c are the con-

ductivity, density, and specific heat, respectively, of the slabs; T is the

slab surface temperature; and t is time. This relationship is valid provided

the heat flux density is uniform over the surface of the slab, the theimal

properties, K, p, and c, are constant, and the slab is semi-infinite, that is,

it occupies, or effectively occupies, nail of space.

The evaluation of q(t) from the surface temperature in data-trace form

through application of Eq. (C.1) may be accomplished by any of numerous pro-

cedures. For convenience, we have chosen to modify Eq. (C.1) to a form which

particularly accommodates temperature data in digital form, and this modifica-

tion is described in the following paragraph.

Integration of Eq. (C.1) over the time range t = o to t = t is first

divided into arbitrary in~ervalsv so that for t in the interval tl 1 s t s t,

q(t) is given by

* A derivation of Eq. (C.1) is %iven starting p. 132 in Ref. C-1,

C-1
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Snl ni (t - T )1/2 fi (t - Tr)1/2 dtr, (t o 0 C

Then an expression representing the temperature in the nth interval. t n

is assumed and substituted into Eq. (C.2); in particular, the linear expression

T no(t) = a + b nt has been chosen. Equatioa (C.2) then reduces to

(t) 2 bt + n+l - b)(t )/ 2  for t_ 1 , t ti (C.3)

Eq. (C.3) is further modified by writing the constants bn in terms of the

temperatures and corresponding times at the ends of the time i.ntervals,

that is, by bn = (T - TnU1)/(tA - tn-1), giving

(t)T t- /2 +___Iin T , -

Eq. (C.4) is, finally, the working equation, that is, q is evaluated at t

6 y the substitution of appropriate temperature valuea (Tn~i, T ..... # T1)

and corresponding times (tn 1 l t,. ..... , t 1 ) that are evaluated from the

data -.Ydords.

Errors Associated with the Heat Flux Density Computational Method

Errors that are encountered in evaluating the heat flux density are, for con-

venience, separated into those associated with the itstrumentation (that is,

those due to errors in the thermal properties of the slabs [K' inuEq. (C.1)] and

to errors in the durface teme•aarture-time record dute istransducer, tmplat fier,

IC-2
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and recording system) and into those that are not associated with the instru-

ments. Those related to the instruments are considered later. The remaining

errors, which concern the application of Eq. (C.4), are considered in the pres-

ent section. This discussion commences with the assumption that a true or cor-

rect surface temperature-time record (trace form) is available. Under this

circumstance, there are two types of errors oncountered in the evaluation of

the heat flux,

The first error type is that which results from the misrepresentation of

the true surface temperature-time curve which occurs when this curve Is replaced,

in effect, by a sequence of line segments. By itself, this error can, of course,

the temperatures are evaluated; however, its elimination is precluded by the

fact that errors of the second type tend to increase with decreasing interval

sizes.

Ev'rors of the second type result from the inability to exactly evaluate

the "true" temperatures at the ends of the intervals, there being the natural

tendency for the measured values to scatter above and below the true values.

The effect of these temperature errors on the computed heat flux. density is il-

lustrated on Fig. C-i. On Fig. C-la is a portion of a true temperaturo curve

6T • T~/ ,

TRUE 1TMPERATURE CURVE

6 I I n

II t I + +

tn tn+ t tn~

, (a) g , I (b)

Fig. C-i. Illustration of Origin of Errors of Second Type

C-3
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along with a line segment representing the curve over a singla interval, where

there is a temperature error, indicated as 6T, at both enels of the interval,
the evalantion being less than the true value at the early end and greater at

the late end. For the same set of temperature errors over a snaller interval,

as shown In Fig. C-lb, the error in the slope of the temperature-time curve is

larger. Front Eq. (C.4), the heat flux density is seen to depend on the slope

over the interval (and all preceding intervals), and thus the flux denuity error

due to temperature errors of this type will tend to increase ab the size of the

interval is decreased, as implied above.

Thus, with the first type error decreasing and the second type increasing

with decreasing interval size, there is an optimum interval length, although

the optimum length will vary along a given temperature curve, for instance, as

the hevature of the temperature curve varies, A more complicating circumstance,

however, is that an error in the heat flux evaluated within a given interval

depends not only on the temperature-time slope error in the interval, but in

al.'. preceding intervals, as examination of Eq. (C.4) indicates. Because of this

latter circuastance and the fact that there is a great variation in the temper-

ature-time records obtained, a general and analytical error analysis is pro-

hibitive and, in light of the objectives, unnecessary. In consequence, the

j analysis is confined to the evaluation of errors for temperature curves that

resemble typical temperature data forms that have been obtained. In addition,

because the maximum values of the heat flux that are obtained during heat trans-

* fer surges are given relative importance in the presentation of results, errors
of the maxrimum values are emphasized in the orror analysis.

The method of evaluating errors consists of comparing an exact heat flux

density-time solution for a given surface-temperature-time function (equation)

with the solution when Eq. (C.4) is applied to the same temperature function

but with, In some cases, the insertion of deliberate and likely temperature er-
rors in Eq. (C.4). The exact solutions are obtained in two ways, the first
being simply to utilize existing solutions that arc appropriate. When suitable

solutions are not available, they are obtained by applying the basic relation-

ship, Eq. (C.A), to temperature-time functions which both resemble typical data

forms and which render Eq. (C.1) readily integrable. Examples of the heat flux

S~C-4
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errors of both kinds that are encountered for various temperature curvei are

presented in the following paragraphs.

An example of a temperature-time function which is representative of
"early time" data that are obtained is presented in F•g. C-2, along with the

true" flux density-time curve corresponding to that temperature for a K'
2 1/2 -t

(Eq. (C.i)] of 0.455 watt/OC-cm -sec , corresponding approximately to some
of the scainless steels. The heat flux was evaluated "exactly" through Eq.

(C.1), and the flux computed numerically by applying Eq. (C.4). This example

is presented primarily as an illustration of concepts and certain features of
the two error types, but the associated magnitudes are also useful since the

temperature curve is representative of data obtained.

It is convenient to introduce a "psuedo-curvature," hereafter referred to

simply as the curvature, which is defined as

401 120
RIGHT SCALE FOR -/ \ FLUX DENSITY

H/EAT FLUX DENS, Wo

// 80

20 6o

LETIM (SCAEC) R

o • 20

0 .I .2 .3
TiIM (SEC)

Fig. C-2. Heat Flux Density from Example. Temperature-Time Trace
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d'T Ir dT ul/2

where C In the curvature, T is the temperature, and t is time. This is an ex-

tension of the ordinary or geometrice curvature in that space or dimensional

variables have been replaced by those representing temperature and time.

Errors of the first type have been evaluated for this temperature curve by

applying Eq. (C.4) with a specific and uniform time interval for each computa-

tion, with the correct values of the temperature being used. This computation

has been done for various computationa) time intervals, &'d the resultant error

is plotted with the time interval on Fig. C-3 (continuous curve). Errors of

this type tend to increase with increasing curvature of the temperature curve,

and er•ors for other ranges of curvature will be presented later.

18 , - "

iN -10

12

~N 1-\• .6 oC

°.C TOTAL

usERROR O
I I, '.- ' FIRST TYPE

0
I 0 .01 .02 .03

TIME INTERVAL OF COMPUTATiON (SEC)

Fig. C-3. Heat Flux Density Errors for a Representative Temperature-Time Curve

C-6
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Equation (C.4) was subsequently applied to the same temperature curve

using the aame time intervals, but with deliberate sequences of error. in

the temperature values, therby revealing the total flux error, that is,

the error which includes errors of both types. The temperature errors

used correspond to those that are likely to have occurred with the data

processing procedures that have been used. The temperature error distribu-

tion used consists of temperatures at the ends of time intervals that are

alternately above and below the correct value by a fixed magnitude. Thus,

the slope of the temperature curve over a time interval is alternately (from

tiie interval to time interval) above aud below the correct slope, ant !h~le

this particular distribution of errors is highly improbable, it is diagnos-

tically useful. Total errors obtained from this computation are plotted on

Fig. C-3 (dashed line) for a range of time intervals of computation and for

various magnitudes of temperaturo errors. A temperature of 0.4, 0.8, or
1.6 OC is listed adjacent to a curve to indicate the total temperature error

1/
inserted at the ends of each interval, that is, the magnitude that the temp-

erature is above the true value at ouO end of a given time interval plus the

magnitude that it is below at the other end. As before, the curves are

plotted for errors obtained at 0.1 sec, and also as before, the error is

for practical purposes invariant for the range of curvatures present in the

temperature curve of Fig. C-2. It can be seen that the total error curves

reach minimum values for time intervals in the vicinity of 10 msec, with

least total errors of about 4, 7, and 13 watts/cm2 for temperature errors

of 0.4, 0.8, and 1.6 OC, respectively. At the peak of the flux curve,

where the megnitude is approximately 114 watts/cm2 (at about 0.05 sec on

Fig. C-2), errors of 4, 7, and 13 watts/cm2 correspond to 3.5, 6, and 10

percent. From estimates of the standard deviation of the temperatura

evaluation, the error curve that most nearly corresponds to actual errors

is the curve labeled "0.8 *C," thus indicating that a flux error of about 6

percent can be expected for this circumstance. It should be noted, however

that this will vary somewhat with the quality of the temperature data. More

*!

Errors of the second type may be isolated through certain applications of
Eq. (C.1). However, the etfort is more extensive than is felt to be justified.

C-7
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importantly, it should be understood that the value of 0.8 " for a typical

temperature error is the result of both the techniques used for measuring

the displacement (or height) 9f the data trace and the particular scale
of the data tra'e. Regarding thu lat,..r, a temperature- time, trace with a

different nuumLr of degrees (cemper&,aue) per inch on the papex would result

in typical temperature errors o',ner than 0.8 0C, and perhaps wel.l outside

the 0.4 to 1.6 OC range mentioned above. For a given scale, improving the

accuracy o2 the trace displacement measu7-oment would of course decrease the

temperature error. The value of 0.8 0C is an estimate for the methods of

displacement measurement used with the data at the graphical scale that was
,2

available. Referring once again to the typical flux error of 7 watts/ci2

for periods during which the flux in comparatively lo, the LrceMte

error can be exceedingly large; for instance, in the vicinity of 0.2 sec

whore the flux is approximately 12 watts/cm , the error is about 60 per-

cent. It is not correct, however, that all relftively small flux valbes

have percentage errors of this order. Roughly speaking, low but steady flux

magnitudes will be comparatively accurate, and the larger errors in flux

(on a 2ercentage basis) are associated with the minimum value of a sharp

depression or trough in a flux curve.

Estimates and trends of errors of the second type are also given on

Fig. C-3 (dash-dot curve), which were obtained ..y subtraction of the error

of the first type (continueus curve) from the errors Nhigh are due to errors of

6 both types (dashed curve). With this additional curve, Fig. C-3 serves as a

usefal guide. It is knowu, for instance, that for temperature curves having

less curvature than the curve of Fig. C-2 at 0.1 sec, the errors of the first

kM .d will not iaci-ease as rapidly with time interval as the curve presented

For convenience, the errors of the first and second type are treated as

though their sum always represents the total error. For approximately

Qne-half of the intervals. however, the first aud secorc) error types are
in opposing directions, that is, the error of one type tends to negate
the error of the otlier type. Thus, the plota indicate worst or bounding

j cnse errors.

C-8
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on Fig. C-3, and therefore, the flux error for a given tempera-Lure error

can be greatly reduced by increasing the time interval of the compltation
from 10 msec. If, however, it is uecessary to maintain or improve the

accuracy for conditions of greater curvature, the only recourse is to Im-

prove the temperature-data-evaluating procedure.

The effect of variation in the curvature of the temperature curves on

errors of the first type is given to a limited extent in Fig. C-4, where

the error is plotted vs time interval of computation for three values of

,!f
S6 " • " 6,000 SEC/( C)2 :

5.S~/

! - 6o,ooo SEC/(*C) 2

w6

To C7 SEC/(',C)r
AT 0.08 SEC

LL. •22

IC - 1,200 SEC/( c)05

00 0.o 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05
TIME INTERVAL OF COMPUTATION (SEC)

Fig. C-4. Heat Flux Density Errors of the First Type
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curvature. since errors of the second type depend only on the time interval

of comraUtation and temperature evaluation error, that is, thq*are independent

oP curvature, the curves for errors of the second type on Fig. C-3 and

those for the first type on Fig. C-4 may be combined so as to reveal curves
I representing the t¢.,tAl error for a range of curvatiu-es. i farwlly n? curves

obtained from this process for the anticipated temperature errors :cn 0.8 0 C

are given an Fig. C-5. These curves provide guidance in selecting the

Scomputational interval that will minimize the errors, and pro;ide an indi-

~ cation of the errors that can be expected for a given set of conditions.

It should be recognized that the error within a given interval depends

not only on the errer in the slope of the temperature curve for that interval

but in the corresponding errors for all preceding intervals, and that the

sequence of temperature errors that has thus far been considered has con-

sisted of errors of a fixed magnitude that are alternately (from interval

to interval) above and below the true value. The error curves that have

been presented are, then, representative of this particular disxrfbution of

temperature errors, while the actual distributions are, of course, infinite

in their variety. The 3ffect of modifying the distribution was investigated

by imposing several different and intuitively probable temperature error

r distributions on the same temperature function. The variation in the errors

F for a given interval from among the various distributions was never in excess

i*

The independence of errors of the second typo with curvaturL can be proven

analytically by applying Eq. (C.4) to two dissimilar but mathematically

arbitrary temperature functions which have identical but arbitrary temp-

erature error distributions imposed on them.

Since the values of the errors of the second type on Fig. C-3 4re very
uncertain at times less than 0.04 sec and these values are required over

this time range foi the construction of total error curves for curvatures
of 60,000 sec/( 0 C) , an estimate of the error curve of the first type for

2
a curvature of 12,000 sec/(QC) was obtainee and the total error curve
corresponding to this curvature is given in Fig. C-5.

C-10
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IG
IcBk 12,000 SEC/(C)2

C\ II- 6,000 sEc/(oc) 2

ti

I,,

LLJ

I-

2-

0 0.01 0.02 0.03 o,014 0.05

TIME INTERVAL OF COMPUTATION (SEC)

Fig. C-5. Heat Flux Density Error with Curvature and Time
Interval of Computation
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of 5 percet, and the error curves given for the special-case distribution in

the flgureo above are representative of the errors for these distributions.

The distributions that were considered by no means represent a thorough

sampling, however, and distributions which result in variations in excess
of 5 percent aaL occur.

The general errors as illustrated on Fig. C-5 have been generally

verified for numerous conditions, and the results from a further example are

presente primarily in the interest of illustrating certain points. One of

the conditions of error that is of particular interest is that associated

with the peak values for comparatively short-duration heating pulses. This

war lnvestigated by analytically imposing various short-duration heating

Spulars. at various times on an otherwise constant and comparatively low-

magnitude heating cycle. In the usual way, exact solutions were obtained

and compared with numerical evaluations for which various appropriate errors

had been Introduced into the temperature values. For the example presented,
a heating pulse of 40 msec duration centered about 0,1 sec* was superimposed

I on a constant heat flux density of 40 watts/cm2 , with the pulse maximum

reaching approximately 132 watts/cm2, Temperature errors covering their

expected range were introduced at approximately the time corresponding to

the peak of the heating pulse. The errors for this case are presented (in

terms of percentage) on Fig. C-6. For a temperature error of 0.80C

corresponding to the most likely magnitude, the error from Fig. C-6 is about

15 percent, which corresponds to an error of about ) watts/cm2 . This error

is substantially greater than the minimal error (about 8.8 watts/cm2 ) given

for this curvature [about 12,000 sec/(*C) 2) on Fig. C-5 because a time

interval of computation of 0.004 sec rather than the optimum interval of

apDroximately 0.007 sec was used. However, since the 'dip or trough' in the

total error curves of Fig. C-5 is comparatively 'sharp' for curvatures of
this and larger magnitudes, this minimal error (cited above) is perhaps common

for this curvature unless inordinately refined data analysis procedures are

SPreciselM the corresponding temperature 'pulse' rather the heating pulse

was centered about 01 sec, the peak of the heating pulse slightly preceding
this time.

C-12
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20•"~ •i I / "- '

16

0

0" I i Ii _ I m
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

TEMPERATURE ERROR LEVEL ("c)

Fig. C-6. Error at the Peak of Heat Flux Density Pulse

adhered to. Moreover, misjudgments of a given magnitude would tend to more

substantially 4.nflate the error in this case compared to cases where the

curvature of the temperature curve J.s smaller.

Finally, it is important to reuognize that the errors presented above

are representative of those associated with a single computational interval,

and that they will tend to scatter from interval to interval above and below

the true value by such n magaitudcs. . In the case above, ten computational in-

tervals would be associated with the 40-msec pulse. An erroneously high

value over a given intrrval will tend to be compensated by a correspondingly

low value in the subse4 .t interval. Thus, a smooth curve through the

computed values over the 40-msec pulse will be substantially more certain than

indicated by the errors plotted on Fig. C.-5 above. By way of illustration,

the exact and computed cumulative flux density values over, say, 20 to 30

computational intervals for typical tempeiature curves and errors, never

differ by more than 0,5 percent.

c-I •
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Surface-Temperature Transducers

The method employed to measure the temperature within a solid mater±&l,
hereafter referred to as the parent material, is standard and descrYbed or
referred to in several articles, for example in Refs. C-2, C-3, and C-4.

Briefly, the transducer, illustrated in Fig. C-7, consists of a fine wire

which is contained within a cavity In the parent material and which is

electrically insulated from the walls of the cavity except at an end, where

it is joined (welded) to form a thermocouple junction just below one exterior

surface oa the parent naterial. Thus, any change of temperature of the junction

will introduce a corresponding change in the electrical potential difference

between the wire and parent material.

ENERGY INPUT

•'--THERMOCOUPLE
P•••JUNCTION

J- •WIRE

PARENT .
MATERIAL r .

,- -INSULATION

transducer
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'U
Instruments of two somewhat different designs are used. The czaeails of

the first type,* the transducer that was predominantly employed, are presented

in a cross-sectional outoway view, slong with an enlargement of the thermo-

couple junction region, in Fig. C-S. This transducer incorporates two wires

so that only tbi molecular co-iosItion of the wires, not the parent material,

enters into the electromotive force per unit temperature rise characteristic

of the transducer.

Three slightly different versions of the transducer type shown on

Fig. C-8 were used, differing only in the parent material and a single

dimension. The parent mate:ial of the instrument presented in Fig. C-8 is

copper, and the depths of the thermocouple junctions are 0.005 in. For the

other two, the parent material is stainless steel 303 and 309, with junction

depths for each of 0.002 in. Th, three versions are otherwise identical,

including the thermocouple wire combination of chromel and alumel.

The important features of the second type of transducer*** are presented

on Fig. C-9, which is a cross-sectional view of just the thermocouple junction

region, analogous to the region that was enlarged on Fig. C-8. This is a

single-cavity (and wire) system, so that the parent material, in this case

iron, enters into the electromotive force per unit temperature change

characteristic. The depth of the thermocouple junction is 0.0002 in., and

unlike the previous example, the material between the junction and the exposed

surface does not match the parent material, the thin exposed layer being a

copper deposit on an iron surface, as illustrated on Fig. C-9. The particular

application planned for this transducer called for the parent material to be

a comparatively poor heat conductor, more specifically, that the thermal

diffusivity be low, in order to minimize the distaace that a spatial non-

uniformity in heat input along the surface of the parent material can effect

* Manufactured by Advanced Technoiogy Laboratories, Mountain View, California.

** Unless tolerances are noted on the figures, the distances shown were ob-
tained by measurement of one transducer that has been 'ross-sectionally
sliced and are uncertain to perhaps 0.003 in.

M*** anufactured by Heat Technology Laboratories, Huntsville, Alabama.

CI-15
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ENLARGED VIEW
OF JUNCTMON j---- 0.25 ... " 1
REGION BELOW---, DEPOSITED COPPER LAYER

THICKNESS 0.005" A 0.0005"

CHROMEL WIRE
I ILMEL WIRE

LEADS (TO COLD JUNCTION)

I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _

COPPER 0.005" & 0.0005

I - ALUMEL-- A~IR . CHROMEL

COPPER COPPER

IM]
S • INSULATION

n----4

0.020

S- 0.062" Sol

Fig. C-8. ATL 8urface-ftmperature Transducer
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EXPOSED SURFACE

rIcKNSS 0.0002,, 1/ ,UCTION•

VMCgSTANTAN|/IR

,WAMETER 0.003"1 ,•---

,INSULATI ON
•THI CKNESS 0.0005"

iFig. C-9. Thermocouple Junction Region of HTL Starface,-Teiaperuture rransdutier

the temperatCure of the thermocouple Junction in a given time intel'val. Of the

ruaterials i~mmediately avaitlable aL that time, ir batd the best ther~nal proper- _=

ties. Because of the pronounced tendency of pcure iron to o~xidize in: .1 higk

temperature oxidant atmosphere, thereby charging the thermall properties, the.

layer was made of copper. The replacement of this t;hin iron region with a cop.-

per layer, however, does not for practical purposes, alter the temperature

measurement for a given energy input.

The surface temperai.are instruments aL; thus far described Are• inserted in-" _

to larger objects, hereafter called slabs since for a time period they are

thermally representative of semi--infinite slabs, which match the par•ent material

of the given transducer. The surface of the transducer that is exposed to the

C-4764 4 4
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fireball, the surface neares t the thermocouple Junction, is always flush w7th

the surface of the ulab it is inserted into. The exposed surface of the slab

in most instances is planar, with the exception of a few measurements, described

in more detail below, taken on a surface having some curvature, e.g., a radius
of : •,-vaturo of 6 in.

'ixe thickneva and lateral dimensions of the slabs are given below in the

section on Instrument Vuunting. These dimensions are of importance in that

they govern the length of time that the slabs are theraally representative of

semi-infinite slabs, or consequently, the time throughout which Eq. (C.1) may

be properly applied.

The theAal prope•iies cf the slabs thAt have been applied in evaluating

the heat flu; are given i.A Ta Wbe C-1 below, where the column on the extreme

right is t,:i value o., the cavastant, K' = (Kpc/r) 1/2, required in Eq. (C.l).

These wa•.-',> were od.ined £rom several sources includiag, for instance, Ref.

C-5. The vkuees liated for copper and iron are comparatively accurate since

pure grades were used (see error analysis) whereas lot to lot variations can

be expected for the stainless steels.

Table C-1

SLAB THERMAL PROPERTIES USED IN HEAT FLUX COMPUTATION

Slab Conductivity Mss Den siy Specific Heat K of EB. (C. I)
SMaterial (wstt/cm-00C (Wem 3m (watt- see/gin- *C) (watt- sec"'/ 2/1cm2- 0c)

Copper 3.81 8.94 0. 389 2.03

Iron 0.652 7,85 0.418 0.825

S~ Stainless
Steel 303 0.147 7.N 0.503 0.437

Stainless 0.155 7.8 0.586 0 475
SSteel 309

C-18
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Heat Flux Deusit Errors That Are Due to Instrument Errors

Heat flux density errors associated with the method of its computation

from the surface-temperature of slabs were discussed above, starting with the

assumlption that a true temnperature curve was available. There are, of course,

errors in the temperature -time traces, and errors that are propagated to the

heat flux density evaluation from theme temperature errors are considered in

this section, along with the error that depends on the error in the properties

of the slab, i.e., on K' of Eq. (C.1). Consideration is given first to the

four sources of systematic errors, that is, errors that can be corrected, and

S then to random errors.

The equation through which the beat flux density is evaluated from the

slab temperature [Eq. (C.4)) in applicable to the surface temperature, while

the slab thermocouple junctions are slightly below the surface. In order to i

evaluate the effect of this on heat flux density, temperature -- time functions

were first evaluated at the surface and then at depths corresponding to the

tharmocouples for various heating pulses upplied to the surface of the slabs,

and a comparison was then made of the heat flux densities from the two

temperature functions. The heating pulses or the slab boundary conditions

applied to both copper and stainless steel slabs were the so called radiation

boundary conditions using a gas temperature of 2,000°K and heat transfer

2_ ,

coefficients of both MA• and 0.042 watt/ctv- K. The resultant fractional

errors are presented on Fig. C.-10. The c:urves indicate that large initial

errors rapidly converge to tractable values. The curves are somewhat mis-

leadiug in the following manner. Roughly speaking, the temperature slightly

below the surface tends to follow the surface temperature but with a small

time delay. Thu3, in the analysis, there is a time period when the embedded

temperature is essentially zero while the surface temperature is rising

appreciably, witb the consequence that infinitely large fractiocal errors are

C-19
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O.10•'• Tg a 2,000-K

H0 .r'42 WATT/CMK

--- H - 0.335 WATT/CM' 9K

a, 0.05 TAINLESS STEEL

",, ,, .,.,COPPER

CC 0.2 0.4 o.
TIME (SEC)

I, Fig. C-10. Reat Flux Density Errors which Result from Using Temperatures

at Depths which Correspond to Those of the Thermocouple

Junctiona
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indicated at early times. in actuality, zero time for an embedded measure-

ment would be designated as the I istant the temperature cosmmences to rise,

thus tending to minimize the magnitude of the initial error. The curves of

Fig. C-I0 tend, in this sense, to bound the errors. However, the curves

are also misleading in another sense. The heating pulses applied to obtain

these curves vary gradually with time, while the corresponding pulses for

propellant tests are often comparatively erratic. Consequently, erratic

behavior in the heating pulse can occur before the errors indicated in

Fig. C-10 have decreased sufficiently. TV effect here Is perhaps best

summarized as follows. Sharp or erratic behavior of a surface temperature

will tend to 'smooth' slightly at the thermocouple depth, with the result

that the measured heat flux density is also a slightly 'smoothed' version

of the true input. To an extent, this is desirable. Extremely high resolu-

tioa is not required, and the expense of the heat flux computation for pre-

cise representations of the surface temperature %ould be unjustifiably in-

creased.

The second systematic error pertains to the effect on the temperature

within the slab due to the presence of the thermocouple (including leads) and

the cavity which contains the thermocouple. The analysis of thýs error is

extremely involved, and evidently as a consequence few thorough analyses

appear in the literature even though this is a standard instrument. While

the ultimate errors in neat flux density are not expected to be of particular

concern, it is difficult to numerically spucify the uncertainty for a given

circumstance. A series of analytical studies* for slab and transducer con-

ditions, i.e., depth to thermocouple, cavity dimensions, properties of both

the slab and thermocouple leads, etc., that differ in some respects from the

cases of interest suggest minor errors can be expected. For instance, the

effect of heat conduction down the thermocouple lead for comparatively large

diareter leads and for lad to slab conductivity ratios of ten indicate correc-

tions of the order of 25 percent. With comparatively high conducting leads,

* A relevant part of this study is given in Ref. C-4.

C-21
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a it is not surprizing thai. errors of this magnitude would be attained. For

the instruments used, however, the conductivity ratios were no greater than
20 percent, and the errors from this effect would be substantially less,.A

experimental study in which known heat pulses were applied to slabs with very

similar instruments was conducted and a comparison made between the measured

temperature and that which should result from the heatingy pulse. In such a

study, the effects of all the systematic errors are inherently in the tempera-

ti-e differences observed, and it is not clear whica individual error(s) are

predominantly responsible. Yet the systematic error ii question is the only

one that cannot be readily esttimated, so that conclusions can be drawn with

regard to this error. In any case, errors obtained were of the order of a

5 percent or less, thereby suggesting that the effect of the systematic error

in question was not grossly in excess of this figure.

While it does not appear that the effects of the presencc of the cavity

and thermocouple leads are of serious concern, being perhaps no larger than a

few percent, these effects are tha least certain of the systematic errors

leading to errors in heat flux density measurements.

The third and fourth types of systematic errors result from the non-

linearity of the amplifying and recording systems and the nonlinearity

between the thermocouple emf and the temperature of the Junction, These

errors are similar and relatively simple to estimate or correct.

The deviation from linearity of the amplifying and recording systems

was determined by applying a sequence of stop voltages to the amplifier,

where the ratios cf steps are accurately known (0.5 percent), and measur-

ing the magnitudes of the corresponding step deflections on the final data

record. Such measurements were taken for all thermal data channels over

several tests. Then for each channel, fractions of various step deflections

Sto tha highest step deflection on the final data record were obtained and

compared with the coresponding fractions of the input step voltages. The

* Ref. C-6,
i C-22
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deviation, in each case, of the fraction on the final record from the fraction

of the input is equal to the deviation, or error, of the temperature evalua-

tion along the trace from zero to maximum temperature. An erroneous tempera-

ture curve that is representative of the error indicated by the fractions was

constructed, and the heat flux was computed for the erroneous curve and a

corresponding true temperature curve. The repreientative erroneous tempera-

ture curve was constructed using the criterion that, at each step, tivo-thkids

of the deviations from linearity mentioned above were between tbe true aud

erroneous curves, with the remaining one-third outside this range, The

resultant fractional erro, in heat flux density is presented on Fig. C-11,
and as can be noted, the effect of nonlinearity int the amplifying and

recording system tends to be minor.

Consideration of ý;he noillinear.ty of the appropriate emf vs temperature

curves indicates that the associated errors are negligible over typical tempera-

ture ranges of the slabs (50 and 200*C for copper and stainless steel, res-

pectively).

I 1

+0,01 ,-

0 h----
S

-0.02LjK

-0.03

-0.0. 1
0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 i

TIME (See)

Fig. C-11. Heat Flux Density Error Due to the Nonlinearity of the
Ampl.±fying and Recording System
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Random errors in the slab temperature measurements will be separated

into two different types. The first type hms a fixed value for a given data

trace, while the second type fluctuates with time over the course of ac-

quiring a data trace. Errors of the first type are considered first,

The slab temperatures are, in effect, evaluated using the equation

T(t) Vd(t)
EG

where T is the temperatue above ambient at any time t, E is the cmf (volts)

generated by the temperature transducer per unit temperature rise, G is the

amplifier gain, V is the voltage applied to the recording system per unit

deflection on the final data record, and d is the trace deflection on the final

record, The uncertainty in E is specified by the manufacturer to be 0.5 percent,

and 0 is p"riodically measured to within an accuracy of I percent. V is obtained

by measuring the step calibrztion voltage applied to the recording system

immediately before each test and dividing this voltage by the measurement or

the corresponding deflection on the final record. It is estimated that the

step deflection, preset to approximately match the maximum expected trace

deflection, can be evaluated to about 0.5 percent, while the voltage is evaluated

to about 5 percent; the uncertainty in the quotient V is then approximately

5 percent. This error, or its zomponent errors, remain conutant over the

entire data trace tor a given channel. il can be seen £robi Eq. (C.4) that

the error in heat flux due to a pa "icular error in temperature of this kind

are equal to the temperature error, so that the flux and temperature un-

certainties are about 5 perxrnt-

Fluctuations of the neaur.ed temperature about the true vaLue that

occur throughout the duration vi the data traces (noise) are introduced by

the tranaducer, a-plifier, recording system, playback system, and so on.

omex of these fluctuations are cyclic, while others vary in a randomlike

fasbion with time. The cyclic fluctuations can be readily identified as

C-24
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noise bec.auise of their presence on the constant value voltage input to each

data channel Immediately prior to each test. The random fluctuationr: ore

evý.'e-iily comparati.vely negligible; they irs imperceptible during the

constaut -value voltage input (due account being made for the superimposed

cyclic fluctuations).

Regarding the uncertainty in .0, the uncertainty in weasurementh %f the

dependent parameterv K and C (assuning the wuncertainty in p is relatsvely small)

.is typically 5 percent, so that the unrertainliy Ifn a measurement of K, would be

1= 2 X0.05= 0.03

Since the copper and iron slabs are of comparatively pure grade material (99.9-

percent pure for copper), the uncertainty in the properties specified for these

materials should be about equal to the typiual measurement uncertainty. It is

likely to be somewhat higher for the stainless steel slabs (specified as stain-

less steel 303 and 309) sint;e there is a greater lot-to-lot variability in the

constituents of stainless steels.

A further but temporary source of error occasionally arises due to a some-

what sinusoidal high-frequency oscillation in the initial portion of the surface

temperature--time data trace, which evidently results from passage of the shock

wave and/or the impact of high-speed fragments of the tankage hardware on the

instrument or its mcuntlng. This signal attenuates rapidly with time and

generally decays to negligible proportions in less than 0.1 sec, and the amplitude

for the most extreme and rare cases is about 25 percent of the true signal.

Since the period of vibration is usually orders of magnitude smaller than the

period of typical changes of the true signal5 "smoothing" the initial portion

of the trace to eliminate the vibration induced noise can usually be accomplished

with reasonable accuracy.

One additional systematic error should alko be considered. The relationship

from which the heat flux density is computed from the slab surface temperature&

Eq. (C.l) assumes that the slab is effectively semi-infinite (occupies half

C-25
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of space), while the instrumented slabs are finite. The surface temperature

time curve frson a finite slab will eventually commence to diverge from that of

a corresponding semi-infinte slab, and thus, an error will be introduced. into

the computed heat flux unless Eq. (C.1) is modified to accommodate a firnte slab.

This modification Is somewhat involved, however, and the alternate approae.Si

was taken o& selecting the slab materials and dimensions such that tb-3 errors :FA

applyIng Eq. (C.i) are minor. The worst case was in conniectlto with copper 3lab&

baving thickneases of about 1-1/2 in. (detailed slab dimensions are Wiven belor

in the discusslon of instritment mounting), Comparative examination of

first time derivatives of the tamporature - time curves for copper slabs of

this thickness and corresponding semi-infinite sAtlbs indicate, for instance,

that errors In heat flux density as large as 10 porcent can occur at 5 sec, but

that they &re negligiblo at 2.5 sec. Iron slabs of similar thickness and staln-

less steel slabs I in. tixick were also used, although the corresponding errors

are comparatively small.

PHOTO-RECORD PYROtETEn

SBlackbody equivaleu temperature measurements using a photographic

recording pyrometer at a remote location were made by the Sandia Corporation.

rThis instrument is shown in Fig. C-12. Basically, the measurement consists of

matching in the visible spectrum the intensity of an image of a region of the

fireball with the intensity of % similar iwpre of one of several tungsten

filaments, each of which is at a known and preset temperature. Since the

intensity of the tungsten in the optical spectrum approximates that of a black-

body, the measured fireball temperature is near the blackbody equivalent

temperature.

A more specific description is as follows. A camera is positioned to

photograph a region of the fireball to be measured. A lamp box containing

several tungsten lamps is placed so that the lamp filaments are in the lower

portion of the camera field of view and are in focus at the film plane. The

lamps re then adjusted to temperatures bracketing the expected temperature of

the fireball. The lamp temperatures are read with an optical pyrometer. A

C-26
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Wratten 29 filter is placed in front of the camera lens, and the exposure set

co that the lamp filament images will give t maximum density on the film of

about 1.8. The lamps are burning during ti.- operation, so that each data frame,

when processed, contains an image of the fireball, and the ituages of the lamp

filaments, each of the latter at a different calibrated temperature. The den-

sity of the calibration lamps is plotted against temperature, and the tempera-

ture of the fireball taken from this curve.

RADIANT FLUX: INSTRUMENTS, CORRECTION FACTORS AND ZRROR ANALYSIS

Basic Description of Radiometers

! The radiant flux measurements are made with an instrument ordinarily re-

ferred to as the Gardon-type radiometer. Detailed descripttons of the princi-

plea of operation of this instrument are given in Refs. C-7 and C-8. The fol-

lowing is a brief summary from these references.

The basic radiant-fruersu-receiving element of the instrument is a circular

metallic foil, aa illurtrated 4-i. Fig. C-13. If energy is absorbed at a constant

rate uniformly ove s the surface of a sufficiently thin circular foil (or heat

gin enerated at a constant rate untformly within the foil) whose circumferen-

tial edge is maintained at Its inii.sl temperature, a steady-state temperature

field is such that the temperature differential between the center and circum-

ferential edge of the foil is, to an approximation, proportional to the rate

of radiant energy absorption by the foil** or rate of heat generation within

the fel1). Specifically, an approximate equation relating the temperature dif-

ferential to the constant heat flux (watt/cm2 ) is

q = 4K X/R 2  (C,5)

Uniform irradtance of the foil may not be a necessary condition for the flux

to be proportional to the temperature differential upon reaching stf dy
state, but it is known to be a sufficient condition, and thus we have made
feforts to maintain uniform irradiance.

Some of these statements are subject to conditions too complex to consider
in tois brief summary.
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where aK, 6, and~ R are the thermal conductivity, thickcness and radiuiro h

1erandedg o tfhea and islth

UNIFORM RADIANT

/1 FOIL/
THERMO-
COLIPU

"HEAT- AiNCTON5 ~ HA
"SINK 'SINK

COSATTEMPERATURE//

THEKOCOUI'LE

LEADS

Fig. C-13. Configuration of Gardon-7'T-pe Radiometer

In practice, the condition that the temperature at the edge of the foil be

maintained constant is approximately met by welding the foil to a highly con-

ducting heat sink, as illustrated in cross section inr Fig. C-13. Finally a

differential thermocouple, whose voltage output is proportionzl to A~T, is made

by welding wires of the namo material (but different from that of the foil) to

the center and edge of the foil (the latter wire may be joined at any regioa

of the. heat sink). Then in terms of the electrical potential diffeZVnuce All

across the thermocouple leads, Eq. (C.5) becomes

q = 4Yed &V/R 
2

where e is the voltage difforence per unit temperature difference across the

thermocouple junctions.2
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An order of time T for steady state to be approached after inittating the

constant flux is given by

" R2 /4 K

where . is the thermal diffusivity of the foil.

Description of Radiometers

Radiometers of three slightly different types were used for measurements

within the fireball designated as the Sandia, RU-1, anti I•L radiometerg, and

a fc,urth type for all remote measurements, designated the external raniornte&,.

All four, however, are Gardon-type radiometers and function as in the basic

description above. The differences are primarily in the materials used, for

instance, for the sensitive foil and heat sink, and in dimensions, such as the

foil diameter and thickness and the thickness of the windows.

A cross-sectiona.l sketch of the HTL radiometer is given in Fig. C-14, with

an enlargeLient of the aperture and foil region in the lower portion of the fig-

ure. 'Me foil for this particular radiometer is 0.O01-in.-thick constnatan

with a diameter of 0.89 in. The thermocouple junction wires are copper, and

with this combination of materials and dimensions, the instrument has a tim•

response of 50 msec and a sensitivity of 10 watts/cmlimV,

A feature of the H1T instrument that is not present in the other intra-

fireball radiometers is an annular disc which restricts the aperture to approxi-

mately the diameter of the foil, as illustrated in the lower portion of Fing.

C-14. The upper surface of the disc is coated with a thin, light-absorbing

layer to minimize reflection, and energy that is absorbed by the disc is con-

ducted to a region of the heat sink that is remote from the foil. This disc,

along with an external annular ring Illustrated on -he 'apper sketch of Fig, C-14,

The basic energy-sen5ing e-ement of the radiometezr Yja manufactured by Heat

Technology Laboratories, Huntsville, Alabama. - abricat.on of the supple-en-

tary hartsare and assembly was dono at the AFHPL shop, Edwsrd.sý Air Force

Base, California.

I cN-0o
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restricts eaergy having angles of incidence between 70 and 90 dog frorn arriving

at the fail. The diapmeter of the external aperture is just sufficlont, account-

ing for refraction at the window surfaces, to restrict energy incident between

70 and 90 deg from arriving at the toil. No such restriction, either internal-

ly or externally, Lxisted for the remaining two intrafireball radiometers.

The relevant data and characteristics of all four radiometerS Lre listed

in Table C-2.

STable C-,2
DIMENSIONS AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RADIOMETERS

I HIYL __SAND'A RU-_ EXTERNAL

hicne 0.001 0.005 0.001 0.001

D(ina)me 0.25 0.25 0.25

3. 0.94 1.9

Material Constantan Silver Silver Silver

"F•F'em l----Vi..Junctio = re Copper Constantan Constantan Constantan
MaterialI

Thickinqs 3/16 3/8 3/16 1/4

Dicrnet6r(in.) 0.94 3.2 0.94 17

Mvaterial Quartz o•r Qua~rtz Quartz or Qat
Saopphire , Sapphire

Fiel d-of-View 70 9€0 90 45

Time kesponse

sens~ti;Yty

(£ntt/Cm1VmV) 10 50 8 10

Correction Factors for Radiometer Measurements Within the Fireball

Questions for interpreting radiumeter data that are . •tained within the

fireball arise, and a correction factor permitting proper interpretation must

be obtained, Evaluation of the correction factor is necessary because the

Intention is to evaluate the radiant energy incident on an immersed object

C-32
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while the energy-detecting element of the radiometers 1.s behind a window. Energy

is lost enroute to the element Vy reflection at both surfaces of the window and

by absorption within the window, and adjustment of the measured flux requires

knowledge of the relationship between the flux at an exposed surface to that

at the sensitive elements.

As will be described below, rather significant uncertainties exist regarding

two properties of the lireball that are used in evaluating the radiometer-data

correction factor. While these properties can be measured, a rather substantial

effort is required, and in light of the secondary nature of the measurements,

as mentioned in the general discussion, an efforL to lessetn these uncertainties
did not appe,..r to be warranted, nor was any made. In addition, no thorough

analysis whi';h would indicate the level of the uncertainty has been performed,

although limited consideration suggests uncertainties of perhaps 20 or 30 percent.

The data, however, are considered of value in supporting, at this level of

uncertainty, the general magnitudes of other measurements, and consequently
estimates of the correction factors based on the best available information

have been evaluated. The urigin and nature of the uncertainties will become

more evideat in the followLtg paragraphs, which describe the process of evalu-

ating the correction factors. The correction factor consists of the ratio of

the radiant energy incident on an exposed surface area to that on the same

area which is separated from the gas by a window, and the discussion cokmences

with the evaluation of the energy on the exposed area.

Consider in Fig. C-15 the energy emitted from an elemental volume AV of

gas which intersects the elemental area 4A. Le-tt4ng the energy emitted per

;init volume of gs be el, the energy emitted from AV in all directions is e AV,

and the fraction emitte6 in a direction so as to intersect the area 6A is (M

cos 7)/4vrr 2 , where r is the distance between MA and AV and 0 is the angle be-

tween the line intersecting 46V and JA and the normal to AA. Some of this energy

is absorbed by the gas. In particular, the fraction of the energy not absorbed

is e-kr, where k is an absorption coefficient. The energy emitted by AV that
arrives on AAr then is

•-sin 0 cos . e-kr d~drdo (C.6)
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f AV rt 
sin 0 drdEMQ

V

t I

/

Fig. C-15. Sasic Geometry for Computation of IRadiant Flux
Density Correction Factor

I

In suaming the contributions of energy from the entire gas, where it is

assumed that the gýs e2:teo•ds 'ir3•9lnitely in both the lateral (X and Y) and

vertical (Z) direttiono, it is conveuxe't to identify for later use the angular

energy distribution tn CA 1,2y summing first over the ranges of the variables r

and @ giving

a A
I sin 0 cos 6 dO (C7)

2 C-34
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7Thus eq is the total energy arriving at AA with an angle of incidence between

0 and O~dO. Continuing the summation over the range of the angle 8,the total

energy arriving onAA is

e .-(C-. 8)

It is this quantity, that must be compared with the energy on-AA when a window

is inserted between the radiating gas and A•A.

For the case where a window separates4/A from the radiating gas, it is

convenient to first evaluate the energy, iaciden-ý on AA for a window having

infinite lateral dimensions and to subsequently show that the -energy is

approximately the same -for windows that are appropriately finite laterally.

Commencing with the assumed laterally infinite window and assum~ing that

the radiating gas occupies all of the space on one side of the window, the

angular distribution of energy on the tipper exposed surface of the window is
given by Eq. (C.7) (now interpreting the angle w as snmply the angle of

incidence) and the energy is uniformly distributed over this sunface s6lce the

gas extends indefinitely. Since the irradiance of the upper surface is uniform,
the energy emerging from t be ompare wt the ewindows is also uniform,

although the angular distribution 6 the cmerging energy will not be deucriDed
by Eq. (C.7) since energy is lost by reflection at both tne upper and lower

surfaces of the window (absorption within the wfndcw th raiatin i ignored)

and the fraction of the energy reflected dipends on the anglr of incidence. How-

ever, since the radians energy emerging from the lower surface of the window is

uniform, evaluating th the ame dlater lly inf ite windothe energy onsiA btlowhat

the window) is simply a matter of evaluating the energy that in transmitted

through the window for an angular distribution of Incdent energy given byi

Eq. (C.7), That is n the comprexittes of computation tsat arise for casos wheref

the i energent energy gs not uniform can be avoided. oe refletted energy at the

exposed wuh dow surface depends on the angular distribution of energy at thatne

surface snd on the Indeo of refraction of the window material relativg to the

radiating gal. (The fundamental radatlonshups permitting evaluatie n of reflected

tnergy are givon, for instance, in Cstpter I of Refi C-9 and Chapter 25 of

C-35
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- Ref. C-10 ). At the lower or unexposed surface, the reflected energy dependsI:I
. on the index of refraction of the window material relative to air and on the

angular distribution of energy at the lower surface. This distribution is

different from the above distribution due both to refraction (or bending) at the I
upper surface and to the different quantities of energy that were reflected at

each angle at the upper surface. The index of refraction associated with the

upper surface is comparatively uncertain due to the uncertainty that exists inIIi the properties of the radiating gas, and this lack of knowledge represents one

of two significant weaknesses of the intrafireball radiometer measurements. In .
I order to provide an approximation to the correction factor, however, computations

were made for the single case where the index of refraction of the window relative

to the radiating gas is the same as that of the window relative to air (the same

as the index associated with the lower window surface). For this case, the

fraction of energy with an angle of incidence of B that is transmitted through

both surfaces, ignoring multiple reflections at a given surface, is given by

T(0) = 8(n cos 0 cos 0) 14+ OC.9(cos 0 + n cos 0' )4 (n cos 0 + Cos 0' ) 4

where n is index refraction of window relative to surrounding gas and 0 is

related to 8 by sin 0 = n sin 0'. The angular distribution of energy on 4A

beneath the window is then

SeMAA
e T(-) sin 0 cos 0 dO (C.10)

•r jThe summation of Eq. (C.10) gives the energy on MA and, as will be shown below,
has been computed for quartz and sapphire over various appropriate ranges of 0.

Finally, the data correction factor (thus far excluding the correction for absorbed
ernorgy) is given by

* F=-~~'- 2 - .' 0 ncsd (0.11)

1 =l ( T() s o sin 0 cos 0 O/ oo

I$
fi-01
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where 01 is the maximum angle of incidence permitted in the particular instru-

meat. Eq. (C.11) is the ratio of energy incident on AA without a window Eq,

(C.8) to that with c window, so that the meusured radiant flux density should
be multiplied by F in order to determine the radiant flux density on an exposed

surface. For the RU-1 and Sandia radiometers, 6 was 90 deg. whereas it was

usually 70 deg for tie HIL radiometer due to presence of an aperture arrange-

meat both on the exposed and underneath side of the window.

SThus far, a laterally infinite window has been astumed. Consideration of

the path of light "beams" which arrive on AA from any postsible direction, as

illustrated in cross section with incident beams at 0, 45, 90 deg on Fig. C-l6a,

indicates that because of retraction, only a window section of finite diameter

D is involved. That is, the window, except for the disk of diameter D, cculd

be removed without any fect on the energy at M, For the radiometers, -M,

the sensitive element of the radiometer, is slightly below the lower window Sur-

face, and for radiation at a given angle, the diameter must be increased, as

00 BEAM 450 BEAM

I / t /

SI /
90" BEAM

__A 90 BAI, .,./ ,"-- - , -
I 4 r *,." // ".

(a) (b)

Fig. 0-16. Illustration of the Useful Dimensions of Radiometer Windows
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illustrated in Fig. C-16b, to D'. In addition, energy incident at and approach-

Ing 90 deg is restricted from arriving at AA for a finite window. For the ra-
diometer dimensions used, however, this energy loss is negligible; for instance,

for the BM• radiome'ters where 3/16.oin.-fthick windows with an effective dicertkar

of 0.81 in. were used and the sensitive element was 0.003 in. below the window
surface, the fraction om the energy lo t due to its finite diameter is estima-

ted to be about 1/10,000 for quartz, and similar numbers occur for other ma-

. terials and radioweters.

Evaluating the energy absorbed within the window requires knowledge of the

wavelength and angular distribution of the inc±dent radiant energy and the

absorption coefficient of the window material as a function of wavelength. TheIi-
wavelength distribution is not precisely known, although the general form for

black or grey bodies is known, given the temperature. The distribution for

fireballs from LO./RP--l explosions probably reasonably approximates that from

a blackbody. This uncertain wavelength distributions however, does create an

uncertainty in the evaluation of the absorbed eriergy, although it is not parti-

cularly serious at the expected temperature levels. The window materials have

been chosen so that for temperatures obtained, the absorbed energy will be minor

for any probable wavelength distribution, For ±nstance, special grades of fuzed

quartz are used which are excellant transmitters beyond (at greater wavelength

than) the 2.7-g water band region to about 3.5 M, along with sapphire, which

transmits to the 4 .5-ý region. To illustrate, the fraction of the energy from a

I blackbody at 23030 K that is beyond 3.5 and 4.5 p is about 14 and 8 percent,

respectively. This percentage can be somewhat higher for probable wavelength

distributions of the fireball, however. In addition, as the gas temperature

decreases, the fraction of the energy that is in the wavelength region beyond

the transmission cutoff increases, that is, the fraction absorbed increases, and

the error in the estimated energy loss tends to have a more serious effect on

A grade referred to as "Infrasil" from Englehard Industries, Inc., Ameristl
Quartz Division, Hillsdale, N.Y., and grade G-106 from General Electric
Comp., Lamp Glass Dept., Cleveland, Ohio.I Optical grade synthetic sapphire from Linde Division, Union Carbide Corp.,

1Torrance, California.

00-38
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the total correction factor. In addition to the energy absorbed that is beyond

transmission cutoff at 3.5 and 4.5 it some energy is also absorbed in the trans-

mission region of quartz and sapphire. For the window thicknesses involved,

this represents a small fraction of the energy, and evaluating the energy in

this case does not depend critically on the wavelength distribution since the

absorption properties of quartz and sapphire are for practical purposes constant

over this portion of the spectrum. The absorptioi. properties are more uncertain

hevre and increase in uncertainty as the absorption coefficients become negli-

gibly small; however, since this entails a large error of the negligible energy

loss, tho correction factor is not seriously effected by the error.

An estimate of the fraction of the energy aheorbed for the various window

thicknesses and materials and radiometer fields-of-view was obtained, and the

corresponding correction factors associated with absorption alone (as well as

those associated with the combined effect of reflection and absorption) are pre-

sented below. For the absorption estimate, the wavelength distribution from a

2200'K blackLody was assumed, and the absorption properties used wore those

spcified by the manufacturer of the windows, supplemented b, data frain the*
technical literature. Also, while the distance a given beam of ener.gy tra-

verses through the window varies with the angle of incidence, the estimate was

based on an averaged distance. The absorption losses should properly have beon

evaluated in conjunction with reflection losses. However, the error resulting

from their separate treatment is comparatively insignificant.

Tbe final correction factors are listed In 21ble C-3. In order to iUrid-

cate the relative influence of reflection end absorption, the factors due to

reflection alone and absorption alone have been included alorg with the results

from their combined effect. It should be noted that these factors will tend to

become larger as the gns temperature deoreases from 2200K.

SAbsorption properties of sapphire are given in Refs. C-11 and C-12. The

properties of fumed quartz silica (Si0 2 ) are available in numerous hand-
bookA,- and infrared reference books.

C-a9
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' oDIORmER COR&ECTIOIA FACTORS

IICORR'ECTION '4 H•
INSTRUMENT WINDOW FIELa-OF- VIEW DUE TODESGNAIONMAER L•L (d••) DUE TO DU13 M
DESIGNATIV MATERIAL (dcgq) REFLECTION ABSORPTION REIFLECTiOH

ONLY ONLY AND
AHBORPT2FON

Sandi� Quartz 90 1.19 1.19 1.43

RU-1 Quartz 90 1.19 1.18 1.411 *

HTL Quartz 70 1.28 1.18 1.51

HI L Spphire 70 1 .3? 1.18 11.60

kasuuev.aents of the ,"ireball gas temperature at instrument locations with-

Sin lthe fireball wlre made by the Sandia Corporation with a metallicale sheathed

thermocouple junc'',on, or thermocouple probe. The probe consists of a 1-nil-

wtre-thickness tuntgsten/tucmglcn 26% rhenium thermocouple sheathed with 16-nil.-

O.D. wolybdenum disulfatc-,jcated tantulum. The thermocouple wires are insula-

ted from the sheath and, excnpt at the j;%nction, from each other by berylliuinm

oxide.

While the thermocouple probe, is a standard instrument, for the teinptpratvu•res

and molecular constituents that occur in the fireball, a comparatively large.

uncertainty in the indicated temperature of its environment occurs. Upon im-

* mersion in the fireball, the temperature of the instrumenL commences to tacrease

.rnpidly toward that of its environment, and at temperatures well below the melt-

ing temperature o? the sheath, a chemical reaction between -he sheath nwteGr•al

* and the nearby oxidants of the fireball gas commences. The energy from the

reaction can contribute substantially to the temperature el;vation of the -rube

and its ultimate temperature can exceed that of its enviroiziieut. The rate of

Includes loss due to field-of-view restriction.

C-40
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reaction depends, of course, on the type and concentration of available oxidanta,

the flow velocities. and the sheath materil1, and It is d.tffcult to -astablish,

whether Lhe reaction is oi is not inducing a false indication of significance.

The resultant data, however, should be used with caution.

Passive Sernsor !

A piece of test hsa0dware inadvertently became ý, iassive thermal sensor

for Teot 285. This sensor consists of a solid alum-,ntum cone, as illustrated
i n Fig. C-17. At the tims of ignition# it was located at or withi.n a few

feet of the point of initial propellant iguition, and after the test was

located within a few feet of its initial location. Approximately 0.1 to 0.2 in.

S of material had been uniformly ablated from the surface of the sensor. No

t•horough analysis of the possible heating pulses that could have induced such

a n ablation has been perforined, nor is it clear if chemical reaction was

involved ill the process ojý ablating the surface.

1 1 /2

(141

'• SCALE 1 /2

SMATERIAL - W616 T6 Aluminum

Fig. C-o7. Dimensions of Anduco num Cone
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INSYRWUENT w' ibIHNG

Within the Fireball

There are four intrafireball instrument mounts which are desiguated as

Khe HS S, P, and sandia Stations. This section contains a description of these

staion, hei lcaton and the position of the I.nstr'uments on the station•s,

A 9ketnh of station "H" is given in Fig. C- 1 3, showing the location of two

slabs and four radiometer positions along the upper surface of the mount. Also

along the upper surface is a "wing-like" projectlon (or wing), which extenrs

beyond the main body of the mount both laterally and toward the center of thne'II
explosion. Ths wing is 1 in. thick (steel), with two adjacent slabs (3-lb' 3-by

1-in.-thick stainless steel 303) mounted with their exposed surface flush with

the upper surface of the wing. The upper wing surface is entirely planar, and

the leading edge and wing tips are tapered in toward the main body frem the

perimeter of the upper surface at an angle of 30 deg from the horizontal., The

function of the wing is to induce similarity of gas flow along the su'rface of

the two slabs even though the "low direction may be somewhat askew of the v4ertical

plane of symmetry of the mount and/or of the horizontal plane.

Positions for four radiometers were included in order that gross diti:erences

could be detected between simaultaneous measurements from dissimilar instruments,

similar instruments with dissimilar window materials, etc., although differences

exceeding the measurement uncertainty were not obtained. The radiometers of this

station are provided, starting with test No. 279, with a helitm purge (apparatus

not included in sketch) along the exposed surface of their windows, the purpose

being to minimize particle deposition and window heating, the latter because it

tends to alter the reflection and absorption properties of the window. Through

appropriate shaping of the purge-gas orifice and control of the velocity of the

purge gas at the orifice, the purge-gas flow aloag the upper surface of the

window was confined to a thicknesb of about a millimeter, and thus did not tend

to repel the fireball gas from the windqw surface to an undesirable extent. The
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S --ADIf OMETERS

SLABS
(STAINLESS
STEEL, 409)
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Fig, C-1.3 Intrafireblu"l Thermal Instrument. Station H
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Spurge, however-, did successfully eliminate deposition, although difficulty wRs

experienced in naaxttaining the required purge--orifice alignment.

A sketch of station S Is given on Fig. U-19, showing locations of two

slabs, two thermocouple probas, and a radiometer,, although no radiometer date

were successfully acquired at this station. Station S was generally located

approximately 13 ft above the ground surface and e.s near to the fenter of the

explosion as p.Ractical. During Tests 275 throuvgh 2•5 it was located at a

ground aistance from the center of the test pad of about 23 ft approximately

along gauge line A. Due to the difficulty of maintainirg the station at this

distance., it was relocated for the remaining tests to a ground distance of 32

ft along a radial line about half way between gauge lines A and B. A sketch

of the station and its final support structure is given in Fig. C-20.

SLABS

SUPPO RT
THERMOCOUPLE ATTACHMENTS

PROBES ,-ALONG REAR
-~ SURFACE

71

L /
S1 3"-'' '

HEliI CYLINiDRICAL
FORWARD FACE

Fig. C-419. Intrafireball Thermal Instrument Station S
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S'--- STATPON S

- 12" DIAMETER

STATION P

SLABS

1138
k "I

10'

K
t/

$
S~Fig. C-20. Thermal lInstrur-2nt Stations P arid S
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Fig. D-3. NASA/MSFC Blast Shields
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Fig. D-4. Typical Firebal1 Cloud



The slab* on the 3 station from Tests 275 thraeg 2?S uere 3 by 3 by t-la.-

thick stainless steel 309. While slabs havwing comparaTvoly mall tberual
ciffusiviltes such as atailtless ateal are Vreferable fcr th- longr duartim

tests, the loss of several temperature transducers during the first few

25,000-1b tests required their replacement with transducers and slabs of copper.

In order to increase the time during which negligible errors occur in the

evaluation of heat flux, slabs having e thtckneqs of 1-1/2 in. were installed,

where as usual, the exposed slab surface was flush with the external surface of

the mount.

The location of station P is shown in Fig. C-20 just below station 5,

station P being actually part of the support structure for station S. Station P,

installed after test 285, consists of a series of instrumented slabs distributed

at 60-deg-angle intervals along the circumference of a 12-in.-diameter, vertically

oriented pipe. A more detailed cross-sectional cutaway view showing the slab

arrangement is given in Fig. C-21, along )ith a dimensional sketch of an in-

dividual slab in the lower right hand corner of the figure. The primary purpose

of the station was to determine if there are pronounced and consistent variations

of flux density with position on such an object.

It was planned to use iron transducers and slabs in station P. However,

iron transducers were not available until the Titan I test (Test 301) and

copper transducers and slabs were substituted. The use of copper with these

comparativcly small slab dimensions will result in small errors in the evaluation

of heat flux toward the end of the heating pulse as noted in the discussion of

errors above. Iron slabs were installed for the Titan I test at station P

positions 1, 3, and 5 (position is designated by numbers in parentheses on

Fig. 21.

The Sandia station was elevated above the ground surface approximately

10 ft and supported by A structure similar to that for station S shown on

Fig. C-20. It was located about 30 ft from the test pad center at a point

approximately intersecting gauge lines A and C.
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Mrsurenats o0 adI4aLt !taxl density and ireballi temperuture are made from

remote locatious. Generally three r-ndiometers were used per test, two at the

same distance (335 ft) from gro-nd aero along radial gauge lines (A and B)

120 deg from each other, with the third more remotely located (600 ft) along

gauge line A. These dOitances are such that with the existing field-of-view

of the instruments, radiant energy originating in any region of the fireball

prior to its rise is not restricted from falling incident on the sensitive foil

of the instrument.

The photo-recording pyrometer (a Sandia Corporation Instrument) was located

about 450 ft from the test pad along gauge line A.
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"Ride-Along" Programs

Included in -he test phase of Project PYRO were several experiments

conducted by outside agencies which utilized the thermal and blast environ-

ment provided by the liquid propellant explosions. The data generated

in these experiments will be reported by the conducting agency. The follow-

ing is a summary description of each experiment and the technical contact.

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers built and installed aluminum structures

in the PYRO test area (see Figure D-l) to measure structural response to

the liquid propellant blast wave. Figure D-2 shows the damage received

by a structure during a test. The technical contact for this program was

Mr. M. J. Rosenfield, Ohio River Division Laboratories, 5851 Mariement Avenue,

Cincinnati, Ohio 45227.

NASA/qSFC installed a series of blast shields 100 ft from ground zero

during the 25,000-lb test series to evaluate these shields for use on test

stands and launch pads to protect ground support equipment. Figure D-3,

shows typical blast shields as installed for the tests. The technical

Scontact for this program was Mr. Walter V. Medenica, NASA/MSFC (R.-Test-B)

Huntsville, Alabazia 35812.

BSD in conjunction with TRW Corporation tracked the fireball cloud

of three 25,000-lb tests to determine the feasibility of measuriing the

turbulence velocity in and near the cloud. Figure D-4 shows a typical

fireball cloud. The technical cantact for this program was Dr. Chris Bush,

I Spruce Park, Building R-4, Room 1166, Redondo Beach, California 90278.

This portion of the report was authored by Mr. R. Thomas, AFRPL.
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Appendix E

EXPERIMENTAL TESTS

Presented in this appendix is a chrcnological listing of all the experi-

mental tests conducted under this program. Included in this listing is the

following information:

* Test Number

o Description of test conditions, including: Propellant or explosive
type; LW2 /RP-1 (liquid oxygen/RP-i). L02 /LH2 (liquid hydrogen), hyper-
golic (nitrogen tetroxide/50% unsymmetrical dimethylhydrazine - 50%
hydraz.ne), High-Explosive Calibration Test (a pentolite charge unless
otherwise noted); Flow direction V - (vertical), H - (horizontal);
Impact Velocity, LV - low velocity, MV - medium velocity, HV - high
velocity; Propellant orientation normal, i.e., L02 on top of RP-1, LH2
on top of L02, N204 on top of 50-50 unless marked RPO (reversed propel-

lant orientation). All propellant weights are 200 lb unless otherwise
noted.

o Yield - in percent TNT •
e• Ignition time in miliseconds

* Data Bank - indicates that the data are or are not in Volume 2, the

data bank. A "no" in this column usually indicates that no data were
i •?corded or that the data couldn't be reduced.

I •Prediction method - indicates the data which were used either in the

development of the prediction method or as large-scale confirmation of
the method.
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The University of Fiorida, under contract to WASA XSC, installed a t•*eto-

couple grid in the fuel tank of one 200-lb and two 25,000-lb L02/RP-1 CB

tests to relate explosive yield to propellant mixing as measured by the

thermocouple grid. Ftgtiro D-5-A showA the grid as Installed, and Figure D-5-B

shows th2 oscillograph recording equipment used. The technical contact
for this program Is Dr. Farber ol the University of Florida, Gainevllle,

Florida 32603.

Sandia Corporation installed two thermal experiments during the 25,000-lb

test series. The PAMS (Pad Abort Measuring System), which is used at
Cape Kennedy, was evaluated by comparison with the basic PYRO thermal data.
The second instrument installed by Sandia, shown in Figure D-6, was the

SNAP-27 Heat Transfer Experiment. The data obtained from the S1NAP-27 was

used to evaluate the thermal model employed in the design of the SNAP-27

power reactor capsule. The technic.l contact tor these experiments is

Mr. F. D. Kite of Sandia Corpcration, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque,

New Mexico 32925.

Pan American, under contract Lo AFETR, installed a cine-spectrograph

system, shown in Figure D-7,. to provde data regarding the products of

the firelall and to meabdre the fireball temperature. The technical contact

for this project is Mr. Cy Golub of Pan American Airways, Mail Unit 706,
Building 989, Patrick AFB, Florida 3292b.

The Midwest Reasearch Inctitute, under contract to NASA/MSC, installed

pre-heated thermocouples of various designs (see Figure D8) to determine

their survivability under blast wave loading. The purpose of these pre-

heated thermocouples is to measure directly the peak temperature of the

fireball. The technical contact for thia experiment .s Mr. R. F. FletcherIm
of NASA/MSC (STED), Houston, Texas 77001.
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1. NOTES MOR TEST TABLE

1. Propellant spilled to 20-ft diameter from rupture in bottom of tank.

2. Pressure reached 95 psi, 25 msec after diaphragm break. At this point, the
top of the tank blew out, and a fire at the top of the tank was observed.

3. Detonator blow hole in tank, which tipped over. Propellant spilled on pad
and spread until ignition.

4. Test similar to 087 except tank eld not tip over.

5. Top part of tank flew to about the height of the apex of the tower before
falling back on the pad. Ignition occurred after it had essentially come
to rest.

6. Ignition at impact of top tank.

7. Comparison of tank pressure for test 275 with those for tests 278 and 282,
which had very similar ignition time but considerably iarger yield, shwned
a much slower and more linear pressure rise for 275 than for either 218 or

282.

8. Fire visible at bottom of tank about 12 msec before ignition.

9. Propellants not in contact at time of ignition.

E-2
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The L.$. Cust and G.udiC.. Survey Asenvy instlled gzumud shock

Instrumentation for several 25,000-lb tests to relate ground shock data

from nuclear eAplosions to liquid propellrint explosionus. The technical

contact for this work is Mr. W. B. Mickey, U.S. Coast Aind Geodetic - ESSA,

W•asington Science Center, Rockville, Maryland 20852.
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Appendix F

PEAK OVERPRESSURE versus DISTANCE

AND POSITIVE-PHASE IMPULSE versus

DISTANCE REFERENCE CURVES
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comon se n mlitry issiles and space vehicles; liquid wiygen-RP-l (1Wa

RP-l), liquid oxygen - liquid hydrogen (Wu2/1a), and nitrogen tetroxidt/50%
unsymmetrical c-imethylhydrazine - 50% hydrasine (N204/50% UDW - SOS P"34.
During the rvurse of the program soe 270 tests were conducted with these* pro-
polient combinations on weight scales ranging from 200 lb to 100,000 lb. This

basic exploeive test program was Supplemented by analytical and statistical.
studies, laboratory-scale experimental studies, simulation tests with Inert
propellant combinations and a series of high-."-plosive tests for calibration
and evaluation purposes:

.The basic test program was designed to investigate the explosive characteris-
ties of the three propellant combinations for the %oet credible ways that the
propellants might accidentally coms into contact with each other and result Ih
a significant explosion.

-The resu~lts of the basic test program In conjunction with the analytical studies
and prior Information regarding liquid propullant explosive behavior were used
as the basis for developing methods for predicting the blast and thermal en-
vironment that w'ould be erpectod for any given missile or space vokicle system
and any specified failure mode.(

In the prediction method the therma environment is given only as a function
of propellant type, while the blast environment Is given as a function of a
number of controlling parameters. A failure mode analysis In required to se-
lect the appropriate values of the parameters needed to predict the blast en-
vironemnt for a specific system.

This report is presented In three volume:~ Volume 1, Technical Documentary Re�
ort' Vo um2 T--t ---- MO 3 Predicti Xthgs.
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